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FOREWORD

This document summarizes the results of the 1975 NASA-ASEE Summer Faculty Program in Engineering Systems Design conducted at the NASA-Langley Research Center in Hampton, Virginia during the period June 2 through August 15. The program was sponsored jointly by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the American Society for Engineering Education through a contract by NASA (NGT 47-003-028) to the Old Dominion University Research Foundation of Old Dominion University.

Included among the objectives of this program were to: (1) provide a framework for communication and collaboration between academic personnel, research engineers, and scientists in governmental agencies and private industry; (2) provide a useful study of a broadly based societal problem requiring the coordinated efforts of a multidisciplinary team; and, (3) generate participant experience in, and foster interest toward, the development of systems design activities and multidisciplinary programs at the participants' home institutions.

These three objectives were met through a study of general aviation and community development, characterized by intensive scrutiny of many ideas, philosophies, and academic perspectives on this multidimensional problem. To assure awareness and testing of many points of view, and to achieve some convergence of best ideas, a group of 22 investigators was assembled. The design team represented 17 different colleges and universities, and 19 academic disciplines—architectural engineering, aerodynamics, aeronautical engineering, air transportation law, civil engineering, community resource development, electrical engineering, environmental law, engineering psychology, geology, industrial education, industrial engineering, marketing, mechanical engineering, organizational communication, political science, social thought, urban studies, and vocational education.

Although the presence of a multidisciplinary team has been essential to the success of this study, the program itself has been enhanced by guest lecturers and consultants (see Appendixes B and C). Additionally, particular appreciation is expressed for the administrative support provided by the Co-Directors of the NASA-ASEE Summer Institutes, Dr. John E. Duberg of NASA-Langley, and Dr. G.L. Goglia of Old Dominion University. The assistance of Mr. John Witherspoon and Mr. Malcolm P. Clark, both of the NASA-Langley Personnel Training and Educational Services Branch, Personnel Division, was indispensable to the functioning of the program.

Mr. Joseph W. Stucke and Mr. Albert W. Hall of NASA-Langley served as technical advisors to the Design Team from its inception to its conclusion. For their assistance, the participants express appreciation.

Michael Z. Sincoff, Project Director
Jarir S. Dajani, Assistant Project Director

August 15, 1975
GENERAL AVIATION COMPONENTS
General aviation provides a wide variety of functions, varying from the actual transportation of people and goods through charter, cargo, mail, executive transport, and air taxi operations; to sports, recreational, and instructional activities. Between these two poles lie a range of industrial and community services such as aerial photography, stock-herding, fish-spotting, advertising, corpse-flying, logging, law enforcement, fire fighting, environmental management, health care delivery, banking, and emergency services.

Table I-I shows the number of vehicle-miles and passenger-miles travelled by general aviation, in comparison to other modes of transport. Table I-II presents some basic general aviation statistics. These show that it includes 98 percent of all aircraft, 60 percent of the total number of vehicle miles and 7 percent of all passenger miles flown.

This report examines the relationship between general aviation and community development. The first chapter discusses general aviation and its components. Later chapters will examine the environment in which general aviation operates, the process of analyzing community aviation needs, and selected Virginia community aviation issues. The final chapter is a guidebook which will enable community decision-makers to determine whether or not a general aviation service is needed and how to go about satisfying such needs.

The major components of the general aviation system discussed in this chapter are (1) the vehicle, (2) the air support facilities, (3) airways and avionics, and (4) human factors. These components combine to produce the dynamic category of General Aviation; ever moving toward increased safety and efficiency.

**THE VEHICLE**

**Introduction**

The purpose of this section is to present an overview of selected aviation vehicles. The capabilities and performance of these vehicles are first presented, followed by a discussion of the aerodynamics, structures and materials, propulsion systems, noise, and configurations of fixed-wing aircraft. Finally the discussion focuses on the history, status, and future of attempts to provide vehicles capable of short-field operations. Inclusion of the final section is due to the importance of such capabilities in general aviation aircraft.
### TABLE I-I

**PASSENGER AND CARGO TRAFFIC BY TRANSPORTATION MODE — 1971**

**Domestic Only**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Cargo Ton-Miles x10^9</th>
<th>Vehicle Miles x10^9</th>
<th>Passenger Miles x10^9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air Carrier</td>
<td>3.457</td>
<td>2.081</td>
<td>110,718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>593,164</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>4,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipeline</td>
<td>444,000</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rail</td>
<td>746,000</td>
<td>482.4</td>
<td>6,908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highway</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truck</td>
<td>430,000</td>
<td>227,037</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>3,414</td>
<td>25,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Aviation</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>3,144</td>
<td>9,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto</td>
<td></td>
<td>954,155</td>
<td>2,082,582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>2,216,676</td>
<td>1,190,313.4</td>
<td>2,239,108</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** NA may mean one of the following:
1) not available
2) not applicable
3) smaller than half the statistical unit used


---

### TABLE I-II

**1971 GENERAL AVIATION STATISTICS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Aviation Category</th>
<th>Vehicle Units</th>
<th>Vehicle-miles %</th>
<th>Vehicle-miles</th>
<th>Hours Flown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>33,314</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1,130,000,000</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>9,327</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>510,000,000</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructional</td>
<td>19,750</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>650,000,000</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal</td>
<td>68,475</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>794,000,000</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>4,282</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>60,000,000</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Total expenditures and revenues $2,206,000,000 21.4% of all air
2. Passenger miles 9,300,000,000 7% of all air
3. Number of fatalities 1,322 87% of all air
4. Total number of vehicles 131,148 98% of all air
5. Total vehicle-miles 3,144,000,000 60% of all air

The airplane has been selected as the specific aircraft to be discussed because it has, since its invention, always been the dominant vehicle on the aviation scene, and there are no reliable indicators that its status will change. Other general aviation vehicles such as helicopters, balloons, airships, and gliders are discussed briefly. For definitions of these and other terms, see the Glossary (Appendix E).

Capabilities and Performance

The airplane is a specific type of flight vehicle or aircraft, propelled through the air by a powerplant which exerts its force preponderantly forward. It is sustained in the air by the forces created by differential pressures exerted on its exposed surfaces, mainly its fixed wings, due to its motion through the air.

For purposes of considering its incorporation into an aviation system, the airplane can be considered as an imaginary box, the dimensions of which portray a volume of air around it which is forbidden to other aircraft; the airplane is at its center. The dimensions of the box (actually a rectangular figure) are variable individually with phase of operation (e.g., operation in a terminal area). The important point is that the airplane interdicts a sizeable airspace and ground area, and this space may be, and sometimes is, the same for a small airplane as for a large one.

The airplane is a moderately constrained vehicle in terms of its freedom to move in various directions relative to its own plane of symmetry. In flight its broadest-band capabilities are in that plane, and are those of steady or nearly steady movement. These capabilities are known collectively as its static performance, consisting of climbs, cruise flight, and descents.

Straight and Level Flight

The straight and level unaccelerated flight capability of an airplane may be portrayed by a graph showing true airspeed (not groundspeed) against altitude. Figure 1-1 illustrates the “flight envelope.” The curved line

![Capabilities: The Flight Envelope](image)
at the left represents the trend of **stalling speed**, the speed below which the airplane cannot be flown straight and level, because of insufficient aerodynamic lift. The long line is the stalling speed in "clean" (gear and high-lift devices retracted) configuration; the short lines give the stalling speeds for other configurations; takeoff, segmented climb, and landing.

The horizontal line at the top of the figure represents the maximum altitude for which the airplane is certificated. It may be well below the absolute ceiling of the airplane since reasons such as safety in event of a window blowout or oxygen requirements may govern the choice of the highest altitude for which certification is sought.

The crooked line on the right represents the highest speed or Mach number in normal flight for which the airplane is certificated. The symbol $\text{V}_{\text{mo}}$ means "maximum operating velocity" and $\text{M}_{\text{mo}}$ means "maximum operating Mach number." These speeds are usually very close to the top speeds the airplane can attain, and are set by a combination of structural and handling-qualities requirements.

**Climb and Descent**

Generally, an airplane does not climb without first pitching its nose up; at its maximum speed it has no climb capability at all. The maximum rate of climb is generally realized at an airspeed about 2/5 of the way between stalling speed and top speed.

The maximum angle of climb is important for takeoffs and for climbs which emergency conditions may necessitate performing near the ground. This can vary with size and type of aircraft, and with speed and flight configuration of a given type. Small, slow airplanes may have clean-configuration maximum climb angles of perhaps 14 degrees or so; the business jets may achieve 40-degree angles.

An airplane may be caused to descend without pitching by retarding the throttle (the throttle is said by some flight instructors to be the basic climb-and-descent control, though this is oversimplistic). Except in air-carryer operation this is not an important maneuver. A more popular descent technique is to establish some fixed vertical speed while retaining cruising airspeed (approximately). In the cockpit of practically all modern airplanes there is an instrument called a Vertical Speed Indicator, and a popular vertical speed for descents out of ground proximity is 500 feet per minute, a rate for which the apparent nose-down angle of the cabin is not disturbing to passengers, and which is satisfactory for use in flight on airways. Emergency descents of 1,500 feet per minute or even more can be made with reasonable pitch angle changes and within acceptable limits of operation, though in unpressurized airplanes there is risk of damage to passengers' ears.

The "best approach" angle at which landing approaches may be performed is that representing a power-off (engines idling) glide at an airspeed about 30 percent above that for stall, with flaps fully extended and landing gear down. The angle may be anywhere from about 5 to 9 degrees. Steeper approaches may be made, but some pilots consider that safety levels are reduced at the higher angles. The "ILS landing approach" angle of 2.5 to 3 degrees is established by the angle that the glide slope beam of an instrument landing system transmitter makes with the ground. This shallow angle almost always requires that engine power or thrust be above idle setting, and this increases the degree of control the pilot has over the glide angle (since the throttle is a climb and descent control).

**Other Changes of Flight Path**

The airplane is an awkward machine to turn; it must be turned and banked simultaneously, much as a car requires banked curves on roads. A conventional airplane cannot move directly sideways at all except by **slipping**, during which altitude typically must be lost because the aerodynamic drag (rearward) force on the airplane increases, and the airplane must either slow down or descend or do both, as a consequence. The slipping maneuver was popular years ago as a means of steepening landing approach paths, but its capability is very limited. The advent of trailing edge flaps in about 1940 made it largely unnecessary, except as an aid in making crosswind landings. Recently interest has revived in improving the ability of the airplane to move sideways, this time as a means of making adjustments in the lateral position of the final approach path relative to a landing field runway. This ability can be important for instrument flight operations.

In turning flight, the measure is the radius of turn, a function both of speed and of bank angle. As a general rule, the radius of a turn may be decreased (the turn made tighter) by increasing the bank angle. At a given bank angle a slow airplane is able to turn tighter than a fast one, so the minimum turning radii of small airplanes are generally in the hundreds of feet, while those of fast airplanes such as fighters
are generally thousands of feet long. Power is required to make a level turn, in excess of that required to drive the airplane straight. Consequently, as the speed of an airplane is increased toward its top speed, its ability to turn gradually deteriorates until at top speed it cannot make level turns at all, but must slow down to do so. Passengers will begin to take notice, and some will be disturbed if turns are made with bank angles more than 30 to 45 degrees.

Historically, there has been a fairly close relationship between the size and the maximum speed of airplanes marketed successfully in the United States. The smaller airplanes have maximum speeds near 100 knots. As gross weight rises, maximum speed also rises, until at the top of the weight range for six-passenger single-engine airplanes (about 3,800 pounds) it is on the order of 200-220 knots. Larger piston-engine airplanes, the twins, are only a little faster than this, because of the unavailability of engines of more than about 350 horsepower. The turboprop powered twins use engines of 600 - 1,000 horsepower, and so are considerably faster than piston twins of comparable size, with maximum speeds on the order of 250 knots. This size-speed relationship has not changed much in recent years.

The turbofan and turbojet airplanes, whatever their weights, have maximum speed of 350-450 knots. The lack of size-dependence is due to the fact that the jet airplanes are limited by the effects of the compressibility of air on their ability economically to achieve high-speed flight. The speeds of the jet airplanes are well above those of propeller airplanes of any size, though military propeller airplanes during World War II were occasionally flown straight and level at speeds just above 430 knots, during development programs.

Little on the technological horizon has appeared to indicate that the above relationships will change much. New type piston engine development is moribund, the fuel economy of the Wankel engine is not outstanding, and there is a large region extending from about Mach 0.9 to about Mach 1.5 in which efficient airplanes are difficult to develop.

Takeoff and Landing

Airplanes can be built which will take off and land in any given distance, including zero. Takeoff and landing distances depend strongly on stalling speeds, but in general, power is required to fly slow, below a certain point, just as it is required to fly fast. This means that the available technology, as well as the market place, will establish whatever relationships exist between field performance and other design features.

Three identifiable technological levels have evolved into which marketed airplanes have been divided. (1) Conventional Takeoff and Landing (CTOL) technology is typified by simple flaps, such as appear on most general aviation airplanes. (2) Reduced Takeoff and Landing (RTOL) incorporates complex flaps and leading-edge high-lift devices called slots, slats, and Krügers, and perhaps a little powered lift. (3) Short Takeoff and Landing (STOL) airplanes use energy, in addition to that supplied to the main propulsive means (e.g., prop) to produce lift directly, through boundary layer control or lifting fans. Historically, STOL airplanes have not found a market except with the military. RTOL airplanes, such as the Boeing 727, are in operation, but the only small airplanes in the category have been: isolated single examples because of the expense involved in adopting the technology.

Field performance data on specific airplanes are given elsewhere, but it is instructive to look at what corporate and utility airplane operators have considered to be adequate field length requirements. Two surveys of such operators made some years ago, indicate that all operators would be satisfied with 2,000-foot-or-shorter field performance, but field length requirements of 5,000 feet or longer would satisfy no one.

Range/Payload Tradeoffs

Most airplanes, except very small ones, are weight-limited in such a way that full passengers and full fuel cannot be loaded simultaneously without exceeding the maximum certificated gross weight. Figure 1-2 shows typical ranges for various types of aircraft starting with full fuel tanks. It also shows one of the informative ways in which range-payload information can be portrayed graphically. The empty airplane occupies a point at the origin of the graph, and either fuel or payload must be loaded first. If, for illustrative purposes, payload is considered to be loaded first, the lefthand end of the top horizontal line represents the airplane when loading is completed but fueling has not started; the airplane can thus go nowhere. As fueling proceeds, the capability of the airplane is indicated by points on the horizontal line. Finally enough fuel has been added that the airplane is at its maximum certificated weight, and fueling must stop whether the tanks are full or not (point A). If the tanks are filled before the payload is ad-
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**FIGURE 1-2**

The history of the development of the airplane has been that of technological evolution, with the occasional addition of major jumps in innovation which nevertheless did not change the definitive outline of the airplane itself.

**Aerodynamic Design**

The general outline of the airplane as a set of wings with stabilizing and control surfaces was definitive from the start. There were other concepts, but these disappeared rapidly.

Two changes took place within a decade after the first flight, replacement of wing-warping by ailerons, and settlement on the conclu-
sion that the tail-surface of an airplane belonged behind it. Nothing basic has occurred since then in the area of general aerodynamic configuration of small subsonic airplanes.

Combat airplanes underwent evolutionary growth during World War I, with both sides producing airframes using about the same technology until the Germans introduced the first all-metal monoplane, near the end of the conflict. General acceptance of the monoplane waited until the appearance of aluminum in sufficient quantities, and of acceptable properties, made the aerodynamically superior internally braced monoplane technically feasible. In the meantime, during the decade of the twenties, the biplane and strut-braced monoplane lived side-by-side, with no singular advance in aerodynamic technology.

The next two significant improvements appeared almost simultaneously. The feasibility of the internally-braced monoplane resulted in higher wing loadings (thus higher stalling speeds) and in the increasing significance for drag of items which previously were of minor importance. Flaps and retractable landing gear appeared almost together, to make significant extensions to both ends of the speed range. The fighters of World War I could fly a little over twice as fast as their stalling speeds; by the 1930’s “twice as fast” had become “over three times as fast.”

At that point the major contributions to low subsonic aerodynamic art ceased. Since then there have been detail improvements—shaping refinements in ailerons, flaps, slats, airscops, and so on.

General aviation includes high-subsonic airplanes, so the two most significant technical contributions to flight in the Mach-number range from 0.6 to 0.9 should be mentioned. The first of these was accidental. During the mid-thirties specially shaped families of airfoils were developed in an attempt to reduce wing skin-friction drag. Success in doing this was negligible for various reasons. Of interest, however, was the fact that the special airfoils had better high Mach characteristics than their predecessors. Maximum operating Mach number gains of more than 0.1, or about 15 percent, were possible. The second development, that of the swept wing, was German, and was not known to the United States until the collapse of Germany in 1945. High-subsonic airplane aerodynamic design coasted along on the strength of these two developments until the late 1950’s. When Boeing commenced utilizing a further refined airfoil series and tailoring near the junctions of wings and bodies, in accordance with the Whitcomb “transonic area rule.”

Aerodynamically, the modern airplane is an extremely efficient device. Its propeller delivers thrust horsepower at an installed efficiency, typically, of over 85 percent. The “induced” drag which is an inherent theoretical penalty of the production of lift is exceeded by only about 10-15 percent in practice. The “parasite” drag which is the penalty for having a useful load that occupies space, is little more than that which would be experienced by a thin flat plate, equal in exposed area to that of the airplane’s exposed skin, drawn through the air edgewise, at flight speed. This is approximately six times “cleaner” than a typical automobile (the above statements apply to “top-of-the-art” airplanes: unbraced-wing monoplanes with retractable gear).

On the low speed end of the flight envelope the airplane does not do so well. It cannot fly level at any speed below its “stalling” speed, which can be compared roughly with the cruising speed of an automobile. The safety implications of having to touch down no slower than this are obvious and efforts to improve the situation have been continual. The market place typically has called for speed and efficiency, however, and has accepted the risks of fast touchdowns.

Indeed, striving for very low stalling speeds can be more dangerous than not. The reason lies in the fact that the aerodynamic force that a control surface (e.g., rudder) can exert, is proportional to the square of the speed with which it moves through the air. So an airplane configured for low speed handling can be oversensitive at high speeds or one configured for high speeds too sluggish at low. Conventional general aviation airplanes of small-to-medium size are typically acceptable on both ends of the speed range. One of the ways in which power required for cruise flight can be reduced, however, is by reducing wing areas. The higher stalling speeds which result are undesirable, but can be lowered by increasing the maximum wing lift capability. Thus the energy crisis helps keep the pressure on for further development of high lift devices.

Airfoil Development

“Airfoil” refers to the shape and thickness of a cross-section of a wing. Three forward surges in airfoil development can be identified. First, the NACA low-speed programs of the 1920’s and 1930’s which resulted in the four and five-digit airfoil series’ (each digit of a designation such as 2412 gives the magnitude of an air-

TABLE I-III
EXAMPLES OF AIRFOIL DEVELOPMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airfoil</th>
<th>Maximum Lift Capability</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NACA 24XX</td>
<td>1.47 - 1.7</td>
<td>4-digit series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NACA 230XX (1930's)</td>
<td>1.5 - 1.8</td>
<td>5-digit series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NACA 63-4XX</td>
<td>1.47 - 1.77</td>
<td>&quot;Laminar-flow&quot; airfoils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NACA 6716 (1974)</td>
<td>~ 2.0</td>
<td>4-digit airfoil with high-loaded trailing edge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA(W)-1 (1973)</td>
<td>~ 2.1</td>
<td>&quot;Low-speed super-critical&quot; thick airfoils</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Defined as Lift (Dynamic pressure) (Area)

foil shape parameter. The entire series used a type of thickness function based on only 2 airfoils: one designed by Col. Virginius E. Clark, and one very similar designed at Göttingen. The mathematical definitions of thickness functions and mean lines were systematized, but not on a theoretical physical base—they were arbitrary, as were the Clark and Göttingen airfoils that served as the point of departure.

Second, the so-called "laminar flow" series, which as it turned out offered more to high-Mach flight than to low. There were several families of these, of which the survivors are the so-called "6" and "6A" series. Airfoil contours were developed to match desired surface velocity distribution.

Third, various programs seeking further relief from high-subsonic-Mach number limitations of thick airfoils developed. The names connected with these programs are Sinnott and Peary in England, and Whitcomb in the United States.

Current work in the United States is of three kinds: (1) theoretical and experimental work on multi-element (flapped and slatted) airfoils; (2) theoretical and experimental work on high-lift basic airfoils, notable among which is the GA(W) airfoil series to which Whitcomb's name has literally become attached; and, (3) continued work on the "supercritical" classes of airfoils.

The gains being sought are relatively small, and the cost of obtaining them sometimes seems excessive. Table I-III illustrates the evolution of high-lift airfoil technology. The data are clouded by the fact that the later explorations have emphasized low test speeds.

There has been much attention devoted to raising the maximum lift capabilities of airfoil sections. This has taken the forms of (1) devising basic sections with high maximum lifts, and (2) devising slat and flap configurations to apply to these sections to produce high maximum lifts in landing configurations (flap down, slat out).

Some of the recently-developed basic sections have had lower drag at high lift than have older sections of the same thickness ratio (thickness ratio is important because it indicates the depth of wing available for structure and tankage). A conventionally configured small airplane may be said to have "too much" wing for economical cruise, since the wing size is determined by the requirement for low stalling speeds. The benefit sought through use of the newer airfoil sections is in that they allow smaller wings than usual, since their maximum lift capability is high. In climb and at cruise, the small wing operates at higher lift per unit area, and the shift of maximum weight/drag ratios to higher lift values is therefore favorable to the new sections.
The classic approach to configuring multi-element wings for takeoff, approach, and landing has been to start with a given basic airfoil, lay in flap and slat elements that will fit inside the airfoil contour, and then explore what the settings of these elements should be for lift maximization. However, an airfoil designed for high lifting capability with no flap will not necessarily be exceptionally good when a flap system is added. This suggests that multi-element airfoil research might be directed toward finding airfoil sections and flap configurations that are best when the flaps are down.

Most of the multi-element airfoil developments of the past have been addressed to the landing configuration, where flap deflections are large and maximum lift high. The most troublesome flight configuration remaining is that for climb, in particular the engine-out climb of twin-engine airplanes. Federal Aviation Regulations acknowledge the importance of climb performance by prescribing minimum values of climb gradients or rates, but implicitly acknowledge that trouble exists by setting the minimum values very low. Development of airfoil systems tailored for the climb-regimes have received little attention.

**Directions for Airfoil Research**

With the advent of automatic computation, it became possible to conduct theoretical explorations of airfoil characteristics which previously had been too burdensome to undertake. The current analytical programs for single- and multi-element airfoil shaping are as example.

It would seem useful to apply such programs to the problem of developing airfoil and flap systems together rather than separately, with specific application to climb performance.

While these programs have merit, the following should be pointed out:

First, far cruder analyses, applied sensibly, have provided important indications of what should be done to make given modifications in airfoil characteristics.

Second, in one or two cases of note, sophisticated techniques have produced solutions for airfoil shapes which obviously were no good, but were carried through wind tunnel tests despite the clarity with which the low merits of the selections could be deduced from visual inspection of the airfoil contours.

Third, the omissions in the experimental data provided for families of existing NACA airfoils have been known to the industry for years. In some cases, filling in the data gaps and extending the ranges of parameters in directions whose utility could easily be perceived, would have provided section geometries which are only now being explored (an instance is the general correspondence between the characteristics of the NACA 6716 section, only recently tested, and those of the GA(W)-1 section). In one notable case, that of the NACA 230XX airfoils, a family of sections with obviously superior high lift characteristics sat around for years, figuratively screaming for more inquiry into just why they were so good.

To many people there were good and sufficient reasons for the lack of attention to the data gaps—World War II, the postwar funding crunch, the advent of diverting work (supersonic flight, missiles, space programs). During those periods, understandably, relatively little work was done by NASA; general aviation manufacturers took occasion to point out the lack; the larger airplane companies such as Douglas and Boeing undertook to remedy the situation for their own benefit in their own facilities, and very little appeared in the public domain.

It is suggested that benefit to general aviation would result from a continuing, long-range program of subsonic aerodynamic research which would include:

1. increased financial support for NASA aeronautics research, to the extent that not only could NASA's own in-house and contractual research be augmented, but also close and continual technical monitoring could be maintained over the manner in which government funds in general use are spent for aeronautical research.

2. continuous liaison with universities and with general aviation manufacturers, using circuit riders if necessary, to determine in what ways NASA or other government agencies can be...
responsive to their research needs. Coverage should not be limited to those of the public who have government contracts. A mechanism to ensure the responsiveness of the government agencies should be devised.

(3) "gap-filling" experimental work. The everyday problems of the small or medium-sized airplane company are not those of pushing out the forefront of knowledge, but rather those of obtaining detailed information on items basically already well within the state of present art—such items as airfoil characteristics, aerodynamics of fuselage irregularities, interference drag, engine cooling drag, propeller performance, ex crescence drag, etc.

(4) continued publication of compendia of data, of a high order of completeness, with periodic revisions and reissues.

(5) revival of the pre-1958 NACA index system. The current STAR indexes are comprehensive, but need supplementing to increase the visibility of important NASA work. The old NACA index format was excellent in this regard, and far more usable than the STAR indexes.

Elements of this program exist; some have existed for a long time. The intent of the above suggestions is to express general concurrence with the decisions which have produced the present NASA general aviation aerodynamics programs, while citing areas in which additional funding seems desirable.

Structures and Materials

Structural development has been paced historically by materials availability. The best utilisable weight/strength ratios in the pre-World War I period were possessed by various woods (the use of weight/strength ratio is a vast oversimplification, which is why the word "utilizable" has been inserted). Wrought aluminum alloys were not available in temper states that allowed use in primary structure, though secondary structure could use it, and did during the war.

The necessity for building stiff structures with low weights and low-strength materials dictated the use of wire-braced, thin-membered trusses: the bridge-type fuselage framework and the biplane wing cellule, which was essentially a repetition of the fuselage truss, disposed laterally and with its horizontal panels covered by secondary structure, the ribs and fabric envelopes. Some all-wood airplanes, their surfaces made of spruce plywood bonded with casein glues, appeared during the war and throughout the 1920's, but they did not account for a major market share. Wooden airliners were killed abruptly following the Knute Rockne crash; the Fokker transport in which he was killed was wooden-winged, and the crash was felt possibly due to the deterioration of the wing structure.

Subsequently, wood for airliners was, in effect, regulated out of use, and the development of light-metal technology was thereby forced. Though unbraced-wooden-winged airplanes were built (Lockheed Vega, Fairchild PT-19), the development of light-metal technology probably was a major factor in promoting aerodynamic improvements starting with the unbraced (internally braced wing. One might almost say it forced the aerodynamic refinement, since duplicating wooden structural configurations typically leads to some weight increase, which must be offset by drag decrease if installed engine power is not to rise.

The 1930's were a period, then, of refinement in all-metal design, culminating in the great combat air fleets of World War II.

Immediate postwar developments included the introduction of "sandwich" materials (a double skin of very thin layers prevented from buckling due to in-plane compressive loads by a lightweight core of wood or metal honeycomb), but the impact of this technology on general aviation has not been felt until recently. The delay was due in part to the difficulty of inspecting sandwich structure bonding using nondestructive techniques, a difficulty not surmounted until a very few years ago.

The war production programs enabled some general aviation manufacturers to develop their all-metal technology at public expense. The result was that production of wooden, fabric-covered, general aviation airplanes rapidly subsided after the war until at present only a few minor types are being produced.

Sheet-molding technology of World War II level still dominates the civil airplane field. Early attempts to use plastics technology for
secondary structures resulted in saving neither weight nor cost. More recently a second cycle of attempts to use plastics technology was begun. One certificated civil airplane, the Win-decker Eagle, uses plastics almost altogether for skin, but the extent of plastics use in its primary structure is apparently lower. Other manufacturers have acquired or are acquiring the capability to work major structural components in plastics.

Military structural research has concentrated most recently on the development of composite structure with monofilament load-bearing members. This development has not yet reached the civil field.

Sail plane structure has reached a new plateau with the replacement of composite wood-and-fabric construction by conventional fiberglass/epoxy layups with foam filling. This enables glassy-smooth exterior skin-surfaces to be built fairly easily.

Perhaps the most active area of structures research—at least the most visible at the moment—is the analytical. The fairly simple sheet-metal structure of World War II could be stress-analyzed using closed-form methods. Very thick-walled structures such as landing gear forgings could not be well dealt with using such simple methods, however. The availability of digital computer time has resulted in an explosion of finite-element methods for the analysis of thick-walled structures of complex shape.

At the time of the disappearance of the wooden airliner, the technology of wooden airplane construction was fairly advanced. Throughout the years between then and 1941, wooden airplane development struggled along, and it is now the property of sport aviation and one commercial manufacturer. The state of the technology is practically the same as at the end of the last major wooden airplane production, the PT-19, left it.

It would appear that there is now reason for taking it up again. While the state of availability of the major civil aircraft structural materials of the present day—aluminum, magnesium, and titanium—is better than that of petroleum fuels, still the refinement of these materials to aircraft standards is energy intensive. In this regard wood is attractive—a renewable resource, potentially available in adequate supply to support small airframe production, and with small energy requirements to prepare it for aircraft use.

Larger airplanes will undoubtedly continue to be built of more exotic materials because of the requirements for structural strength, efficiency, and low maintenance. Wood, however, continues to be an acceptable material for the construction of small airplanes. Fabric is a sort of natural companion of wood for this application, so along with the program of resumed development of wood construction technology which is suggested here, might well go one of fabric application development.

The bugbears of the past have been: (1) insidious, invisible deterioration of the mechanical properties of wood structures; (2) non-destructive inspection of woods; (3) rot and infestation; (4) deterioration of fabrics with exposure to sun (hence pigmented dopes replacing the clear dopes of the first two decades of aviation); (5) palatability to field creatures of cordage used in stitching; (6) resistance to action of aviation fuels and lubricants; and, (7) bonding materials and techniques.

Recent years have seen the introduction of synthetic aircraft cloths and long-life dopes, which it is hoped will give finished fabric airplane coverings lifetime durability. However, work toward improving the characteristics of aircraft covering using renewable resources may yet be in order. This same constraint should be considered for application to research in any of the other areas.

**Propulsion**

Propeller airplanes represent an overwhelming percentage of the general aviation fleet, so perhaps starting with the propeller itself is appropriate.

Someone has said that only a real genius could design a poor propeller. Operating at its design point a typical wooden fixed-pitch propeller of World War I vintage would show efficiencies in excess of 75 percent, and modern technology metal propellers can exceed 90 percent. Thus, aerodynamic refinements for design-condition operation yielded relatively small gains, the largest being experienced when aluminum technology permitted development of metal blades in the late 1920's.

The only major avenue of improvement, then, was in the area of off-design performance, and this problem was addressed in the early 1920's, with controllable-pitch and constant-engine-speed propellers finally achieving wide use by the mid 1930's. The propeller technology of general aviation today is largely the technology of that era, with detail refinements.

Practical piston engine development was along two lines—aircooled and liquid-cooled. Liquid-cooled engines are no longer used ex-
cept for the World War II leftovers, and are not produced at all. Aircooled engines got a rather strange start with the "rotary" engine, whose crankshaft was rigidly fixed to the airframe, the pistons, cylinders, crankcase, and propeller all whirling around at prop speed, which was then (World War I) rather low. The rotary died a well-deserved sudden death after the war, its place taken by the aircooled radial.

The present horizontally-opposed configuration found in most general aviation airplanes dates back to the late 1920's; it and the prevalent "lightplane" highwing configuration started together at that time, and the family resemblance remains until now. Improvements since the 1920's have been in materials and detail refinements, such as the introduction of fuel injection and turbo supercharging, both spinoffs from military aviation. Minor types and freaks have appeared now and then, such as the Guiberson diesel radial, the six-cylinder Curtiss radial (single-row radials have odd numbers of cylinders, so the Curtiss engine was in essence two three-cylinder radials with a common crankcase), and the Hermann cam engine.

Propulsion research has produced many exotic configurations during the last twenty years—lift fans, tilting rotors, tilt-props, tilt-prop-lift wings, tilting ducted fans, and so on. The main thrust has been toward development of VTOL types other than the helicopter. With a
single military exception, these devices have not been undertaken by any firm for production, although the present state of documentation seems fairly good. Much of the information has been condensed into a reference work by Dr. Barnes W. McCormick of Pennsylvania State University. Dr. McCormick has broadened the scope of his work to include powered boundary layer control, essentially a part of STOL technology which also has found, to date, only military applications.

Piston engine development has simply incorporated old military engine technology into civil engines, with one notable exception: Teledyne Continental has produced an engine with an altered internal power train and fairly sophisticated dynamic damping devices.

Dowty-Rotol has displayed a controllable-pitch piston engine/shrouded propeller combination in mockup form.

Turbine engine development in small sizes has utilized essentially military-funded technology for civil engines of fairly conventional form. Short-life turbine engines, based on drone-engine technology, have been proposed at various times as lift engines (axis vertical) for STOL or V/STOL airplanes, but none has been adopted for production. Turbine engine technology is very expensive to acquire, hence the lack of civil funding for advanced research.

No engine produced to date for aviation, except the diesel, has outshone the conventional gasoline piston engine from the standpoint of fuel economy. The shaft-gas-turbine engine is lighter and its overhaul times typically longer; through intensive development its fuel consumption has been hammered down to about the level of the wartime piston engine. Nevertheless, with little development since 1945 except what the civil engine manufacturers could afford, the fuel consumption of the gasoline piston engine is now, after thirty years, about as far superior to that of the turbine as it was when gas turbine development started, on a percentage basis.

As long as flight speeds are below about 325 knots, the propeller engine is superior to the only other two types in use, the turbofan and the turbojet. This superiority exists because of propeller, rather than engine, characteristics. The implication of this and the superior fuel economy of the basic piston engine is clear.

Noise

The general aviation airplane, taken by and large, is a far less noisy device at the distances at which it is typically encountered than is a power lawn mower, a motorcycle or a "performance" car. Experience has shown, however, that the airplane's high visibility makes it vulnerable, and that noise levels at major airports generate an awareness of aircraft noise that "wipes off" on all airplanes. Also, an objectionable noise need not be "loud," or have any specific frequency content, to generate complaints. There is experience to indicate that many complaints about "noise" are generated simply by newness and unusualness. It all amounts to the fact that silencing airplanes is a response to a political fact of life, however artificially generated, which did not exist as such years ago, but which we now ignore at our peril.

Small piston engines are muffled, but not as effectively as automobile engines. There are two probable reasons: (1) a very significant proportion of the noise of an aircraft power plant is propeller noise—perhaps as much as 40 to 60 percent. The propeller noise therefore masks the exhaust noise at high prop speeds; and (2) weight is always critical, and the tendency is therefore to minimize the weight, as a percentage of the total, of items that do not contribute to safety of flight or to sales potential.

Propeller noise is predominantly due to air compressibility effects at the blade tips. To get rid of the noise, then, demands that either the propeller be slowed to a tip speed where these effects will disappear (usually below M ≤ 0.6) or that blade profiles be reshaped. The "high-speed supercritical" airfoils proposed by Dr. Richard T. Whitcomb are designed for the specific purpose of delaying the onset of compressibility effects by approximately 0.05 - 0.10 Mach. Along with this benefit go increases in the loadings at which it is acceptable to drive the blades, from a power-required standpoint.

Low tip speeds dictate increases in propeller "solidity" (number and width of blades) to realize acceptable thrust power levels. Since thrust not only varies almost directly with solidity, but also with the square of propeller speed, ground and low-speed engine cooling becomes a problem with slow turning propellers, as was again demonstrated with the "spook" airplanes used in Vietnam.

Some persons have proposed use of shrouded propellers to diminish noise output. There is no present evidence to indicate that the complicated tradeoffs involved in shrouded propeller design will favor low-noise configurations of acceptable weight and efficiency. Indeed, the basic configuration generates noise
problems all its own at the low-loading end of the range of applicability. At the high end, the shrouded propeller becomes the secondary stage of the ducted fan engine. Here the trade-offs are considered vis-à-vis the turbojet engine, and are favorable to the fan because of its long shroud (not feasible at low loadings), which can be acoustically treated.

It is surprisingly little understood that small propeller airplanes can now be silenced almost to the level of the automobile at high speed cruise. Detail changes of configuration which must be made to do so include: (1) more effective exhaust muffling; (2) overwing routing of exhaust stacks; (3) slow turning, wind bladed propellers; and, (4) improvements in ground and low-speed cooling, perhaps with auxiliary blowers or a reversion to liquid cooling. But the job can be done within the limits of present technology. An inspection of the circumstances surrounding the addition of noise certification requirements to the Federal Aviation Regulations would seem to be in order, to determine whether, for any small airplane other than the business jets, a real need exists for the regulations.

The changes listed above do not come free. Each has its cost in weight or efficiency, small though it may be. Whether this cost will be tolerable as fuel supplies grow scarcer cannot be predicted, but it is worth considering whether significant amounts of funds should be spent on developing improvements which may in a very few years have to be discarded as the last few percentage points of efficiency are sought.

**Basic Configuration**

As pointed out previously, no definitive changes in airplane configuration have taken place since about World War I. That war also generated the basic conventional twin, with wing-mounted tractor-type powerplants, a type which survives and is popular today.

The conventional light twin represents the first step up in performance from the heavy single, largely due to the fact that there are no engines on the market today in the 600 horsepower class except the Pratt and Whitney PT-6 turbine and the R-1340. Neither of these engines is suitable for other than specialized single-engine applications, the turbine because of its cost, the R-1340 because of its limited availability. The twins, with their modern opposed engines, fill the gap.

The conventional twin as a type, unfortunately, has one bad characteristic, which renders it among the most potentially dangerous machines in the air. This characteristic is the difficulty of “cleaning it up” after a single engine failure. The pilot must sort out which engine failed, shut it down, at the same time counteracting the roll and yaw occasioned by the shutdown, then rapidly retract the gear and raise the flaps if they are extended. The difficulty of doing this is emphasized by the fact that a large proportion of fatal accidents to twin-engined airplanes in which engine stoppage played a part is sustained in training for engine failure emergencies.

Attempts have been made to circumvent the trouble by designing airplanes with “centerline thrust,” e.g., the “push-pull” Cessna 337. Such airplanes have their own problems, notably those of detecting when an aft engine failure has occurred, and of providing adequate ground cooling for the aft engine. The concept remains attractive, however, as a remedy for the basic problem, and if the conventional twin cannot be rendered more tractable by the application of advanced technology, the centerline thrust twin should be taken in hand and developed to the extent that it possesses less serious problems of its own than are possessed by the conventional type.

**The Advanced Technology Light Twin (ATLIT).** For several years a group under Dr. David Kohlman and Dr. Jan Roskam has been working at the University of Kansas in the area of the improvement of cruise and low speed performance of small airplanes. The general approach is to adopt high-lift airfoil technology to maintain low stalling speeds while improving cruise performance (range) and gust response by reducing wing area about 30 percent to cut skin-friction-type parasite drag. Spoiler ailerons are adopted to maintain good roll performance at low speed.

At present this NASA-contracted program has modified a Piper airplane, an “ATLIT,” for further experimental work. Their first airplane was a single-engined Cessna.

**Robertson Aircraft.** While the aerodynamic gains sought by the ATLIT project are worth achieving, quite a bit can be done toward improvement of low-speed performance alone by adopting less drastic measures. For many years the Robertson Aircraft Company has specialized in modifying conventional production airplanes for this purpose. The modifications consist of sophisticated flap systems, drooped-wing leading edges, vortex generators, and lately full-span flaps and spoilers. Robertson’s emphasis has been on keeping modification costs low and doing as little as
possible that will affect the structural integrity of the basic airplane.

**Short Field Aircraft**

"Short-field Aircraft" is a catchall term under which can be lumped all aircraft which use advanced technology to achieve shorter than ordinary takeoff and landing distances. The term embraces short takeoff (STOL), reduced takeoff (RTOL), and vertical-or-short takeoff (V/STOL) types of machines.

**RTOL and STOL**

There have been two definitions associated with each of the names Reduced Takeoff and Landing (RTOL) and Short Takeoff and Landing (STOL), and much confusion has existed because this fact was not appreciated. The confusion existed because, while Conventional Takeoff and Landing (CTOL) airplane technology and its associated performance were represented by existing types of airplanes, as was Vertical/Short Takeoff and Landing (V/STOL) by the performance of the helicopter, no hardware and no steady performance targets existed for STOL. During the early years in the development of STOL technology, the typical argument was over what single fixed takeoff and landing distances should be striven for through the application of the technology. One of the early "definitions" of STOL was "500 feet over a 50 foot obstacle." It was surprisingly long in coming out that there were actually two entities to define separately.

The first was **STOL technology**, the aggregation of technical developments that would enable the design of an airplane with field length requirements substantially less than those of a CTOL airplane, of the same payload, range, and speed.

The second was **STOL airplane**, and to its definition no fixed field performance requirement could be attached except arbitrarily. The field performance of successful airplanes designed to a given state of the art is size dependent as shown in Figure 1-3. A STOL airplane, then, is an airplane which utilized STOL technology effectively to produce some percentage improvement in performance, no matter how short or long its field requirement is.

Potential users, however, insist on thinking in dimensional terms so here is a sample rundown of the various field length performance targets advocated throughout the years, with a little information on each:

1. **1952**: 500 feet; this was the point of departure for many discussions among commercial manufacturers, the Army, and the Office of Naval Research. In 1953, the Cessna Aircraft Company actually produced an airplane capable of taking off and landing over a 50-foot obstacle in 450 feet. The airplane was a heavily-modified L-19A. The "improvement" over CTOL was approximately 25 percent.

2. **1959**: 1,200-2,000 feet, developed in part by technical studies growing from ONR/Army-sponsored research performed at the University of Wichita. The aircraft associated with these field lengths were transports in the 30,000 - 60,000 pound class. At this same time, Lockheed Aircraft started development of a "BLC-130" with comparable performance.

3. **1968**: 1,000 feet. The FAA marked off 1,000-foot sections of runway at Washington National, Friendship, and La Guardia airports and designated these as "STOL" strips. An airline using Dornier "Sky Servant" heavy twins (7,700 pounds) used these strips. Though this airline operated only for a while, it provided information on the feasibility of introducing STOL airplanes into the mix of traffic at a heavily-used airport.

4. **1970**: 2,000 feet. This was a relaxation of the 1,000-foot "requirement" above. Surveys of the larger commuter operators at that time indicated that they would have been content with about 3,500-foot field performance.

5. **1975**: 3,000-4,000 feet. This length is associated with medium weight transport category airplanes (146,000-206,000 pounds) in a NASA-funded set of short-haul systems studies by Douglas, Lockheed, Boeing, and others. Advanced hi-lift technology and materials were necessary at these
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weights. Environmental considerations were invoked.  

From these cases it can be seen that the field length requirements, and the aircraft missions and sizes of principal interest at the moment, were all mixed up together, which frequently happens when most of the application effort over a considerable period is devoted to studies rather than to the production and marketing of actual equipment.

To try to make some sense of the above, a discussion of STOL aircraft is presented using a historical/technical approach. The initial question, of course, is "what is 'short'?" or "short with respect to what?" As has been seen, there is no way to answer using field lengths; thus, a definition based rather on the state of the technical art must be adopted. This definition requires that a technology associated with "conventional" is adopted first, and that "short" (plus recently "reduced") be related to it through inspection of the technological levels habitually associated with them.

**Conventional Technology.** Perhaps the best period to use to describe "conventional" is the period between 1946 and 1950. By 1946 the biplane and the wooden airplane no longer represented the highest level of technology. The technical product of the war years which appeared first on the civil market was characterized by conventional-airfoil straight wings, single or double-slotted part-span flaps, and propeller engines. The turbojet engine technology of wartime was working its way through the military inventory, and would appear on the civil market in the 1956-59 period in the forms of the Boeing 707, the Douglas DC-8, and the Convair 880. These three airplanes were "CTOL's" in the sense that, though they employed complicated flaps and leading edge devices, the effectiveness of their wings in producing high lift was no better than that of the propeller airplanes that preceded them. Their field length requirements were very long, 9,000-10,000 feet, so from either the performance or the technology standpoint they would have to be considered simply as defining a jet-airplane CTOL developmental level.

**STOL Technology.** The initial impetus for the development of a STOL technology was provided by the military. Civil propeller airplanes of the 1946-1950 era had no great trouble operating from the airports of the day. The military, however, concerned over operational requirements were very long, the development of a STOL technology was provided by the military. Civil propeller airplanes of the 1946-1950 era had no great trouble operating from the airports of the day. The military, however, concerned over operational requirements were very long, the development of a STOL technology was

Conventional high-lift technology seemed to have reached a plateau, so attention was directed towards "powered lift." The means were to be propellers which bathed most of the wing in their slipstreams and could be used in conjunction with very sophisticated wing flaps and drooped ailerons which deflected the slipstreams downward to obtain additional lift. Further, an old concept called "boundary layer control" (BLC) or "circulation control" was invoked to increase the maximum lift of the flapped wings. The application of BLC delays the breakaway of the airstream over a wing by removing (suction) or re-energizing (blowing) the slow-moving layer of air—the boundary layer—close to the wing surface, the decay of which causes the wing to stall.

Under Army, Navy, and Air Force sponsorship, exploratory programs on prototype versions of liaison airplanes, fighters and transports using BLC with or without propellers went on throughout the 1950's. In France, the Breguet company developed a deflected slipstream, four-propellered airplane with flap and control-surface refinements, the Model 940 transport. In 1967 its successor, the Model 941, was demonstrated in a series of simulated scheduled airline trips, but nothing resulted.

The state of the STOL art by 1960, then, was portrayed by: (1) extremely complex wing flaps and slats with or without BLC; (2) large propellers, with or without interconnects to prevent rolling and yawing in event of engine failure on multi-engined airplanes; (3) roll control refinements (spoilers or drooping ailerons); and (4) large tail surfaces, perhaps with BLC applied.

Airplanes with lifting jet engines or lift fans were studied for their STOL-mode characteristics, but were really overloaded V/STOL airplanes.

Civil jet airplane manufacturers meanwhile had been working. Though there was one test of a large jet airplane with BLC in the mid-1960's, the most notable achievement was
the Boeing 727, not usually thought of as a STOL machine. Through careful tailoring of the wing shape and flap and slat configuration, Boeing engineers produced a high-speed, swept wing whose high-lift performance was almost the equal of the powered-lift straight wings of the experimental STOL airplanes. Using this wing and the higher thrust/weight ratios available from turbofan engines, they achieved a 7,250-foot requirement of the 707-120. Almost at the same time Douglas achieved similar performance gains using early-generation “supercritical” (not Whitcomb) wings with long double-slotted flaps, and fan engines. The second generation jet airliners could thus be called true STOL machines, in terms both of their high-lift technology and of the percentage improvement in field length achieved.

The technological improvements over the first generation jets were low-speed engine thrust/weight ratios up about 30 percent and maximum lift capability up about 60 percent.

Later (1965-1975) efforts have been concentrated in the following areas: (1) “externally-blown flaps” (EBF), an adaptation of the old deflected slipstream concept to the fan engine; and, (2) “Augmentor wings,” the addition of auxiliary surfaces using a jet-pump principle to augment the effect of blowing-type BLC. An augmentor-wing prototype airplane exists.

The present situation illustrates a rather curious fact: developments in the powered-lift area did enable wing lift capacity to be raised, but close behind came developments in non-powered lift—carefully tailored wings, flaps and leading-edge devices—which nullified the gains from powered lift. It also appeared that the weight gained by powered lift airplanes of any sort was not tolerable commercially. The little Cessna 319A of 1953 grossed 10 percent more weight than the standard L-19A. The weight penalty diminishes with increasing airplane size until for an airplane the size of the Boeing 367-80 (prototype 707) which was flown with BLC, it is only about two percent. When one considers, however, that two percent of design gross weight is about four percent of useful load and perhaps eight percent of payload, the reason for the unattractiveness of powered lift becomes apparent: with average load factors of 40-60 percent and breakeven load factors in the 40-percent-or-so range, an eight percent penalty in seats available at maximum gross weight is completely unacceptable, even though it may be suffered only part of the time.

The fate of the propeller STOL’s was similar except for the Twin Otter DHC-6. The Twin Otter is in regular service as a commuter airliner, but its success is due in part to its simplicity and ruggedness; few of the nation’s airports from which it operates tax its capability. The Twin Otter is on the upper end of the present general aviation size spectrum, so it is probable that unless needs for serving progressively shorter fields appear, STOL technology of greater sophistication than the Twin Otter’s (double-slotted flaps and droopy, double-slotted ailerons) will be unnecessary at 12,500 pound gross weights and below.

In the large commercial airplane area, which commuter airlines can now enter, the situation is somewhat different. Increases in design gross weight are accompanied by increases in wing loading, from which follow the increases in field length requirement shown in Figure 1-3. Therefore, “to fit” into a given field, progressively heavier airplanes require progressively more sophisticated high-lift devices to increase the supporting capacity of their heavily loaded wings. Conceivably, this requirement would be encountered occasionally by a commuter serving relatively high-volume traffic, but since the relationship between demand and available runway length is generally direct rather than inverse, the occasions calling for large STOL airplanes will probably be exceptional. There exists at this time, however, a large commercial STOL airplane, the DeHavilland DHC-7, which is entering experimental service on a Canadian two-sector route, the airports on which are “close-in” STOL strips. The airplane is at the top of the size range for United States commuters operating under present CAB regulations, but this limitation is not necessarily permanent.

Recently there has been the appearance of the idea of the “Reduced Takeoff and Landing” airplane, a concept sitting somewhere between the present CTOL’s and the non-existent “powered-lift” STOL category.

The technical features of RTOL are very low wing loading and/or “a little” powered lift. As explained previously, field-length requirement must be associated with aircraft size as well as with technology. The study by Savin, et al., was built around a range of sizes for 40 to 300 passengers, narrowed finally to 150 passengers. 195 Gross weights of 146,000 to 206,000
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pounds are developed, depending on the field length requirement and the technology used. It is shown in the study that field lengths of 3,500 and 4,000 feet, at standard sea level conditions, can be realized by airplanes of this size using mechanical flaps or upper-surface-blown flaps, with wing loadings from 72 to 100 pounds per square foot. The increase in direct operating cost of such airplanes over CTOL airplanes of like capacity would be on the order of two percent or so. Interpreted as a fare increase (fixed IOC/DOC ratio) this is probably tolerable in the very special locations for which the aircraft were devised.

Technologies discussed by Savin, et al., applied to airplanes of general aviation size, would produce far shorter field length capabilities. For example, the well known DHC-6 Twin Otter can in fact be considered technically an RTOL rather than an STOL airplane; its advertised minimum field length is just under 2,000 feet. The nearest counterpart CTOL, the Swearingen Metro, requires 3,550 feet at the same gross weight.

Ideally, aircraft should cruise at maximum weight/thrust or weight/power speeds. Practically, CTOL airplanes cruise at or near minimum trip-cost speeds, which can usually be shown to be higher than are maximum weight/thrust speeds. The idea that CTOL aircraft might be reoptimized for cruise using STOL technology is attractive from this viewpoint. Using an example from long ago, the Cessna 319A STOL airplane would have had the same field length requirement as its parent, the L-19A, at a gross weight exceeding 3,300 pounds, or about 50 percent more than that of the L-19A. Reoptimizing for high speed cruise instead of short-field performance would have dropped wing area an approximately corresponding amount, and while the gross weight of the airplane would end up little less than the 319A, the minimum-cruise speed would be closer to its maximum weight/thrust speed. No present day small airplanes are so matched, for various reasons (the 61 knot stalling speed, for one), but some studies have indicated that energy conservation may be possible. The above example is vastly oversimplified (optimization analyses for jet airplanes, for example, must include wing-fuel volume requirements and their load-relieving effects on structure weight) but the concept is worthy of attention.

From the standpoint of technical feasibility alone, one can design an airplane to any field length requirement at all. There are other constraints, however; here are some:

1. A short-field airport must accommodate aircraft on ramps and taxiways and terminal facilities, as well as the runway itself. Even if terminal facilities (except runways) were suppressed, the ramp area required to accommodate any reasonable number of aircraft is surprisingly large. It could conceivably be large enough so that, with parking areas laid end to end, it would be longer than the runway required. This would have the effect of relieving the short-field requirement itself!

2. Short-field aircraft are typically considered as applied to sectors with at least one end in or near a Central Business District. Unless the presence of special features of the area—rivers or lakes, for instance—renders land acquisition cost negligible and noise and obstruction problems tolerable, the city-center "STOLport" is of questionable feasibility from the financial and public acceptance viewpoints.

3. Short-field aircraft consume more fuel per mile than CTOL aircraft, and have greater hardware weights and greater complexity. They are therefore wasteful of energy compared to their CTOL counterparts. In the past it has been acceptable simply to assign marginal costs and to ask whether the resulting fare increases would be acceptable (the answer has usually been "yes" but nobody really knows). The rising importance of energy conservation now suggests that short-field applications should be inspected on an energy-level basis, using a concept which includes the entire supporting system along with the aircraft, and compares it with alternative systems.

V/STOL Technology

The Airship. The oldest V/STOL aircraft was of course the balloon. Unsatisfactory as a transportation device for use other than sport, the balloon quickly gave place to the airship.
Three classes of airship existed by the end of World War I:

1. Rigid (envelope fully framed, gas carried in internal ballonets)
2. Semi-rigid (envelope possessed a "keel" structure running its entire length and part way up the sides)
3. Non-rigid (unframed envelope, the nickname "blimp" coming from the sound an early non-rigid made when its envelop was whacked sharply with a finger).

Rigid airships were constructed in Germany before and during World War I. The United States had one such machine completed for the Navy as a contribution toward war reparations ("Los Angeles," German number LZ 126), and built three ("San for doah" ZR-1; "Akron," ZRS-4; and, "Macon" ZRS-5) all of which were lost. The British built a series, the "R" airships, the last two of which, R-100 and R-101, were constructed concurrently. R-101 was lost The "Hindenburg" was a gas capacity about 7 million cubic feet, a typical payload of about 30,000 pounds, an all-up weight of about 260,000 pounds, a 159,000 pound useful load and a maximum speed of 88 mph. By the end of the rigid airship era a total of 160 rigid airships had been built."

Italy produced an early series of semi-rigid airships, and in the mid-1920's built two large ones, "Norge" and "Italia." "Italia" was lost on a polar exploration flight. In the years from 1931 to 1972 the Goodyear Corporation built 334 non-rigids, all but 10 of them for the Navy. This represented about 75 percent of the nation's total production. The surviving non-rigids are all used by Goodyear for advertising. The company rebuilds these airships periodically using substantially the technology of the time of their design, thus keeping their Airworthiness Certificates active and current, and avoiding the need to type-certificate an advanced airship.

The airship's total lift is secured by a combination of displacement lift and aerodynamic lift. The displacement lift is of course due to the difference in weight between equal volumes of helium or hydrogen and air; the aerodynamic lift comes from the force of the passing air on the envelope; this is increased or decreased by increasing or decreasing the angle of attack, as on an airplane wing. An airship does not normally valve helium, but maintains its altitude by making the trades between displacement and aerodynamic lift that are necessary as the day progresses and the envelope warms up, expanding the helium gas within (the envelope shape and size in non-rigid airships are maintained by slipstream-air-filled internal ballonets). The larger airships could store ballast in flight by using engine exhaust condensation to replace the old sand bag ballast.

The top speed of the existing non-rigids is about 35 mph, and their usual operating altitudes are very low. A typical Goodyear non-rigid has a six-passenger (about 1,020 pounds) payload, and requires a flight crew of one and a small ground crew of perhaps six. Ground support equipment in the field consists of one large equipment van, a portable mast, and crew transportation.

In the recent material on airships, two major technological development possibilities appear.

The first is due to the release from the limitations of the properties of materials used in the past for hull framing, envelope, and ballonets. The airships of the early 1930's were framed with what amounted to 17ST aluminum alloy. An all-metal airship, the Navy's ZMC-2, helped stimulate the development of Alclad, which is aluminum-alloy coated with pure aluminum. Since then, higher strength aluminum alloys have become available, and synthetic fabrics have replaced the fabrics used in the old airships.

The second is an evolutionary development in hull shaping. This development has gone in several directions at once, helped by various advocates, but essentially the technical basis is the following: The cigar-shaped hull of the conventional airship is not an efficient producer of aerodynamic lift. The lift force is very weak, and is accompanied by a penalty known as induced drag (induced by lift, that is). Also this hull is unstable and tends to nose in the direction of the lift force being developed, so it must be fin-stabilized i.e. a missile or bomb. It has thus been clear that while the cigar shape was desirable from the standpoint of minimizing drag from head-on winds, it was addressed to only a small part of the total aerodynamic problem, since an airship is seldom exposed to direct head-on winds.

On the other hand, the airplane deals with "induced" drag and stability problems relatively successfully. There should, then, be some benefit to be gained from shaping an airship hull somewhat like an airplane, enabling it...
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to take more advantage of aerodynamic lift, and alleviating somewhat the stability and control problems. The recent proposals of methods for doing this have ranged from slightly modified conventional hulls to what in the end amount to fat, light, and slow airplanes.

The results of "rational" analysis available on conventional and "hybrid" machines indicate so far that from a cost per available ton-mile standpoint: whether conventional or hybrid, (1) the airship should be large. (2) Either type should be slow. "Slow" is on the order of 50-120 knots. As design speed increases the proportion of total lift, which should be aerodynamic lift also increases. (3) Either type should fly low. The cost per ton-mile for either conventional or hybrid machines becomes forbidding at altitudes above 10-15,000 feet. 13

If the analyses are valid and results sufficiently accurate for predicting purposes, the best field of application for a commercial airship of almost any sort should be low-urgency cargo-hauling on over-water routes, in large cargo weights. Except for such special purpose duties in performing which the airship could compete with the helicopter, this would seem to eliminate the airship from the general aviation field.

The Helicopter. Almost as soon as powered flight was achieved, the desire to fly, period, was supplemented by the desire to be able to fly straight up and to hover, in a heavier-than-air machine (see Figure 1-4).

Experiments with helicopters date back to before World War I, but the first technically practical machine was built by Sikorsky in 1939. Helicopter development since then has been evolutionary rather than revolutionary. Only three basic configurations now exist as hardware: turbine engines have replaced piston engines in the larger size machines. A helicopter-like machine, the autogyro, with unpowered rotor, has almost disappeared as a type.

Vibration problems plagued the early helicopters, but have been alleviated by replacement of the piston engine and by refinements in drive train and rotor design, particularly in large-size machines. The type, however, still suffers from relatively high initial and maintenance costs. Possibly due also in part to the paradox that its most useful flight condition, hovering fairly near the ground, is also its most inefficient and dangerous one, the helicopter in civil use is still principally a special purpose machine.

A recent configuration refinement, the compound helicopter, is being explored for the military as part of an attempt to relieve performance limitations of low cruising speed and short range (the fastest civil helicopter can cruise at 144 knots and has a range of only 380 nautical miles with maximum cabin load).

The configuration called the helicopter is definitive, though with a little more variety than that of the airplane. During the years of greatest V/STOL research activity several other configurations were proposed: tilting rotor (which actually flew), unloading rotor, stopped rotor, and stowable rotor compounds. These machines were attempts to break the speed limitations of the basic helicopter and some were seriously put forward for civil use. Other than the unloading rotor compound helicopter with wings, none of these machines is now flying since their high development costs suggest that they will not be available commercially until they work their way through the military.

Non-helicopter V/STOL. There are no non-helicopter V/STOL heavier-than-air machines in production except for one subsonic attack airplane, but ideas have proliferated to a greater extent in this technological area than in any other.

A great upsurge of interest in non-helicopter V/STOL technology commenced at almost the same time as the interest in STOL technology started to be productive of hardware. The impetus was the desire to be relieved of the flying field requirement of the fixed-wing airplane along with the low top speed and poor economy of the helicopter. The military again headed the drive for development work.

By the mid-fifties several configuration and propulsion concepts were being explored (see Figure 1-5) and by the early 1960's a series of small exploratory airplanes, and three large ones, had flown briefly, all under various combinations of military support. Most exhibited marginal thrust-weight ratios and poor handling characteristics, and by now have either crashed or become museum pieces. Two airplanes had longer lives—the XC-142 "tri-service transport," on which development started late in 1960, the single prototype being turned over to NASA for research, and the British Hawker P.1127, nicknamed "Harrier" in the United States Marine fighter aviation inventory. The XC-142 was a four-propeller tilting wing type, with interconnected powerplants and special propellers a little like helicopter rotors.
The "Harrier" is a single-engine monoplane, its turbofan engine incorporating four exhaust stacks which can swivel downward over 90 degrees for hover.

**Exotic Aircraft**

There is a small group of aircraft which fits into no single category such as those used above. Their performance and technology is mixed, and they are included in this section as indications of the variety of concepts that have been considered in attempts to solve aviation's problems or to increase its versatility.

**Flying Jeep**

The Flying Jeep was a military development intended to provide one to four soldiers with airborne battlefield transportation of the same nature as was provided on the ground by the quarter-ton truck. A V/STOL aircraft was executed; it had two shrouded propellers in tandem (or in one version four free propellers) with axes vertical, between which sat the pilot and his passengers. No version of the machine proved tractable in the air or maneuverable on the ground, and the concept was shelved.

**Airplane/Car**

In one form or another the hybrid airplane/car has been around for a long time, for an obvious reason — again it offers the hope of traveling in either of two transportation systems using only one vehicle. A small car has added to it a power-takeoff drive and extra components of its control system. To the car are attached, when desired, a tail containing an extension shaft for the propeller and mounting tail surfaces, and the wing. The airplane part of the assemblage can be towed home to the garage in one concept, or left at the airport in another.

The difficulties with this attractive idea seem to be the following:

1. as an automobile the vehicle is cramped (more at least than the "family car") and laden with extra machinery;
2. as an airplane it suffers from having to drag the car around, diminishing its efficiency as a flying machine;
3. it has an interface problem. Either it must be hauled through the streets, vulnerable to minor traffic accidents any of which can render it immediately useless as an airplane, or the airplane part must be left at the airport to accrue the usual tie-down fees or hangar rent;
4. in flight it must be operated by a pilot; in the present state of requirements for airman training and certification the vehicle is not the answer to every householder's dream; and
5. for airworthiness certification purposes it is an airplane, with the costs that this implies.

**Everyman's Helicopter**

The idea here is that of the absolute minimum one-man machine, consisting of a seat, a rudimentary undercarriage, a small engine, a rotor, and a handle by which to steer. Such machines surface occasionally, and enjoy brief notoriety before unaccountably disappearing.

This history of appearances and vanishings seems to be the outgrowth of the fact that each such machine is a true helicopter, with the teething troubles and unstable behavior in the air that are characteristic of such craft. By the time these are ironed out, the device has grown to perhaps 400-500 pounds empty weight, no longer a plaything but a real aircraft, which must thereupon be certificated, maintained as an aircraft, and so forth.

**Flying Saucers**

The term "flying saucer" is not technically defensible. As a name for "something" the saucer seems to be on its way into the national folklore. As a device or class of devices, the saucer possesses an attraction based partly on the inherent difficulty of making it fly at all; it presents a challenge.

Considered as an aircraft, the saucer-shaped vehicle can be viewed as airplane and as hovering device.

As an airplane, the saucer-shaped vehicle is simply a round-winged variant of the fixed-wing aircraft. The round wing is under a considerable aerodynamic disadvantage (that of excessive induced drag) compared with the slender wings with which all viable subsonic airplane types are equipped. Round-winged airplanes have, however, been built and flown, most notably one conceived during World War II for the Navy as the minimal "container" for two of the heaviest piston engines. A reduced-scale prototype was flown, but the full-scale machine was rendered obsolete by the advent of the jet engine. The round-winged fighter's entire wing was bathed in the slipstreams from
its large propellers, and though not a V/STOL, the fighter did signal the resurgence of the idea of the wing-deflected slipstream and its application to V/STOL.

To hover, a vertical flow of air must be established to provide the sustaining force on the aircraft. To hover efficiently—that is, without the expenditure of much energy—the diameter of the vertical airstream must be as large as practicable and its velocity very low. This the helicopter provides admirably with its large diameter rotor. Attempts to produce a sustaining force equal to that of a helicopter, but using a device that accelerates a smaller diameter airstream faster, use more energy than the helicopter uses.

It follows that unless space limitations are critical, the helicopter is the way to go. If rotor diameter is limited (the slipstream small and fast) a ring-shaped shroud can be placed around the rotor and will help some (this is the ‘‘shrouded propeller’’ of the flying jeep). The ring can even be configured to look like a ‘‘saucer’’ but there is no aerodynamic advantage in doing so; though some needed stiffness of the shroud may be gained.

There are classes of V/STOL aircraft concepts which use shrouded propellers because of diameter limitations, but they do not resemble saucers because of the inefficiency of the round wing in forward flight.

As matters stand, none of the exotic aircraft in this group has found a commercial application. Although there is always room to say ‘‘but they might in the future’’ and always danger in saying ‘‘they never will,’’ there is no present reason for thinking that the compromises and inefficiencies that have characterized them in the past will be overcome to an extent that will give them a place, relative to the successful types of aircraft, more important than they now occupy.

AIR SUPPORT FACILITIES

Introduction

The interface between ground and air is a landing facility which links the air and the surface transportation systems. This facility is commonly identified as an ‘‘airport’’ since most of the landing facilities fall into the category of serving primarily land airplanes as opposed to seaplanes, helicopters, airships, or balloons.

More than 50 years ago it was recommended that ‘‘flight stops’’ be placed along the highway. Such stops would be nothing more than a landing and take-off strip adjacent to a gasoline service station. This would combine motor car and airplane service to assure maximum and dependable service. Flight stops were to be a part of the national highway system. A recommendation was made that no arterial motor highway should be built in the future without including adjacent flight stops every 30 to 50 miles for the personal flyer. Flight stops will mean a landing area for practically every town and hamlet located on such superhighways, thus providing those small communities with an additional means of transportation.

This scheme, started in the late 1920’s by the Richfield Oil Corporation, failed largely due to the fact that personal aircraft were still too expensive in both initial and maintenance costs. The depression of the 1930’s also played its part in preventing the commercial success of the venture.

This section will discuss various types of landing facilities with particular emphasis on general aviation airports. The discussion will include airport classification, airport design and layout, airport administration and operation, and general aviation support facilities on the airport.

Airport Classification

Classification by Aircraft Type

The ground-air interface in the United States consists of a national network of landing facilities which can be categorized by the types of vehicles served as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Airport</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airports serving land airplanes</td>
<td>11,160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seaplane bases serving seaplanes</td>
<td>472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heliports</td>
<td>1,430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>13,067</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Airports are designed around one or more landing areas called runways which may range from 50 feet wide and 1,500 feet long to 500 feet wide and 14,572 feet long. Seaplane bases are primarily docking facilities adjacent to natural lakes, rivers, and ocean or bay areas which support seaplanes (land airplanes with pontoons) and flying boats (airplanes designed
to land on the fuselage on water surfaces). Heliports are designated facilities for rotary-wing aircraft (helicopters) and many separate facilities are located adjacent to an airport. An area (such as those on top of buildings in metropolitan areas) designed to accommodate one, or a few vehicles, is identified as a helipad. A helistop is similar to a bus stop, allowing a helicopter to pick up and discharge passengers along pre-arranged routes, but without other support facilities.

**Airport Ownership**

Airports in the United States are also classified in terms of ownership as public or private—a classification scheme which determines eligibility for federal aid for development. Public airports are those whose ownership is by a public body such as a city, county, or state. Private airports are owned by individuals or companies and are ineligible for federal funds and, in most cases, state or local aid.

All public airports which have received federal aid are open to public (government), commercial, and private aircraft, within the operational limitations of both the aircraft and the airport. Access to private airports is determined by the owners and generally falls into one of three categories: (1) unrestricted (open to all aircraft), (2) restricted to airport owners and those with prior permission, and (3) restricted to airport owners.

A breakdown of airports in the United States by ownership is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>4,575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>8,487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>13,062</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(5,599 close to public) 17

**National Airport System**

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has developed a breakdown of the 3,040 airports in the National Airport System Plan (NASP) shown in Table I-IV. 18 This classification recognizes that all civil airports in the United States serve general aviation to some degree and measures any airport’s functional role by two operational criteria: (1) number of enplaned passengers by certificated air carriers, and (2) number of annual operations. 19 As indicated in Table I-IV the number of passengers determine whether the airport falls into the primary, secondary, or feeder classification; and, the number of annual operations determines the density grouping within these three classifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hub Type</th>
<th>Percent of Total Enplaned Passengers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Large Hub</td>
<td>1% or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Hub</td>
<td>.25 to .99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Hub</td>
<td>.05 to .24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-hub</td>
<td>Less than .05%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are approximately 150 communities in the United States classified as hub, based upon the .05 percent or more of the annual 202 million total passengers or 101,000 enplanements. 21 Richmond, as an example, with 503,000 passengers and 190,000 operations annually, would be classified as a small hub community, and the airport, Byrd Field, would be classified as a secondary, medium density class airport in the National Airport System. 22 Airports with only general aviation activity usually fall into the Non-hub category, even if a large number of passengers are transported in general aviation aircraft.

**Airport Operational Role**

Airport system planners use another classification system based primarily on the maximum size of the aircraft served by the airport. This scheme divides airports into four categories: 23

(1) **BASIC UTILITY (BU):** (Previous distinctions between Stages 1 and 2 have been eliminated.) This type of development theoretically accommodates about 95 percent of the general aviation propeller fleet under 12,500 pounds (maximum gross weight). There is no special activity criterion required for this type of airport.

(2) **GENERAL UTILITY (GU):** This type of airport accommodates substantially all general aviation propeller aircraft under 12,500 pounds. At least 500 annual itinerant operations of aircraft between 8,000 - 12,000 pounds are required.

(3) **BASIC TRANSPORT (BT):** These airports accommodate all general aviation aircraft
### TABLE I-IV
#### NATIONAL AIRPORT CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airport Category</th>
<th>Annual Passenger Enplanements</th>
<th>Annual Operations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary System</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Density</td>
<td>More than 1,000,000</td>
<td>More than 350,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Density</td>
<td>250,000 to 350,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Density</td>
<td>Less than 250,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Secondary System</strong></td>
<td>50,000 to 1,000,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Density</td>
<td>More than 250,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Density</td>
<td>100,000 to 250,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Density</td>
<td>Less than 100,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Feeder System</strong></td>
<td>Less than 50,000</td>
<td>More than 100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Density</td>
<td>20,000 to 100,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Density</td>
<td>Less than 20,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:

Airports classified as above are those within FAA's "National System of Airports." The United States airport network also includes those classified as "local interest airports" and "military airports." The latter two groups are those public, private, and military facilities not deemed necessary by FAA for the country's "National System of Airports."


---

...up to 60,000 pounds MGW including propeller transports and business or executive jets. A BT airport must indicate at least 500 (existing or forecast) annual itinerant operations by aircraft between 12,500 and 60,000 pounds MGW.

(4) **GENERAL TRANSPORT (GT):** These airports generally accommodate transport category aircraft up to 175,000 pounds MGW. The minimum requirement for this type of airport is at least 10 existing or forecast itinerant DEPARTURES per week (or 1,040 itinerant operations per year or season) by either the critical type aircraft or ONE of the appropriate families of aircraft. This classification level is sometimes referred to as Scheduled Transports (ST) or Air Carrier (AC).

The system described above relates runway length and bearing capacity to aircraft size in terms of maximum takeoff weight and annual operations. Some planners may develop finer breakdowns based upon reduced loads, e.g., BT 100/60, a basic transport runway which accommodates 100 percent of the transport fleet at 60 percent of maximum load. This classification system excludes or mandates the upgrading of general aviation airports below the BU level, i.e., those unable to accommodate 95 percent of general aviation propeller aircraft.

**Airport Functions**

Identification of an airport on the basis of a major or specialized function that it performs is often convenient. The most common such designations are as follows:

1. Air carrier
2. Joint use
3. General aviation
4. Local interest
5. Reliever
6. Industrial
7. Recreational

Air carrier airports are those with certificated scheduled air carrier service. Joint use airports are jointly used and/or owned by military and civil users. The general aviation airports are those which serve general aviation exclusively, i.e., the airports without either certificated air carrier service or military operations.

Local interest airports usually are those which are not part of the federal or state system of airports. These can be either privately or publicly owned fields with limited capacity for operations and future development. Limitations may be due to nearby obstructions, unfavorable
terrain, remote access, or other factors such as population trends which would restrict either the size or number of aircraft using the facility.

The reliever airport is one designated by FAA to serve as a reliever for an air carrier airport in a metropolitan area. In effect, reliever airports are intended to reduce traffic and congestion at the air carrier airport by diverting general aviation activity.

The industrial airport is an airport designed around an industrial park enabling companies with their own airplanes, and/or doing business with companies or clients with aircraft to have convenient air access. This concept is valid from a land use standpoint in that much of the land required around an airport to protect clear zones and approaches can be utilized by industry which is less bothered by noise than residential users.

The recreational airport is one serving a resort or other recreational area by providing facilities and services which is less bothered by noise than residential users. If the airport is not convenient to those who wish to use it, the project is unlikely to be successful.

Runways

Although most general aviation airports do not have two runways, or runways over 5,000 feet in length, layout of a general aviation airport recommended by the FAA is shown in Figure 1-6. The layout is a plan of an airport with a summary of the basic data required for planning and development.

Included in the plan is a Basic Data Table which provides airport information such as its elevation in feet above sea level, its geographic coordinates (a point near the center of the airport is used as a geographic reference point), its navigational aids, and its mean temperature of the hottest month.

Basic runway data include the slope of the runway (effective runway gradient), the wind coverage, the navigation and lighting aids serving the runway, and the runway load bearing capacity for various aircraft.

The airport is designed around one or more runways. The single runway’s design is very common for general aviation since it requires a minimum amount of land. Each airport layout is planned around the direction and velocity of the prevailing winds for the geographic area. The wind rose in Figure 1-6, developed from official weather data shows the percent of coverage of each runway under crosswind conditions. Such a table would indicate the requirement for an additional runway if one runway cannot provide 95 percent coverage under velocities of 15 mph. Most general aviation aircraft can be operated with up to a 15 knot (18 mph) crosswind component (a wind equivalent to 18 mph at 90° to the runway).

When a second crosswind runway is utilized, it can be arranged with the first runway as a crossing runway as in Figure 1-6, or as a separate or connecting runway with the arrangement determined by such factors as number of runways, surface (hard surface or grass), length, land available, obstructions, and extent and location of facilities.

The use of parallel or non-intersecting angled runways serves to alleviate traffic for airports with high density of operations or to separate traffic or incompatible mix such as air carrier and general aviation or conventional general aviation and STOL or VTOL.

The runway surfaces may be hard surface, blacktop (bituminous), concrete, or grass/turf. While most general aviation aircraft can be
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operated from grass surfaces, hard surfaces are desirable due to reduced friction, smoother ride, and lower probability of aircraft damage by stones and foreign objects.

**Taxiways**

Supporting the runway system are access routes called taxiways which connect the runways with the ramp and parking areas. Taxiways separate ground traffic from the active runway, thereby increasing the capacity of the airport. Taxiways may be limited to one primary runway or may encompass all runways with connectors or turnoffs to facilitate exit and entrance at various points.

**Airport Airspace**

Airspace around the airport is protected from obstructions by the legal designation of clear zones or corridors. The lower boundary of the clear zone is sloped upwards and away from the end of the runway on a required slope criterion which is determined by runway use and the operational role of an airport. The slope varies from 20 to 1 for a basic utility (BU) airport to a 50 to 1 slope for a runway with a precision instrument approach system at a general transport (GT) airport.\(^1\)

The airspace to the side of the runway is also legally protected by buffer zones from any buildings or structures (see Building Restriction Line in Figure 1-6), and terrain or other obstructions through side clear zones with generally a 7 to 1 slope.

**Airport Facilities**

Connecting the taxiways with the aircraft storage and parking facilities are connectors and aprons which may also serve as temporary parking for aircraft. Long-term parking is accommodated by tie-down areas for aircraft stored outside.

Ground access to the airport is through one or more roads which connect with perimeter roads and driveways leading to administration buildings, facilities, hangars, and aircraft parking areas.

Other facilities on the airport fall into four broad categories:

1. **Administrative and support facilities** are those utilized by the airport owners or authorities for offices and the storage and maintenance of vehicles and ground support equipment. Depending upon the airport, the facility may range from a small, steel-type structure combining office and storage space to a larger office building and separate storage/maintenance structures. Airports with fire and crash equipment will locate such facilities centrally so as to be close to the runways and taxiways as in Figure 1-6.

2. Approximately 25 to 33 percent of the resident aircraft owners desire *inside storage* to protect aircraft from the elements and provide security. Storage is accomplished either by a single unit type hangar containing 5-20 aircraft, or individual stalls commonly called "T hangars." The latter are usually connected in a series and located in rows adjacent to taxiways as shown in Figure 1-6.

3. **Air traffic control tower facilities** are likely to be found on top of the administration or terminal building in the case of older facilities. In new facilities these are contained in a separate high-rise structure, located to provide an unobstructed view of all aircraft operating areas on the airport. Some navigational aids are contained in a small frame building adjacent to the runways that they serve. Airports with an instrument landing system require approach lights near the end of the runway, and off airport aids such as lights and radio beacons called markers.

   Figure 1-6 shows navigational aids serving runway 30/12 which consist of the following:

   1. VASI. A visual approach slope indicator to provide optical/visual descent guidance to Runway 12
   2. LOC. A localizer system to provide directional guidance for Runways 30 and 10.
   5. Markers to identify position on the Runway 30 approach. An outer marker, not shown in Figure 1-6, is located 5-7 miles from the airport on the center-line of Runway 30.\(^2\)

4. General aviation services are provided using a variety of terminal and operational facilities which support the particular operation. The terminal building is a facility designed to service air carrier passengers and is not normally found on a general aviation airport unless left over from earlier use of the facility for air carrier operations.

   Most operations are conducted in facilities erected or leased by the general aviation facility.

---

\(^1\) Utility Airports, op cit, p 20
\(^2\) Airman’s Information Manual/Part I, Federal Aviation Administration, Washington, D.C., May 1975, pp 10, 18, 19
base operators commonly called FBOs. FBO facilities range from a small hangar/office/lounge combination facility to an extensive layout with several hangars, maintenance shops, and a large office/lounge classroom building. In addition to the FBO facilities there may be several specialized facilities which provide specific general aviation services, operating out of hangars, hangar/office facilities or even mobile structures.

**Administration and Operation**

**Administrative Organization**

To a certain extent administrative procedures of a general aviation airport are a function of ownership. Most of the privately owned fields in the United States are landing strips on the owner's land which accommodate only a few private aircraft. Privately owned airports are administered as the owners choose.

Public airports are administered by the public body (commission or authority) which represents the units owning the facility. There are several types of administrative structures with the particular type primarily dependent on the size and activity of the airport. For example, airports may be administered by the mayor of the city as just another unit within his jurisdiction. This method is appropriate for small, low activity airports where the administration demand does not require the expertise and/or time of a full-time airport manager. Another frequently used method is to lease the entire airport to a general aviation base operator with responsibility for airport maintenance and operations assumed by the operator. Other airports may have a full-time or part-time airport manager designated with one or more additional staff.

**Administrative Functions**

In considering the actual administration of an airport one must distinguish between the airport and general aviation operations on the airport. The airport owner is responsible for the design, construction, and maintenance of the physical facilities used by the public and by tenants of the airport. Operations on the airport relate to the operation of aircraft and general aviation services provided for such operation. Flight operation on the airport is the responsibility of the owners or operators of the particular aircraft. Services are the responsibility of those providing them. In some cases, the airport owner provides one or more services such as aircraft fueling, aircraft storage, and parking.

The major administrative responsibilities of the general aviation airport manager are planning, development, maintenance, and operations. An airport master plan presents the planner's conception of the ultimate development of a specific airport. Master plans are applied to the modernization and expansion of existing airports and to the construction of new airports, regardless of their size or functional role. Master plans disclose anticipated amounts and types of air and ground traffic for proposed or existing landing facilities. Theoretically a master plan program will (1) cause the persons responsible for organizing the local endeavor to come to agreement as to what should be planned and built and, (2) become an instrument which permits those charged with the actual planning and construction of the building to proceed with their work in a progressive and orderly fashion.

The FAA emphasizes and encourages long range planning for airports and administers the Planning Grant Program (PGP) which provides funds for up to 66 percent of the cost of developing a 20-year master plan for a public airport. A plan is developed using the combined efforts of a consultant, the FAA, and the sponsor (the airport authority or commission).

The master plan as prescribed by the FAA is usually divided into four phases:

1. **Airport Requirements**

   This includes an inventory of existing facilities, airspace, airports, land use laws and ordinances, financial resources, and socio-economic factors.

   The demand for aviation services for 5, 10, and 20 year time-frames is forecast.

   A demand/capacity analysis is made to include cost versus benefits, and facility requirements are developed from this analysis.

2. **Site Selection**

   For new airports or the relocation of existing airports, a site selection or evaluation is conducted of all possible sites within a 30-minute drive of the community population center.

3. **Airport Plans**

   The airport layout (Figure 1-6), land use, terminal area, and airport access are shown as planning drawings.
(4) Financial Plan

The schedules, cost estimate, economic feasibility, and proposed plan for financing are considered for all proposed development.15

Airport development is the process of execution of the master plan. The FAA also participates in this phase through the Airport Development Aid Program (ADAP). The FAA will participate in most non-revenue producing development projects such as land acquisition, runways, taxiways, and aprons. The FAA share ranges from 50 to 100 percent depending upon the particular project. As the need for a project is identified, the airport authority prepares a project plan and applies to the FAA for approval and funding. Once granted, the airport authority proceeds with the project, which is usually contracted through competitive bids. As the community requirements for aviation services and facilities change so does the dynamic airport planning and development process. The FAA recommends updating of the master plan at one-year intervals if indicated by changes in aeronautical demand.

Maintenance and upkeep of the airport involves many functions common to industrial, highway, and agricultural facilities. The unique characteristic of an airport is the requirement for close surveillance and action on items which may affect safety in flight operations: approach paths, runways, and taxiways must be kept free of all obstructions and foreign objects which may be a hazard to approaching and landing aircraft, or cause costly damage to propellers and/or engines. An object ingested by a jet engine from a ramp may result in thousands of dollars in damage.

Small tiric size in relation to weight of aircraft dictates runway and taxiway bearing capacities in excess of comparable paved highway surfaces for many general aviation airports. The need is dictated for a smooth, well-maintained surface for all aircraft operating areas. Grass areas of the airport which are used by aircraft for runways, taxiways, and parking must be kept mowed to a low height in order to reduce friction and eliminate unseen hazards. Some airports have turned unused areas between and adjacent to runways into crops which provide limited revenue on unused land. A common practice is a contract with a local farmer to mow all the grass areas in exchange for use of certain areas for farming.

Maintenance of lights and navigational aids may be shared with FAA personnel for those facilities which are installed by the FAA and/or used as approach navigational aids. The maintenance of leased facilities is determined by the terms of the lease. Snow removal is a major effort for airports in the northern climates. Since salt cannot be used on runways and taxiways due to its corrosive effect on aluminum, surfaces must be kept free of snow to avoid accumulation and packing. Because snow and ice account for more closed airports in certain regions than fog, the airport must be equipped to deal with them.

The extent of an airport authority’s involvement in operations varies from nil to full responsibility as both airport owner and operator. Most airports restrict their involvement in fuel roles on the premise that it is more practical to consolidate fuel sales through one agency than for each operator on the airport to attempt to negotiate a fuel contract on a lower volume potential.

Airports with certificated air carrier service must be certificated as airports under FAR Part 139. This regulation spells out requirements for such airports in the area of safety and operations as related to air carriers. While not applicable to general aviation airports, certain provisions of this regulation may be adopted on a voluntary basis. An example would be the provision for fire/crash rescue capability on the airport.

General Aviation Operators

General Aviation Services on an airport are generally provided by one or more FBOs. The FBO operates under a lease agreement with the airport authority under which the airport provides facilities and/or land with the authority to provide services to general aviation users. These services may include any one or a combination of the following, listed in general order of importance and/or frequency:

(1) Aircraft storage and parking.
(2) Fuel sales to locally based and itinerant general aviation aircraft.
(3) Aircraft, engine, and accessory maintenance and repair.
(4) Flight and ground instruction.
(5) Aircraft rental.
(6) Air taxi, charter service.
(7) Aircraft sales—new and/or used.
(8) Aircraft parts and accessory sales.
(9) Other specialized services such as air ambulance, aerial photography, banner towing, aerial application (crop dusting).

The extent and quality of services provided is determined by the size and activity level of the airport, the type of users and aircraft, the number of operators, and the airport’s compliance standards and lease terms.

Small airports with a low level of activity and few based aircraft (12 or less) might offer only aircraft storage and parking since this service requires no personnel on duty. Twelve to 25 based aircraft is generally considered a minimum number to support an FBO offering the first three services listed above. As the number of based aircraft and related aviation activity increases, additional services can be justified. As a general rule, only the medium to large activity airports offer the full range of general aviation services.

An important decision for the airport manager is one of determining if, and when, a second or additional general aviation operator is justified. The Federal Aviation Act of 1958 prohibits the granting of exclusive rights on a federally funded airport. As a result, the airport authority cannot arbitrarily limit the number of operators on an airport. The airport authority can establish reasonable compliance standards for any new operation.

The development of the compliance standards must be done in recognition of the non-exclusive rights provision of the Federal Aviation Act; of the need to maintain a level of quality and safety in new operations equal to or better than existing operations; and, the need to provide reasonable protection for the investment of an existing operator or operators. The latter can only be accomplished by the development of minimum levels of activity necessary to justify additional services or operations. When these levels have been passed, a new operation can be established on the airport provided that operation meets the compliance standards.

The compliance standards identify the minimum standards for facilities and services to be provided and serve as the framework under which the lease is developed. The compliance standards and lease terms vary widely from airport to airport, but a few provisions generally are recognized as desirable:

(1) A lease term of at least 10 years and preferably 20 years or longer with renewal options.
(2) The right to provide desired services and conduct operations in accordance with reasonable standards.
(3) The right to construct facilities for such operations.
(4) Reasonable rental charges based upon the land and facilities provided by the airport or the gross sales volume or a combination thereof. A typical schedule of lease charges by the airport might be as follows:

- 2 percent of gross sales excluding fuel and aircraft sales
- 2 cents-4 cents per gallon of fuel sold
- 6 cents-12 cents per square foot of unimproved land
- 15 cents-20 cents per square foot of improved land (paved aprons, ramps, etc.)
- $3.00-$7.00 per square foot of hangar and office space (if such facilities are provided by airports).

The lease is a compromise between the interests of the airport authority which desires to obtain maximum revenue in exchange for the land and facilities used, and the FBO who desires the lowest cost lease in order to maximize his profit and return on investment. Since a major portion of many lease charges is fixed and unrelated to business volume, the operator often blames the lease as the cause of his financial failure.

There are frequent instances, unfortunately, of lease agreements developed by an airport without consideration to the limited profit potential and low return on investment characteristic of most general aviation operations. There are cases on record of airports which have experienced numerous failures of general aviation operators where sufficient activity existed to support an operator. The fundamental cause was often found to be the lease which, if modified to terms more favorable to the operator would make possible a sound, financially healthy operation and more revenue for the airport in the long run.

AIRWAYS AND AVIONICS

Introduction

This section will deal primarily with both
airways and avionics as components of the general aviation system. The airways system will be defined to include the en route traffic lanes in the airspace, the airport terminal area, and the equipment installed in the vehicle enabling it to make maximum safe use of those airways. This discussion will be concerned with the following general topics: air traffic control, navigational aids, and the operation of these components within the national airways system.

Use of the national airways system has increased to the point where the system is badly congested at the hub airports. Increasing congestion along the airways results in an increasing probability of midair collisions. The capacity of the airways system must be expanded to accommodate growth in aviation fleets. Very little land is available near the major population centers for the construction of new airports or for the addition of capacity to existing facilities. Airspace in these population centers is used to capacity during much of the time: a situation presenting safety hazards and unacceptable delays in both the landing and departure of aircraft. The available navigation aids use most of the available time and spectrum allocated to them. Any improvement in system performance will have to be mainly in the capability and sophistication of these aids rather than in an increase of their number. This will permit optimum metering and spacing in the airways system.

General aviation has a problem related to, yet independent from, the air carriers which cause most of the congestion in airways near the major population centers. The problem results from high costs involved in equipping general aviation aircraft with the required navigation and communication equipment necessary for using the airways. Many general operations of such lighter aircraft are in the vicinity of relatively lightly loaded general aviation airports; however, a certain percentage of general aviation activity takes place in the vicinity of the hub airports.

Safe and reliable operation requires that a flight can be initiated with a reasonable probability of completion between any two points desired barring poor weather and/or mechanical or electrical malfunction.

One severe handicap imposed on most general aviation aircraft is their low speed. Most air carrier and military activities involve high speed jet aircraft, while non-jet general aviation aircraft necessarily operate at much lower speeds. Both exist in the immediate airport environment and in the en route phase of the flight. The great disparity of speed between most general aviation aircraft and the other two segments of aviation activity will always pose a hazardous condition within the airways system. As a result, there will always be pressure on the general aviation community to vacate the airways system, particularly in congested areas. The problem then becomes that of upgrading the ability of general aviation vehicles to operate in the national airways system with safety and reliability. Since only small breakthroughs seem possible in low speed aerodynamics, most of this upgrading must be realized through better electronic systems and improved pilot ability. Possible future directions in this area will be discussed, following descriptions of the Air Traffic Control System and the navigational aids presently in use.

**Air Traffic Control**

Air traffic control consists of both ground-based electronic navigational and communications facilities. Ground-based facilities consist mainly of high precision radar and visual displays, while communications facilities provide for both automatic transmission of information and oral communication among air traffic controllers and between them and operators of the aircraft. Much of the automatic transmission of information is provided by the transponder and the encoding altimeters located on the aircraft.

The air traffic control system is the most critical component of the entire national airways system and it is approaching saturation. This is probably the principal factor which will determine design and location of major airports in the future. General aviation is affected by this saturation because unless there is alleviation of traffic, general aviation may be excluded from the major air carrier airports.

**En Route System**

The air traffic control problem is divided into two major areas. The first is the en route system, comprising the airways between the major airports. The second is the area surrounding the major (simplified in this case to air carrier airports) terminals. The en route system is governed by two sets of flight rules. VFR (visual flight rules) and IFR (instrument flight rules). In general, VFR means that weather conditions are good enough for the pilot to operate the aircraft in a safe and efficient manner by visual reference to the ground. Under VFR conditions, there is essentially no en route air traffic control except where specifically prescribed; aircraft fly according to "rules of the road" using designated altitudes for certain
heads and are responsible for maintaining their own separation.

Positive traffic control is always exercised in IFR conditions and in designated control areas. Essentially, these rules require the controlled assignment of specific altitudes and routes and minimum separation of aircraft flying in the same direction as shown in Figure 1-7. Controlled airspace extends upward from 700 feet Above Ground Level (AGL) in almost all contiguous areas immediately surrounding an airport. In order to achieve greater airspace utilization and safety the area above 14,500 feet Mean Sea Level (MSL) has been designated as a Continental Control Area. Aircraft flying above this altitude are high performance aircraft. In positive control areas above 18,000 feet; MSL, all aircraft are controlled by continuous surveillance and are required to be equipped with transponders and communication equipment. Terminal Control Areas, such as the one shown in Figure 1-8, are being designated around major hub areas to impose special operating requirements on all flights in this airspace. Additionally, special purpose areas are designated as areas in which flight operation is either prohibited or restricted. Examples of such restrictions are in weapons ranges, identification zones and student pilot training areas.

The present en route system of airways is governed by the location of VORTAC (very high frequency omni-range radio transmitter with distance measuring equipment) navigation transmitters, and comprises a system of airways called Victor Airways. These are designated with even numbers when they run in east and west directions, and with odd numbers when they run north and south. In addition to the radio navigational aids in the aircraft, there exists an air surveillance radar. This is a radar with a range of 200 miles which is installed in certain control centers around the country and used for tracking aircraft along an airway.

The United States is divided into control areas covering all the en route airways, so that each control center can know the position of all en route aircraft within its area. These long-range center radars give the controllers accurate information on azimuth and distance position of each aircraft along the airway and thus reduce the need for communication between pilot and controller. They also reduce considerably the required distance between aircraft, thus increasing the capacity of existing airways. There are presently 27 Air Route Traffic Control Centers (ARTCCs) which include 91 different radar installations. The following 20 centers cover the airspace of the contiguous 48 states: Albuquerque, Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Denver, Fort Worth, Houston, Indianapolis, Jacksonville, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Memphis, Miami, Minneapolis, New York, Oakland, Salt Lake City, Seattle, and Washington.

The capability of the entire ATC system will be upgraded further by requiring all aircraft using the system to be equipped with a Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS). In 1975, all aircraft but not all of the ground-based ATC system were required to be so equipped. When implementation is complete, all aircraft using the ATC system will be equipped with transponders which will furnish identification, as well as altitude information. This automatic information transfer will facilitate the ATC mission, and substantially reduce the amount of communication required between ground controllers and pilots.

**Terminal Area Control**

The next component in the control system is the airport traffic control tower. There are presently 327 control towers in the United States located mostly at air carrier terminals. These control towers provide traffic control for aircraft located within a 15-mile radius of the airport. A zone of control involving two airports is shown in Figure 1-8. Most major control towers have approach control facilities and have air surveillance radar (ASR) which guide a aircraft to the airport from a number of specific positions called fixes. Those are approximately 25 miles away from the airport and denote the point at which the aircraft is transferred to the control tower from the ARTCC. At these fixes the aircraft are usually "stacked" in a holding pattern. The airport controller is responsible for orderly regulation of aircraft landing and takeoff operations on the airport itself, and for positioning aircraft within its control radius.

**Navigational Aids (NAVAIDS)**

Navigational aids may be classified according to several criteria, such as sensing method, frequency, function, location, method of use, and others. Since none of these categories is definitive, the various items will be discussed separately. Table I-V summarizes the radio aids.

**Direction Finders**

The first three items of Table I-V are basically radio direction finders. The Automatic
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FIGURE 1-7
Isometric view (above) of diagram on chart (right) shows how new terminal control area would apply to the airspace around Washington National Airport and nearby Andrews AFS. The solid line shows how free access would be provided for use of the three smaller airports close to downtown Washington — Washington / Virginia, Prince Georges Airpark, and Hyde Field.
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### TABLE I-V
SUMMARY OF RADIO NAVIGATIONAL AIDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Navigational Aid</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Unit Cost $</th>
<th>System Accuracy</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automatic Direction Finder (ADF)</td>
<td>Determines bearing to LF beacon stations and LF radio stations</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>± 2° (2σ)</td>
<td>50 - 200 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHF Omirange (VOR)</td>
<td>Determines magnetic bearing to VOR facility</td>
<td>4.000</td>
<td>± 3° (2σ)</td>
<td>Line of sight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance Measuring Equipment (DME)</td>
<td>Measures slant range to DME facility</td>
<td>2.500</td>
<td>± 0.2 nm or 1% of range</td>
<td>0 - 192 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loran-C</td>
<td>Determines aircraft position (hyperbolic)</td>
<td>30.000</td>
<td>± 1500 ft (2σ)</td>
<td>Night 1,000nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omega</td>
<td>Determines aircraft position (hyperbolic)</td>
<td>50.000</td>
<td>± 2 nm (2σ) night, ± 1 nm (2σ) day, ± 0.5% (2σ) of distance traveled or 1 nm</td>
<td>6,000 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doppler Navigator</td>
<td>Determines vector distance traveled</td>
<td>40.000</td>
<td></td>
<td>global</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATC transponder</td>
<td>Provides identification and altitude reporting to ATC controllers</td>
<td>2.200</td>
<td></td>
<td>200 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrument landing system (glideslope and localizer) (ILS)</td>
<td>Provides directional information for poor weather landing</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>Not defined: pilot flies own beam center to runway</td>
<td>20 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marker Beacon</td>
<td>Indicates distance to end of runway</td>
<td>+ 700</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Instrument Landing System (ALS) (MLS)</td>
<td>Provides directional and distance information for all-weather landing</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>AZ = ± 0.05°, EL = ± 0.03°, DME = ± 100 or 1%</td>
<td>20 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertial</td>
<td>Determines vector distance traveled</td>
<td>90.000</td>
<td>± 0.05% (2σ) of distance traveled or 1 nm</td>
<td>global</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Positioning System</td>
<td>Satellite-based system</td>
<td>16.000</td>
<td>10's of feet</td>
<td>global</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sources:**
Direction Finder (ADF) operates at low frequency in the broadcast band of AM radio. It is used in conjunction with either a radio beacon at the airport, or a standard broadcasting station. In general, the pilot must have a certain amount of skill to use the device, but no computation is required. The VOR is the mainstay of the national en route airways system. It operates at the VHF portion of the spectrum, which is in the FM-television range. As a result, its range is limited to line-of-sight, just as FM radio and television are. Position determination is made by taking bearing on two stations, with the intersection of the lines giving the position. Distance Measuring Equipment (DME) also operates in the VHF range. It is much more accurate than VOR, and gives a much closer determination of position than two VOR stations. Sometimes VOR and DME signals are found at the same site thus allowing simultaneous bearing and distance measurement. Such a system is called VORTAC, which is an abbreviation of VOR/DME, combined with TACAN, the military VOR/DME system.

Note that this differs from the previously described ADF because usually two or more VORTAC stations are combined to find position. ADF, however, is primarily used to determine position, but to fly towards a point only. It should also be noted that the determination of position from either two angular bearings, two intersecting distances, or the distance and range from a station is fairly simple mathematically. This is the primary reason that the VORTAC system is the primary element in the national airways system.

An increasing number of aircraft in the general aviation category are able to engage in overwater operations. The Loran-C and Omega systems operate in VLF frequency range, producing a wave of around 100+ kilohertz which primarily propagates as an earth wave, thus giving a tremendous range. Navigation is accomplished by solving for the intersections of the families of circles surrounding the transmitting stations. These intersections are defined by hyperbolas, hence low frequency systems are frequently termed hyperbolic. Since there are a great number of hyperbolas to be solved, difficult computations are usually needed. This is reflected by the relatively high prices shown for these systems in Table I-V. Loran-C is the primary method of navigation in the North Atlantic corridor, and Omega provides coverage for much of the rest of the world, through a system of 8 Omega stations. This system is maintained and operated by the military, although it can be used by civil aircraft. Due to the strategic vulnerability of the transmitters of the Omega system, other systems have been designed which are either satellite-based or self-contained, as in the airborne doppler and inertial systems.

Because of the costs involved, neither doppler nor inertial systems are likely to be used on a large scale in the immediate future for general aviation aircraft. However, systems being developed will render inertial systems well within the range of the more sophisticated business and corporate aircraft within a few years. The doppler navigator utilizes a doppler radar, which measures the relative velocity between the aircraft and the ground. Inertial systems provide a gyroscopically or electronically stabilized platform, which is always oriented in a known direction. Accelerometers, to measure the acceleration of the vehicle along the roll, pitch, and yaw axes of the aircraft, are mounted on this platform.

**Satellite System**

A system which holds future promise for general aviation aircraft is the global positioning system. This is a satellite-based system which would place a sufficient number of satellites in the air to provide at least three bearings at any one time. The equipment required on the aircraft would be a receiver (UHF), decoder, and clock. This would enable the using aircraft to determine position very closely. At present, the Navy has such satellites in use for submarine navigation systems. The tremendous investment required to place the required number of satellites in orbit can be expected to delay implementation of the system.

**Other Navigational Aids**

The ATC transponder, which provides coded information to the ATC controller in the hub airports, will be required on all aircraft using these airports in 1975. In conjunction with these transponders, will be required the encoding altimeters, which will automatically transmit altitude information to the ATC control center. With these devices, each equipped aircraft will be automatically identified, its position shown on the radar screen, and its altitude displayed.

Also considered a navigational aid would be the communications transceiver and the ILS system. Obviously, the airport, the tower, and the flight service stations all must be contacted by radio. Generally, this receiver will operate in the VHF navigation systems. An ILS system will be required in order to land at an air carrier terminal. This system consists of two radio transmitters located at the airport: the localizer,
TABLE I—VI
SUMMARY OF VISUAL NAVIGATION AIDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Navigational Aid</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visual Approach Slope Indicator (VASI)</td>
<td>Provide directional and glide slope information visually for landing.</td>
<td>5 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runway End Identification Lights (REIL)</td>
<td>Provide positive identification of runway threshold under all weather conditions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach Lighting System</td>
<td>Used with ILS to aid in locating runway</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runway Lights</td>
<td>Lighting for runway proper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

located at the end of the runway, and the glide slope transmitter, located at its side. The receiver for these signals is usually displayed in conjunction with the VOR information. This enables the pilot flying IFR to find the airport and subsequently to bring the aircraft down close enough to the runway to complete a successful landing visually.

Visual Navigational Aids

Under any flight conditions, VFR or IFR, certain visual navigation aids are often provided. These are as summarized in Table I—VI. The visual approach slope indicator (VASI) is primarily used to provide the same basic visual information as that provided electronically by the ILS system. It is primarily useful for approaches over water and those requiring precise control over glide slope for purposes of noise abatement.

Since the cost of all of the navigational aids discussed above is high, it is instructive to consider what constitutes the system needed to fly the national airways system and to land at the air carrier airports. If reference is made to Table I—VI, an ADF would be desirable, a VOR, a transponder, possibly an encoding altimeter, an ILS receiver, together with the necessary display, and a communications transceiver. The total cost of such a minimal system would be approximately $16,400. This would provide the pilot full capability of IFR flights on the national airways system, and enable the aircraft to interface with all airports in the continental United States.

If a corporate or business aircraft is considered, additional equipment would be desirable, enabling the pilot of the aircraft to navigate with greater precision, to decrease the workload under IFR conditions, and to fly a less constrained route than the vector headings of the national airways system.

Two items of equipment which greatly increase the safety and reliability of aircraft are: (1) autopilots and (2) area navigation. An autopilot, which may or may not include a sophisticated flight director, accepts commands on flight attitude and direction, and provides signals to the control surfaces of the aircraft. Such control can be obtained in response either to a simple setting of altitude and direction by the pilot, or to a preplanned flight which is set into the flight director or furnished from external sources. The autopilot/flight director greatly relieves the routine tasks required of the pilot, enabling him to concentrate on non-routine decisions.

Computerized Area Navigation

One method for feeding external control to the flight director might be through an area navigation system. An area navigation system, in its simplest version, consists of a simple computer which takes the VOR bearings, and creates a computer VOR station, toward which the plane is commanded to fly. Thus, in accordance with certain preplanned flight plans, the aircraft is enabled to fly any selected route, including, for instance, the great circle route. It is planned that, at a future date, these routes, known as area navigation (RNAV) routes, will be standard in the national airways system.
Since this ability to fly more complex routes is inherent in the less sophisticated one-way point system, additional memory in the computer can furnish a great deal of additional capability.

The average RNAV system presently applicable for general aviation aircraft has the capability of storing about 10 way points (a geographical location along the flight route usually designated with respect to VORTAC). This means that up to eight course changes may be made automatically. These systems provide automatic procedures for standard turns, holding patterns, and climbs. The next step in sophistication is the expansion of the system to include standard instrument departures (SID) and standard terminal arrival (STAR) routines. These routines will include all information required for the pilot to land successfully at the airport, including location, traffic pattern, holding patterns, and obstructions.

Area navigation systems can be made available to a general aviation aircraft for as little as $10,000. An autopilot-flight director might cost an additional $20,000. With this equipment, the general aviation aircraft is truly able to adapt to a wide variety of expected environments. Safety is foremost among the benefits of these two pieces of equipment. The autopilot relieves the pilot of much of the routine duties of flying the aircraft. Area navigation will become the primary method of collision avoidance. The ability of the individual aircraft to know its own position, and to be able to communicate that position to the ATC system quickly and accurately, relieves the controller of some of his responsibility as well. As routine flying and station keeping are minimized, the pilots and controllers are able to deal with emergencies much more effectively. Experience with collision avoidance systems has led to the conclusion that the problem can be solved only by installing sophisticated equipment in each aircraft using the national airspace.

One additional item of useful equipment which is being installed on general aviation aircraft is weather radar. It consists of a transmitter and receiver, an antenna, and a radar scope. In its simplest version, it merely presents information on weather ahead of the aircraft to enable the pilot to avoid threatening storm systems. This is an excellent safety feature, and can be acquired presently for less than $15,000. Furthermore, the screen can also be used for display of other material, such as numerical data, map data, and waypoint listings. In fact, some of the area navigation systems, in addition to digital display of data, provide such cathode ray tube outputs for pilot use.

In discussing such navigational aids, one must bear in mind that the profusion of instruments facing the pilot makes the task of learning to use them properly a major challenge.
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**TABLE I-VII**

**COMMISSIONED FAA FACILITIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1972</th>
<th>1982</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air route traffic control centers</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air route surveillance radar</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airport towers</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined station/towers</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airport surveillance radar</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision approach radar</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight service stations</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight service stations, unmanned</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2,230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International flight service stations</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low/medium frequency (L/MF) ranges</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOR/VORTAC</td>
<td>919</td>
<td>1,016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrument Landing systems (ILS, MLS)</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>1,052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-directional beacon (NDB)</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airports</td>
<td>12,230</td>
<td>12,700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ing to operate the aircraft under IFR conditions extremely complex. Certainly, if such improvements are to be added to great numbers of the aircraft fleet, they must be simplified, the cost brought down, and the training time for pilots decreased.

The Future

Future developments in the airways system may be divided into two categories. The first is the programmed improvements which are scheduled to take place during the next 10-year period. Since the present airways system is operating at near capacity levels, implementation of the proposed changes is not dependent upon a high rate of future growth in airways usage. The second category consists of probable future trends. The airways systems, navigational aids and communications, and operational methods will depend upon future economic and demographic trends, as well as technological developments.

In order to accommodate the expected growth, the following FAA facilities have been commissioned for operation by 1982. These are shown in Table I-VII.

The provision for the en route control system calls for completion of the semi-automation of en route air traffic control facilities, including conflict prediction and resolution (anti-collision system), electronic voice switching, fail-safe features, improved man-machine interface, and revised ATC procedures to take advantage of the upgraded capabilities of the vehicles using the airways. A central flow control facility will be completed to prepare forecasts of air traffic volume and potential congestion points. When such points are detected, the bottlenecks will be eliminated by rerouting and/or regulating air traffic flow. Long range radar systems will be expanded to provide closer en route control. To be developed and installed is the discrete address beacon system (DABS) to improve ATC surveillance and to provide an automatic air-to-ground data link for use in the future ATC system. During this time period, improvements are anticipated in reliability, accuracy, and capacity of the existing radar and radar beacon data acquisition systems.

Terminal control will be improved by providing basic automated equipment for all radar equipped terminal facilities, and automatic metering and spacing of approaches in medium and high density terminals. Radar service will be provided by additional towers, and airport tower control services will be extended to additional air carrier and general aviation airports. Airport surface guidance and traffic detection and control aids will be improved to increase the ground handling capabilities of airports. Flight service stations will be reconfigured, modernized, and automated.

Navigation changes will be made by upgrading the coverage and accuracy of VHF omnirange/TACAN (VORTAC) en route navigation system components. The use of long-range navigation systems, such as Omega, will be implemented. The airways themselves will change from the present system of straight-line "Victor" routes to area navigation routes, shortening distances both en route and terminal. The precise knowledge of position permits the operator of the vehicle to modify his flight plan permitting the most efficient use of fuel, both by the selection of flight profile and of optimum arrival time at the terminal, thus eliminating some of the holding required at present.

The number of landing aids will be greatly increased by installation of conventional landing aids on a great number of additional runways in the lower and medium density airports, and installing improved ILS at high density airports thus raising their capacity. This improved ILS will probably be the microwave landing system (MLS) which is less susceptible than the conventional system to interference, siting problems, and approach path limitations. These advantages mean that very little interference from artifacts located on or near the airport will be encountered because of multipath propagation. Also, approaches other than straight line will be possible yielding significant increases in airways capacity.

While the number of airports is expected to remain approximately constant during the time period under consideration, facilities are to be increased. In particular, the number of automatic and non-automatic flight service stations will rise, facilitating formulation of flight plans by users of the airways system. There will also be an increase in the number of ILS systems installed during this time period. Present high density airports will be upgraded, probably with microwave landing systems; some additional runways at major and air carrier airports will be equipped with instrument landing capabilities; and, many other airports will be equipped with instrument landing systems. This means that many more airports, perhaps as many as twice the present number, will be equipped for full IFR operation. This should prove to be a substantial benefit to general aviation operations.
General aviation aircraft will be required to conform to the requirements of the upgraded national airways system, particularly in the more congested airspace surrounding airports. The changes described above represent only the systems installed, operated, and sited by the FAA. These will be located on the ground. All navigation and communication systems required of the aircraft to fly the national airways system will be an expense borne by owners and operators of the aircraft.

The projections above can certainly change within the near future, and may be altered significantly by energy requirements, national priorities, and other foreseeable factors. While upgrading of the airways system and the systems contained in the aircraft themselves will probably proceed on schedule, there are two constraints on development of the airways system which preclude most radical departures from present plans. First, there is limited airspace which cannot be changed at this time. Second, no system for siting airports has ever been followed. They have been sited primarily as a result of economic and political factors, rather than in an optimum manner as considered from the system point of view. There is only limited space in which to make a more reasonable distribution of hub carrier airports. Furthermore, there is a limited spectrum in which to provide the bandwidth necessary for upgrading the communications system. To improve communications over the present state-of-the-art requires the tradeoff between bandwidth of the communications channel and the reliability of the message transmission. Communications channels allocated to these airways activities are unlikely to increase radically in either numbers or quality in the foreseeable future. Improvements will primarily occur in the area of hardware, and in the automation of the system, such as automatic tuning, transmission, etc. Advanced modulation techniques furnish some possibilities (e.g., digital transmission).

Within the same framework of navigational aids and communications equipment, the more sophisticated aircraft will be provided facilities enabling them to meter their arrival and departure times to reduce lost time and energy associated with the present practice of establishing holding patterns near the major airports.

Significant changes can be foreseen in applications of microelectronic techniques to instrumentation, radio receiver controls, and digital computer design. The present cockpit of an aircraft fully equipped to utilize the airways system is complex and confusing, even to a skilled pilot. The problems of monitoring aircraft status, determining airport location, and tuning communication equipment to proper frequencies places a burdensome load on the pilot, reducing his ability to respond to emergencies. One key remedy to this is the digital computer and another the microwave landing system currently under development. While the available microelectronic technology (integrated circuits) permits inexpensive, compact and capable communication facilities to be placed within the aircraft, cost of a complete MLS may be prohibitive for general aviation aircraft.

Nevertheless, such equipment might include the flight director/autopilot, automatic tuning of the communication equipment, positional computation for VORTAC, area navigation, and computation for use of VLF navigation aids, with provision or use of satellite data from the future global positioning system.

Future use of such computational avionics in volume could radically lower their unit price. What is required is an analysis of requirements for such an integrated avionics system for general aviation aircraft, and a design philosophy which will permit efficient use of such a system by the average pilot. Figure 1-9 gives a possible configuration for such a system, some form of which probably can be implemented at a reasonable cost. Although the navigation and communications equipment would be similar to that now existing in many general aviation aircraft, the average private aircraft owner probably could not afford such expensive equipment; however, private flying would continue to exist much as it does today with minimal impact on the primary airways system congestion. Also shown in Figure 1-9 are optional items.

All displays would be integrated into a simplified display array, thus easing the task of interpreting the data. A reasonable assumption is that an integrated approach to avionics system design and its interface with the pilot would promote both safety and more efficient usage of the aircraft.

In summary, general aviation aircraft of the future probably will remain similar aerodynamically to those presently in use and will possess an increased capability to fly the total national airways system. Ground-based
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Navigational aids will be upgraded and standardized at more airports.

**HUMAN FACTORS IN GENERAL AVIATION**

**Introduction**

For tens of thousands of years man was a pedestrian on earth, slowly moving and slowly developing his skills and abilities. Yet within the short span of one lifetime he has taken to flying, left his feet and developed the ability to fly. In the history of aviation, there have been two major challenges:

1. the design and construction of aircraft, and
2. the training of men to operate them safely.

The response to the first challenge was and is one of mankind's great accomplishments: aeronautical engineering was born and prospered and technological breakthroughs were achieved as airplanes became bigger and flew faster, higher, and longer.

In response to the second challenge, the relatively few men sufficiently skilled and qualified to become operators were selected. During World War II, as airplanes became more complex, there was increasing emphasis on training and training processes. By the end of the war, the capacity to build complex weapons systems and vehicles, particularly aircraft, had considerably exceeded the ability of the average man to operate them. A movement to "humanize" these systems developed. Instead of searching for the "right man for the right job," the job was built around the man. An interdisciplinary area emerged, variously called human factors, engineering psychology, or human engineering. Its goal was to examine man's uniquely human skills and limitations, his sensory, cognitive, and perceptual-motor capacities, and to apply this information to the design of equipment, vehicles and artificial environments. \(^6\)

VanCott and Altman viewed the emergence and development of human factors as a process occurring in three historical stages:

1. Primary emphasis on the machine with the human "adapted" to it by means of selection and training.
2. Primary emphasis on man where the machine is adapted or designed for the man; and,
3. The newly emerging emphasis on the overall system design in which man and machine components are optimally integrated to achieve system objectives. \(^14\)

A complex man-machine system in general aviation has been brought forth involving man as operator with aircraft, navigation, communications, and air traffic control systems. A concept of growing prominence is that man-machine systems (including men and machines) should be designed to capitalize on those human talents and characteristics that are of optimal use in the system as a whole, i.e., to design the environment and the man-machine interface so as to make optimal human performance not only possible but predictable. \(^14\)

As general aviation operations have expanded, human variables have become increasingly more important. Technological advances have been achieved but flight places demands on man which would have been unthinkable a life-time ago: behaviors such as paying no attention to his senses, moving in three-dimensional space without a visual horizon for reference, and monitoring dozens of instruments simultaneously.

**The Human Component: The Individual**

Flying holds a unique place in the lives of most pilots. Often a pilot during flight sees the aircraft as an extension of himself. Yet according to Yanowitch et al, if a pilot accumulates stress in his life with which he can no longer cope, that aircraft may become an instrument of self-destruction. In the context of flying the pilot may engage in subintentional self-destructive acts. These include such behaviors as neglecting important items on the pre-flight check, taking-off with barely enough fuel, or flying an aircraft which has been poorly maintained.\(^37\)

Based on information presented in *NBAA Business Flying* (1974), a typical pilot profile shows that he is most often male, well-edu-
cated, earns a good income, has probably seen a five-year duty with the military (but not necessarily as a pilot), is most frequently married and has never been divorced, and is, on the average, 36 years old. General aviation pilots appear to be exemplary American citizens.

While fewer than five percent of all pilots are women (36,000 out of a total of 758,000), the average female pilot is slightly younger than her male counterpart. As a group, general aviation pilots appear to be better educated than the average American citizen with about 80 percent having had at least some college education. More than 60 percent of general aviation pilots earned income in excess of $15,000 in 1973. Their marital status appears similar to that of the general population.

While there has been an increase of about 250 percent in the number of certified airmen over the past 23 years, the average general aviation pilot is getting older. For example, in 1959 about 70 percent of the pilots were under 30, 90 percent of ages 40 and over. Fortunately, many of the complex psychological functions required of pilots depend upon judgment, reasoning, and experience and these have been found to be very resistant to deterioration with age. MacFarland pointed out that innate mental ability, motivation, and interests remain high, no significant adverse trends in mental performance by pilots need to be expected up to "the age of 55 or 60.

There are some human abilities, however, that have been found to deteriorate substantially with age in the general population. These include vision, hearing, memory for recent events, and reaction time. Unless the design of general aviation aircraft accommodates this age trend, many pilots will have to conclude as did Ralph DeBruzer in an article entitled "Age 60 On Final?":

So my time of reckoning is at hand. I will take another check ride. This time I will do it on an airport where I am a stranger, where I do not know the instructor, and where I am not familiar with the airplane ... if I do well in the checkride, I will fly a while longer. In any case, there is a decision point some time in the future. I hope I can recognize it when it comes and accept it with grace.46

Pilots sometimes see themselves as a breed apart and tend to think of themselves as somewhat different from other men in their approach to life. In an attempt to determine how the personalities of general aviation pilots compared with average adult males, Novello and Youseff administered a battery of psychological tests, including the Edwards Personal Preference Scale, to 170 male general aviation pilots. 47

In comparing the average general aviation pilot with the mean of males in the general United States population, the pilots were found to score significantly higher on five factors: (1) achievement (to accomplish tasks), (2) exhibition (to talk about personal adventures), (3) dominance (to argue for one's point of view), (4) change (to do new things), and (5) heterosexuality (to be interested in members of the opposite sex).

General aviation pilots were found to score significantly lower than the average United States male on seven factors: (1) deference (to do what is expected), (2) order (to have things organized), (3) affiliation (to participate in groups), (4) succorance (to have others provide help), (5) abasement (to accept blame), (6) nurturance (to assist others) and (7) endurance (to work hard at a task).

Novello and Youseff concluded that there is, indeed, a core of personality traits common to pilots. They termed this core an "aviation profile" because it was also manifested by Navy pilots. The authors went on to describe the personality of general aviation pilots.

This aviation profile fits well with the popular description of pilots in song, movie and verse as courageous, romantic "he-men". From a psycho-analytical point of view, this profile appears to describe an active-masculine or "phallic" male, that is, a man who is oriented toward demonstrating his strength and competency, who thrives on adventure, who finds pleasure in mastering complex tasks, and whose manifest sexual orientation is decidedly heterosexual.48

Training
In addition to the airplanes themselves, equipment used in general aviation training ranges from relatively simple procedural trainers to full-scale simulation systems. Pro-
procedure and familiarization trainers are used to teach nomenclature and procedures, to provide the student pilot with an opportunity to practice techniques, and to develop concepts during exposure to different situations. Skill trainers and simulators are used to allow the pilot to practice responses to a wide variety of situations.

Fidelity of simulation refers to how realistically the flight situation is represented in the trainer or simulator. A rule of thumb has been that as fidelity increases, so do the costs of construction and maintenance of a simulator. Although high fidelity in simulation has been thought essential to good practice situations and to gain acceptance and motivation on the part of the student, recent research reveals that practice on inexpensive, low fidelity flight trainers can produce savings in terms of flight hours up to 50 percent.

According to Bryan and Bowen, et al., some tasks which can be simulated in a flight trainer and for which the student pilot is scored in terms of his performance are: checklists (ground and airborne), communications (ground and airborne), flight maneuvers, instrument navigation, and malfunctions.

In addition to providing individualized flight training, task trainers have been developed to provide simultaneous experience to a group of student pilots, each of whom is seated at an individual station while the instructor operates the training system from a console. Radio voice procedure represents an example of an appropriate task for such a training setup.

Until check rides were recently required, active pilots by definition were those who held current medical certificates. Maintenance of active status, however, did not imply that the pilot actually flew since they updated their certificates merely by undergoing periodic physical examinations.

Following the old rubric of “use it or lose it,” flying skills degrade rapidly when they are not used, but return rapidly with practice. Thus, simulators can be beneficial in maintaining and in upgrading flight skills. Hellister found that a group of experiential flight factors accounted for 25 percent of the variance between individual general aviation pilots (30 percent of the variance was due to individual differences and 45 percent was due to random variation, interaction effects, and noise in the measurement process). The importance of the variance attributed to experiential factors is that it can be reduced by practice. To bring a pilot with degraded skill back up to standard in one learning session, 0.6 hours of flight for each year spent with no flying was required.

Employment

Predictions have been made that the employment level of active airmen will be driven up steadily over the next decade. In 1974, NBAA Business Flying reported that there were approximately 53,500 pilots employed in civil aviation in 1972 of whom roughly 22,000 flew general aviation aircraft. Considering the total number of certified airmen in the United States a relatively small proportion earn their livelihoods by flying. Tentative Bureau of Labor Statistics figures reported in the same issue of NBAA Business Flying estimated that approximately 68,000 pilots were employed in civil aviation in 1973.

Accidents and Safety

The final analysis and identification of the causes of all accidents, whether in air transportation or in general aviation, are the legal responsibility of the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB). Generally, airline crashes and fatal general aviation accidents are investigated completely by the Board itself. Some accident fact-finding jobs, however, are assigned to the Federal Aviation Administration. Among these are the preliminary investigation of non-fatal general aviation accidents. Though thorough and painstaking, most general aviation accident inquiries give the impression that a unique occurrence has been investigated, one that has not happened in the past and which could not happen again. No love of general aviation aircraft accidents has been
Introducing a discussion of accidents, Hoekstra and Huang stated unequivocally that "the safety record of general aviation in the United States over the period 1959 - 1969 reveals that flying was much safer at the end of the period than at the beginning." Figure 1-10 reveals that the record is not quite as good as those brave words imply. The number of total fatalities has increased markedly over the period 1960 - 1973, but then, so have general aviation activities. The rate of fatalities per 100,000 hours flown, a more comparative index because it is free of activity level, is indeed lower in 1973 than it was at the beginning of the period, and considerably better than the worst year, 1964. To conclude that there has been any marked gain in safety over this particular period would be imprecise, because of the up and down fluctuation of the curve. By regarding a much longer period of time, such as a span of 50 years, one can truly say that flying has become much safer since today's aircraft are much more reliable than they were in the days of World War I when two-thirds of all air casualties were caused by accidents, not enemy action.

Since general aviation encompasses many types of flying activities, one can determine which activities have better or worse safety records. In 1968, in terms of the rate of accidents per 100,000 flying hours, business, transport, commercial flying, and air taxis had the best records while experimental flying, personal flying and other non-commercial flying had the worst as shown in Table I-VIII. From these data one can make the observation, for example, that Instructional Flying, while contributing a high number of total accidents (Rank =2) was, nonetheless, safer than several other forms of general aviation flying.

The phases of operation of an aircraft at the time an accident occurs are presented in Table I-IX with the percent of total accidents which occurred in each phase averaged for the years 1968 and 1969. Approach and landing operations, accounting for about 50 percent of the total accidents, appear to be the most dangerous phases of flying. In-flight accidents...
TABLE I-VIII
RATE AND RANK OF TOTAL ACCIDENTS PER GENERAL AVIATION ACTIVITY, 1968

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Flying</th>
<th>Rate per 100,000 flying hours</th>
<th>Rank by Number of accidents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental, Test, Demonstration, Air Shows, Etc.</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Non-Commercial Flying</td>
<td>32.88</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Flying</td>
<td>30.93</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerial Application</td>
<td>28.63</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructional Flying</td>
<td>15.16</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Transport</td>
<td>13.18</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Commercial Flying</td>
<td>11.05</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Taxi</td>
<td>8.80</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


TABLE I-IX
PERCENT OF ACCIDENTS WHICH OCCUR DURING DIFFERENT OPERATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flight Operation</th>
<th>Percent Occurrence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxi</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take-off/Initial Climb</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-Flight</td>
<td>28.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach/Landing</td>
<td>49.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undetermined</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Derived from data reported by Hockstra and Huang, Safety in General Aviation. New York: Carmen Printing, 1971.

account for slightly more than 25 percent while takeoff and initial climb is the third most dangerous maneuver with slightly less than 20 percent of the accidents occurring during this phase. Because pilot error causes the preponderance of accidents on approach and landing, a concentrated effort to improve safety performance in this particular area would yield the greatest payoff.

Accidents often involve a series of events, the occurrence of each being crucial for the accident to happen; however, statisticians treating NTSB investigative data establish single causes whenever possible. In 1968-1969 two causes were established in more than half of the cases (yielding a combined total in excess of 100 percent). The pilot was cited overwhelmingly, in 83 percent of the cases, as the cause of most general aviation accidents. Weather (21 percent) ran a poor second to pilot error, followed closely by mechanical failure (17 percent). Terrain, personnel, airport/airway facilities, and miscellaneous causes followed in that order. In recent decades human error consistently has been the highest causal category for accidents in both general aviation and in air transportation. The NTSB assigned pilot factors as causal in 58 percent of the fatal air carrier accidents for the years 1964-1969. Though better than pilots in general aviation, the figure is still too high for acceptance.

Throughout the world the idea is supported that human factors on the part of the pilot are responsible for a number of the fatal accidents; yet,
the general opinion seems to be that the problem is so complex that little or nothing can be done about it. 16-18 “Pilot error” is a “basket” expression covering a number of different sorts of errors. It is easy to say that a pilot failed to use proper judgment, but hard to show how the relationship of major situational constraints, design, equipment or system influences contributed to a given failure in judgment. Knowing that a pilot committed an error is of little preventative value without knowing the cause, and only recently has there been increased discussion about pilot errors which are “design induced.” 19

Beatty noted that the term “pilot error” does not even begin to separate professional skill errors from more typical human errors. To him, professional skill errors occur when the pilot lacks the experience or skill to do any better. He defined human errors as those connected specifically with the fact that the person involved is a fallible human being. 20

In March, 1971, the Secretary of Transportation ordered a study to analyze the factors contributing to general aviation safety in order to reduce the accident rate. 21 The resulting recommendations included triennial flight reviews of pilot competency, a general aviation accident prevention program, increasing the requirements for flight instructors, and establishing a standard traffic pattern rule at uncontrolled airports, among others. The recommendations appear to be a step in the right direction.

From a human factors perspective, an accident represents a total failure of the man-machine system in aviation. If pilot error is truly the major cause of aviation accidents, one can reach either of two conclusions: (1) remove this low reliability component (i.e., the pilot) from the system, or (2) redesign the system so pilot performance is optimized.

Man-Machine Dynamics

The discipline of human factors has focused especially upon man-machine relationships. Some deal with the psychomotor responses of the human controlling the device or vehicle he uses, others with perceptual and cognitive human functions such as information-seeking and decision-making based on instrument displays. 22 There have been literally thousands of pilot-airplane research studies sponsored primarily by defense agencies over the past 25 years. Many of these studies have been relevant to general aviation but, unfortunately, there has not been a compilation to date. The present discussion will be limited to a brief examination of the field with a few studies cited for illustrative purposes.

In a theoretical sense, human performance must be considered in terms of various sensory, mental, and motor activities; but, in a specific task situation, human performance is inextricably intertwined with the performance characteristics of the physical equipment. In the 1940’s, for example, to measure the impact of airframe dynamics on a pilot, aeronautical design engineers at the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory built the first airplane whose stability could be varied systematically. The airplane was “black-boxed” in such a way that by impressing control surface motions on those made by the pilot, the pitch, roll, and yaw responses of the airplane could reflect those of a variety of conventional aircraft. Pilot performance, opinion, and acceptance of various frequency and damping modes were thus tested and empirical research directed toward improvement in airplane control design was initiated.

Most everyone is aware the vehicular control systems having widely different dynamics may feel “good” or “bad” to the operator. Studies such as the one by von Doenhoff and Jones have led to the use of experimental pilots as “vocal adaptive controllers.” General aviation aircraft designers have made extensive use of opinion ratings by test pilots in the construction of aircraft for good handling characteristics. 23-24

Over the years general aviation aircraft have become progressively more reliable and stable. This has not been accidental, but has grown out of continuing research and extensive trial and error. Basically, a pilot’s control activity in flying an airplane can be broken into
three general categories: (1) stabilization, (2) command maneuver, and (3) event responses.

Stabilization is essentially a task of error reduction. Studies based on servo-mechanism theory, such as Westbrook's in 1959, have analyzed both the controlled element (some aspect of an airplane's control system) and the pilot's workload. The performance of command maneuvers utilizes the same airplane control system as stabilization, but here the error component is neither directly displayed nor easily detected. Some command maneuvers, such as takeoff rotation in a helicopter, may even use non-visual signals; others such as airplane roll have no detectable error signal at all. Because all tracking maneuvers are a mix of command maneuvers and stabilization tasks, human factors was integrally involved in tracking studies for many years. The studies of Levine and Rockway and Franks reflect this concentration. Event responses include single, discrete actions such as turning a dial or throwing a switch. A study such as Hunt's (in 1957) which recommended 15 shape-coded knobs to be used in aircraft controls is an example of research related to event responses. The goal of all such research has been the improvement of pilot performance through simulator training or the improvement of system performance through airplane control systems and cockpit displays designed more optimally.

A display is considered to be any method of presenting information indirectly in some coded form. Elements of cockpits, such as some instruments and controls, have been improved in design. Nevertheless, the whole operating environment in most civil aircraft leaves much to be desired. The pilot has to fit himself in among a myriad of switches, controls, levers and dials, and adjust himself the best way he can, instead of the other way around.

Not all displayed information is visual; the sense of hearing also has been utilized in the cockpit, particularly for emergency situations. Audio warning systems—such as the stall warning horn, the gear-up horn, and the radio bleeder system on ILS approach have been derived.

A now classic Air Force study by Jones, Milton, and Fitts in 1949 led to recommendations for display panel layouts based on pilots' eye-movements during a climbing maneuver. The applicability to general aviation of this and other layout studies became apparent in the late 1950's when the FAA modified Part 23 of the Federal Aviation Regulations (Airworthiness Standards of General Aviation Planes) to specify a "T" arrangement directly in front of the pilot's airspeed, attitude, altitude, and direction indicators. To date, however, the location of only these four instruments has been standardized. A confusing clutter is reported by many general aviation pilots who switch from one airplane to another. Other airplane displays and controls, not to mention optional navigation and communications equipment, often appear to be placed according to the manufacturer's whim rather than by their frequency of use or importance. Further, Beaty reported that in analyzing reactions to their own instruments, many pilots thought a number of them were confusing, particularly the airspeed indicator, altimeter, visual failure warnings on let-down, altitude instruments, and radios. There was also criticism of the general layout and design of instruments and switches.

In a plane traveling at both a constant speed and altitude, orientation is no problem. But in various aircraft maneuvers—including changes in speed (acceleration), banking, and pushovers—the sensory cues received by a pilot are misleading and can give rise to disorientation. Judgments of the amount of bank have been found to be grossly underestimated while a tendency to perceive acceleration as a slight climb and deceleration as a slight dive has also been reported. Pilots when decelerating for a landing under conditions of poor visibility may overshoot the runway by correcting for an illusion of descending too.
rapidly. This may partly account for the fact that there are twice as many overshoot accidents as undershoots.

Disorientation, as well as visual illusions, is enhanced under conditions of fog, darkness, or clouds when the pilot has a visual frame of reference. The effect of rotary motion and angular acceleration, particularly with reference to visual illusions, is a subject of very recent investigation.\(^{13,14,15}\) An explanation is being sought for a phenomenon reported by pilots in the past of attempting to join up in formation with stars, buoys, and even street lights that appear to be moving.

**The Man-Environment Interface**

While many instruments on a pilot's display panel relate to the state of subsystems within the airplane, often the most critical instruments are those which give the pilot information about the relation of his plane to the external environment. Because of the high incidence of accidents during the landing phase of flight operations, considerable effort has been expended to develop flight displays which provide information the pilot could acquire otherwise by direct viewing of the outside world, but with signals added to indicate the correct flight path. A display presenting a pictorial analog of the real world has been developed by Grether.\(^{16}\) A “heads-up” display which indicates the landing site for general aviation airplanes is being investigated by NASA-Langley.\(^{17}\)

Instrumentation of a plane’s attitude, airspeed, velocity, flight path, and relative bearing to reference points is distributed in various locations on a pilot’s display panel. During critical flight maneuvers, the pilot has difficulty integrating these sources of information. A display which would superimpose attitude, airspeed, heading, and position information directly on the windshield, thus removing the necessity for the pilot to search among his instruments, is presently under study by NASA. Such information could be color-coded and available to the pilot on demand.\(^{18}\)

The general aviation traffic environment at uncontrolled airports has also come under NASA’s scrutiny. After radar tracking at three airports and a survey of pilot preferences about landing procedures, a standardized landing pattern is being recommended to yield safer approach and landing performance at airports without towers.\(^{19}\)

The last several years in general aviation have seen a marked improvement in avionics equipment.\(^{20}\) Pilots get lost less frequently, the national airspace is utilized more fully, the possibility of mid-air collisions is reduced, and existing airports can handle increased traffic loads more safely as a result of this “avionics explosion.” Despite increased safety, an unfortunate consequence is that pilots’ workload has increased. The workload is so demanding that the Learjet, for instance, requires two pilots. In many situations the pilot’s tasks border on overload to the point where the pilot may not be able to handle emergencies. The use of computer technology and programming to take over at least routine monitoring functions of the pilot is seen as a possible solution to the trend of increasing complexity of the pilot’s task.
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GENERAL AVIATION ENVIRONMENT
INTRODUCTION

General aviation does not exist in a vacuum independent of other influences. It is controlled by Congressional action and extensive mandatory regulation. The system components interface in compliance with statutory provisions and operating rules.

Economic factors influence airport administration and finance. Vehicle airworthiness certification costs are becoming increasingly burdensome. Rising costs of nearly all goods and services necessitate close scrutiny of expenditures. General aviation is no exception. Certain groups are taking hard looks at competitive modes and travel substitutions, especially for intercity and business trips. Substitution—a change in mobility patterns and communicative behaviors—may lead to profound changes in our interaction patterns.

Protection of the environment, such as lowering of noise levels, natural resource depletion prevention, and the preservation of clean and fresh water are all concerns of general aviation.

The following discussion examines some of the background, development, and relationships between and among these issues.

THE REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT
Regulatory Scope

The four major areas of concern pertaining to the role of government regulation in general aviation are: (1) airports, (2) air agencies, (3) aircraft, and (4) airmen. Some regulation of general aviation as well as other transportation and public services is undertaken at every level of government.

The Federal Government under its authority to regulate interstate commerce has played an almost exclusively predominant role in the regulatory control of aircraft and air agencies. Airport regulation, however, has been predominantly under local control. This situation is rapidly changing as Federal assistance to local airports increases. States still play an important role in approving the allocation of Federal airport improvement funds. Local governments exercise their authority through the final approval or disapproval of the required matching funds to meet the Federal grants for airport improvement. Physical control of the airport environment also remains in local hands through their zoning jurisdiction, constraining ordinances, and through local court decisions. Different areas of regulatory concern are cross-classified in Figure 2-1, by both the level of government and the area of regulatory concern.

Legislative and Regulatory History

The people of the United States gave Congress the right to regulate interstate commerce for the good of the nation. It was natural, therefore, that the first direct implementation of aviation control came through the Air Commerce Act of 1926.

The Air Commerce Act of 1926

This act undertook regulation by licensing pilots, aircraft, and agencies, and by introducing conditions pertaining to the issuance and renewal of appropriate licenses and certificates. These conditions included demonstration of knowledge and proficiency by pilots and agencies and minimum safety requirements relating to aircraft. Compliance with these rules was made mandatory by the Act, which also mandated the promotion of air commerce and the creation and operation of an airways system. The Bureau of Air Commerce, which was created by the Act, was charged with this responsibility and thus became the forerunner of the former Civil Aeronautics Agency (CAA) and the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) as we know them today today.

The Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938

The Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 created the Civil Aeronautics Authority (CAA) to regulate aviation with respect to both safety and economics. The 1940 amendment gave the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) the authority for both economic and safety regulation and for determination of "probable cause" in aircraft accidents. The safety regulation was to be implemented by the CAB which was created by the 1940 amendment to the Act.

The 1940 amendment not only gave the CAB the authority to regulate air carriers by establishing fares and authorizing routes, but clearly entrusted the CAA with the responsibility of promoting air commerce by developing the federal airways system. This responsibility led to the Federal Airport Act of 1946 and the subsequent Federal Airport and Airway
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airports</th>
<th>Air Agencies</th>
<th>Aircraft</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FEDERAL Legislative</td>
<td>Legislative</td>
<td>Legislative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Aid to Airports Act 1946</td>
<td>Department of Transportation Act 1966 (NTSB)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Transportation Act of 1966</td>
<td>Regulatory</td>
<td>Regulatory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Environmental Policy Act, 1969</td>
<td>Federal Air Regulations</td>
<td>Federal Air Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airport and Airway Development Act, 1970</td>
<td>Part 91 General Operation and Flight Rules</td>
<td>Armament Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airport and Airway Revenue Act, 1970</td>
<td>Part 121 Certification and Operation—Domestic, Flag Supplemental</td>
<td>Part 23 Normal Utility and Aerobatic Airplanes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory</td>
<td>Part 123 Certification and Operation—Commercial Carriers and Operators of Large Aircraft</td>
<td>Part 25 Transport Category Airplanes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Air Regulations</td>
<td>Part 127 Certification and Operation of Scheduled Air Carrier with</td>
<td>Part 27 Normal Category Aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 107 Airport Security</td>
<td>Helicopters</td>
<td>Part 29 Transport Category Rotorcraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 139 Certification and Operation</td>
<td>Part 129 Operations of Foreign Air Carriers</td>
<td>Part 31 Free Balloons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 151 Federal Aid to Airports</td>
<td>Part 135 Air Taxi and Small Commercial Operators</td>
<td>Part 33 Aircraft Engines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 153 Acquisition of U.S. Land for Public Airports</td>
<td>Part 141 Pilot Schools</td>
<td>Part 35 Propellers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 154 Acquisition of U.S. Land—ADAP</td>
<td>Part 143 Ground Instructors</td>
<td>Part 36 Noise Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 155 Release of Airport Property from Surplus</td>
<td>Part 150 Repair Stations</td>
<td>Part 37 Technical Standard Order Authorizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 159 National Capital Airports</td>
<td>Part 147 Maintenance and Technician Schools</td>
<td>Part 43 Maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advisory Circulars (FAA) 150 Series</td>
<td>Civil Aeronautics Board Economic Regulations</td>
<td>Part 45 Identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Standard Orders</td>
<td>National Transportation Safety Board Investigative Regulations</td>
<td>Part 47 Aircraft Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Airport System Plan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE Legislative</th>
<th>Legislative</th>
<th>Legislative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enabling Statutes for Airport Purposes</td>
<td>Enabling Statutes or Aeronautical Authority Acts</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Condemnation</td>
<td>Certification and Operation of</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Zoning</td>
<td>Intestate Carriers (Large)</td>
<td>Aircraft Registration or Certification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Operation</td>
<td>Intestate Portions of Interstate Carrier Operations</td>
<td>Recording Charters or Lanes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Towing</td>
<td>Air Taxi and Commercial Airlines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Leasing</td>
<td>Regulatory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Financial (Grants and Bonds)</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Licensing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Planning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approval of Grants (Federal and Local)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCAL Legislative</th>
<th>Legislative</th>
<th>Legislative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Altitude Ordinances</td>
<td>Noise and Pollution Level Ordinances</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoning Regulations</td>
<td>Regulatory</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OTHER</th>
<th>Court Action</th>
<th>Court Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nuisance</td>
<td>Nuisance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverse Condemnation Zoning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Development Act of 1970 and the concurrent Airport and Airway Revenue Act. The latter provided funds for the support of programs initiated under the former. The main sources of these funds are airline ticket and aviation fuel taxes.

The Federal Aviation Act of 1958

Following several mid-air collisions in the 1950's, Congress passed the Federal Aviation Act in order to better define and to isolate air safety responsibility. Under the Act, CAB retained economic jurisdiction and the responsibility for determining probable "cause of accidents," while FAA acquired the responsibility and authority to promulgate safety regulations. Although this system seemed to be functioning successfully (the domestic air carriers hit a zero fatality year in 1970), Congress placed the control of air transportation under the jurisdiction of a newly created Department of Transportation in that year.

The Department of Transportation Act of 1970

This act transferred the responsibility for the promulgation of safety rules to the Secretary of Transportation and established the National Transportation Safety Board which now determines probable cause of accidents. It also directed that safety rules be placed under the jurisdiction of the FAA, leaving the CAB with the responsibility for economic regulation of air transportation.

Thus, the CAB presently regulates all common carriers by air including route authorization, fares, and preservation of the financial well-being of the carriers to assure continued existence and service to the public. FAA regulates aircraft, pilot, and air agency certification and operation as well as airway and airport development and funding.

Airports

Several states have stepped in to fill the voids in aviation regulation or control in the area least affected by Federal legislation—the airport.

Many states license airports for commercial reasons, including tax regulation and control of fees and charges. The Federal government has recently undertaken to license all air carrier airports for safety requirements (FAR Part 139), and continues to establish minimums for safety specifications at all airports accepting Federal funds for improvement.

Subdivisions of the states have passed ordinances restricting the use of airports, some of which have been upheld by the courts, while others were declared "an undue burden on interstate commerce." Zoning, however, remains the chief regulatory arena open to the states and many have passed enacting legislation for local zoning laws and authorized condemnation for airport purposes.

The FAA is charged with the responsibility of developing an airport system for the United States. It does so through a National Airport Systems Plan (NASP). Of the approximately 13,000 landing strips in the country, about 3,040 are in the NASP. Inclusion of an airport in the plan provides it with basic eligibility for development funding, given that all other qualifications are met. Development funds are derived from the Airport and Airways Trust Fund created under the 1970 Act. The FAA reviews the following main requirements as conditions to application for development funding: (1) submission of an airport master plan, (2) submission of cost estimates, (3) information regarding the environmental impact of proposed improvements, and (4) a clear indication of the source and availability of matching funds.

Funds are then allocated on a priority basis according to the then existing policy of the administration. Upon acceptance of funds, the airport must enter into an agreement to construct and operate the airport according to the pertinent Technical Standard Orders (TSOs), Advisory Circulars (ACs), and Federal Aviation Regulations (FARs) issued by the FAA. The agreement also required public operation of the airport and prohibits discrimination.

Regardless of whether or not federal funds are involved, airports serving certificated carriers must comply with FAR—Part 139. This regulation controls the safety characteristics of the airport and facilities, as well as their day-to-day operation.

Most states have passed enabling legislation permitting their political subdivisions to promulgate zoning ordinances and to institute condemnation proceedings for development or control purposes. Some states also undertake to license airports not controlled by the Federal government while others merely license them for commercial or taxing purposes, thereby avoiding conflict with federal regulations.

States usually exert some control on airport development, through the provision of matching funds. In some states, such as Connecticut, the entire state airport system is operated by the state. In others, the State Avia on Department exercises varying degrees of control over the approval of requests for federal funds.
Legal Implications of Airport Planning and Land Use

A few types of transportation facilities generate more controversy regarding their compatibility with neighboring land uses than do airports. General aviation airports, particularly those accommodating corporate aircraft, are no exception. As a community's demand for general aviation services increases in response to its population growth and economic development, the availability of open space in which to construct or operate an airport shrinks at an "equally rapid rate in response to similar pressures. As a result, homeowners living uncomfortably close to an existing or planned facility frequently resort to the courts for protection from any actual or anticipated encroachments on their right to use and enjoy their property, regardless of who was there first—the airport or the property owner. At the same time, local officials typically attempt to devise whatever constitutionally permissible regulations are available to minimize this friction between the airport and its neighbors. It is therefore from these two perspectives—that of the neighboring homeowners and that of the municipality as a whole—that the airport planner should evaluate the legal implications of any land use plan he formulates for a general aviation airport.

Ideally, a community planning a new airport should acquire sufficient acreage of land surrounding the facility so as to insure that the airport could in no way interfere with its neighboring property owners. By leasing back most of this buffer area to various industries (with the necessary restrictions on use) it could then reduce some of the acquisition costs and provide for future expansion of the airport as well. However, the initial investment cost alone would still make this approach impractical for many communities. Moreover, any such attempt becomes even more difficult if, as in most cases, the airport is already there when the city or county finally recognizes the need for regulating adjacent land use. If the airport is privately owned, the local governing board will also lack any authority to initiate such a plan. Consequently, many airports today—both publicly and privately owned—find themselves in the midst of time consuming and expensive legal tangles with their neighbors.

Although actions in common law nuisance and trespass seldom succeed, they can become potent weapons against airports that fail to observe proper operating procedures. In general, it has been held that, if properly located, constructed, and operated, airports are not a nuisance unless it can be shown that they in some significant way endanger the health and safety of neighboring citizens. Coniguous property owners must yield their privacy to a reasonable degree, so that legitimate businesses such as airports, which presumably contribute to the general welfare, may operate for the benefit of all. Similarly, the operator of an airplane has been held privileged to enter the airspace above land in the possession of another as long as he does so in a "reasonable" manner, at such a height as is in conformity with legislative requirements, and without interfering unreasonably with the possessor's enjoyment of the surface and the airspace above it. Only when the flights are so low and frequent as to be dangerous to the safety of landowners or as to substantially interfere with their enjoyment of their property will an injunction issue in a nuisance or trespass action.

A more serious problem arises, however, where localities have failed to acquire through eminent domain the necessary easements for approach lanes over property surrounding public airports. Although the ancient doctrine of Cujus est solum: est usque ad coelum ("the owner of the soil owns to the heavens") is no longer relevant in this modern "society of air travel," and even though the federal government has declared itself to be possessed of complete and exclusive national sovereignty over airspace needed for takeoffs and landings (49 USC Sec. 1508), courts have nevertheless consistently held that property owners are entitled to compensation should overflights interfere substantially with the use and enjoyment of their property. Of course, no artificial line may be drawn to determine at which altitude an overflight becomes a "taking," since each case depends upon the nature of the interference and the kind of use to which the property is being put.

In the landmark case of United States v. Causby, 328 U.S. 256 (1946), the Supreme Court held that inverse condemnation or taking had occurred where low and frequent flights by military aircraft over plaintiff's property had diminished its value severely limited its utility. The court reached a similar decision in Griggs v. Allegheny County, 369 U.S. 84 (1962), noting in particular that, in accepting federal funds for the airport, the county had also

7 Thrasher v. Atlanta 178 Ga 362; But See Swettland v. Curtiss Airports Corp 55 F 2d 201
8 Anderson v. Souza 16 Cal 2d 1 162
9 Reabor v. Martin Theatres of Florida Inc 52 So 2d 662
10 Vanderslice v. Shawn 26 Del Ch 225
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agreed to acquire all necessary easements thereafter.

However, an important distinction has arisen, in the federal courts at least, as to those cases where an actual physical invasion of the airspace over the property in question has occurred and those where the interference did not involve a direct overflight. Although the former may be compensable as an unconstitutional taking, the latter is frequently considered merely "consequential" damage for which the U.S. Constitution provides no remedy. Thus, in Batten v. U.S., 306 F. 2d 580 (962), the circuit court of appeals denied compensation when the noise, vibration, and smoke that harassed residents was not accompanied by physical invasion by the Air Force jets of the airspace directly above. State courts are split on the issue of whether an overflight is necessary for compensation, but many have now rejected the taking/damages distinction and consider instead whether the flights are an "unreasonable burden" on the complaining property owners.

There are also a number of other limitations to recovery for a taking. By definition, of course, a taking requires public ownership or control of the airport. Even then, if the market value of the property has actually increased because of the airport's proximity, no compensation is permissible regardless of the noise or other annoyances. Depending on the relevant statute of limitations, failure to contest an encroachment can cause the easement to ripen into a prescriptive right. In some instances, subsequent buyers with purchase with notice of the adjoining airport and its flight patterns may be held to have assumed the risk of noise and other damage when they purchased their land. Finally, courts are reluctant to grant compensation without a showing of substantial interference with the use and enjoyment of the property. Flights at altitudes of several thousand feet are not likely to involve an unconstitutional taking of property without just compensation.

While private actions such as nuisance and inverse condemnation suggest one kind of approach to resolving land use conflicts around airports, local planning boards are likely to resort to another—zoning. Conceptually, zoning seeks to segregate incompatible uses into their own largely homogenous districts, thereby eliminating the friction between certain users of land, protecting the health and safety of the general public, and insuring orderly growth and development of the community. Yet the effectiveness of zoning depends entirely on the forethought of the original planners and the willingness of administrative officials to strictly enforce the provisions of the ordinance. The checkered history of zoning in most states indicates that it has been, in many instances, a less than successful method of land use control. However, zoning still remains one of the best tools available today for balancing the rights of individual property owners with the interests of the community in orderly land development.

One of the initial steps both in locating the airport and zoning the area around it is determining the types of use that would be compatible with its operation. Schools, hospitals, and residences appear the least desirable, whereas open space, agriculture, recreation, and commercial and industrial development represent the most likely possibilities. Once having identified the proper uses, the task then becomes to devise a large enough buffer zone, particularly under the approach lanes, so as to exclude all but these enumerated uses. This kind of exclusive district zoning has generally been upheld where authorized by the state enabling statute and where enacted under a proper exercise of the police power. That is, it must be shown (as with zoning in general) that the ordinance bears a substantial relationship to the health, safety, morals, or welfare of the general public and does not unduly burden a few citizens for the benefit of all.

Several other statutory or constitutional restrictions also must be considered. However, most enabling acts require that the zoning ordinance and all amendments thereto be drawn "in accordance with a comprehensive plan." This requirement has been interpreted as imposing a burden upon the municipality to study and consider all elements involved in the zoning scheme, including prior existing uses, topographical features, and so forth, such that the final ordinance represents an integrated product of a rational process. Thus, the establishment or the buffer district and indeed of the airport itself cannot appear haphazard or in an irreconcilable relation to the rest of the plan for
the development of the entire community. 11

The concept of a comprehensive plan becomes especially important if a locality needs to amend an older ordinance in order to provide the necessary use districts for an airport facility. The amendment must be consistent with either the previously existing scheme or with one which could be rationalized as a logical extension thereof, or it must be part of an entirely new plan. 12 Moreover, persons in a previous classification may rightfully rely upon the rule of law that the classification made in the general ordinance will not be changed unless the change is required for the public good. 13 Some jurisdictions (though a minority) even place the burden of proof on the proponents of the amendment to show that there was some mistake in the original zoning or that the character of the neighborhood had changed to such an extent that reclassification ought to be made. 14

One option permitted by some enabling acts is interim or stop-gap zoning. An interim ordinance recasts some land as either to discourage temporarily its utilization or to permit only such uses as would not interfere with a contemplated plan. The intention is thus to restrict development until such time as a new comprehensive plan (which would then include the airport and buffer zone) can be instituted. The number of non-conforming and vested uses can thus be minimized in the critical zones. However, there is a division of authority as to the constitutionality of such an ordinance, 15 and most courts approving the measure emphasize the "reasonableness" of the short time lapse involved. 16

Another type of zoning regulation has also received a mixed reaction in the courts. Although localities universally are permitted (in principle) to impose restrictions upon the height of buildings, height restrictions around airports solely to facilitate the use or operation thereof have more often than not been held to be an unconstitutional "taking." 17 But a minority of jurisdictions, most notably Florida, have upheld such ordinances where the public benefit of the height restrictions were deemed to have outweighed the individual hardships imposed. 18 Moreover, most ordinances that were ruled invalid involved rather severe restriction on use and considerable diminution in value due to the zoning. 19 The safest method for a community, of course, would be actually to acquire the easements under the power of eminent domain should the courts there disapprove of airport height zoning.

Municipalities may also encounter difficulties if they attempt to totally exclude airports through prohibitive zoning. Other communities, for example, may have statutory authority to condemn land within their neighbor's boundaries for use as an airport regardless of any prohibition in the latter's zoning ordinance. 20 In regard to excluding private airports, the test of validity developed by the courts is simply whether the prohibition has a reasonable relation to the health, morals, and general welfare of the community in light of the existing uses and characteristics of land in the various districts into which it has been zoned, with reasonable forethought for its future development. 21 Using this standard, a number of courts have found insufficient justification for the exclusion in some ordinances of privately owned airports. 22 Moratoria on development in general have encountered similar problems, although temporary restrictions necessary to give the municipality time to provide sewer and other facilities have been upheld in some circumstances. 23

Although obviously no panacea for the many land use problems involved with airport development, zoning can nevertheless be an effective regulatory tool once its areas of usefulness are recognized and its constitutional and practical limitations carefully delineated. Moreover, although not determinative of the issue, zoning classifications do influence courts in resolving nuisance and other private actions by landowners against airport operators. Of course, previously existing nonconformities and the necessity of variances will always disrupt the uniformity zoning seeks to promote, but they need not undermine the over-
all scheme. For it is only through comprehensive planning that a general aviation airport and its neighbors can peacefully coexist.

**Air Agencies**

Air agencies are subject to federal economic control through the CAB and safety and operation control through the FAA. Air carriers engaged in interstate commerce as common carriers usually require a Certificate of Convenience and Necessity which is issued by the CAB. In addition, all carriers are required to obtain operating certificates from the FAA. The names of those certificates vary according to the function authorized. Some common carriers are exempt from CAB certification, and would thus fall in the general aviation category.

Some air agency certificates relate to ground operations only. Examples are ground schools, aircraft maintenance stations, and repair stations, and others. Each must meet certain minimum requirements in equipment, personnel, and general facilities.

Most prominent are the air-agencies involved in transporting "persons or property... for compensation or hire," and further, those designated as air carriers which meet the further distinction "as a common carrier," all defined in the Federal Aviation Act of 1958.

The classifications are somewhat complex and in some instances overlapping, but are also exacting for the purpose of regulatory jurisdiction. Figure 2-2 summarizes the characteristics of the different types of aviation activities discussed below.

**International, domestic trunk, and local service** air carriers are similar and overlapping in regulatory characteristics. The main distinction is in their area of service. International carriers obviously function across international boundaries; domestic trunk carriers serve routes generally within the U.S. with average stage lengths of between 700 and 900 miles (797 miles in 1973). Most domestic trunk carriers also conduct international operations. Local service carriers operate over routes of average stage length of between 250 and 350 miles (303 miles in 1973). These three types of air carriers are regulated by the CAB which: (1) issues certificates of public convenience and necessity; (2) designates routes to be served; (3) designates type of service authorized; (4) sets rates and fares to be charged; (5) requires extensive statistical and financial reports; and (6) looks after the financial well-being of airlines to assure their ability to continue rendering the service to the public.

These carriers must also obtain an FAA operating certificate before they can commence exercising the authority granted to them by the CAB. The FAA regulates every phase of air carrier operation through the use of approved manuals and extensive operating regulations. Regulations, manuals, and operating specifications prescribe departmental organizations; allocation of responsibility; aircraft and equipment; maintenance organization and procedures; flight operations; training and proficiency check procedures; as well as many other details relating directly or indirectly to safety.

**Supplemental** air carriers provide supplemental seats during peak demand periods. They are limited, in that they may solicit affinity groups or tour charters only, and may not operate on a scheduled basis between points.

**All Cargo** carriers may operate as scheduled or non-scheduled and may "hold out to the public" for cargo carrying purposes only. They may, with special authorization, carry limited numbers of passengers on a charter basis. In contrast, **Commercial Operators of Large Aircraft** may not hold out to the public at all. They operate by contract only and with a limited number of different users. If the number of users becomes sufficiently high (9 or 10), they are deemed to be holding out to the public and required to obtain a supplemental carrier's certificate.

Scheduled carriers, supplementals, all cargo and commercial operators operate under the appropriate sections of Part 121 of the FARs. They all operate, or are authorized to operate, aircraft having certificated gross takeoff weight in excess of 12,500 pounds.

**Air Taxi and Commercial Operators of Small Aircraft** (ATCO) are considered to be carriers engaged in air transportation when performing air taxi services, but are deemed to be merely engaged in air commerce when acting as a small commercial operator involved in commercial flying. The two types of service were combined in one certificate for convenience, since they are both exempt from certification by the CAB under section 298 of the Board's economic regulations. The exemption is dedicated on their use of small aircraft, on the theory that their possible impact on interstate commerce is limited, and thus does not, at this time, require regulation in the public interest.

For comparison purposes unscheduled air taxis can best be compared to supplemental...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Air Agency</th>
<th>CAB Certified</th>
<th>FAA Certified</th>
<th>Air Commerce</th>
<th>Air Transportation</th>
<th>Scheduled</th>
<th>Charter</th>
<th>Large Aircraft</th>
<th>General Aviation</th>
<th>Passenger Carrier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Air Carriers</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic Air Carriers</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Service Air Carriers</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplemental</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cargo Only</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial (L) Operators</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial (S) Operators</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Taxi</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commuter</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helicopter</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrastate</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

X - Applicable
O - May be applicable, but not necessarily

SUMMARY OF CHARACTERISTICS
OF AIR AGENCIES

FIGURE 2-2
carriers, while scheduled air taxi operators known as "commuters" are similar to the scheduled air carriers. The distinction lies in the size of the aircraft operated. Exemptions presently cover all operators using aircraft with a maximum certificated gross weight of 12,500 pounds or a carrying capacity of 30 passengers or less with a gross payload not exceeding 7,500 pounds. The Board has indicated a limited inclination to grant waivers to permit ATCOs to operate aircraft in excess of these limitations upon the presentation of proper evidence showing public need and convenience; ATCOs operate under the regulations contained in Part 135 of the FARs, under close supervision of FAA inspectors, as do the large carriers under Part 121.

Helicopter Operators have been involved in all phases of the above air agency descriptions with the exception of trunk line operations. Their certificates and regulations (Part 127) differ with respect only to giving proper acknowledgement of the unique characteristics of rotary-wing aircraft.

Intrastate Air Carriers do not fall within the jurisdiction of the CAB since they are not, by definition, engaged directly in interstate air transportation. They are, however, indirectly engaged in interstate air transportation by carrying goods and persons who are in the course of interstate commerce, presumably sufficient volume to justify CAB regulation, if the Board chooses to do so. These carriers operate large aircraft as the certificated carriers do. For the most part, the states have attempted to fill this regulatory void through the regulation of intrastate carriers by state public utilities commission or other equivalent agencies. Some states are also attempting to regulate scheduled air taxi operators on the grounds that a regulatory void has been created by the CAB.

Whether or not the courts will decree the exemption process implemented by the CAB to be a sufficient abdication of its regulatory responsibility to leave a void justifying state intervention is still to be seen. Preliminary court decisions seem to indicate a tendency to preserve federal control. The fact that the federal government elected to grant exemptions is construed to be an affirmative assertion of its control in that area of interstate air transportation. The courts are likely to recognize this posture in view of its long-standing unchallenged acceptance.

There are currently no attempts on the part of local governments to regulate interstate or intrastate air transportation.

**Airworthiness**

Responsibility for assuring the airworthiness of aircraft and their components is assumed by the federal government on the theory that aircraft are instruments of interstate commerce. As with airmen and agencies, the responsibility is discharged by writing regulations setting minimum safety standards for the characteristics of the product, prescribing certification requirements and procedures, and setting limits on operations.

In figure 2-1 the Federal Aviation Regulations bearing directly on the characteristics of the product are Parts 23 through 35, known collectively as the Airworthiness Regulations; Part 36, concerning noise; Part 37, concerning certain components; and, Part 39, concerning mandatory actions to increase specific product airworthiness. Parts 91 through 135 cover certification and/or operations, and Part 21 sets forth the procedures for certification. Parts 91, 121, and 135 influence the design characteristics of aircraft, as well as operations.

**Philosophy**

The Federal Aviation Administration is charged with promoting the safety of aviation. The following are the general concepts observed explicitly or implicitly in writing regulations which help discharge their responsibility in regard to airworthiness:

1. The FAA takes no view of "mission performance." The top speed, range, and carrying capacity can be anything the airframe manufacturer chooses, the takeoff and landing field length requirements can be selected by the manufacturer, and so on.

2. Certain items of performance, however, do impinge directly on the safety of flight. For these items the Administrator will set what are considered to be minimum safe values, writing these into the regulations, either as definite numbers or as algebraic expressions utilizing parameters which are themselves set by the manufacturer, are prescribed, or are representative of an observable or idealized environment.

3. As far as is practicable, the FAA sets standards on what an airplane must do, rather than on what it is. An airplane when stalled must pitch down, for example, and within certain limits it is known how to configure it so that it will do so. The FAA will not prescribe the configuration, but contents itself by implying that a full stall is characterized by uncontrollable pitch down.
(4) On the other hand, prior art is recognized as having given the airplane certain definitive configuration and performance characteristics—it has wings, a tail, one of a small number of engine types, and so on; the cockpit controls and instrumentation are all of familiar sorts. When in order to set a standard of safety it is necessary to refer to such items, the FAA does not hesitate to do so. It prescribes the location of the primary flight instruments on the panel, the shapes of some of the control knobs, the positions, angles of visibility, and color and brightness of the red, green, and white position lights, and so on.

(5) Maintenance of an acceptable level of safety demands that the entire process of fabrication be monitored and controlled. The regulations, therefore, cover every aspect from the properties of materials chosen through to the manufacturer’s production certificate and the certificates held by the operator and his individual employees.

(6) The regulations are the product of many years of experiences which have served to indicate what an airplane should (and should not) do and be to be safe. To assure that these experiences are utilized, the regulations are updated continually.

(7) The regulations are intended to be as explicit as possible. The words “each” and “must” appear time after time to assure that the manufacturer has no doubt about the extent and degree of his responsibility.

(8) There is an implicit recognition, however, of the fact that there are limits to what can be done and still keep the airplane a viable transportation device. The regulations surrounding the structural design for example, do not prescribe the high safety factors often seen in the design of ground structures. Instead, the loads to be applied to the structure in the course of normal flying are estimated as accurately as can be done, and the structural components are designed to resist these loads while developing almost the highest stresses they can without failing, thus producing an airframe of minimum weight.

(9) There is also an implicit assumption that knowledge of the degree of risk somehow permits that degree to be higher. The argument goes that passengers on an air-carrier airplane deserve greater protection than do those of a general aviation airplane, since the transport passengers presumably are unable to assess the risk they are assuming when they board, while the general aviation passengers somehow are able to do so. The logic of this is elusive and there may be other “public interest” type points in support to be made instead, but the fact remains that the provisions of Part 25 are more detailed than those of Part 23.

Content

The Federal Airworthiness Regulations place definite technological constraints on what the manufacturers do. Below, for illustration, is a condensed outline of the contents of Part 25: other airworthiness regulations are similar:

Subpart A - General
Subpart B - Flight
Performance
Stability, Control, Trim and Stalls
Ground and Water Handling Characteristics
Subpart C - Structure
Flight, Ground and Water Loads
Fatigue Evaluation
Lightning Protection
Subpart D - Design and Construction
Systems, Control Surfaces, Landing Gear
Accommodations
Environmental Emergency, Fire Protection
Subpart E - Powerplant
Fuel, Oil, Cooling, Reduction and Exhaust Systems
Controls and Accessories
Fire Protection
Subpart F - Equipment
Instruments
Lights
Safety
Miscellaneous
Subpart G - Operating Limitations and Information
Limitations
Marking and Placards
Airplane Flight Manual
Appendices

Certification of Aircraft and Components

The following means of obtaining approval for aeronautical equipment exist:

(1) Type Certificate: airframe, its engine, and its propeller are Type Certified.

(2) Technical Standard Order: A component which has been “TSO’d” may be installed on any airplane for which it is suited, without separate approval.

(3) Approval: A new component may be
tested and approved for installation on a new airplane receiving its Type Certificate. This meets the regulatory requirement for the aircraft that certain items of its equipment be "approved." However, unless the component is subsequently "TSO'd" it is not in general eligible for use on another airplane, since in theory it is part of the airplane that was Type Certified.

Changing Airworthiness Regulations

There are three means by which Airworthiness regulations may be augmented, altered, or adapted to specific occasions:

(1) Amendments are actual changes in the body of the regulations. They are typically promulgated by the FAA itself in response to what appears to be a need being experienced by the entire manufacturing industry. The FAA follows the standard procedure in which Notices of Proposed Rule Making ("NPRM's") are published in the Federal Register (sometimes "Advance NPRM's" are circulated), correspondence invited, and a date and place for public hearings set. Anyone interested can respond, but in practice those who do so are mostly the manufacturers who will be affected by the proposed change. At the close of the hearings the FAA sets forth, again in the Federal Register, a summary of the comments received, FAA's conclusions with regard to them, and the exact wording of the regulatory change. The subscribers to the applicable regulation receive Notices of Amendment, with publication and effectiveness dates, plus revised pages for the regulation itself. The Notice of Amendment again summarizes the reasons for it and the industry response, for background reference.

(2) Special Regulations are similar to Amendments in general handling, but do not affect the basic Airworthiness regulations since their applicability is limited. For example, CAR 4 (the predecessor of FAR Part 25) was found to be inadequate in dealing with the determination of the takeoff field length requirements of turbine airplanes. Special regulations were therefore written.

(3) Special Conditions are a concession to the fact that manufacturers will (contrary to some people's opinions) push the frontiers of the design art forward, and will produce designs of types with which the existing regulations simply cannot deal. Nevertheless the FAA must in some way approve the safety of a new product by amending the basic regulation for that product only.

Special conditions are established through a series of arguments between the manufacturer's representatives and those of the responsible FAA Regional office, and frequently those of the FAA in Washington. Proposals are made by both sides and discussed in committees. The result is usually a compromise of some sort, because in the last analysis the FAA will not regulate the new type out of existence since the manufacturer has legal recourse.

The basic regulations can also be "clarified" by the issuance of Advisory Circulars. The Advisory Circulars can be commentaries on anything at all, but when used for this purpose they will specify what tests or criteria can be applied to meet the provisions of the basic regulation. The typical language is:

"This circular sets forth a means, but not the only means, whereby compliance with FAR 25 Par. 25.xxx may be demonstrated."

Since the manufacturer desires clarity in the regulations with which he must comply, he is very likely to standardize on what is set forth in the Circular, thereby in effect (though not in law) making it a part of the regulation.

Demonstrating Compliance

Unlike criminal law, wherein the burden of proof is on the accuser, in many regulatory areas the burden is on the manufacturer actively to demonstrate his compliance with the provisions of the regulations. This applies to the Federal Aviation Regulations, and in airworthiness work it is reasonable and economical of time and effort. The manufacturer developing a new type airplane is assumed normally to have the facilities and equipment for demonstrating the airworthiness of his product. The FAA in turn is relieved of the necessity of spending public money for large amounts of complex equipment, although it does have some—small items such as phototheodolites and trailing airspeed bombs—which it will lend or bail to the manufacturer.

The process of demonstrating compliance is continual throughout the development program. The evidence that the demonstrations have been made takes the forms of:

(1) Drawings of the aircraft and its parts, a complete set of which must be submitted to the FAA Regional Office. The demonstration airplanes, or components thereof which are used to demonstrate compliance, must be certified by the manufacturer to be "in conformity with the type design" of which the drawings are representations.

(2) Reports of analyses and tests. An ex-
ample of analytical reports is the "Basic Loads" report, which sets forth the computations of the external aerodynamic, ground and water loads generated on the aircraft in operation. A typical test report is that of a structural test of a component. Conformity statements must be written for each tested component, and all analyses and tests must be witnessed and signed by a representative of the FAA.

In most cases the means of demonstrating compliance are well known and used country-wide. In cases where they are not, they must be decided by negotiation, which the manufacturer initiates by writing proposals for the demonstration methods.

Airworthiness Directives

The FAA keeps watch over the condition of individual aircraft of every type. It can extract portions of aircraft log books to show where additional inspections, modifications or parts replacements need to be made because of inadequacies in design which can be shown only when the type aircraft has been in operation and developed "bugs"--cracks in structure, possibilities for faulty system operation, frequent system failures. The manufacturer keeps watch too, through his Customer Service Department, and whenever such a defect appears, an evaluation is made of the various means of eliminating it. This results in the issuance of Service Bulletins inviting the owners to take action, sometimes accompanied by retrofit kits to help with the job.

As long as the manufacturer keeps ahead of the situation the FAA will take no action. If he does not in any particular case, the FAA will issue an Airworthiness Directive (AD) which prescribes the action to be taken, gives the constructor numbers of the affected aircraft, and sets the deadline for accomplishment if applicable. An AD can prescribe anything from more frequent inspections to grounding the type until the provisions of the AD are complied with. Manufacturers are typically alert to and anxious about defects which may lead to AD's, especially on airplanes in current or recent production, and are usually reasonably quick to forestall an issuance by publishing service bulletins, sending out retrofit kits, and issuing engineering changes for production. The FAA knows this, and in any case which can result in an AD, it informs the manufacturer ahead of time in order to allow him to take action on his own. This system may sound too permissive, but it works well, though of course, not perfectly. The rarity of aircraft accidents due to hardware failure attests to this.

Legal Status of Regulations

Until a very few years ago, the issuance of the aircraft type certificate, manufacturer's production certificate, and airworthiness certificates for individual airplanes was sufficient to lay to rest any questions of airworthiness arising from incidents or accidents. However, recent product liability cases are destroying the protection afforded by the regulative structure, in a few cases revealing unsuspected flaws. Contributory negligence of the operator is no longer a defense for the manufacturer, nor is the existence of type certificate, current airworthiness certificate, or any other documentary evidence. "Reasonable care" in design or manufacture is collapsing, and the "implied guarantee" of the manufacturer in marketing the aircraft is interpreted quite all-inclusively.

An illustrative case (rather an extreme one) is that in which a twin-engined airplane suffered an engine stoppage on takeoff, after having made a high-speed taxiing turn onto the active runway. It was shown by tests that if the speed were high enough and the turn short enough the fuel line from a tank would unport, causing a loss of fuel supply and subsequent engine stoppage. High speed turns onto the runway just prior to takeoff are considered foolhardy by the aviation community and are not generally practiced; the certification procedures normally do not contain tests of this nature, and the manufacturer had performed none. This did not protect the manufacturer, however.

The trend of such cases is to put on the manufacturer the burden of making his product both airworthy and foolproof. Since there is a large, if not limitless, number of ways to get in trouble with an airplane, as well as to attack the credibility of the manufacturer in court, these product liability suits are becoming a burden to manufacturers, and the eventual cost will be to make the process of aircraft development slow and overexpensive, and the price of the product ever higher than it is now.

Operation

United States civil aircraft operated within the borders of the country, and air carriers operated both within the United States and in international commerce, come under the provisions of the General Operating and Flight Rules (FAR Part 91) or the Certification and Operations regulations for air carriers and commercial operators of large aircraft (FAR Part 121). Air Taxi operators are under a separate regulation (FAR Part 135).
Part 91 has no material pertaining to certification. The sections dealing with operations, however, have much in common. To display both the certification and the operation content, the topics dealt with in FAR 121 are presented below in condensed form:

Subpart A - General
Subparts B, C, D - Certification Rules for Air Carriers
Subparts E, F - Approval of Routes
Subpart G - Manual Requirements
Subpart H - Aircraft Requirements
Subpart I - Airplane Performance Operating Limitations
Takeoff Weight
En route Destination
Subparts J, K - Special Airworthiness, Instrument and Equipment Requirements
Subpart L - Maintenance
Subparts M, N, O, P - Airman, Crewmember, and Dispatcher Qualifications and Training Requirements
Subparts Q, R, S - Flight Time Limitations (Personnel)
Subpart T - Flight Operations
Subpart U - Dispatching and Flight Release Rules
Subpart V - Records and Reports
Subpart W - Crewmember Certificate, International

There are several Appendices.

Interaction of Airworthiness and Operating Regulations

As mentioned earlier, the FAA takes no position on performance except as it relates to safety. The Airworthiness regulations are the device by which the FAA seeks to insure safety in design and construction. However, the FAA also seeks to insure safety in operations, and to this end they write the Certification and Operating Regulations. These have their impact on aircraft design (particularly on the design of large commercial aircraft) in the following ways:

1. A certificated air carrier cannot operate his aircraft unless he carries on board certain items which are not items of required equipment in the airworthiness regulations. For example, a manufacturer can certificate an airplane without supplemental oxygen equipment under Part 25, and that Part will tell him what the technical requirements for a supplemental oxygen system are. But the actual requirement for such a system is spelled out under Part 121.

2. The Airworthiness Regulations are not concerned with the range of the aircraft, so they make no statement about total fuel capacity. But the operating rules are concerned with it, and the concern is expressed as a fuel requirement in this typical form (91.23):

   No person may operate a civil aircraft in IFR conditions unless it carries enough fuel to:
   (a) complete the flight to the first airport of intended landing;
   (b) fly from that airport to the alternate airport; and,
   (c) fly thereafter for 45 minutes at normal cruising speed.

3. Part 91, in a section for large airplanes, and Part 121, prescribe the composition of the flight crew.

4. Part 121 makes provisions for limiting the weight of an aircraft at takeoff and landing. The provision for landing states that no person shall take off an airplane, if its weight on arrival at its destination will be more than the weight allowing it to stop within the first 60 percent of the runway. The takeoff weight provisions are more complicated.

   The effect of these rules is simply that the manufacturer looks in both directions when generating a new design. When the provisions of both regulations impact in the same area, such as those for takeoff, the manufacturer includes in the Airplane Flight Manual—an airworthiness document—such operating information as will enable the pilot to comply with both regulations simultaneously. The so-called FAR takeoff field length charts (which are actually weight-limit determination means) are examples of the technique.

   The fuel reserve provision and the equipment provision are met by establishing the airplane weight and fuel capacity at which the desired range may be met, considering the reserves and extra equipment as dead weight. The same is done with the flight crew requirements: the addition of a flight attendant requirement simply increases the weight and seating capacity of the airplane.
Comment

Some persons have been critical of the Airworthiness regulations from the viewpoint that they stifle the design process. They cite the 61 knot stalling speed of Part 23 as a prime illustration, and perhaps go on to other things, such as the requirement that an airplane pitch down when it stalls, and so forth.

It should be pointed out in this record that there are two means of "bending" the regulations to accommodate advanced designs: (1) Special Conditions and (2) Demonstrations of "Equivalent Safety." When a manufacturer feels that his product cannot meet a provision of the regulations as written, he may demonstrate that the airplane is just as safe with what it can do. Equivalent safety demonstrations can be expensive and long-drawn out, because safety levels are hard to rank-order.

It should be remembered that regulations are the equivalent of case law—they reflect what has been done wrong in the past. Since the future presumably will be different and the mistakes different, the regulations can apply only to present art—not to future art. If airplanes are always built within the regulations, they will always be built within the present art or very minor extensions of it. But the art as actually practiced will progress in some direction, and the future will generate its own regulations responding to what is done wrong then. Meanwhile the present regulations prevent us from repeating our past mistakes, and the means of bending them to the demands of the future are there.

Pilot Qualifications and Certification

The Federal Aviation Act of 1958 placed the responsibility of certifying pilots, airplanes, flight schools, ground personnel, etc., with the Federal Aviation Administration. The FAA meets this responsibility by establishing and publishing the requirements for certification in a series of directives or mandates called Federal Aviation Regulations (FARs) which are revised and updated from time to time. The FAA also issues licenses to individuals, the basic authorizations to fly an airplane.

Two sections of the Federal Aviation Regulations (Part 61 and Part 141) deal with the requirements for certification of pilots. A person attempting to qualify for a private pilot's certification may do so by satisfying either set of requirements. Part 141 deals with the kind of training received when a student is enrolled in a certified flight school while Part 61 deals with the kind of training received when a student is placed in the hands of an individual certified flight instructor.

Flight certifications are issued at 5 levels: (1) student, (2) private, (3) commercial (required of any pilot who receives compensation for flying), (4) airline transport, and (5) flight instructor.

Since the bulk of the nation's general aviation fliers are either students, or hold private or commercial licenses, this discussion will be limited to those certificate levels.

Within each certificate level there are three different kinds of ratings which an individual must receive in order to fly. For a student, ratings are added by his flight instructor, while holders of Private and Commercial certificates have ratings added by the FAA or by the FAA's designated examiner. The three kinds of ratings are: (a) category ratings, (b) class ratings, and (c) type ratings.

A category rating deals with the kind of aircraft and is for either: (1) lighter than air (balloons), (2) gliders, (3) airplanes, or (4) rotorcraft (helicopters).

Within the category rating "Airplanes" (above) there are four class ratings: (1) single engine, land planes; (2) single engine, seaplanes; (3) multi-engine, land planes; and (4) multi-engine, seaplanes.

Type ratings apply to any turbo-jet powered aircraft and to all airplanes over 12,500 pounds takeoff weight. An individual wishing to fly a light jet airplane or a plane heavier than 12,500 pounds must have a rating for that particular aircraft; however, a person who wishes to fly any model of light plane may do so with a private pilot's license provided he have proper class and category ratings described above and that he flies alone. To carry passengers, the regulations become more demanding: he must have made 3 takeoffs and landings within the last 90 days.

In addition to the above ratings, there is a special rating which must be achieved to fly on instruments. Table II-I sets out age, medical, knowledge, skills, and experience requirements for a private pilot's certificate as designated by FARs of October 1, 1974. In practice, the average student obtaining a private pilot license under FAR 61 receives about 65 total flight hours extended over a period of approximately one year while the student certifying under FAR 141 in a concentrated study at a flight school usually totals about 55 hours flying time in a shorter time.
TABLE II - I
FEDERAL AVIATION REGULATIONS FOR CERTIFICATION AS A PRIVATE PILOT, AIRPLANE CATEGORY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minimum Age</th>
<th>17 years old</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medical Examination</td>
<td>minimum: 3rd class medical certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>1. FARs applicable to private pilots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. VFR navigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Recognition of critical weather conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Safe and efficient operation of airplanes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proficiency</td>
<td>1. Preflight operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Airport and Traffic Pattern operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Flight Maneuvering, Ground Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Slow Speed Flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Normal and Crosswind take-offs and landings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. Instrument Control and Maneuvering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. Cross-country Dead Reckoning and Radio Navigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8. Maximum performance take-offs and landings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9. Night flying, VFR conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10. Emergency operations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experience:
- Total Flight hours: 40
- Dual hours: 20
- Solo or Pilot in Command hours: 20 (including 3 solo take-offs and landings at airports with a control tower)
- Solo Cross Country hours: 10 (each flight must be more than 50 nautical miles with 1 flight with landings at 3 points each at least 100 miles from others)
- Dual Cross Country hours: 3
- Instrument Flight hours: 10
- Night Flight hours (local): 3 (including 10 take-offs and landings)

1 Tabled entries are for FAR Part 61 except as noted
2 FAR Part 141 requires 8 hours 45 minutes of ground discussions (briefings and de-briefings)
3 FAR Part 141 requires 35 hours of total flight time
4 FAR Part 141 requires 5 hours of cross-country solo flight time

Although certificates never expire, to use them (i.e., to fly), a pilot is required to have a physical examination periodically depending upon the level of his certification. For example, private pilots are required to have physical examinations every 2 years, commercial pilots every year, and airline transport pilots every 6 months.

FAR 91 deals with operating rules. In theory, a pilot's certificate may be removed for violation of these regulations or with violation of the certification rules in Part 61. Because the highest priority of the FAA revolves around commercial flight operations, FAA observers are spread out too thin in practice to monitor the bulk of private pilot behavior. Thus, the FAA is a relatively weak enforcer in general aviation. Most monitoring is done by the pilots themselves and peer pressure is an effective enforcer. When a violation is reported to the FAA, that agency usually writes to the pilot involved stating that he may have been in violation and asking for his statement. The pilot may support his behavior or he may confess to the violation and surrender his pilot's certification for suspension up to one year. Commercial pilots...
found in violation of FAR regulations are frequently given civil penalties such as fines.

AIRPORT ADMINISTRATION
AND FINANCE

Introduction

Airport administration and finance are highly interdependent. The governmental level of the sponsor of the airport, e.g., federal, state, or local, bears heavily on both the structure of the administration and the financing possibilities of airports. The two subjects will be treated separately below, but with necessary cross referencing.

Many airports in the United States grew from grass strips, privately owned, on what was then the edge of town. Population growth brought traffic, revenue, and increased local demand for airport facilities. This demand was originally based as much on civic pride as on economic feasibility. The airport was considered to be a governmental function, and not expected to break-even and certainly not make a profit. Local citizens in the communities with sufficient wealth voted approval of bond issues to originate and improve small airports.

Some communities, not so well endowed, came into a windfall when the Surplus Airports Act authorized the transfer of World War II military training fields to local communities. Many which would not otherwise have been able to afford an airport suddenly owned one. Assisted to some extent by the airport, the loss sustained in operations was minimized and the local taxes made up the difference.

The depression, although it set all development back to a large extent, provided another windfall when the Works Project Administration (WPA). This "make work" program expended millions of dollars on airport improvement and construction.

The Federal Airport Act of 1946 authorized expenditure of up to $100 million annually over seven years on eligible projects at local airports. This Act was replaced with the more extensive Airport and Airways Development Act of 1970, providing considerably more funds and easing the financial problems of airports to some extent.

Administration

The classification of airports by function was discussed in the previous chapter. The administrative structure of an airport is, however, more dependent on its size than it is on its function. Thus, a small air carrier airport may have a similar administrative structure and the same number of employees as does a large general aviation airport, if they both have approximately the same number of operations. An airport's level of activity seems also to be related to the level of government owning and operating the facility. The higher the level of government, the larger the airport tends to be.

Owners and Sponsors

Inasmuch as the size of an airport determines the governmental level of sponsorship, the size of the political subdivision may also be a significant factor limiting the size of the airport. This is especially true since capital expenditures for improvements are limited by the total assessed valuation of the taxing authority involved. However, airports are frequently owned by towns located near large metropolitan areas and may draw substantial traffic from the population hub. Such airports may generate sufficient surplus funds to support capital improvements independent of tax support. It is thus difficult to generalize a relationship between the sizes of airports and the political subdivisions they serve.

Many cities own and sponsor airports, which are thus financially supported by public funds raised mainly through property taxes. This may frequently lead to problems of conflict of opinion as to need for airport improvements. In large cities, such as Baltimore or Philadelphia, where the more affluent have moved to the suburbs, the remaining population may see little need for frequent use of an airport. In fact some may never expect to see it, and therefore quite naturally are not interested in approving city bond issues to support airport improvements. In some instances this has led to state ownership of the airports. State ownership, as it now exists in Baltimore and has existed in Connecticut for some time, has the advantage of spreading the tax investment over a much larger base. It also increases the probability of obtaining matching funds to qualify for federal grants for airport improvements.

Aside from the question of desirability, locally owned airports are usually operated by locally oriented political bodies such as town boards, city councils, and boards of supervisors. Frequently the airport serves a much larger community and airport needs are not necessarily consistent with the desires of the citizens of the community in which it is located. In fact, quite frequently the opposite is true—everyone wants the airport in someone else's backyard. Since the local governing body will
be dependent on local support, it may be more responsive to the local sympathies than to the needs for airport improvement. If, on the other hand, the airport is owned by the state, the state representatives from the local airport community may oppose or support improvements according to the dictates of the local electorate. This could occur without adequate consideration of whether or not the improvement is needed for the benefit of the larger community or the entire state. The opposite might also hold, and a diversified state legislature may not be responsive to local airport needs. State aeronautics departments usually tend to support airport development and keep the legislature appropriately informed to assure proper attention to the overall state airport system.

Where an airport’s community of interest extends over several political subdivisions, each subdivision may have its say in the airport operation through an independent authority as expressed by its representatives who are appointed to the airport board. The authority may own the airport or merely operate it. It may also have taxing authority for airport development purposes, sometimes with limited time spans and almost always with a ceiling placed on the percentage of total assessed valuations. The authority may also enjoy political independence, as is the case with state operated airports. This may result in its becoming insensitive to the desires of the local community.

This code of sponsorship is frequently desirable from the tenants’ point of view, especially since the total revenue is retained by the authority and generally expended for airport purposes only. While some of these revenues may be spent on such facilities as roads, bridges, subways, or even office buildings, this is often preferred to the possible loss of revenue to the general funds of a city’s, town’s, county’s, or state’s. At most airports operated by municipal or county governments all airport revenues must by law be paid to the general government fund, and thus made available for appropriation for non-airport functions by the local governing body. This often tends to frustrate efforts at airport improvements.

The determination of who will operate an airport is dependent on both its size and function. Generally there are four major possibilities:

1. At very small airports there is frequently insufficient revenue to generate funds to cover an airport manager’s salary and an income for a fixed base operator (FBO). Some communities have overcome this problem by appointing a combined manager and FBO, thus providing a salary or partial salary only, yet permitting the manager to receive the proceeds of the normal FBO functions. At a very small airport, the revenue is seldom sufficient to support a fixed base operator so this model might be the only alternative to sponsoring an unattended airport.

It is usually necessary for the small municipally operated airport to depend on various municipal departments for support functions such as runway maintenance, lawn mowing, snow removal, and legal aid. These airports might also have to depend on air traffic control facilities at nearby airports, because they usually have either unmanned towers or no towers at all.

2. Many medium-to-large size general aviation airports generate sufficient revenue to make the employment of an airport manager feasible and still leave adequate revenue for an FBO. Such airports often have limited local air carrier service, and are thus able to afford a limited staff.

3. Large airports, both air carrier and general aviation, have professional airport managers with staffs of specialists in such areas as operations, administration, and maintenance. The tenants of such airports usually include FBOs who bid for rental rights and for the right to serve aviation needs at the fields. Many FBOs at that level are highly specialized and provide a single service such as fuel, flight instruction, or avionics maintenance.

4. The airport authority approach usually involves an administrative structure similar to that of a municipally operated facility, with an in-house staff for handling specialized functions.

Finance

Because airports are commonly operated by public bodies they are often not conceived of as monopolies. This, however, is true since the user has little choice in selecting an airport once he has chosen his ultimate destination. General aviation and scheduled air carrier pilots are usually captive clients, who do not have the choice to taxi down the street to another gas station where the fuel might be cheaper, except in some instances of preferential refueling.

Monopolies are normally regulated to prevent abuses in the levels of rates and services. While the market has historically been in the buyers’ favor, many airports are presently serv-
ing more than or close to the volume of traffic necessary for an economically feasible operation. With this financial maturity come both the opportunity for innovations in airport finance, and the necessity for governmental regulation, as witnessed by the introduction of airport certification through FAR Part 139. Although restricted in its applicability to airports served by certificated air carriers, it was the first exercise of major governmental control beyond prescribing prerequisites to obtaining federal funds and grants for airport development. In addition, regulation necessitated by essential security measures added to the momentum toward the federal regulation of airports. Will the authority to approve rates and charges for rentals and landing fees be among the future areas of control as a result of this momentum? It appears that the authority is indeed present and recognized by the FAA as is clear from its requirement that airports charge only reasonable and non-discriminating fees.

Models of Airport Finance

There are four common models on which airport financial policy can be based. These are: (1) the general benefit model, (2) the break-even model, (3) the public utility model, and (4) the industrial model.

The general benefit model applies to small airports and is thus perhaps the most common. These airports do not generate sufficient revenue to cover their operating costs and the debt service on improvements (or depreciation if the improvements are already paid for). This situation requires partial funding from the political subdivision sponsoring the airport. The subsidy is justified on the basis of the need for supporting public facilities from which all citizens derive either a direct or indirect benefit. The social and economic benefit of airports to communities by way of creating employment and promoting commerce and tourism have been suggested in a number of studies and will be the subject of other parts of this report.

The break-even model is the most widely accepted by both airport operators, users, and governmental bodies. In this model the airport is expected to generate sufficient revenues to cover the costs of operations and amortization and/or depreciation, as appropriate.

At this point the "single cash register" airport or the airport with an independent financial structure, warrants some discussion. Under this concept all revenue is retained in a fund separate from other governmental accounts, and all revenue is applied to the cost of operations, amortization of debt, or other airport costs. None of the funds are diverted to other governmental use. Surplus revenue (profit), although inconsistent with the true break-even model, if invested in airport capital improvements does not disqualify the airport from this classification. The reinvestment of surplus revenue in capital improvements, tends to be treated as prepayment of, or payments in lieu of, future amortization.

It seems that tenants and users are not disturbed by reasonable surplus generated by the fees they pay, so long as they are comfortable with the knowledge that the surplus will be "plowed back" into the airport.

Dulles International Airport, operated by the FAA, is a good example of the break-even concept. Airline "use agreements" or leases break down the original payoff period into three 10-year spans. The first is an operating loss period, the second a break-even, and the third is a profit period where the initial losses are recovered.

This approach is extremely well adapted to the ability of users to pay the required fees. Traffic builds up with time and the base over which the charges must be spread is constantly increasing. It is therefore possible to have increasing gross revenues without appreciable rate increases. Rate increases would only be necessary in order to accommodate rises in costs associated with the provision of services which cannot be covered by increased revenues.

The public utility model is most frequently proposed by those communities which own successful airports in highly populated areas drawing their revenue from diversely originating passengers. The profit is therefore at least partially from residents of other communities. Under this model the airport sponsor is assured of generating sufficient revenues to meet the airport's operating costs, debt service, and/or depreciation, and to generate an acceptable fair rate of return on his investment, similar to the situation in other public utilities. It must be observed, however, that other public utilities are both recognized and regulated as monopolies. As such their rates, efficiency, performance, and accounting procedures are subject to scrutiny and review. This is presently not the case with airports, but, the possibility for taking such action in the future exists.

The industrial model which allows airports to generate profits in the same sense that industry does, has not received wide acceptance. It is not appealing to most airport operators because they recognize the public role of air-
port service; they prefer the assured income approach that avoids the highly fluctuating industrial return, and do not care to undertake the more complicated financing procedures necessary to accommodate wide fluctuation in profit and loss. Most do not want to give up the comfort of assured income not available to the purely market-oriented operation.

**Airport Bonding and Sources of Capital**

Airport bonds are usually municipal bonds and take the same familiar forms: general obligation bonds or full faith and credit bonds; and revenue bonds. The latter fall in two general categories: bonds supported by the revenue of the airport only, and special purpose bonds issued against a single segment or function of the airport’s revenue.

**General obligation bonds** are bonds issued against the general obligation of the community issuing the bond. In other words they pledge the full faith and credit of the city, town, or state issuing them. Since the issuing body has authority to levy taxes on local property to provide amortization funds, the bonds are generally considered a good risk by financial institutions. The tax free interest also acts as an additional incentive to those wishing to invest in them.

Most political jurisdictions are, however, limited in the total amount of bond they can issue, relative to the total assessed valuation of real property in the community. Because many citizens, towns, and counties have already reached the limits of their authority to tax, and since many are in poor financial condition because of the exodus to the suburbs, some city-owned airport bonds no longer enjoy their previous appeal.

Because general obligation bonds usually require the voters’ consent as expressed in a referendum, airport operators and sponsors often turn to revenue bonds in order to avoid a defeat at the polls. Revenue bonds pledge the revenue of the airport against their amortization. Naturally the rates are higher on revenue bonds, but they still enjoy the tax-free benefit of municipal bonds and enjoy considerable popularity with financial institutions.

**Special purpose bonds** are frequently issued by airport sponsors to construct specific projects such as cargo facilities, fuel facilities, or hangars. The special bonds may in that case be issued against the revenue from that specific project only. The popularity of these bonds is somewhat less than that of the other types for obvious reasons. The success of such a bond issue is more dependent on the probable success of the particular project and on the credit of the parties obligating rental or royalty revenue by lease or contract.

**Build and lease back agreements** may be used either as pledge revenue to support revenue bond issues or against mortgages on facilities constructed for a particular tenant. For example, an FBO may want hangar space at an airport and may be willing to sign a twenty-year lease. The airport may borrow the money, pledging the lease proceeds as a security, and granting conditional possession to the lending institution if the proposed tenant defaults. The institution may then sublease the facility to another tenant, thus continuing the revenue flow till the expiration of the debt.

Banks and other lending institutions have historically avoided financing tenant construction at airports because the title to the land is vested in the airport sponsor. The tenant merely has a leasehold. In the event of default and subsequent foreclosure, the bank has only the leasehold as security, most leaseholds being of the non-assignable or extremely restricted type. They do not present a readily marketable privilege and are therefore not the most desirable security.

Increasing sophistication of many of the medium and large airport sponsors has led to the design of lease clauses containing clearly defined limitations on the assignment or attachment of the leasehold, while simultaneously leaving sufficient flexibility to permit a lending institution to replace the tenant with an equivalent tenant for the remainder of the term.

Because of the financial distress of many cities today and the reluctance of others to devote scarce capital to projects with restricted benefit, many projects such as hangar construction, cargo facility construction, and fuel distribution facilities are being financed in this manner.

**Government Assistance**

Most people are of the impression that the federal aid programs provide the bulk of the funds necessary for airport development. They are also of the impression that the general taxpayers’ money goes into the fund. Neither concept is accurate.

Under the previous Federal Airport Act of 1946, funding for airport improvements was derived from airline tax and other aviation sources. These taxes were, however, paid into the general fund and were not actually earmarked for airport or airways improvements.

The Airport and Airways Development Act
of 1970 incorporated many of the features of the previous act but also introduced many innovations. The concurrent legislation, the Airport and Airway Development Act of 1970 provided the funds to carry out the proposed development. Taxes were imposed on airline passenger fares, airline freight or cargo waybills, aviation fuel and related products, aircraft registration, etc. Thus the cost of development was brought home to the user as directed in the act. As protection for the user against the diversion of funds extracted from his contribution, the trust fund concept was imposed and the use of the funds restricted.

The development of the airways system, which was previously supported from general government funds, became eligible for receiving $250 million per year for the five-year duration of the act.

Airport planning is of course essential to the orderly development of the national aviation system. Therefore, $2 million were designated for developing a National Airport Systems Plan (NASP) and provision was made for making individual grants to airports for master planning their own development consistent with the role assigned to them by the NASP.

The funds made available for airport development are divided into two main categories: air carrier airports and general aviation airports. The former are to receive $310 million per year (by 1973 amendment) and the latter are allocated $30 million per year.

One-third of the funds is allocated on a statewide basis considering both the population and area of the state. Another third is allocated on the basis of enplaned airline passengers, which represents the main source of the revenue constituting the fund. The rest is left to the discretion of the administration. General aviation has a similar allocation with different percentage distributions.

The restrictions on eligible projects are numerous. The airport must be in the NASP. The project itself must be completed according to FAA specifications. Another significant restriction is that stipulated by section 20 (b) of the act, which prohibits the use of the funds for any building used for other than safety purposes such as crash and fire facilities. This provision prohibits the expenditure on needed hangars, terminal facilities, roads, and other public facilities on the airport. The recognized rule of thumb in the industry states that for every dollar spent on eligible projects an equal amount will eventually be required on the terminal side to accommodate the additional traffic generated by the improvement.

The act was permitted to expire on July 1, 1975. As this document went to press, Congressional committees were studying the possibility of extending the act and expanding the list of eligible projects to include public areas of terminals such as waiting rooms, lobbies, corridors, concourses and hold rooms, people-movers, baggage claiming devices, and many others logically related to accommodating the passenger who is the main source of the funds. The percentage of federal participation under the expired act was 50 percent of eligible projects at large hub airports, 75 percent at smaller airports, and 82 percent for certification or security. The percentage limitations are also undergoing review. The case of 90 percent federal participation in interstate highway facilities is frequently cited to support the argument for changing this formula.

Sources of Revenue

The successful offering of revenue bonds is dependent on demonstrating the availability of sources of revenue with a high degree of certainty in order to assure sufficient cash flow to amortize the debt. Airports look primarily to airlines, concessions, and general aviation fees, in that order, to generate that revenue. As can be seen, strictly general aviation airports are hard-pressed to produce revenue with the certainty necessary for revenue bond funding. Whereas the airline must serve the airport and is somewhat a captive tenant and user, general aviation aircraft may or may not fly, when and where they choose. By their nature, they are not subject to contractual obligations to assure funds.

The airlines negotiate leases and use-agreements with the airports they serve. The leases usually provide for set rates of square-feet rentals to cover such areas as private offices, ticket counter space, baggage make-up space and many other areas too numerous to mention. Most accept the policy of rentals for exclusive use areas in terminals, but some dispute still rages regarding the extraction of rentals for areas not under the exclusive control of the airlines.

The rates and charges are generally negotiated and thus acceptable to both parties, even if reluctantly so. Nevertheless, as a result of the airport's monopoly, the airlines really have no choice to reject rates and fees required by the airport. The airport has the authority to establish the rates and charges by ordinance without the consent of the airlines.

One must then ask if federal regulation of
this monopolistic rate-setting capability would not be consistent with the anti-trust philosophy of our government. Some feel such affirmative regulation is necessary while others feel that the carriers' protection is provided for:

(1) in fact that without the signature of the airline on lease agreements the airport's ability to issue revenue bonds is greatly reduced;

(2) in the fact that upon acceptance of federal funds for improvement, the airport must enter a 'grant agreement' with the FAA which prohibits charging unreasonable or discriminating fees; and,

(3) in the fact that generally the airline agreements to a break-even philosophy oblige the airlines serving the airport to review and adjust their landing fees annually so as to assure a loss-free operation of the airport.

The greatest area of dispute centers around proposed improvements to be amortized as part of the costs underwritten by the carriers. The carriers frequently believe that the improvements may be unnecessary, excessive or, too extravagant. Several airports are presently in court with the airlines over disputes concerning the reasonableness of the rates and fees. Recent economic conditions have made the airlines more cost conscious and less likely to accept unnecessary improvements or expansion.

The landing fees charged to both airlines and general aviation are usually based on the maximum gross certificated landing weight of the aircraft, regardless of the actual weight on landing. They range from a few cents per thousand at smaller airports to over $1 per thousand at some large hubs. The airlines and general aviation frequently pay fuel flow charges of set rates per gallon of enplaned fuel. Airports have also generally imposed security charges on the airlines to help cover the cost of additional improvements and operating costs occasioned by federal requirements relating to security measures on airports. The CAB allowed the airlines temporary fare surcharges to meet this contingency, so the cost has been passed on to the user.

Two categories of concessions usually cover the concession revenues at an airport; aeronautically related and public supported concessions. Aeronautical concessions include a percentage of gross FBO contracts; fuel flow charges; aircraft parking fees; maintenance fees; clearing or turn-around fees, etc. Public support concessions include restaurants at 10 percent to 25 percent of gross; auto parking at 25 percent to 95 percent; and many others such as barbers, drug stores, gift shops, and taxi and bus stands.

The general rule of thumb is to estimate future income from concessions on the basis of a per passenger average income of $1 to $2. This source, at large hub airports, frequently accounts for over 50 percent of the gross revenue and at others is the most significant single factor. Unfortunately at the small general aviation airport there is insufficient passenger flow to generate adequate returns.

In addition to landing fees, fuel flow charges, and percentage of gross on aviation service, such as repairs and maintenance, some general aviation elements pay square-foot rentals. Corporate based aircraft usually generate demand for office space and frequently lounge space as well. Many airports are solely general aviation and yet are profitable. The volume of revenue may well be there, but because of its relative uncertainty, it is difficult to rely on it as a basis for long-term financing.

Additional financial benefits for the airport may be reaped if the sponsor retains the land surrounding the airport and promotes the development of an industrial park in the area. The "build and lease back" arrangements can be profitable here, and the airport can benefit by an appreciation in the land value.

It is frequently difficult to tell whether an airport is or is not generating surplus revenue, or to make meaningful comparisons of airport fiscal policies. This is due to the lack of standardization in airport accounting systems. All efforts by the federal government, the Air Transport Association (ATA), and others have failed to establish an acceptable standard accounting procedure for airports. The reasons do not necessarily stem from the desire of the airport to hide its financial status, nor from a refusal to cooperate. The problem is a derivative from the more general problem resulting from the fact that each town, city, council, or independently created authority, has by law, certain prescribed accounting procedures to which it must conform. These vary by state and by locality within the state. This is compounded by the demands made by bond indenture agreements and other special situations.

Conclusion

The large hub airport is generally capable of supporting its own improvements and of functioning on a break-even basis. Airport sponsors proposing the public utility model for airport financing usually meet with formidable opposition from airlines and the federal government. The break-even model therefore seems
likely to prevail and the trend toward independent authorities will most likely continue.

Medium and small hub airports will continue their struggle uphill to fiscal independence. More realistic federal airport support policies should help these airports become more independent of the local tax base.

The small general aviation airport appears to be most vulnerable in the temporary economic set back and is likely to suffer most in the cost conscious era to follow. Unless it is located in a hub area which is served by air carrier (not necessarily at the same airport), the airport has little chance of becoming self-supporting and must depend upon continued local tax subsidy. Such airports are becoming less likely candidates for public support as the population perceives a diminished opportunity to use them. Since their revenues are minimal, the possibilities for successful bonding are low. Their continued success will depend on a realistic evaluation of community need and on the use of cost conscious approaches in both capital planning and daily operational policies.

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

Introduction

Noise pollution, air quality, water quality, and land use around general aviation airports are important parts of the physical environment. The planning and construction of public facilities such as general aviation airports should be guided by a desire to achieve the highest possible level of social benefits, with a minimum expenditure of human, physical, economic, and environmental resources. Large scale physical facilities are usually accompanied by undesirable environmental side-effects.

In an attempt to minimize possible environmental damage resulting from major public undertakings, the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (Public Law 91 - 190) was enacted to require that for any project which involves major Federal funding, and which significantly affects the quality of the human environment, an environmental impact statement must be filed with the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ). This statement must include the following:

1. The environmental impact of the proposed action;
2. Any adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided should the proposal be implemented;
3. Alternatives to the proposed action;
4. The relationship between local short-term uses of man's environment and the maintenance and enhancement, of long-term productivity; and,
5. Any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources which would be involved in the proposed action should it be implemented. 25

The environmental impact statement should consider ecological factors including (1) noise pollution; (2) air quality; (3) water quality; (4) fish and wildlife; (5) solid waste; (6) energy supply and natural resources development; and, (7) protection of environmentally critical areas such as floodplains, wetlands, beaches, dunes, unstable soils, steep slopes, and aquifer recharge areas.

This section will discuss environmental legislation affecting airports and the more common environmental effects resulting from airport construction, with special emphasis on general aviation airports. The discussion will focus on the regulation of noise, pollution, and water quality.

Environmental Legislation

Environmental legislation which has emerged within the last five or six years may eventually influence the utilization of general aviation airports. One of the primary objectives of the Noise Control Act of 1972 (Public Law 92-574) is to control noise from aircraft and aircraft operations. The FAA is authorized to develop regulations to control aircraft noise emissions, as well as to impose curfews, flight path modifications, or other procedures deemed necessary to protect the public. Among the states with environmental regulations, the State of California has established state-wide controls for noise around airports. 26 Airport authorities may also control noise: the Port of New York Authority imposes noise standards on the airlines and operators who use its airports. 27 The right of the operator to control noise through the imposition of a curfew has been upheld in the California courts. 28 But at least one decision severely limited the power of
a local government to control noise, in cases where it does own or operate the airport. 29 This may be an example of the limited control that a community would have over a private airport or possibly an airport just beyond its political boundary.

The 1970 Amendments to the Clean Air Act (Public Law 91-604) include provision for regional transportation controls. Under the supervision of the Environmental Protection Agency, states are to develop a comprehensive air quality policy which includes land use planning and air and surface transportation controls. 30 The regional controls will undoubtedly work to reduce automotive traffic—the major source of air pollution—and as such increase the demand for general aviation.

The Federal Aviation Administration affects communities which seek federal funds in acquiring a general aviation airport. Federal airport safety regulations can be fairly costly to the community. If an airport seeks federal funds for expansion under the Airport and Airway Development Act of 1970, it must submit an Environmental Impact Statement. 31 No project has an adverse effect upon the environment will be authorized if there is a feasible alternative. 32 On the other hand, the FAA does not tax general aviation for the total cost of its use of the airway system, and thus cost savings may be passed on to the community using the general aviation services. 33

Aviation Noise

Noise can be defined subjectively as any unwanted or undesirable sound, or a sound which conveys no information or which interferes with information transmission. Response to aircraft noise is dependent upon a number of factors including sound level, weather, time of day, and numerous human factors. The purpose of this section is to evaluate the noise effects of general aviation. To do this, noise and noise response measuring scales and forecasting methods are described and attempts to regulate noise by different federal agencies are described.

Noise Scales

The basic measure of sound level is the decibel (dB) which is defined as a sound-pressure level equal to 20 log \( \frac{P}{P_0} \) where \( P \) is the level of a given sound and \( P_0 \) is an arbitrary sound-pressure level usually taken to be 0.0002 dynes/cm. 34 The decibel is generally considered to be a poor measure of annoyance and reaction to noise because the human ear perceives higher frequency sounds as being louder than lower frequency. For this reason, three other scales have been developed. These can be summarized as follows:

1. **Measurement by meter:** utilizing the A-SCALE sound level, \( [\text{dB}(A)] \), (a measurement that reflects loudness by filtering lower frequencies and weighting higher ones), more closely approximates the response of the human ear, or "loudness." The \( \text{dB}(A) \) scale has the advantage of being objective, but does not take into account the duration of the sound as some of the other scales described below. The \( \text{dB}(A) \) scale is used in FAR Part 36 which regulates the noise level of small propeller-driven aircraft.

2. **Computation of response to a single exposure:** Scales in this category are among the most important because they are the ones used to measure and compute noise levels generated by jet aircraft for the purpose of regulation and certification. They include the Perceived Noise Level (PNdB), which is a measurement of the noise level of maximum intensity during a flyover of an aircraft at specified altitude and engine power, and accounts for the amplitude, frequency, and direction of the sound. Another measure in the category is the Effective Perceived Noise Level (EPNdB), which is subjectively adjusted for perceived noise. It accounts for absolute noise level, noise spectrum, maximum tone, and noise duration. Basically it is intended to reflect perceived noise as determined by human reaction, and is used in FAR Part 36 which regulates the noise level of jet aircraft.

3. **Computation of response to multiple exposure:** The measurement and prediction of public response to aircraft noise involves more complex factors than those considered in the scales discussed. Operational procedures, aircraft types, environmental conditions, and people are highly variable. This makes the prediction of annoyance and complaint levels a complex matter. The following facets of an-
TABLE II-II
CHART FOR ESTIMATING RESPONSE OF RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITIES FROM COMPOSITE NOISE RATING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composite Noise Rating (CNR): Takeoffs and Landings</th>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>Description of Expected Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than 100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Essentially no complaints would be expected. The noise may, however, interfere occasionally with certain activities of the residents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 to 115</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Individuals may complain, perhaps vigorously. Concerted group action is possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater than 115</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Individual reactions would likely include repeated, vigorous complaints. Concerned group action might be expected.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The techniques in common use for predicting public response to the impact of noise exposure and for use in land-planning are the Composite Noise Rating (CNR) and Noise Exposure Forecast (NEF). Recently, the Federal Aviation Administration has developed the Aircraft Sound Description System (ASDS).

The CNR method, which was developed in 1952, is based on PNdB or EPNdB and the following factors:

1. The average noise level spectrum;
2. Discrete frequency components—presence or absence;
3. Nature of sounds—impulse or non-impulse;
4. Sound repetition;
5. Ambient noise level;
6. Time of day of the noise; and,
7. Adjustment for previous exposure of the community to the noise.  

Expected response zones have been suggested as shown in Table II-II.

The NEF method involves the use of EPNdB, and attempts to forecast community response by incorporating such factors as absolute noise levels, noise spectrum, noise duration, maximum tone, aircraft type, mix of aircraft, number of operations, runway utilization, flight pattern, operating procedures, and

---

Footnotes:
### TABLE II-III
COMPARISON BETWEEN CNR AND NEF VALUES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CNR</th>
<th>NEF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Takesoffs and</td>
<td>Runups</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landings</td>
<td>Less than 100</td>
<td>Less than 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100 - 115</td>
<td>80 - 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>More than 115</td>
<td>More than 95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


### TABLE II-IV
ASDS 85dB(A) CONTOUR TABLES FOR SELECTED AIRCRAFT*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airplane Model</th>
<th>Down Range Distance (Feet)</th>
<th>Aircraft Altitude (Feet)</th>
<th>Cumulative Contour Area (Acres)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C-340</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-340</td>
<td>4418</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-340</td>
<td>7899</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-707</td>
<td>7497</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-707</td>
<td>8702</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-707</td>
<td>6473</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-747</td>
<td>4733</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-747</td>
<td>5598</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learjet</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learjet</td>
<td>6146</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet Commander</td>
<td>4500</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet Commander</td>
<td>5217</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet Commander</td>
<td>5585</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulf Stream II</td>
<td>5500</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulf Stream II</td>
<td>5665</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulf Stream II</td>
<td>6217</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulf Stream II</td>
<td>6585</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet Star</td>
<td>5500</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet Star</td>
<td>5665</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet Star</td>
<td>6585</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

time of day. Table II-III provides a comparison between the CNR and NEF Scales.

The Aircraft Sound Description System (ASDS) is based on the amount of time that noise levels exceed 85dB(A). It has the advantage of having no subjective correction factors which reflect community response to aircraft noise. This method is applied by using one or more scenarios which reflect variation in runway length, air traffic, time of day, or operational procedures. ASDS values are easier to calculate than those of the previous two methods.

General Aviation Noise

There are ample data available on the noise effects of air carrier aircraft at airports, but much less information is available on general aviation vehicles and facilities. There are several reports which give the noise levels of general aviation aircraft, but no studies have been completed which illustrate CNR, NEF, or ASDS contours for a general aviation airport.

Noise levels of propeller driven and jet propelled general aviation aircraft are presented in Figure 2-3. This figure shows a line designating noise levels allowable in accordance with FAR Part 36. As can be seen, a number of presently available aircraft are not in compliance with these regulations. Not enough data are available to compile such a figure for business jets. Although business jets are generally noisier, landing figures are not given, because they are smaller than takeoff planes do have the least effect, followed by operational procedures. ASDS values are easier to calculate than those of the previous two methods.

General Aviation Noise

There are ample data available on the noise effects of air carrier aircraft at airports, but much less information is available on general aviation vehicles and facilities. There are several reports which give the noise levels of general aviation aircraft, but no studies have been completed which illustrate CNR, NEF, or ASDS contours for a general aviation airport.

Noise levels of propeller driven and jet propelled general aviation aircraft are presented in Figure 2-3. This figure shows a line designating noise levels allowable in accordance with FAR Part 36. As can be seen, a number of presently available aircraft are not in compliance with these regulations. Not enough data are available to compile such a figure for business jets. Although business jets are generally noisier, the FAR Part 36 allows them a higher noise level.

Table II-IV shows the area contained within the 85dB(A) contour for several aircraft at various stages of takeoff. Landing figures are not given, because they are smaller than takeoff figures. As one might expect, propeller driven planes do have the least effect, followed by business jets and the commercial carriers, in that order.

Prediction of annoyance and complaint from aviation noise, and specifically general aviation noise, is difficult because of the subjective factors which must be considered. Mathematical models for the prediction of annoyance and complaint levels are available, but their predictive accuracy is questionable.

Several variables have been identified and appear to be correlated with annoyance and complaint. In one study the annoyance variables were: fear of crash, noise susceptibility, distance from airport, adaptability, air traffic volume, belief in misfeasance, importance of airport, and CNR. The predictive variables for complaint were: CNR, pollution annoyance, disturbance of weekday hours, discussion of noise, disturbance of weekend hours, mobility, ethnicity, size of household, occupation, organizational involvement, misfeasance, fear of crash, age, visitation, rent/house cost, and distance from the airport.

With the possible exception of business jets, general aviation activity around airports causes few noise problems; especially if such movements are mixed with commercial activity. At an exclusively general aviation airport, there may be noise annoyance, but usually the problem is much less than at air carrier facilities.

Air Quality

Aircraft air pollution first caused public concern in the 1950's when the turbine-engine was first introduced. The airplane produced visible exhausts which had a more noticeable small than that of earlier aircraft. Combined with the greater visibility of the airplane in the public eye, it resulted in an increasing amount of public complaint.

Major pollutants caused by aviation are carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, nonmethane hydrocarbons, particulate matter, and sulfur dioxide. Section 231 of the Clean Air Amendments of 1970 called for the Environmental Protection Agency to study emissions of air pollutants from aircraft to determine: (1) the extent to which such emissions affect air quality in air quality control regions throughout the United States, and (2) the technical feasibility of controlling such emissions.

Section 231 further required that the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) establish emission standards for aircraft engines that cause or contribute to air pollution endangering public health or welfare. The EPA was also required to provide a schedule for the implementation of these standards, based on a reasonable cost of compliance and on available technology.

Carbon monoxide (CO) results from the incomplete combustion of hydrocarbon fuels. It is colorless, odorless, and is absorbed in the lungs where it reacts with hemoglobin, thus impairing the ability of red blood cells to transport oxygen.
Source: Noise Certification Rule for Propeller Driven Small Airplanes
(U. S. Environmental Protection Agency, Project Report, Washington, D. C.

NOISE LEVELS FOR PROPELLER DRIVEN SMALL AIRPLANES
AT MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS POWER

FIGURE 2-3
Nitric Oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) are formed by all combustion processes in the Earth’s atmosphere. The effects of NO, if any, are unknown. Even low levels of NO2, however, can cause respiratory problems and chronic lung disease.

Non-methane hydrocarbons are photochemically reactive; non-methane hydrocarbons produced by aircraft engine combustion and unburned fuel components produce several oxidants, primarily ozone, when exposed to sunlight.

Solid or liquid material (smaller than 500 microns) which is dispersed in the air is called particulate matter. Most of the particulate matter from airplanes is carbon and free sulfur. In high concentrations, particulate matter may injure the surfaces of the respiratory system.

Sulfur dioxide (SO2) is produced by combustion of sulfur-bearing hydrocarbons. The concentration of SO2 in aircraft exhaust is less than that for automobiles, because aviation fuel is relatively low in sulfur impurities. SO2 can have a number of adverse effects on health, the most important of which is respiratory damage.

The only major study involving both air carrier and general aviation airports showed that non-methane hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide levels exceeded national ambient air quality standards at some air carrier airports. At general aviation airports, however, these levels did not exceed ambient standards, although the amount of lead approached a potentially harmful level.

General aviation aircraft and airports do not appear to be as significant a cause of air pollution as are automobiles. No instances have been found where concentrations of pollutants exceeded the national air quality standards at general aviation airports. 42

Water Quality

Water pollution is a potential problem during both the construction and operation of an airport. Anticipation and prevention of problems is much more effective than attempting to solve them after the fact. The problem of water with high concentrations of petroleum resulting from servicing airplanes, for example, is solved best by designing the system to separate foul water from other water. Proper airport construction procedures can prevent erosion and sedimentation problems.

The major factors which contribute to water pollution are: physical, construction practices, facility operations, and induced development. 43 Airport construction usually involves paving runways, taxiways, and roads, as well as building construction. This construction places the natural surfaces which allow infiltration with impermeable surfaces, with a resulting increase in surface water runoff and a decrease in the amount of time for the runoff. This situation creates large peak flows during short time spans, and increases the potential risks and dangers of flooding.

The ground surface serves as the groundwater recharge area. If the surface is sealed by impermeable surfaces, the effect will be to lower the water table.

Removal of natural cover during construction can lead to great increases in erosion and sedimentation if proper construction practices are not followed. An increase in sediment volumes of 5,000 percent, for example, has been reported in situations where there was unregulated stripping without any provision for sediment control. 44 Sediment load increases can lead to flooding problems due to filling in lakes and streams. They also can cause degradation of the biologic environment because of light filtering and change in substrate type.

This pollution problem covers water used in any part of the facility operation such as maintenance, air conditioning, fire protection, and associated industrial development. Much of this water picks up waste before it is returned to the system. The approach to dealing with these problems is not unlike that of a municipal waste treatment plant except that the water is more contaminated by oil and fuel in the airport area.

Induced development may cause some important problems in waste control. The three main factors to be considered are: (1) water body capacity; (2) water supply and solid waste disposal; and (3) power source and new industry. 44

General aviation airports, because of their smaller size should cause fewer water problems than air carrier airports. The impact of
each airport on water quality degradation has to be evaluated individually. Factors to be considered include: rainfall (amount and frequency), topography, stream proximity, stream size and capacity, aquifer recharge areas, soil and rock types and permeability, plant cover, and surrounding land use.

ALTERNATIVE MODES AND TRAVEL SUBSTITUTES

Introduction

Mobility, contemporarily considered as a fifth freedom, has become an accepted, and often demanded, product of the American way. A lifestyle and a value structure founded in Westward expansion today holds freedom of movement in exaltation.

One may travel using public or private means. Aboard intercity public modes (bus, rail, passenger air carrier), travel is regulated as to route followed, fare charged, and quantity of route service provided. To be economical, public modes require the use of large vehicles and scheduled service.

Private modes are those permitting an individual to transport himself or others in his own vehicle. Automobiles and some portions of general aviation fall into this category. Here, one is governed by his personal demand schedule.

Although general aviation constitutes only a small part of the total transportation system, its impacts tend to be very concentrated. Presently, a large portion of the work force in the United States is involved largely in the manipulation and flow of information. While much of this flow is necessarily personal, face-to-face contact at specific locations, significant amounts of data can, and are, transmitted and received by other means.

The era of "information explosion"—particularly in business, engineering, scientific, and social/behavioral fields—has led to dramatic advances in technological communications. In solid state electronics, the rapid growth and lowering costs of computers, communication systems, and instrumentation technology, plus lowered costs have enabled great advances in information flow. "In other words, we can transmit the products of the white collar worker—his ideas and thoughts (information)—electronically and relieve him of being transported physically so as to capitalize upon his outputs.” Telecommunications appears to have frequent application as a reasonable and cheap substitute for travel.

Modes alternative to general aviation and the substitutability of telecommunications technology in lieu of intercity travel will be reviewed in this section.

Modal Choice

Transportation modes to be considered in this analysis are those which offer competition with general aviation for both passenger and priority freight. General aviation includes both public and private transportation, the former consisting of air taxis and commuter service; the latter, all other categories.

Highway, railway, and air carrier service are competitive with general aviation service. Highway transportation includes public modes such as intercity buses, priority freight, and common carrier trucking (firms represented by the United Parcel Service or the Railway Express Agency). Private modes using the highway system include the automobile and private trucking. For present purposes, railway services will be limited to passenger movement since railroad freight is not competitive with general aviation in the area of priority freight transport.

A transportation system consists of vehicles, ways, and terminals. The vehicle is characterized by its speed, capacity, range, and energy consumption. The way includes both the physical infrastructure and the control systems, the characteristics of which determine its capacity. The terminal is the point at which access to, and egress from the system occurs. Terminals usually represent a constraint on both the capacity and accessibility of the system.

The following paragraphs describe the technological characteristics of these components for general aviation and for each of the other competing modes, and discusses their integration into an operating transportation system.

The Vehicle

Speed and capacity figures of selected transportation vehicles for both passenger and priority freight are shown in Table II-V. General aviation vehicles are among the fastest, yet they are of limited capacity.

The Way

Three major classifications of the way that are of concern here: (1) airway, (2) highway, and (3) railway. The type of control system associated with the way often determines its...
capacity. Positive control is exercised over all planes in the national airways system. Minimum separation of 3 miles within 40 miles of a radar site and 5 miles beyond a radar site is maintained with a resulting airway capacity of 30-120 planes per hour at each designated altitude level.

Highway capacity varies with its functional classification, which is defined in terms of the number of lanes and the type of access control, and is limited by the speed limit now set at 55 mph.

Railroad capacities are determined by the control system as shown in Table II-VI. Block signals refer to signals set by the passage of a train. Control is by means of train orders, which

---

**TABLE II-V**

**VEHICLE CAPACITIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A. Passenger</th>
<th>Capacity (passengers)</th>
<th>Speed (mi/hr)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air Carrier</td>
<td>31 - 500</td>
<td>300 - 650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Aviation</td>
<td>2 - 30</td>
<td>100 - 560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highway</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto</td>
<td>2 - 10</td>
<td>70 - 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>30 - 50</td>
<td>50 - 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rail</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car</td>
<td>50 - 70</td>
<td>60 - 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train up to 20 cars</td>
<td>50 - 1,430</td>
<td>60 - 125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B. Freight</th>
<th>Capacity (tons)</th>
<th>Speed (mi/hr)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air Carrier (tons)</td>
<td>10 - 100</td>
<td>300 - 650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Aviation</td>
<td>0.1 - 3</td>
<td>100 - 560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highway</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto</td>
<td>0.5 - 1</td>
<td>70 - 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truck</td>
<td>1 - 30</td>
<td>50 - 75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**TABLE II-VI**

**HIGHWAY AND RAILWAY CAPACITIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A. Highways</th>
<th>No. of Lanes (in one direction)</th>
<th>Access Control</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Capacity Veh./Hr./Lane</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Freeway</td>
<td>2 - 4</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressway</td>
<td>2 - 4</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>Stoplight</td>
<td>1,000 - 2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arterial</td>
<td>1 - 3</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Stoplight</td>
<td>600 - 800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collector</td>
<td>1 - 2</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Stoplight</td>
<td>500 - 700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Stop Sign</td>
<td>500 - 700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rules of Road</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B. Railways</th>
<th>Capacity Trains/Hr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Block Signals with Train Orders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Track</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two Tracks</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centralized Traffic Control (CTC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Track</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two Tracks</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
specify the location of meets between trains, and where each train shall hold, while centralized traffic control (CTC) refers to the control of all signals and switches along a given stretch of track (as much as 500 miles) by a dispatcher in a central location.

**Terminals**

Airport capacity, usually expressed in terms of operations/hour, is frequently a determining factor of total system capacity. The capacity of an airport is influenced by factors such as the traffic mix, weather, and runway configuration. A "light aircraft" traffic mix includes 10 percent twin engine piston vehicles and 90 percent single engine piston. For example, a single runway can handle 53 light aircraft operations per hour under IFR conditions, 99 under VFR. With dual runways, capacity is increased to 79 and 198 operations per hour respectively. Bus terminals can have capacities of between 6 and 45 buses/hour/berths. Inter-city bus terminals tend toward the lower figures, particularly where pull-in back-out angle stalls are used. Rail terminal capacity varies from 6 to 40 trains/hours/track depending upon type of service offered. Again, inter-city service tends toward the lower figure. The utility of a terminal is a function of its accessibility. Airports are usually located at some distance from a town's central business district (CBD). Access may be available by private automobile only, or by taxis, limousines, buses and mass transit facilities as well, depending upon the size of the town.

Bus terminals tend to be located on the edge of the CBD, with bus service usually operating on a non-stop basis between major terminals. Occasionally major services will stop, briefly, at suburban locations but these usually require time-consuming detours.

Although there may be many rail terminals in a city, there is usually only one per rail line, located close to the CBD on the intercity portion of the line passing through the city.

**System Characteristics**

System characteristics which will be discussed include availability, reliability, adaptability, routing flexibility, and safety.

The concept of availability is comparable to that of accessibility for public systems. Only private systems will be compared in terms of availability. The highway system is available to all who have a driver's license and have access to an automobile. This is a sizeable portion of the population, especially as compared to the number of licensed pilots and private aircraft. This small number tends to limit the availability of the general aviation system.

The air carrier system is reliable because air carriers fly IFR, which will get them through most bad weather situations. Severe snow, rain, and cloud conditions, however, can still stop flights. Under severe weather conditions, airport operations at crowded airports are slowed down, resulting in extended delays. Due to their ability to land at smaller airports, general aviation aircraft can avoid congestion, but their frequent dependence on VFR reduces their reliability in unfavorable weather.

Reliability of the highway system can also be significantly reduced by adverse weather and congestion conditions. The intercity bus system suffers from the same highway system deficiencies, but is usually fairly reliable, and published schedules are usually adhered to and rarely canceled. The rail system has the potential for greatest reliability, because both the railway and rail traffic movements are under the exclusive control of rail management. The system, however, suffers from deferred maintenance to both the way and the vehicle, causing slow running-speeds and increased accident rates.

Another transportation system characteristic is adaptability both to load and terrain, as characterized by the important factors of weight and space limitations. In dealing with bulk freight for example, the modes with the greatest limitations are general aviation, bus, and autos as compared to trucks and air carriers having larger cargo space.

Terrain adaptability is dependent upon the ability of a particular mode to function in different environments. Highway modes are limited to the highway system. Railroads face fixed right-of-way limitations, and airplanes, although limited by the placement of an airport, have the capability of bypassing all but the most rugged terrain.

Routing flexibility refers to the ability to change a route, or change destinations while on route. Public systems are generally less flexible than private ones, with the most flexible being the inter-city bus followed by air carrier (which is limited to certain large airports) and rail (which is limited as to destination and route) Among private systems, the auto is most flexible.

General aviation has the following characteristics: (1) small (2-30 passengers) vehicle capacity; (2) a greater network of terminals than in air carrier transport. This network of facilities
is, however, less ubiquitous than other ground transportation modes; (3) more limited availability than other modes; (4) the interface of general aviation with other modes is plagued by the same type of airport accessibility problem as those facing many air carrier airports; (5) the reliability of general aviation services is highly dependent on both pilot qualifications and weather conditions; (6) limited load adaptability; and, (7) excellent terrain adaptability and flexibility depending upon airport availability.

These characteristics suggest several different uses for general aviation, such as (a) high speed point-to-point transportation for small groups or small packages of high value particularly from general aviation airports to other airports; (b) convenient travel where distances are great and weather is dependable; (c) accessibility to remote areas in rugged terrain where landing facilities are available.

Cost Comparisons

In an analysis of the out-of-pocket costs of intercity public transportation mode, fares for one-way trips of different lengths and travel modes were compared. These modes included intercity bus, coach rail, roomette rail, tourist and first class trunk and local service airlines, and commuter airlines. The last mode represented the public transportation sector of general aviation. Data were obtained by random selection of trips from the schedules and rate charts published by these common carriers. A linear regression line was fitted to the data, to produce an equation of the form:

\[ \text{Fare} = (\text{Fixed Cost}) + (\text{Variable Cost}) \times (\text{Trip Length}) \]

where costs are in dollars and trip length is in miles. All regressions had coefficients of determination \((R^2)\) in excess of 0.955. The following equations were obtained:

1. \(\text{Bus Fare} = 3.74 + (0.0423) \times (\text{Trip Length})\)  \(R^2 = 0.985\)
2. \(\text{Coach Rail Fare} = 8.77 + (0.0423) \times (\text{Trip Length})\)  \(R^2 = 0.990\)
3. \(\text{Roomette Rail Fare} = 16.09 + (0.078) \times (\text{Trip Length})\)  \(R^2 = 0.996\)
4. \(\text{Tourist Air Carrier Fare} = 20.59 + (0.068) \times (\text{Trip Length})\)  \(R^2 = 0.970\)
5. \(\text{First Class Air Carrier Fare} = 27.38 + (0.095) \times (\text{Trip Length})\)  \(R^2 = 0.974\)
6. \(\text{Commuter Airlines Fare} = 11.53 + (0.112) \times (\text{Trip Length})\)  \(R^2 = 0.955\)

These regression lines are shown in Figure 2-4.

The variable costs per mile for bus and coach rail travel are almost equivalent, but the fixed costs portion of rail travel is about $5.00 in excess of that of bus. As expected, both are less costly than any of the air travel modes. For trip lengths of less than 135 miles, commuter airlines are obviously the most economical mode, exclusive of bus and coach rail. For trips of 135-450 miles, the first class rail is more economical, but the time difference is significant enough to result in these modes accommodat-
ing different and separate markets. The traveler who values physical comfort over saving time would probably select first-class rail. The traveler who values his time and who is determined to travel by air, would choose the commuter airline which is the least costly mode for trip lengths of up to 200 miles.

Considering the time differential between rail and air, and assuming that the additional time required for rail or other ground travel is not acceptable to the traveler, then commuter airlines provide the cheapest acceptable mode for trips of up to about 200 miles. It is interesting to compare this with the average trip length of commuter airlines, which was reported to be 102 miles of non-stop travel. The difference between these two figures can be explained by the fact that the average trip is made up of more than one non-stop hop, and that the traveler expresses a preference for the more comfortable air carrier. Upon considering the tradeoffs between cost and convenience, more travelers will opt for the more costly air carrier mode, as the cost difference decreases and the distance traveled approaches 200 miles.

The private automobile remains the most economical mode of travel, and possibly the most convenient for many trips' purposes. Auto travel costs are less than commuter airlines for distances of up to about 500 miles. This distance is based on a single passenger occupancy, and of course increases as car-occupancy increases. Here again, time presents itself as a significant factor, because many travelers would not be willing to drive for ten hours in order to cover a 500-mile trip which should take less than three hours by air. The automobile, however, remains as a serious competitor with general aviation for business trips ranging up to 200-300 miles; for longer recreational trips where the relative value of time is not significant; and, where a higher average automobile occupancy can be expected.

Because of real time expenditures and costs involved in physical transportation, travel substitutes are being studied with a view
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toward reducing unnecessary intercity movement.

Communication

Communication is the complex process of generating meaning by transmitting and receiving messages (information) between one person (or group) and another (or group of others). In a business setting interaction between individuals is usually either by oral, written, or nonverbal cues. A logical communicative extension for point-to-point interaction where personal subtleties are not important is telecommunication. Well known to the general public, telecommunication occurs in a continuous mode—television, AM and FM radio, and the telephone. The impetus of the space age together with integrated, solid state technology has permitted a more diverse, efficient and less known form of communication, discrete or digital in nature, to mature.

Telecommunication Scope

Today telecommunication is used in such fields as clinical diagnosis, education, public services, cultural and entertainment opportunities, banking, access to computer data banks, and computational facilities. Even offices are being reshaped due to the electronics and digital revolution. Not only is telecommunication becoming a substitute for travel, but it is also becoming an integral part of the post-industrial society.

Though substitution of travel for telecommunication can be discussed on both an intracity and an intercity level, since concern here is with aviation, only the latter case is relevant. Of the 370 billion miles traveled intercity in 1972, 315 billion were by car and 43 billion by air, the remaining used other modes. These represented 391 million and 53 million trips respectively. While general aviation is a small part of the total picture described, its growth trends have been significant in recent years. The principles to be discussed below are equally applicable to general aviation as well as other modes of travel.

At the present time, with no disincentives or incentives either way, the relationship between travel and communications is highly correlated. Those who travel more tend to use the communications media more, while those who travel less tend to use them less. This relationship, however, is influenced by considerations of the social, cultural, technological, environmental, and economic characteristics of the substitution mechanism. Taken collectively, these factors can reduce the utility of travel, and thus might result in a substitution of communication for transportation. Technological developments coupled with comfort/convenience and cost savings can be expected to significantly influence modal choice. While travel might appear to be inelastic with respect to cost, attitude change (a behavioral component) is probably its most effective component.

Telecommunication Technology

Today a variety of information transfer methods exist which can impact on the substitutability issue.

Telephone Network. The Bell Telephone System and the independent telephone companies transmit over 155 billion messages annually with a growth rate of 8 percent per year. While the primary purpose of this transmission system has been the continuous transmission of voice in a narrow range of the audio band, research over the years has adapted it to other uses without changing the transmission characteristics. Thus, for example, by coupling special units (modems) at each end of the telephone link, digital data can be sent at medium speeds up to 9600 bits/second. By coupling various numbers of telephone lines together, slow scan video or full video can be sent over ordinary telephone linkages. The latter use is of course inefficient but remains to be cheaper than any travel alternative.

Dedicated Digital Transmission Systems. The famous Canterfone Decision by the FCC in 1968, which allowed non Bell Equipment to be connected to the telephone system, ushered in a new era in telecommunications. More recent decisions have had a direct impact by allowing special digital-only tariffs carriers to compete with the telephone system. Such companies as MC. and Datran have set up dedicated digital-wideband-links between regional cities around the country. In response, the Bell System introduced the Data Under Voice (DUV) system and is in the process of putting in its own specialized digital lines. All these wideband lines, equivalent to many telephone circuits in bandwidth and, being high speed in nature, could handle video signals as well.

Computer Networks. As computers become more developed, their impact on society increases. Aside from scientific computations, they can also manipulate symbols, thus enabling them to be used as interpreters, string processors, and simulators. They are
capable of storing millions of bits of information and accessing millions more in auxiliary storage devices such as magnetic tapes and discs. With the time-saving software now available, terminals remotely hooked up through a telephone line or a dedicated line, have the full use of the computing system at a central location. Thus, simple information retrieval becomes a reality. If entire libraries can be stored in a data bank, trips to specialized facilities are no longer necessary. Resources savings like these have been developed through the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) and are being extended to Europe via satellite.

Cable Television. The advent of cable television has caused further consideration of two-way systems like the telephone system. Since cable television is broadband by nature, its extension to a two-way system would be simple, though much development remains to be done on the practicality and economics. The potential of a two-way switched system similar to the telephone system has profound implications for shopping, library services, banking, education, and even home offices. Such a system, however, is expensive and might not be practical in the near future, except for special applications such as those in business or education.

Other Visual Media. While two-way cable television might be impractical, there are other useful picture transmission applications such as Picturephone. Conference television (closed circuit), alpha numeric terminals (intelligent and passive), graphic terminals, and facsimile. Each of these media has the attribute of providing visual information to the user yet each requires different types of facilities.

Picturephone uses long distance, two-way picture transmission for business applications. By its very nature video transmission requires large bandwidths. Even at the slow scan speed used, many ordinary telephone channels are required: 80, three-kilicycle channels as opposed to 1500, three-kilicycle telephone channels for ordinary television. Picturephone has turned out to be expensive and requires special hookups, since it is not operated through the regular telephone switching system. Conference television requires large bandwidths and special facilities. But used in place of travel, these approaches can effect significant cost savings.

Terminals used with computers, if operated at normal teletype (TTY) speeds (100 characters/second), are very effective but limited. They provide useful output from data banks and are capable of sending messages to other users. Graphic terminals, while also connected to computers, can draw lines in addition to writing text. Some of both types can operate in the intelligent mode—involving user interaction and having its own computational ability—and can also operate at high speeds up to 60 kilobits/second. But the higher the speed, the higher the capital and operational costs. An advantage of both types is the ability to connect to a hardcopy device for a permanent record (very slow).

Finally, with facsimile, a permanent hardcopy is sent with slow to medium speeds, usually over regular telephone lines. For those cases where a specific document is required, this procedure is cheap and adequate.

Communications Satellites. Such equipment allows any signal, slow or fast, to be transmitted over long distances where cables are not available. Many telephone and television circuits are now available through this medium at less cost than equivalent land point-to-point facilities.

Future Thinking
In dealing with the overall substitution problem a significant amount of research in several areas is necessary. Attitudes must be studied to discover the reasons why people do what they do, and underlying assumptions about human needs and behavior must be scrutinized. Extensive substitution of electronic communications for travel and face-to-face interaction requires a restructuring of values and both affective and cognitive behavioral change. One must re-evaluate the reasons why, and ways in which, people interact interpersonally within a decentralized industrial facility. Fortunately a beginning has been made in answering some of these questions. Current research in this area is increasing at a rapid pace. It is an opportune time because transportation, a highly visible network is slowly becoming saturated, while telecommunications is much less visible and its saturation level much higher. Research areas include: innovation towards more efficient use of the present telecommunications network; the effects of disincentives towards travel; and studies of the costs and benefits of substitution. In addition the behavioral aspects must be considered.

The New Rural Society Program (NRSP), a program supported by the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and oper-
Principal conclusions relevant to the present discussion can be summarized as follows:

(1) For companies which had recently relocated, top management felt that movement was done for space, modern facilities, costs in cities, crime, and transportation. Communications was not a problem; however, those companies which had considered moving but did not, stated communications as a prime reason. This was because of dissatisfaction with future phone service, and a possible reduction of face-to-face relationships.

(2) A major conclusion of audio-only conferencing systems was that they are more acceptable than previously thought. Specifically:
   (a) multichannel audio was not more acceptable than monaural between two people;
   (b) multispeaker (one speaker for each person) audio systems are more advantageous than monaural in a group conference call; and,
   (c) the multispeaker arrangement had the advantage of
      (i) separate sound image for each person
      (ii) facilitating a more stimulating discussion
      (iii) a better quality sound
      (iv) warmer contact between conferences.
(3) Given a problem-solving task, acquainted persons performed better than unacquainted persons using an audio only system. In addition face-to-face contact under the same conditions was less desirable.
(4) If bargaining was involved in the communication, the tendency was to compromise, except in audio, between unacquainted people where the stronger case dominated. The situation of number (3) above was not supported with bargaining involved.

(5) A full test between two facilities using audio, visual, and facsimile transmission indicated that such a method were useful and important.

These results of studies conducted by the New Rural Society are not generalizable beyond the organizations in which the studies were conducted, nevertheless they demonstrate that attitudes and behaviors toward substitutability can be modified.

Telecommunication is not a total substitute because people miss face-to-face contact even when video is provided. This is particularly true in a direct sales environment, in counseling, and in areas where empathic sensitivity is required. The Joint Unit for Planning in England reported that audio conferrees found meetings to be more business-like and more tiring than conventional meetings, possibly resulting from concentration fatigue. 12

Teleconferencing Utility
Two excellent examples illustrate the utility of teleconferencing: (1) Union Trust Company from December 1973 to May 1974: the Union Trust Company with offices in Stamford and New Haven, Connecticut, 25 miles apart, conducted a teleconferencing experiment under the auspices of the NRSP. 13 Using a special electronic “sound imaging” procedure, which uses ste:eo techniques and isophonic loudspeakers, audio communications were set up between two officers using both Class A audio-grade and Class C voice-grade lines (the latter proved acceptable). The system allowed each participant, with a separate microphone, to be identified. Documents were sent via the facsimile part of the system for hardcopy. Video was eliminated as being too expensive and not really necessary. The system had: (1) simplicity and tamper-proof design; (2) portability; (3) aesthetic appeal not detracting from the conference room; and, (4) a design for up to six participants (more could be handled if necessary).

The project was designed to test users’ attitudes and feelings before and after the experiment, the effectiveness of the operation, and the frequency of use as a substitute. The results were significant:

(1) Throughout the extended field trial,

---

1 Abstracts New Rural Society Project: Stamford Connecticut November 1974
2 The Scope for Person-to-Person Telecommunications Systems in Government and Business, Communicative Study Group, University College London September 1973 in Lathey, op cit.
3 Tomney J F Union Trust Installs NRS Sound Imaging Teleconferencing System, Communications News May 1975
the use of the teleconference system was high. Nearly all participants in the trial substituted use of the system for at least 50 percent of their face-to-face meetings. More than one-third substituted teleconferencing for 80 percent or more of their face-to-face meetings.

(2) Users of the system reported that teleconference meetings were as effective as the face-to-face meetings that teleconferencing replaced. This evaluation was reported in each questionnaire administration during the length of the field trial.

(3) Teleconference meetings were generally 30-35 percent shorter than the prior face-to-face meetings.

(4) In comparison to previous face-to-face meetings, participants were more attentive to what was being said, it was easier to get a point across without a lengthy debate, and discussion of particular items tended to be shorter.

(5) Participants reported that the human aspects of meeting were maintained in the teleconferencing environment.

(6) The teleconference system proved to be cost-effective, saving approximately $500 per month, considering only system cost in comparison with the value of saved travel costs and executive travel time. Executive time saved by achieving objectives in a briefer time period would add significantly to the cost-effectiveness of the teleconference system.

A particularly significant benefit gained from the system was reported by Thomas Richardson, the bank's chairman and chief executive officer:

Not only does this type of meeting save energy and travel time, but it requires less executive time during the actual sessions. Participants are more inclined to adhere to the prepared agenda and not get sidetracked into irrelevant discussions. Everyone agrees that most meetings show an actual increase in efficiency. **

(2) NASA: In order to expedite the tremendous volume of complex information—technical, planning, and administrative—associated with the Apollo program, NASA in 1968 set up a teleconferencing capability between the manufacturing, testing, and decision-making centers of the program. It included a capability of handling up to 50 people at a conference with high and low speed facsimile. No video has been used. For each dollar spent for teleconferencing, an estimated 3 to 5 dollars has been saved in travel. The present Viking Project, scheduled to soft-land on Mars in July 1976, has been involved in a similar project at considerable savings.**

Because of initial successes, NASA has made a total commitment to the teleconferencing arrangement. A modification of the Bell Systems Model 50-A teleconferencing system with facsimile facilities, became a permanent part of the entire NASA system in January 1975 and an effort has been made to encourage teleconference use between and among the NASA centers.

In the first three months of operation, 395 teleconferences were held with 13,084 people involved. The facsimile network transmitted 84,172 pages. This amounts to an average conference of 37 people using five terminals for about three hours. It is estimated that 2,414 trips have been saved in the three months at a cost savings of $521,000. So-called "saved trips" are difficult to estimate since they are "trips" which may not have been taken or for which other trips were substituted.

NASA is interested in both evaluation of present facilities and research into new undeveloped modes of teleconferencing. Presently a hardware device (modem) is being built to supply both audio and slow scan pictures between Houston, Texas, and Rockwell International in California using Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) techniques. It will take place in real time providing a hardcopy in less than one minute.

Video transmissions have not been neglected. In cooperation with the Canadian Government, NASA is designing a high speed
digital transmission system in the 12-14 Gigahertz range for the Canadian Television System (CTS) relay satellite. Transmission rates will be about 11 megabits. While probably not cost effective since it is experimental, the system will be available to NASA users on a sharing basis with Canada for the cost of the receiving and transmitting units.

Finally, using the electronic blackboard developed by the Bell Telephone System, NASA hopes to install 12 such units when they become available at each center presently hooked up in the telnet. These have been designed for the 50-A Portable Conference Telephone and will provide the ability for written communications in real time. Other teleconferencing experiments and operational systems are described by Polishuk and Lathey. They include: Confravision—British Teleconferencing, Australia CCTV Teleconference, Bell System Video Teleconferencing, Metropolitan Regional Council Television System (MRC-TV), Dow Chemical USA Interactive Television System, Vermont-New Hampshire Medical Interactive Television Network, Massachusetts General Hospital-Veterans Administration Hospital CCT Network, Arizona Telemedicine Network, New York-Boston Banking Video Teleconferencing System, GSA Teleconferencing System, Forum-A Computer Teleconferencing System.

Conclusions

Inter-city transportation will continue, albeit modified, perhaps in speed, frequency, and cost. The future of telecommunications as a substitute for intercity transportation is bright. Telecommunications technological improvements coincident with continued, demonstrable applications in the practical use of the media in intercity transmission, will secure the place of this travel substitute. Modifications in our attitudes and behaviors will allow electronic communications to substitute where travel in the past has been considered a necessity.

ENERGY RESOURCES AND USE

Introduction

As one of the most industrialized nations in the world, the U.S. requires enormous amounts of energy to function. It is projected that the U.S. will require a doubling of energy demand in the period 1970-1985. Based on 1971 estimates, it is anticipated that dependence on coal and the use of imported oil will both increase in the future. About 92 percent of all our energy is derived from fossil fuels today, while in 1990 it is expected that this proportion will drop to 70 percent, the difference being absorbed mainly by nuclear energy sources.

The increased use of energy in the United States is due to both increased industrialization and population growth. This fact is brought out more clearly in Table II-VII where past trends and future projections have been made for total energy and for transportation energy demand in the United States along with the trend of petroleum consumption.

While the demand for energy increases exponentially, transportation is expected to continue to consume the historically stable 25 percent of the total. More serious, however, is the lagging domestic energy production making the nation more dependent on foreign sources for energy supplies.

Our most critical energy source now and in the near future is petroleum. As shown in Table II-VII transportation is one of the largest users of petroleum and presently derives 96 percent of its energy from it. With its increasing dependence on a source of energy which is not only dwindling but subject to future political vagaries, the transportation industry—the lifeblood of any nation—is in a very difficult situation.

To further elaborate. Figure 2-5 shows the total historical use of petroleum by industry in the U.S. along with various transportation demands. Each category has been exponentially increasing and projections are for a 75 percent increase in the six years ending in 1978.
Source: Adapted from "Transportation Facts and Trends,"
Transportation Association of America, December 1974.
TABLE II-VII
THE USE AND CONSUMPTION OF ENERGY & PETROLEUM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total Used (BTU x 10^8)</th>
<th>Total Produced (BTU x 10^8)</th>
<th>Transportation Used (BTU x 10^8)</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Total Petroleum Used (BTU x 10^8)</th>
<th>Percent Used in Transportation</th>
<th>Transportation Energy from Petroleum in Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>50.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>51.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>52.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>68.8</td>
<td>61.9</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>53.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>88.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>57.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>168.6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>72.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


TABLE II-VIII
TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicles (10^6)</th>
<th>Vehicle Miles (10^9)</th>
<th>Ton-Miles (10^9)</th>
<th>Fuel Gallons (10^8)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Car</td>
<td></td>
<td>56.9</td>
<td>87.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intracity*</td>
<td></td>
<td>65.2</td>
<td>60.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rail (Pass.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>7.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduled</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,842</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air (Pass. and Freight)</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td>134.9</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.A. Pass.</td>
<td></td>
<td>279</td>
<td>530</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All Intracity Public Transit Modes


Energy Intensiveness and Efficiency

Both passenger miles and freight ton-miles for automobiles and aviation have been increasing at a faster rate than the number of vehicles in operation. Table II-VIII summarizes the situation for the 12-year period 1960-1972.

The use of gasoline is increasing not only because of increased vehicle miles, but also as a result of the decreased efficiency of automo-

---

TRANSPORTATION LOAD FACTORS FOR CLASS 1 INTERCITY CARRIERS

Figure 2-6

Source: Adapted from "Transportation Facts and Trends."
Transportation Association of America, December, 1974.
biles as reflected in decreasing automobile mileage per gallon (m.p.g.). It has been recommended by the Federal Energy Administration that the latter figure be raised to 20 m.p.g. from the present 12.67 m.p.g. as a conservation measure.

Since transportation has many aspects, attempts to classify each for comparative purposes is difficult. In terms of energy, it has become common practice to measure the efficiency of transportation in Btu's per passenger-mile or Btu's per ton-mile, i.e., energy intensiveness (El). This figure of merit is affected by many parameters such as speed, mode, seat capacity, design, and typical load factor. Table II-IX which is a composite set of average numbers drawn from many sources has been compiled to allow ready comparisons. It is immediately obvious that walking and bicycling are the most efficient in the use of energy while autos and airplanes are the least efficient, with the business jet being by far the worst. Load factors used for the calculation values given in the table were chosen so as to reflect what seems to be reasonable averages. Actual load factors over the last 23 years appear in Figure 2-6 for airline, rail, and bus carriers. Clearly,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II-IX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE ENERGY INTENSIVENESS OF ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORTATION MODES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Speed (mph)</th>
<th>Maximum Capacity (Seats)</th>
<th>El* at 100%LF** (Btu/PM)</th>
<th>Average Load Factor (Percent)</th>
<th>El at Average Load Factor (Btu/PM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Urban</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicycle</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walk</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto (Large)</td>
<td>5-20</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2060</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto (Compact)</td>
<td>5-20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto (Electric)</td>
<td>5-20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1360</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorcycle</td>
<td>10-25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2260</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus (Diesel)</td>
<td>5-15</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>1170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus (Gas)</td>
<td>5-15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van (Gas)</td>
<td>15-20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subway</td>
<td>15-30</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Urban urban</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Com. Rail</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elect</td>
<td>25-45</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diesel</td>
<td>25-45</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>940</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas Turbine</td>
<td>25-45</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>4860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helicopter (3-engine)</td>
<td>95-150</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>10030</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>17300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intercity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus (Diesel)</td>
<td>40-60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rail (feet)</td>
<td>50-100</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rail (cross country)</td>
<td>40-60</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>747 Jet</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>3250</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>5900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>707 Jet</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>3850</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>6200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOL</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>3960</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>7200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTCL</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4533</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>8240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.A. Recreational</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2073</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Cherokee 180)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.A. Business (Twin)</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2670</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Baron B55)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.A. Business Jet</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9527</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>19054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Learjet 35)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Energy Intensiveness
**Load Factor

DIRECT ENERGY INTENSIVENESS OF CIVIL AVIATION

FIGURE 2-7
there is room for improvement and together with increased vehicle efficiency, substantial energy savings can be achieved.

To balance the picture a similar efficiency rating can be made for freight movement. One ton-mile of air freight consumes 42,000 Btu while trucks and railroads have respective ratings of 2,700 and 700 Btu/Ton-mile. 62

As shown in Figure 2-7, the El for both the airlines and general aviation in the 1950-71 period reveals that the El for commercial freight and passengers has dramatically increased due mainly to declining load factors and the use of turbojets which are more energy intensive. However, in this period the average speed of travel increased by 100 percent from 200 mph to more than 400 mph. General aviation improved in this same period due to an increased load factor. 63 In fact while passenger traffic in general aviation increased, fuel use grew more slowly, a trend which reversed itself in 1966. It is important to note that general aviation is still more energy intensive than commercial airlines.

In addition to the direct energy costs of transportation, there are also indirect costs associated with transportation which include the energy needed to extract, transport, and refine oil; to manufacture, maintain airports; and to carry out other air-travel-related activities. 63 Fuel use represents a larger portion of direct cost for aircraft than it does for autos. Typical El's in terms of direct and total energy uses of commercial air travel are 8400 and 11200 Btu/passenger-mile. Corresponding values for intercity auto travel are 3300 and 5700 Btu/passenger-mile.

Future Research

In addition to work directed toward the solution of well-identified technical problems, it may be conjectured that there are two ways in which research and development might impact general aviation favorably over a long range:

First, research and development's efforts directed specifically toward moving general aviation out of areas of resource use wherein the long-range outlook for resource availability is poor.

Second, efforts directed toward other transportation and public utility areas, the results of which will remove pressure on general aviation and so allow a slower abandonment of present technology. Some of this work would presumably be of both direct and indirect benefit to general aviation.

The dismay of the public over energy availability appears to be directed more toward the increasing costs of fossil fuels than toward their eventual exhaustion. The ultimate problem, however, is truly resource exhaustion rather than cost. The rising prices simply emphasize the diminishing availability of the resources. It is cynical to suggest that a 200-year coal supply affords significant energy relief to a race whose problem of survival presumably extends thousands of years beyond. It is likewise thoughtless to neglect our present technology by sitting that the technological level on which future generations will live simply will have to be lower than the present one. This thinking has never been generally acceptable, and it is reasonable to expect that gains we have so far made will be given up reluctantly. But we must realize that research and development in the direction of long-range relief from the fossil-fuel exhaustion problem must be done now, while the short-range outlook still indicates that a few years are left.

The two general deficiencies in the area of energy resource conservation have been that we have not developed the ability to use free and renewable resources within the rate limits that would avoid exhaustion, and that we have not developed the ability to store energy over long periods of time. Our two principal means are the hydroelectric reservoir and the tank farm, as they have been for forty years.

It is also worthy note the directions of change that have taken place specifically in the aircraft area. Fuels and lubricants have the same source as they did at the start: non-renewable fossil resources (though castor oil was used during World War I as a lubricant). The choice of materials of construction has swung from renewable to non-renewable ones—from wood and fabric to metals, and lately to energy-intensive materials, the plastics.

The hold that general aviation has on the small percentage of our resources that it does use is very insecure. A fuel panic such as that of 1973 can cause general aviation fuel supplies to be imperiled in the search for the most visible ways to alleviate the trouble. Continuing increases in resource use can cause repetitions of similar crises and can eventually put general
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63 Ibid
There are no means of stepping completely outside the areas of resource use of non-aeronautical technologies. There are, however, ways in which at least temporary relief can be secured.

The search for alternate aircraft fuels is on already. There has been considerable speculation over the possible direct use of liquid hydrogen as an aircraft fuel. The manufacturers of large airframes have conducted studies indicating that hydrogen-fuel technology might enable development of airframes weighing substantially less per pound of useful load carried, than do airplanes using hydrocarbon fuels. This advantage apparently does not extend to smaller airplanes. The use of hydrogen also depends upon the development of a hydrogen economy, which in term waits upon construction of inexpensive hydrogen generating plants in large capacities. Similar remarks can also be made regarding the next runner-up, liquid methane.

It would appear that the small general aviation airplane in roughly its present form and using fuels requiring no more special handling than does avgas, should be the best candidate for survival. If this is granted, the search should now shift to acceptable means of obtaining replacements for the present fossil source of the fuel. The chemical composition of such fuels must be generally similar to that of avgas to yield similar performance and handling properties. The desirable elements of the fuel are, to start with at least, only carbon and hydrogen.

The production of liquid hydrogen is no longer a technological problem in the sense of the difficulties it presents, but is rather a problem of cost. In 1974 the cost of liquid hydrogen was stated to be from $2.50 to $8.50 per Btu (taken by itself as a fuel), the highest cost of any aircraft fuel considered, except boron (B5Hg). Nevertheless hydrogen is abundantly available, and is returnable to the environment in the form from which it can be extracted in largest quantity, water.

Obtaining carbon, however, is another matter. Coal, which is being talked of popularly as a source of gaseous fuel as well as for direct use in its natural form, will have heavy pressures placed upon it for non-aviation uses as petroleum resources dwindle. Since aviation is a small consumer of energy even in the transportation market, it would seem wise from a strategic point of view to attempt to sidestep the blow that is sure to come if non-aviation uses impact the supply, and seek other sources of carbon, such as vegetable matter, atmospheric carbon dioxide, and limestone. Of these three, the visible environment will be influenced least by extraction from atmospheric carbon dioxide, and most by extraction from limestone. Of the three, two methods meet the desirable goal of utilizing renewable energy sources.

Little commercially usable technology is in hand for any of these extraction methods yet, but it is not too early to consider acquiring it.

Aviation fuel synthesizing, in the general fashion called for by the exploitation of the above techniques, is being explored by the Air Force. To illustrate how far the development has to go, in 1974 the price of a gallon of one such fuel was $85. The fact that the Air Force interest is along the line of tailoring fuels and engines to each other brings up the entertaining possibility of exploring the feasibility of doing the same thing for non-military power plants.

Conclusions

The overall energy picture for the United States and the world is not very promising. With only 5 percent of the world's population, the United States uses over 30 percent of the world's energy. This use is predicted to increase even in the face of competition for energy resources by developing nations seeking to raise their standards of living. The result, even considering only the most optimistic predictions, is that by 1985 the nation will be only 62 to 89 percent self-sufficient. 11

However, some saving in energy used can be effected by increasing vehicle passenger and cargo load factors and changing the present transportation mode mixes away from trucks and airplanes and toward railroads. Voluntary conservation to date has not worked. The use of electricity did drop by 1.5 percent in the last quarter of 1973 after continuing its normal 7 percent growth rate up to that time. By 1974, a substantial return to normalcy had occurred. Imports were approaching 40 percent of U.S. petroleum consumption, and the U.S. had become even more dependent on foreign supplies that it had been before the crisis of 1973-74. The needed dedication to implement Project Independence was absent. 12 In fact, domestic production of petroleum has declined in the past year and relaxation in conservation

---

12 Hirst E op cit
appears total. We now draw 26 percent of our oil imports from Arab countries as opposed to 16 percent in late 1974.66

The effect of energy shortages will affect automobiles and airplanes the greatest because of their energy intensiveness. If fuel were allocated on the basis of national need, general aviation is bound to be affected the most, although it only uses about .42 percent of total fuel needed by transportation.67 Furthermore, because of its characteristics, aviation cannot easily switch to alternative modes or even take easy advantage of those technological advances presently on the drawing board such as solar, geothermal, or nuclear.

---

66 Time Magazine, July 21, 1975, p. 42
COMMUNITY PERSPECTIVES
CHAPTER III
COMMUNITY PERSPECTIVES
INTRODUCTION

Chapters I and II have presented the technological and human components of general aviation and the regulatory, competitive, and physical environment within which it operates. General aviation is usually of little concern either to those communities which have its service or to those which do not. It becomes a matter of public concern, however, when someone urges local authorities to obtain or improve access to general aviation services. (It also becomes a matter of public concern when general aviation becomes incompatible with other community values—noise, conflicts with other land use or development, etc.—but that is not a concern of this chapter.) At that point, general aviation becomes a public and political question which may involve such issues as taxation, lifestyle, and land use, as well as other community goals and individual aspirations. The objective of this chapter is to put general aviation into the perspective of the local community’s decision-making process. The basic questions addressed by this chapter are: How can a community decide whether it needs better access to general aviation services? And, if such improved access is desired, how can it best be acquired? “Access to general aviation services” rather than “a general aviation airport” is discussed because the best policy in some cases may be to utilize or expand the services available at an existing airport not too far away.

The object of this analysis—the local community—is difficult to define or describe in general terms. Communities vary enormously in size and density of population; in geography, form of government, and styles of life; in economic base, level of incomes, and education; and, in a host of other ways which make it almost impossible to prescribe the best course for each and every community. Even if the best course could be prescribed, the communities would still have to be persuaded. Rather than prescribing, this chapter analyzes the factors which any community considering general aviation ought to take into account and also outlines a decision-making process to be followed. But the facts of the case and the importance accorded each of the factors involved can only be known and decided upon at the local level. To assist local decision-makers, the conclusions of this chapter are presented again in a concise and schematic form in Chapter V.

THE DECISION-MAKING MODEL

While many studies have been done concerning the development of general aviation facilities, a survey seems to indicate that all of them are based on estimates of the future requirements for the services offered by the general aviation facility. These requirements are generated by the direct users, the private airplane owners, the pilots (both private and those employed by commercial enterprises), and other individuals and corporations who are direct users (or beneficiaries) of aviation. Another approach to planning is to base decisions on the needs of the community with respect to the addition, expansion, or improvement of a public facility. The purpose of this section is to look at the needs of the community rather than the requirements of the user in order to determine the advisability of alternative solutions. In order to determine those needs, an analysis of the community characteristics and the pressures brought on the community, both internally and externally, should be undertaken (See Figure 3-1).

The facilities concerned are those which permit an interface between available ground and air transportation. Considering the present state of the art, these facilities are airports or heliports, but the future may bring other possibilities. Naturally, the type and size of an airport, as well as the services available at the airport, become a function of the type and magnitude of services needed by the community.

In the initial evaluation of the need for the services of general aviation, community characteristics such as demographic data, socio-economic characteristics, and institutional structures must be considered. In addition, internal and external sources exert various pressures on decision-makers. External sources are defined as those outside the control of the community. Internal pressures are those that are generated from within the community. These three determinants of need are brought together by the decision-maker and affect the initial decision as to whether or not the community needs the services of general aviation and whether or not it should investigate further the desirability of constructing a new facility or implementing changes in an existing facility or service. If the decision-maker finds that no need has been demonstrated, then the process ends; if need is demonstrated, it should take the form of an estimate of economic
MODEL OF COMMUNITY/GENERAL AVIATION
DECISION-MAKING PROCESS
FIGURE 3-1
demand for service and of the community's goals to make sure they are in accord with general aviation.

Once the economic demand for general aviation services is established and found consonant with community goals, additional factors must be considered prior to taking any action. These factors include the economics and fiscal capabilities of the community; the future possibilities concerning items such as the growth and potential need of the community; general aviation technology, fuel supplies, future lifestyles, etc.: the specific services that general aviation can be expected to offer and which can satisfy the economic demands and social and political community goals as specified in the needs analysis; and, finally, an analysis of alternative models capable also of satisfying these future needs.

As this information is synthesized by the decision-makers, they will be in a better position to determine whether or not any action needs to be taken. If, the decision is that no action is warranted, the entire project would be dropped. If, however, some action is called for, alternative options must be specified and an assessment of the various impacts of each of these options must be undertaken. The results of these impact assessments are then fed back into the decision-making process to determine whether the proposed change in the supply of aviation services and the impacts of such a change do in fact satisfy community needs or whether the plans need to be revised. The cycle of option specification, impact assessment, and option respecification continues, until an option has been found which satisfies the needs of the community and which is within the constraints and limitations set by different factors in the system's service area. At that point, the decision-maker is ready to initiate action which will change the existing structure of the aviation services available to the community of interest.

THE PRELIMINARY DECISION

When the question of the acquisition of general aviation services is raised in a community, the decision-maker must be able to make a preliminary determination as to whether it is worthwhile to initiate a detailed investigation of the options available concerning the building, improvement, or change in the aviation service system in view of the real needs of the community.

The criterion of "need" differs from that of "requirement." "Requirement" for an airport, for example, is determined by the number of aircraft or aircraft engines owned by people within the service area of the proposed airport. The simple fact that a number of people in an area own airplanes is, however, no more adequate a reason for constructing a publicly-owned airport, than is the existence of a number of boat owners adequate reason for creating a publicly-owned lake. Other factors must be taken into consideration.

The criterion of "need" provides a way to take other factors into account. Need may be defined as a pressing lack of something essential. Thus, need for general aviation services is not merely the lack of them. A determination that the services are essential and that the lack of the services is pressing also must be made. The terms "pressing" and "essential" must be defined relative to the special character of the community involved. A community which regularly faces floods may find that the construction of a dike is essential while the construction of an airport is not. A community with more than adequate public services in other respects may find that one airport is the most pressing "lack" it has.

The decision-making process of initial need-determination is represented by the section of Figure 3-1 reproduced in Figure 3-2. The decision process is usually initiated when someone in the community—perhaps the decision-maker—urges the development of new or better general aviation services. Sometimes internal pressures result from external pressure, as would be the case when a representative of the state aviation agency addresses the local Chamber of Commerce on the subject. External pressure itself, however, sometimes initiates the process, as when a firm promises a community that it will locate there if an airport is constructed which can accommodate its corporate aircraft.

Whatever the pressures, the responsible decision-maker should evaluate them in the light of community characteristics. In this phase of the process, need is determined by estimating economic demand and community goals. The economic demand estimate is a projection of the willingness and ability of people in the area to purchase the service. The estimate of community goals determines whether the acquisition of the service promotes, hinders, or is indifferent with respect to the objectives of the community as a whole. Sometimes the goals alone may justify the service: an island community may wish to build an airport in order to provide access in emergencies, even though the airport would not be used often.
If there is no demonstrable need or even likelihood of need, the decision process comes to an end and the decision-maker makes no decision.

The remainder of this chapter deals with the components of the preliminary decision-making process in detail: the three main inputs to the decision (external and internal pressures, and community characteristics) and the decision-making process itself.

**External Pressures**

External pressures on the community to alter its policy toward general aviation services influence the local decision-making process. Such pressures arise from government planners, special interest groups, economic factors, and legal restrictions. The community should be aware of the nature of these inputs so that they may be evaluated as to which are unavoidable, which may be modified, and to what degree they should be considered.

Through comprehensive planning, federal, state, and regional aviation planning agencies influence local general aviation policy. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is responsible for the development of the airways system. Since the FAA measures the need for airport improvement funds by the level of activity, some FAA officials tend to promote aviation in small communities on the premise that the facilities are required in order to generate the traffic necessary for "expansion." 1 If the problem facing a community is too much air traffic, the FAA usually recommends acquisition of new facilities rather than improving the efficiency of the existing ones. 2 The FAA acts in part on the basis of a number of studies of the community impacts of aviation which it has sponsored. Two problems arise in relying solely on these studies: (1) political pressures tend to make the analysis conform to established policy objectives instead of evaluating them, and (2) the studies tend to emphasize quantifiables to the point of discounting qualitative aspects. 3

Many state aviation agencies are involved in planning statewide airport systems. Criteria for measuring airport need differ from state to state and sometimes between the states and the FAA. Ohio and Georgia, for example, have a high rate of success in convincing local communities that every county needed its own airport. The airport plan for Virginia uses population, income, and rate of growth of an area as principal measures for determining the need for air facilities. 4

One example of community reaction to state planning is the Cottage Grove State Airport, owned by the State of Oregon, Board of Aeronautics. "Although Cottage Grove has one of the better general aviation airports in Oregon, community acceptance of the airport is low. Many reasons for the antipathy of the community are given, but the most frequently mentioned reason is that many citizens of Cottage Grove feel that the airport was forced on the city by the Board of Aeronautics." 5

Port Authorities, Airport Commissions, and other regional aviation bodies influence general aviation development in the community. One solution to congestion at hub airports has been peak pricing, which tends to price general aviation aircraft out of the airport during peak hours. The airport commission's answer to this situation is to seek to establish general aviation airports close to urban centers. 6 Under those conditions, external pres-
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3. Rhodes, op cit., p. 28.
6. Ibid., p. 198.
sure for a community to acquire a general aviation airport may come from a nearby congested hub airport that seeks a reliever airport. The Minnesota Airport Commission, which was created in 1943 to develop the airports in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area, built a reliever airport at Ham Lake. The Los Angeles Department of Airports decided on the basis of demand estimates that it should build a reliever airport at the City of Palmdale. 7

National special interest groups such as aviation interests or environmentalists lobby on all levels in order to affect aviation policy. In an article entitled "The Fine Art of Communication with the Public," Barney Oldfield, an aviation enthusiast, expressed the desire for acquiring aviation facilities and the acceptance of the consequences must be sold to the public under the banner of progress. 8 The Transport Association of America (representing the air carriers) and the Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association (representing general aviation) are the most effective lobbies on the national level. 9 The General Aviation Manufacturers Association seeks to persuade industry and the community that "business aircraft are an essential component of America's economic machinery and a significant contributor to the nation's economic well-being." 10 As the construction of new airport facilities affects the environment, national environmental groups become interested in projects which have the potential for adverse ecological consequences. National conservation groups so aroused the general public that the plans for the new Miami Everglades airport were halted. General aviation airports, if planned near critical areas of the environment such as wetlands, would also draw criticism from advocates of the environment.

Economic pressures can influence community decision-making with respect to general aviation services. Sometimes an industry will offer to locate in a community, on condition that the local government provides adequate general aviation facilities. A candy company located in Crawfordsville, Virginia, only after the airport it required had been constructed. 11 The City of Manchester, New Hampshire, negotiated with the Air Force in order to provide the airport location insisted upon by the Marian Electric Company in order to establish its new plant. Two companies purchased private airports for industrial development in neighboring northwestern Virginia towns, and then notified the communities that they would require an airport to serve their corporate aircraft before they would begin development. 12

Funding available from the federal and state governments or the airport commission can make the acquisition of general aviation facilities more attractive to the community. Federal assistance to airports has long been relied on, through a history of federal involvement in aviation, and such subsidy programs as the Federal Aid to Airports Program, the Airport Development Aid Program, and airport access improvements through highway funding; as well as maintenance of the air traffic control system and airport vehicle and new airport certification. 13 The Commonwealth of Virginia is involved in the funding and operation of airports through the Division of Aeronautics of the State Corporation Commission which is the agent for federal and state funds for county and municipal airports, and the Virginia Airports Authority, which has the power to build and operate airports. 14

If Virginia believed that a particular area needed a general aviation airport, it could provide partial or total funding. In Tennessee, funds for airport construction are available from both the Tennessee Department of Transportation, Bureau of Aeronautics, and the Appalachian Regional Commission. 15 Airport commissions may be self-supporting and could be in a position to provide for new aviation facilities without community financing. The commission may, for example, issue revenue bonds to provide needed funds, on the condition that income from the airport will be used to retire them. 16

Many states have created regional planning districts, typically consisting of a contiguous group of counties which share
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geographic or economic characteristics. Planning districts can be an important source of external pressure on a community. This problem is discussed in some detail in Chapter IV with reference to conflicts between state and regional planners and the local communities and citizens involved in airport planning for Roanoke, Virginia.

Legal restrictions on the aviation environment affect community planning processes concerning general aviation. Regulations, common law suits, and zoning options must be dealt with by every community which decides to build a general aviation airport.

The areas of regulation which are most likely to influence general aviation airports are energy, environmental, economic, and safety concerns. Comprehensive energy allocation plans are being explored by both Congress and the President. As the program of gasoline allocation in 1973-74 indicates, general aviation fuel supplies may be restricted as crude oil becomes less available. The community should consider the fuel situation in estimating demand for new transportation facilities.

In addition to FAR Part 36 explained in Chapter II, the area of common law nuisance affects the operation of airports. Those responsible for airplanes flying low over a person's property are liable to the property owner for any diminution in the value of his property brought about by the airplanes' noise. The Los Angeles city attorney estimated that potential damage claims based on nuisance caused by the city airport could cost the city $4.5 billion. These suits primarily concern jet noise, but it is possible that a substantial amount of general aviation traffic could breed nuisance suits for a community-operated general aviation airport.

Through the use of available zoning procedures, the community may establish an airport which is in harmony with the local environment. The safety regulations of the FAA establish the minimum approach zones and boundary conditions for the airport itself. Some states control zoning in the airport interface, and others allow the local governments to do so. One reason for proper zoning is to prevent airport encroachment, which can spawn nuisance suits and prohibit future airport expansion. The right of a community to use comprehensive rezoning procedures to avoid this problem was upheld in Santa Barbara, California. The locality could also buy all of the land needed for careful planning, and then either rent the surrounding plots or sell them with restricted deeds.

**Internal Pressures**

The impact of internal pressure on policy decisions must be based on a number of assumptions including: (1) that at least some citizens play a role in both the formation and the content of public policy; (2) that opinions are expressed by a variety of groups (individuals in many different ways with varying degrees of intensity); (3) the belief that local political decision-making leads to an uneven distribution of rewards and disadvantages, depending on such factors as the issue and groups involved in the decision-making process.

An application of these assumptions to the field of policy analysis, including the general aviation field, suggests that citizens often have little positive policy impact. Past studies have demonstrated that the general public has no knowledge of, or opinions about, many public policy questions. Even J. O. Key, who was convinced that mass preferences have an impact on policy was forced to conclude "that the supposed that public opinion enjoys weight in public decisions is a myth and nothing more, albeit a myth that strengthens a regime as long as people believe it." In the same context, Frank Munger, in an analysis of five policy areas about which people have some opinions, concluded that the chances of a state matching the policy preferences of its citizens is only a little better than 50-50.

It is apparent that the political system frequently does not act in congruence with the preferences of the general public and that some individuals have influence disproportionate to their numbers. Policy in this context reflects the preferences of an elite and flows downward from the elite to the masses. This does not imply that public policy resulting from elite preferences is necessarily anti-mass or not in the public interest, since it is possible that
values of the elite may be public-regarding and not private-regarding. Thus, the elite may feel responsible for the welfare of the masses.

The elite model of decision-making has also been applied to the study of local communities. Various researchers have indicated that communities vary in their degree of elitism depending on such factors as the size of the community and the degree of community integration. In many communities policy decisions can best be viewed as a product of the interactions of the members of the elite. Depending on the policy area, this product might be ratified by the masses.

Although none of these studies has dealt with general aviation policy, a reasonable assumption is that the elite model would also apply to this area of decision-making. Caution is required, however, in applying this model to the community's support and the use of general aviation for at least three reasons. First, communities vary greatly in their economic and socio-political makeup. Second, general aviation includes a wide range of activities. Third, general aviation activity has not developed as a coherent policy field.

The variation in community types and characteristics has been shown in numerous studies which have classified communities by their demographic, social, and economic characteristics. One would expect, for example, upper-middle class communities with a technically oriented economic base to generate a greater economic demand and political pressure for all types of general aviation including business flying, commercial flying, and pleasure flying, than would lower class communities with a general industrial tax base and large numbers of blue collar workers. Again, many individuals are convinced that general aviation is of importance only to those in the upper socio-economic levels. Thus, an attitudinal factor constraining the development of general aviation is the widespread conviction that air transport is important only to a small segment of the population. This limited political constituency inhibits aviation supporters from translating their desires into market demands. In general, one cannot safely assume that "the overall attitude of the community toward airports is invariably negative." This attitudinal problem would not be as great in an upper class community as in a community comprised of working class individuals.

A second difficulty in assessing the demand for general aviation in a given community lies in the nature of general aviation itself. General aviation, which encompasses all civilian aviation activity except that associated with the operation of CAB-certified air carriers, has a serious identity problem. George Coker wrote that "the role of General Aviation can best be described as 'filling in the gaps' left by the common carrier airline services." He argued that the importance of general aviation is not readily recognized because: (a) the industry is composed of many uncoordinated segments; (b) the magnitude and glamour of the certificated airline industry; and (c) the reluctance of the vast majority of large corporations to publicize their ownership and use of business aircraft.

A study conducted by the Opinion Research Corporation in June, 1973 indicated that a majority of the general public (59 percent) has not heard the term "general aviation" and that most of those who have heard the term equate general aviation with air travel in general, despite the finding that 41 percent of them claim to have flown in a private or business plane or used a commuter service. Nevertheless, most members of the public agree that general aviation provides many benefits such as: emergency service (95 percent), jobs (95 percent), and industrial growth (76 percent). Thus, although members of the general public are not knowledgeable about what comprises general aviation, they expressed positive views about its impact once the polling team defined general aviation to the interviewees. One can conclude that the pressure for general aviation is probably created by community leaders or a small group of individuals either from inside or outside the community. In sum the development of general aviation is frequently constrained by the lack of broad, and supportive, constituency. It should be kept in mind, however, that the size of a constituency in a policy area may not be as important as the characteristics of that constituency. Frequently a small group, which is well-organized and high in socio-economic status,
can exercise authority disproportionate to its number. A third problem in assessing the demand for general aviation is the lack of a national transportation policy. According to a study commissioned by the Aviation Advisory Commission the transportation policy of the United States can best be described as a patchwork of disorderly transportation policies which are an agglomeration of explicit statutory provisions and implicit approaches, resulting from usually unstated assumptions, changing social priorities, and scattered responses to random developments over the years. National transportation policies are better revealed in what is done, or not done, than in what is said.

The lack of a transportation policy system, which is reflected in the general confusion about the proper role of the various levels of government in general aviation, increases the difficulty of attempting to determine the demand for general aviation activity. It is, for example, difficult to measure the impact of mass public opinion on policy when the policy is not clearly known. There is little evidence that mass opinion is an important determinant of public policy, particularly in a policy area as vague as general aviation.

The lack of national policy has been one factor which has led the federal government to adopt the approach that policy decisions should be decentralized and made by local units of government. The advocates use of special revenue-sharing funds for transportation planning does little to solve this lack of direction. The revenue-sharing approach, which is based on the principle that local units of government should have greater discretion in the spending of funds, leads to further confusion since the combination of local transportation policies does not necessarily lead to any type of national policy.

The above discussion has distinguished between the mass public and the various specific publics involved in the development of general aviation activity. Another distinction, based on the propensity to use general aviation also should be made. This is the distinction between the consumers of service and the non-consumers. Rai Okamoto, a member of the Aviation Advisory Commission, has classified the non-consumers into two groups. First, those who use the system but do not want to be disturbed by it once they are on the ground. This group uses air services but at the same time is very concerned about avoiding its negative impacts. This group can be compared to automobile drivers who drive their cars but do not want expressways located close to their homes. The second group of non-consumers is comprised of those who rarely or never use the system. This group could be composed of the community's taxpayers who use other modes of transportation on a daily basis. To them, an airport is something exotic and perhaps not necessary. Transportation problems are viewed in terms of highways and local mass transit. Consequently, they would not be in favor of the development of general aviation facilities.

Evidence suggests that general aviation proponents are usually the only members of the public involved in the initial stages of airport development. Only when specific issues are put in the context of the decision-making process do other individuals and groups become involved. These groups, which are usually composed of residents near the proposed facility, generally play a negative role—they want to stop something (an airport) from happening. This negative role of various community groups is demonstrated most clearly in the environmental assessment review process in which local citizens become involved only once certain basic decisions about the facility have been made. Clearly, citizens frequently lack the resources to participate effectively against the proponents of the airport who have the money and/or expertise to obtain the facility.

The response of the political system to the demand for specific actions, such as the growth or establishment of general aviation activities, can only be understood by recognizing that politics involves the distribution of rewards and disadvantages. One must recognize that
transportation policy, particularly from the vantage of the local community, does not constitute a set of coherent directions. It is most probably no more than the sum of actions taken in response to the expressed demands of various segments of the community at various times. Although decision-makers engage in broad activities such as organizing, ranking priorities, and allocating costs and benefits, they also tend “to respond positively to every demand without worrying about the total costs or total benefits (consequences) or considering alternatives.” In addition, the political system functions in a way that enables the definer of the term “general aviation” is not clearly understood by the general public, one would expect the aviation support to be in many cases the only initial influence on the policy-making process.

In some cases, such as in the development of the Creswell, Oregon airport, the airport is desired by a narrow group of users. According to a local study, “the original purpose of the Creswell Airport was to meet the general aviation needs for pilots in the Creswell area.” The study indicated that aviationists involve local government to quality for federal aid and warns that “local governments must be aware that general aviation airports are expensive.”

The desire to fulfill the specific demands of aviationists is not the most frequently expressed basis on which a community’s need for air service is justified. A recent workshop on low/medium density air transportation concluded that communities justify their need on four basic grounds—community pride, economic development, population dispersion, and isolation.

Community pride is a significant reason for seeking general aviation services because many individuals, particularly elected officials, attach a great value to being in a progressive community. George P. Coker, Vice-President of Airport Services for the Southwest Airmotive Company, used this type of rationale when he suggested that communities without general aviation services “may find themselves outmaneuvered by competitive communities.” In addition, the airport as a physical entity is a specific thing leaders of the community can point to when discussing their achievements.

Second, some communities seek airports due to their isolation from certain markets or services. These communities do not want an airport for business reasons, or for community prestige, but desire air services because other modes of transportation are either unavailable or impractical.

Third, communities want an airport to further their economic development. These communities, which are probably governed by city administrations embodying a growth philosophy, desire an airport to provide a service for the industrial business community which is probably located (or to be located) in an industrial park area within the community’s boundaries. Assessing the economic impact of a proposed airport is a complicated matter. The airport alone is unlikely to draw new industry into a locality unless many other attractive community characteristics exist as well. The role of airports in economic development is discussed later in this chapter.

The supposed economic advantages of airport development are an important part of the arguments used by those who attempt to promote community interest in, and pressure for, general aviation services. Many members of the community have to be sold on general aviation because of its lack of identity in the public mind or other negative factors mentioned above. The persuaders may be outsiders or members of the community. One prominent proponent of aviation development is Norman Crabtree, Ohio’s Aviation Director, who did “a gigantic selling job to drum up community interest.” As a result of his effort “community spirit blossomed with the excellent help and footwork performed by service groups, including the Kiwanis, Lions, and Rotary.” In a community in another state the demand for a new airport also came from a local service organization, the Jaycees, who were successful in “sweeping the cobwebs away from community inertia and set a record for ambition and ingenuity.” Without expe-
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diture of public funds, the community has an airport due to the efforts of several dozen men who took the time and effort to learn that an inexpensive, satisfactory airport development project could be both possible and profitable." 

The involvement of local service organizations in developing aviation activity for the economic benefit of the community is indicated in other examples of how communities have started airport planning projects. The city manager of La Crosse, Kansas predicted that the small towns "will have to have an airport, just like they needed a railroad in the old days" to survive. The following examples are taken from an FAA report. Lincoln, Rhode Island developed an airport study because the city's chamber of commerce detected "intense enthusiasm for such a project." In Manchester, New Hampshire the "city did not at first recognize the importance of the new airport to future city development." Later, however, the owner of Maran Electric Company "felt so strongly about improving the economy of the area that he donated one-half million dollars" to develop an airport. Once again, the community was described as "giving whole-hearted support to the airport development." Springfield, Vermont also felt a need to provide aviation facilities and responded by obtaining funds from the state legislature and from industries and individuals within the town. The FAA commented that "such an expression of faith and confidence on the part of industry and outstanding citizens in Springfield underscores the economic significance which the donors attach to this facility." Similar support by the economic interest of the community was also expressed in Hayward, California; Islip, Long Island, New York; and, South Plainfield, New Jersey. A different case in point, but one which also shows the significant role of the business community in airport development is Oneonta, New York, which failed to attract industry because of its lack of aviation facilities. One firm "did not visit Oneonta due to a lack of an airport." Another firm "rejected the area because it felt that too much time would be wasted and high travel expense would result if a new plant were estab-

lished in an area without suitable airport facilities." (Oneonta established an airport in 1966. Despite a mild increase in population, however, the work force of the city in manufacturing fell from 800 to 537 between 1960 and 1970.) In a similar situation, the Sunbeam Corporation agreed to locate in Forest, Mississippi, only when the city agreed to build an adequate general aviation airport. 

The cases cited above indicate that the impetus to airport development often comes from the business community of a given city. Business leaders are concerned with the economic costs of general aviation activity although the social costs may be of significance equal to the economic ones. At the same time, one must be careful not to attribute benefits to general aviation which the specific aviation activity did not cause. A preliminary analysis of the Quakertown, Pennsylvania and the Manntownt, New Jersey projects indicated that general aviation led to high levels of prosperity; however, a later examination of those communities indicated that both communities would have had high levels of prosperity, regardless of the existence of general aviation activities there. 

While the initial internal pressure for the acquisition of general aviation facilities generally stems from the local aviationists or the business community, other internal pressures, both for and against such acquisition are likely to develop as plans become more concrete and more certain of implementation. Such pressures will appear to public authorities to have arisen out of the blue, and the authorities reaction to the new pressures may well be an important factor in the strength of new opposition. Citizens who believe an airport is being forced on them on behalf of a special interest group may show intense hostility to an airport where none existed before. Consequently, authorities must make some effort in the initial planning stages to consider the goals and values of citizens who have not yet voiced an opinion about the airport. This will be done if decision-makers use the criterion of "need" within the context of relevant community characteristics in their initial decision as to whether or not the community needs better access to general aviation services.

Community Characteristics

The decision-maker who must make a preliminary determination as to whether or not there is a community need for improved general aviation services faces that decision because of some pressure, internal or external, for those
services. The decision to pursue the matter must, however, take into account not only those pressures for public action and the expenditure of public money but also the degree of willingness and ability to purchase general aviation services (economic demand) and the extent to which the acquisition of facilities supports, hinders, or is unrelated to community goals and objectives.

The "community" is defined for the purposes of this study as a group of individuals living within a specific spatial unit. These individuals possess a feeling of, or in fact have, common objective economic, social, or political bonds. These objective bonds are, indeed, the characteristics of the community that define its fixed or political boundaries, its sphere of economic influence or its social interaction space. This so-called "community of interest" encompasses a wide range of political, economic, and social activities. The type and breadth of each of these classes of activity delimits the extent of the interaction space called "community."

In the broadest sense, the nation, region, state, SMSAs, cities, towns, or villages are communities. But at the local levels each community is defined, obviously, within the local framework and context of the individual interaction space and community characteristics. In turn, the decision-making process in general, and the decision-making process with regard to general aviation services in particular, is related to individual community characteristics. Significant community characteristics will be discussed in terms of their relevance to the general aviation services decision-making process.

Once the community has been defined from the viewpoint of general aviation services, i.e., the area to be served by a proposed or existing general aviation facility, certain demographic characteristics can be considered. Population size, structures, density, and rate of change appear to be important variables in the determination of the need for general aviation services. For example, there is, perhaps, a threshold population for each service industry below which the service will not be provided. In Virginia, for example, there are presently only eight airport facilities serving areas with populations of less than 50,000 persons. The exact number of persons required before general aviation services can be provided is an elusive figure. Other community characteristics such as density, income, and age structure should be considered in combination with the community's population size in an attempt to arrive at that threshold figure.

Population density (i.e., persons per square mile) can also be a determinant of community types. The range is large but there appears (at least regionally) to be a positive correlation between aircraft ownership and lower levels of population density. Lower levels of population density figures imply a degree of rurality or agricultural activity. The degree of rurality versus urbanization can be an important consideration in assessing some types of general aviation services. Agricultural areas may make use of, for example, crop dusting, spraying, and seeding services.

Still within the realm of demographic consideration, the age structure and rate of population change, also have direct bearing upon general aviation service demand. Usually, general aviation services tend to be used with greater consistency by younger populations. The community's relative rate of population growth or decline can also be indicative of economic conditions and hence general aviation services need. A stagnant or declining population is less likely to elicit effective demand for general aviation services than a growing or stable population base (unless one accepts the argument that general aviation is a godsend to end economic debility).

The community's economic characteristics are not unrelated to, and, in fact, determine, some of its demographic and social characteristics. There is, for example, considerable difference in the quality of life and life-style between communities having a balanced or diversified economic base and communities dominated by one economic activity. Regardless of these differences, all communities can be examined within a framework of basic economic factors. Those factors to be considered in assessing a community's economic base relative to general aviation services are income, education levels, employment sectors, unemployment rate, industrial mix, tax base and tax rate, land values, degree of agricultural activity, and markets. All of these variables appear to be correlated positively to general aviation service need. For example, communities which are marketing or institutional centers (and therefore possess below average industrial employment) are more likely to generate traffic than are industrial or "balanced" centers. 44

Many of the factors mentioned are related
to each other. One of the most important is income. High levels of per capita income, median family income, and disposable income directly impact general aviation service demand and availability. In other words, income levels can provide a valid indication of a community's ability to support general aviation services.

All of the community characteristics expressed above are quantifiable. Various United States Bureau of the Census publications (Census of Population, Census of Manufacturing, Census of Business, Census of Agriculture, etc.) provide general, and in some cases detailed, information about the community.

Other community characteristics are of a less tangible nature. Individual community "goals" as perceived by the members of the community are often immeasurable but are nevertheless real. Depending upon the power structure, i.e., those setting, establishing, and carrying out policy, these goals can vary widely from place to place and time to time. At one extreme is the "no-growth" or stability policy. At the other extreme is the more common "bigger is better" approach to community development, in which steady and continual expansion of the economic base is deemed desirable. Individual goals at both poles and at intermediate positions, should be assessed as they intuitively become a part of the decision-making process concerning general aviation services. One should keep in mind, too, that different elements of the community may harbor or avow contradictory "community goals."

Many of the same factors which indicate the likelihood of demand for general aviation service provide clues to community goals. Goals are likely to vary with socio-economic class and education. Age can be an important variable: the goals of a largely-retired community will differ considerably from those of "young-marrieds." In addition, history and geography may play a role. Long-term residents are likely to have the goals of their parents. Communities near metropolitan areas may seek to become growth centers in opposition to the spreading metropolis or they may prefer to serve as "bedroom" communities.

Implicit in the above is the realization that all pertinent community characteristics in relation to the general aviation services decision-making process are totally relative to each individual community as defined by its decision-makers. No generalizations can or should be drawn at this point.

Making The Preliminary Decision

The factors involved in making the preliminary decision about general aviation services are presented in schematic form in Chapter V. The lists found there are drawn from the analyses presented in the preceding sections of the present chapter. The preliminary decision is whether or not to begin serious planning for the acquisition of general aviation services. If and when such a plan is undertaken, all the relevant factors will be considered more thoroughly than they are in this preliminary stage. As will be evident, there exist some methods for estimating the future economic demand for general aviation services in the community. Much more difficult to assess is the future degree of political support and opposition. Without political discussion or controversy in a community the decision-maker has difficulty in discovering community goals. In the case of general aviation, the community input to the decision-maker is primarily informal in nature and restricted to a relatively small number of individuals favoring general aviation development (i.e., aviationists and the business community). The major input from the public at large is apathy, rather than either support or opposition.

One can safely predict that this general community apathy will only be awakened and become non-support if controversies arise concerning the social and environmental impacts of the airport facility and/or the financing of the new or expanded facility. The decision-maker should attempt to foresee such possible developments as early as possible. It is difficult, however, to generalize in this area because of a number of recent political events, which have changed, at least to some extent, the interaction patterns of elites and masses. The most significant of these are the growing suspicion about the bureaucracy, the questioning of the supposed benefits of technological advancement, the uncertainty about the type of growth or no-growth policy a community should assume, the demand by citizens for self-determination, and the requirement that citizens be involved in planning decisions. These events clearly impact on the development of general aviation. Citizens have frequently banded together through "political mobilization" to stop the expansion of airport facilities. In mobilizing, the citizens have challenged the view—generally shared by bureaucrats—that the public bureaucracy involved with airport
planning and operations is necessarily acting in the public interest. In the mobilization process, certain special publics, not the mass public, demand accountability. The proponents of airport development must show what the costs and benefits involved in the development are. In addition, many members of the public no longer readily accept claims of efficiency nor do they believe that the expansion of technical facilities, such as airports, is always a means of progress. In brief, the cost/benefit calculus no longer includes only the more readily quantifiable economic costs but also social costs and value orientations.

Rai Y. Okamoto, a member of the Aviation Advisory Commission, noted that "evidence continued to mount that aviation's failures were inextricably bound to those of a non-aviation or institutional nature. One must reasonably assume that air transportation is only one means to achieve a goal, although many of the statements made by its proponents do not reflect this. At the same time, the proponents often fail to use a systemic perspective in their evaluation of the need for airports. Airport proponents must realize that the public is not a passive element in the system, that technical mystique is no substitute for public support, and that the public may also have its own goals which are quite inconsistent with the goals of the airport development proponents. At the same time, the proponents of further development should realize that the negative and positive impacts of aviation activity are unequely distributed within a given community, and that it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to develop aviation activities without a willing public.

Consequently, decision-makers must not respond simply to the pressures exerted by interest groups; they must justify proceeding with the planning process in terms of public interest. The section on the impact of general aviation discusses these issues in more detail, but at the preliminary stage one must ask what are the beneficial impacts of general aviation on the community. Some of the intangible, unmeasurable impacts include:

1. Value of time saved (by passenger plus "domino effect")
   a. Business flying
   b. Pleasure flying
   c. Utility flying

2. Emergency value (human life and property)
   a. Natural disaster (earthquakes, floods, wind, weather)
   b. Crime control and law enforcement
   c. Riots and civil disturbance
   d. Rescue and life saving
   e. Forest fire fighting
   f. Business decisions
   g. Food drops for animals; other forms of remote resupply
   h. Ambulance service
   i. Industry equipment and repairs

3. National defense value
   a. Pilot training and availability
   b. Saving in military aircraft through joint sharing of aircraft development and production costs
   c. Value to wartime combat use
   d. Civil Air Patrol
   e. Efficient and productive plant operations during war time

4. Promotion or stimulation of air carrier flying (ticket sales).

5. Entertainment value
   a. Value to general aviation passengers (in terms of gratification):
      i. Air shows
      ii. Radio, TV, movies
   b. Sightseeing and other transportation modes

6. General business industry associated with General Aviation Travel
   a. Hotels
   b. Ground transportation (taxi, limousine, car rental, etc.)
   c. Air carrier helicopter services
   d. Meals

7. Specific benefits related to General Aviation
   a. Aerial photography and mapping
   b. Fish spotting and fish saving
   c. Forest fire patrol
   d. Power and pipe line patrol
   e. Corporation internal business aircraft management, maintenance and operations, personnel and expenses
### TABLE III-I

**DEMAND MODELS APPLICATION TO FORECASTING AIRPORT USAGE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direct Demand</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economic Demand Model</td>
<td>Good theoretical structure but calibration has not been fully tested and is limited because of the requirements of a large sample size.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McLynn Model</td>
<td>Never fully tested in application.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bauman-Quandt Model</td>
<td>One of the few “abstract” mode models; good formulation, but has calibration problems.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Trip Generation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trip Generation Regression Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross Classification Technique</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comments**

- The most widely used trip generation technique. Used mostly by scheduled airlines in route planning.

**Trip Distribution**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Growth Factor Distribution Models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity Model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Simple to use. None of the models relate demand to explanatory factors. These models, however, have been widely used only because of their simplicity.

- Used widely by scheduled airlines for planning new flights.

---

(8) Related business development

(a) Development of industry near general aviation airports (factories and plants)

(b) Development of geographically isolated areas (mining, oil, timber)

(9) Incentive to foreign businesses who then emulate, interact with, and stimulate United States business, including their second order effect in generating facilities and services.

(10) National prestige (growing fleets of aircraft in under-developed countries).

(11) Social cohesion and unity through increased avenues of personal contact and communication.

(12) Political benefits derived from the positive influences of relative stability and growth in income and employment, and foreign trade impact.  

---


The benefits of general aviation cited above only become meaningful once they are interpreted in terms of the specific benefits various local community people think are to be derived from this activity. These benefits are dependent upon the goals a community seeks to achieve.

The questions of intangibles—community goals and community support—have been dealt with first because they are the most difficult to think about. The question of expected usage of general aviation services—economic demand—is more straightforward.

**Forecasting Demand**

Economic demand forecasting is essential for the proper planning and evaluation of community alternatives. According to the FAA Advisory Circular AC 150/5070-6 on airport master plans, forecasts of usage are required in four of the five planning phases. Because of their importance, and because they have not been thoroughly analyzed, it is important first to discuss present approaches and techniques for estimating economic demand in a community planning context.
Forecast G.A. activity for the continental United States

\[ F_t \]

1

Based upon past history calculate each state's % of G.A. activity

\[ P_s \]

2

Calculate state forecasts for future time periods, \( sF_t = P_s F_t \)

3

Calculate regions forecast for future time periods

\[ f_t = (r_s) (sF_t) \]

4

Based upon \( f_t \) estimate, on the basis of national averages, the various projections needed such as the number of based aircraft, aircraft mix, operations, emplaned passengers, air cargo, etc.

5

THE TOP-DOWN METHOD OF FORECASTING

FIGURE 3-3

Table III-I presents a general view of existing models applicable to forecasting demand for the services offered at an airport, along with comments on the model itself.

In application the most widely used procedures are the growth factor distribution models in a top-down fashion. Figure 3-3 charts this approach. The first box requires estimating general aviation activity for the United States as a whole. The measure used is usually the number of licensed aircraft or aircraft operations. A forecast of licensed aircraft (\( F_t \)) is obtained by regressing the number of aircraft against historical values of such independent variables as time, population, and per capita income, and forecasting the future value of these variables.

The second step is to estimate, on the basis of historical data, the share of a given state of the national general aviation activity (\( P_s \)). This share is then forecast into the future and adjusted for differences in growth patterns between those of the state in question and the nation as a whole. For example, if a state is expected to grow at a faster rate than the nation, the state will be projected to have a larger future share of the national fleet of licensed aircraft. It then becomes possible to calculate the projected licensed aircraft in the state (\( sF_t \)) as the product of the future national forecast and the future expected share for the state.

For each subregion within the state, the same type of calculation can be made, by again adjusting for differential growth rates among regions. This yields the local forecast of licensed aircraft.

On the basis of the total number of licensed local aircraft, the aircraft mix, the number of takeoffs and landing, or the number of
enplaned passengers, the last step is to estimate breakdowns for each category at some designated future date. Information can be obtained by using national averages for such values as the percentage of single engine aircraft or the number of operations performed by a certain type of licensed aircraft. By multiplying the projection of licensed aircraft by these average figures, forecasts of the expected numbers of single engine aircraft or operations to be performed on an airport can be estimated.

The procedure described here (and used in the Virginia Air Transportation System Study) potentially can lead to inaccurate projections for several reasons. First, since the number of operations is estimated on the basis of forecasts of the number of based aircraft at an airport, an error in forecasting the number of based aircraft would be compounded in the operations subsequently forecast.

Second, forecasts of operations depend critically on the base-year level of operations assumed for each airport. At non-tower airports the current estimated level of operations could be grossly in error. Some method needs to be used to determine accurately the number of operations at these airports (perhaps through actual counts).

Third, present forecasts are often conducted using data obtained prior to the occurrence of the energy crisis and the current economic recession. Forecasts made using these data should be adjusted accordingly.

**Forecasting for Community Planning**

In its analysis for the need of general aviation services, a community initially must forecast the future use of such services and the returns that it can expect from the provision of these services. In determining needs, the community must review the total list of service options discussed previously, in order to determine those which it might demand. The different categories of services for which a demand assessment will be needed are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A. Transportation</th>
<th>C. Special Community Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. People</td>
<td>1. Emergency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Business</td>
<td>2. Law enforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Personal</td>
<td>3. Environmental management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Cargo (mail)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B. Industrial Aid</th>
<th>D. Recreational</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Primary</td>
<td>1. Flying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Service</td>
<td>2. Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Manufacturing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| E. Based Aircraft          |                               |
|----------------------------|                               |

These categories are discussed in detail in a later section of this chapter. They will be briefly reviewed here. Transportation includes the itinerant carriage of people or cargo by commercial air carrier, air taxi, air freight, or business aircraft. Recreational service is basically local, but includes private flying to another point as well. Aircraft are used as industrial aids and for special community services. The former includes crop dusting and utility inspection, etc., while the latter covers such areas as traffic control, fire-spotting, and air ambulance. The number of based aircraft will provide some estimate of the income to an airport.

Formal forecasts can be done only for the transportation, based aircraft, and recreational categories. The need for the services available in the industrial and community services categories is highly dependent on the nature of the community and its goals.

To project the economic demand for the services listed above, it is necessary to develop a profile of the community involved in terms of its socio-economic and environmental characteristics. This profile is composed of the following sets of data:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A. Demographic</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Population</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Density</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Age distribution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Rate of change of population</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B. Economic</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Income</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Average disposable per capita income</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Family income</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Distribution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Employment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Primary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Manufacturing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Assessed valuation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C. Social</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Educational level</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Number of pilots and other personnel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Availability of emergency service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
D. Environmental

1. Isolation index
2. Community of interest index

It then becomes possible to develop regression models which give the number of expected passenger trips, tons of cargo, number of recreational and instructional operations, or the number of based aircraft as functions of such variables as community population, average disposable per capita income, percent employed in certain types of industries, and level of educational attainment. It also becomes possible to estimate the number of instrument landing, maintenance needs, aircraft operations, and fuel sales, on the basis of the estimates of demand obtained above.

For example, Table III-II provides a way to obtain an approximate number of based aircraft from the average household income and the size of the population. The table gives a Based Aircraft Factor according to the Average Income of the community. To obtain the expected number of based aircraft, the Based Aircraft Factor must be multiplied by the Community Size Factor which is the population of the community divided by 10,000 and raised to the 0.71 power:

\[
\text{Expected Based Aircraft} = \text{Based Aircraft Factor} \times \left( \frac{\text{Population}}{10,000} \right)^{0.71}
\]

This equation will provide a rough estimate for any community. It is however least accurate for communities of less than 15,000 people.

Another way of estimating the number of based aircraft uses the number of households in the community which have an annual income exceeding $15,000. Figure 3-4 is a scatter diagram of the relationship between the number of such households (which is easily obtainable from 1970 Census information) and the number of based aircraft for communities in Virginia. Each point in Figure 3-4 represents a community with an airport. ("Community" includes counties and independent cities.) The data show a positive relationship between the number of families with income in excess of $15,000 and the number of based general aviation aircraft.

In addition, the user costs of aircraft are also related positively to the number of families with incomes over $15,000, as shown in the scatter diagram, Figure 3-5, also for Virginia. User costs cover the total annual costs of aircraft ownership in the community, and are reflective of the maintenance, repair, and operating costs of these vehicles. These costs are also indicative of the volume of business and the direct economic impact that general aviation can have on communities with different income distribution characteristics. The trends demonstrated in Figures 3-4 and 3-5 have an upper limit, which is probably due to the capacity limitation of the general aviation airports.

Virginia, however, is no more typical of the nation than many other states. The fifty states were tabulated according to population, area, per capita income, and degree of urbanization. To measure probable economic impact, a unit known as the Equivalent Single-Engine Airplane (ESEA) was used. Two-engined piston, turboprop, and turbojet aircraft were assigned ESEA weights according to their relative capital cost, operating costs, hours of operation, and fuel consumption (Table III-III). By using these equivalents, a more accurate estimate of the economic impact of aircraft on an area can be obtained. The annual cost (taken as the varia-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average Annual Household Income ($)</th>
<th>Based Aircraft Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8,000</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17,000</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Based on equation obtained from Virginia Air Transportation System Study, Final Draft, June 1975.
ble cost plus 20 percent of the capital costs) of one ESEA is approximately $5,300 (in 1971). Table III-IV shows the relevant figures for the fifty states, grouped by region. None of the variables reflect the degree of aviation activity with any degree of consistency. Rather, it appears that the degree of activity as reflected economically is a complex function of a large number of variables. However, several trends do emerge.

First, aviation activity rises as population and population density decrease. However, population densities are found in less urbanized states which have larger distances between population centers. This places a premium on rapid transportation over long distances. Thus, in general the demand for aviation services increases from east to west.

Second, regions seem to be statistically similar. For instance, the Eastern states are similar to each other but different from the states in the Great Lakes region. The Great Lakes states are, however, similar to each other.

Third, aberrant cases can be spotted on a regional basis. For instance, in the relatively low activity rate associated with the Eastern

![Figure 3-4: Based Aircraft vs. Number of Households with Income Over $15,000/Year for Virginia Airports](image)
### TABLE III-III

**EQUIVALENT SINGLE-ENGINE AIRPLANE WEIGHTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Aircraft</th>
<th>ESEA Weights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single engine piston</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-engine piston</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turboprop</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbojet</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**USER COSTS VS. NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS WITH INCOME GREATER THAN $15,000/YEAR FOR VIRGINIA AIRPORTS**

**FIGURE 3-5**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FAA Region</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Population (millions)</th>
<th>Area (1,000 sq. mi.)</th>
<th>Pop. Density</th>
<th>A/C</th>
<th>Per Capita Income (1973)</th>
<th>% Urban</th>
<th>ESEA per 1,000 Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>56.3</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>2,884</td>
<td>2,884</td>
<td>57.2</td>
<td>5,224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>82.3</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>3,070</td>
<td>2,929</td>
<td>66.1</td>
<td>6,232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>69.7</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>3,313</td>
<td>2,952</td>
<td>70.1</td>
<td>6,036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>77.2</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>1,826</td>
<td>2,797</td>
<td>61.6</td>
<td>3,728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>3,265</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>2,165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>2,163</td>
<td>3,512</td>
<td>76.6</td>
<td>4,189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>7.19</td>
<td>5.84</td>
<td>953</td>
<td>3,403</td>
<td>3,674</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>8,417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>49.6</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>5,621</td>
<td>3,608</td>
<td>85.6</td>
<td>13,162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>5,045</td>
<td>3,066</td>
<td>71.1</td>
<td>12,327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>2,228</td>
<td>2,996</td>
<td>63.1</td>
<td>4,871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W. Virginia</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>846</td>
<td>2,333</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>2,014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Lakes</td>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>6,326</td>
<td>3,453</td>
<td>83.0</td>
<td>13,565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>3,677</td>
<td>3,070</td>
<td>64.9</td>
<td>2,163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>6.89</td>
<td>58.2</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>6,077</td>
<td>3,357</td>
<td>72.8</td>
<td>12,361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>84.1</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>3,518</td>
<td>3,038</td>
<td>66.4</td>
<td>6,628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>260.0</td>
<td>6,586</td>
<td>3,199</td>
<td>75.3</td>
<td>15,976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>81.1</td>
<td>2,921</td>
<td>3,032</td>
<td>65.9</td>
<td>6,245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England</td>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>1,190</td>
<td>3,885</td>
<td>77.4</td>
<td>2,490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>821</td>
<td>2,548</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>1,218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>5.71</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>2,268</td>
<td>3,408</td>
<td>84.6</td>
<td>3,834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>9.30</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td>699</td>
<td>2,985</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>1,239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>3,121</td>
<td>87.1</td>
<td>363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>9.61</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>2,772</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwest</td>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>83.6</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>1,390</td>
<td>2,644</td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td>2,269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>97.0</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>2,953</td>
<td>3,148</td>
<td>67.1</td>
<td>4,870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>51.2</td>
<td>4,005</td>
<td>3,357</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>5,839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAA Region</td>
<td>State</td>
<td>Population (millions)</td>
<td>Area (1,000 sq. mi.)</td>
<td>Pop. Density</td>
<td>A/C</td>
<td>Per Capita Income</td>
<td>% Urban</td>
<td>ESEA per 1,000 Population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific</td>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>6 45</td>
<td>119.6</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>3.373</td>
<td>83.1</td>
<td>552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocky Mountain</td>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>2.682</td>
<td>3.106</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>5.193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>1.449</td>
<td>2.696</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>4.243</td>
<td>3.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.Dakota</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>1.117</td>
<td>2.469</td>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>1.420</td>
<td>2.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.Dakota</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>1.009</td>
<td>2.387</td>
<td>44.6</td>
<td>1.325</td>
<td>1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>84.9</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>970</td>
<td>2.697</td>
<td>80.4</td>
<td>1.565</td>
<td>1.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>97.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>2.895</td>
<td>60.5</td>
<td>1.373</td>
<td>4.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern</td>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>67.9</td>
<td>2.572</td>
<td>2.317</td>
<td>58.4</td>
<td>5.419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>6.85</td>
<td>50.6</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>2.241</td>
<td>3.058</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>2.322</td>
<td>2.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>4.61</td>
<td>58.9</td>
<td>79.0</td>
<td>3.256</td>
<td>2.640</td>
<td>60.3</td>
<td>7.125</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>40.4</td>
<td>81.2</td>
<td>1.241</td>
<td>2.425</td>
<td>54.6</td>
<td>2.799</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>1.691</td>
<td>1.925</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>2.968</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>52.6</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>3.186</td>
<td>2.474</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>6.869</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>1.379</td>
<td>2.303</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>3.043</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>94.9</td>
<td>2.185</td>
<td>2.464</td>
<td>58.8</td>
<td>6.474</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest</td>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>53.1</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>1.935</td>
<td>2.142</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>4.511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>81.0</td>
<td>2.524</td>
<td>2.330</td>
<td>66.1</td>
<td>4.624</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>1.376</td>
<td>2.437</td>
<td>68.8</td>
<td>2.360</td>
<td>2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>69.9</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>3.713</td>
<td>2.694</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>8.010</td>
<td>3.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>11.115</td>
<td>2.742</td>
<td>79.7</td>
<td>28.439</td>
<td>2.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>3.081</td>
<td>2.937</td>
<td>79.6</td>
<td>5.254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>19.774</td>
<td>3.614</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>32.389</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>1.138</td>
<td>3.994</td>
<td>80.9</td>
<td>2.335</td>
<td>4.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

region, Delaware shows a high rate of activity. This is probably attributable to the fact that Delaware's corporation laws encourage many corporations to be chartered in that state, thereby increasing the degree of business aviation. Again, Nevada shows a relatively high rate of activity, probably because of the Las Vegas air fleet which ferries in people for entertainment. Even more variation could be expected on the local level, where countervailing factors will be less likely to average out.

While estimates of local general aviation service demand are necessarily inexact, they are needed in order to provide some guidance to the decision-maker. If the community is sufficiently distant from a large hub, it may provide enough traffic to interest a third-level (commuter) airline or perhaps only an air-taxi. The foregoing tables and figures may help project the number of based aircraft. Local conditions will indicate the demand for industrial aids or special community services.

THE PLANNING PROCESS

Once it has been determined that the community has a need for better access to general aviation services, the planning process has begun. This, however, does not necessarily indicate a commitment to positive action. The decision that a community has a need for general aviation services may have to be revised in the light of such factors as cost; economic, social, and environmental impacts; or, unexpected projections of use or development. Planners and decision-makers must bear in mind that (1) there are many "needs" which are not "musts," and that (2) the conclusion that action is unwarranted may in itself be a benefit to the community.

The planning process takes into account all the factors which went into the initial decision as well as a host of other factors which could include (1) the economic and fiscal capabilities of the community; (2) general aviation service options open to it; (3) alternative modes of satisfying community needs; and (4) future developments affecting the general aviation system, its environment, and the community.

This stage in the decision-making process is illustrated in Figure 3-6. The information on the left-hand side of the figure is collected and fed into the decision box labeled "impacts or actions." This box represents the process of planning to satisfy whatever needs have been established in the preliminary analysis. The plan which is developed can be the basis for either action or a subsequent impact analysis and evaluation study. If the plan is to do nothing or to implement marginal changes in the system, then it is possible that action could be taken without an impact analysis. If, on the other hand, an action or project of some significance is proposed, the impact of the project must be analyzed and evaluated to determine if revisions to the plan need to be made.

The following sections describe the four additional factors listed above, as well as the method of incorporating them in the development of a plan.

Economic/Fiscal Capabilities

The ability of a community to finance, maintain, and operate general aviation services depends on its sources of funds, its choice of funds, its choice of service and facility options, and the costs and revenues associated with those services and facilities.

Sources of Funds

Funds for airport construction are available from federal and state sources as discussed in Chapter II. Decision-makers will have to obtain current information about these sources since the Airport and Airway Development Act expired in June 1975 and has not yet been replaced and since state policies may undergo similar revision. Local financial support through general obligation, revenue, and special purpose bonds was also discussed in Chapter II. Other local support is sometimes available in the form of individual and corporate donations. Ohio's county airport system was developed in several instances through donations. Sometimes land-owners donated a portion of their land to the community in hopes of increasing the value of the remainder. Mining companies donated strip mined acreage which was no longer of value to them. Local unions or corporations contributed labor or the use of construction equipment for the construction of facilities.

If the alternative chosen does not involve the construction or improvement of an airport, other sources may have to be investigated. For example, if a roadway is built or improved to provide better access to an existing airport, federal or state highway funds may be obtained.

Alternatives

Communities considering the construction of an airport should investigate the costs of construction under FAA specifications as opposed to other specifications. Building to FAA specifications is often much more expensive since they were written primarily with the heavy
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air-carrier aircraft in mind. The State of Ohio avoided federal support for its county airport system and urged local communities to consider an airstrip for general aviation to be a road, 4,000 feet long and 75 feet wide, designed to bear a certain load under certain conditions. In the future it may be possible to secure federal funds without conforming to FAA construction requirements. This will depend on whether the final version of the legislation which replaces the Airport and Airway Development Act of 1970 1970 will allow the states more freedom in setting technical standards.

Better access to an existing airport may be secured, according to conditions, by the construction or improvement of highways or by the institution of scheduled or demand-activated ground transportation such as bus, limousine, or taxi service. A helicopter service may also be feasible for this purpose.

Alternatives to the use of air service may
also be found in alternative modes of transportation and communication as discussed in Chapter II. If, for example, the community's main need is better medical service, it may be more feasible to hire a qualified nurse and establish a closed circuit television connection with an out-of-town doctor than to construct an airport for the purpose of flying a doctor to town, or the patient to the doctor.

Costs and Revenues

Alternative fiscal arrangements for airports are discussed in Chapter II, where it is noted that small general aviation airports usually lose money and require some sort of subsidy. J.A. Neiss stated that as the number of passengers at an airport decreases, the airport can be expected to show less profit; that "generally only those metropolitan general aviation airports with a large commercial/industrial revenue base which generate over 160,000 annual aircraft movements earn sufficient revenues to meet their operating expenses." 52

Discussions with FBOs indicate that the largest, most stable revenue producers at an airport are line service (fuel, oil, and aircraft parking), hangar rental, and office space rental.

Operating revenues which an airport can expect to derive can be classified as airfield, hangar and building, non-aviation functions, terminal, and concessions. Each of these sources of revenue will be discussed below. In the airfield area, revenues can be derived from air carrier landing fees, landing fees for other aircraft, fuel and oil sales, airline catering fees, aircraft parking (overnight and long-term), and use fees for military reserves and air guards. Obviously, the revenues derived are very closely associated with the size of the airport.

Hangar and building area revenues are derived from hangar rental, office space rental to commercial and industrial concerns, rental of cargo and freight forwarding areas, rental of space to governmental agencies—such as the FAA or the National Weather Service—and the rental of facilities (hangars and offices) to FBOs. Frequently, the airport administration does not provide the buildings directly, but leases the land on a 25- to 30-year basis to an FBO. In the future, the ownership of the facilities will revert to the administration and will be rented back to the operator at the end of the lease period.

Non-aviation revenues can be derived from the sale or lease of property for industrial or commercial enterprises which desire access to an airport.

Most of the revenue derived from the terminal area comes from the airlines for their ticket counters, waiting rooms, and offices; and, from automobile parking. In addition, many other concessions tend to congregate about the terminal area. Among those are auto rental, restaurants, various shops, flight insurance, hotel or motel facilities, and advertising spaces.

Each of the revenue producing areas also has associated costs. In the airfield area, costs include the maintenance of the runways (resurfacing, regrooving, rubber removal, snow removal, etc.), replacement of runway lights, and mowing the grass. Hangar and building costs consist of the general upkeep of the buildings (roofs, doors—hangar doors can be especially troublesome). Facilities that are rented to FBOs are usually maintained by the FBO. In the terminal area, costs include those of security police (particularly if air carriers are using the facility), utilities, general upkeep of halls, corridors, main lobbies, rest rooms, and other unassigned spaces; concessions at an airport are usually expected to provide the upkeep of their own facilities with the exception of parking surfaces.

Future Developments

A consideration of future developments is central to any planning effort. These developments could be local, regional, or national in nature. They could also be social, economic, political, or technological. It is, of course, difficult to see very far or very clearly into the future but some projections must be made and considered by local planners. If, for example, there were a high probability that a cheap and efficient VTOL or STOL vehicle would be developed, future runways requirements for general aviation aircraft might well be very short and much less land would have to be acquired. Again, if it be likely that general aviation aircraft will become much more expensive to own and operate, projections of demand for facilities and services would have to be revised. On the local level, it may be possible to foresee the development of strong anti-airport sentiments among the citizens which would affect the siting or even the existence of an airport in future plans.

The conclusions reached below are of a tentative nature and are indicative only of the type of concerns which must be addressed regarding the future. Communities considering

the acquisition of general aviation services would be well advised to check the validity of what appears below, for unexpected developments may change the probabilities of important factors.

**Population Dispersion**

There has been considerable discussion of the desirability and feasibility of a national policy of population dispersion. If such a policy were to be adopted, the allocation of federal funds for the establishment of airports in designated regional growth centers or in exurban areas generally might well be increased. Such an approach could change the present funding criteria for airport development, which is based on accommodating existing and projected aircraft ownership in an area, rather than guiding the location of aviation activity.

A policy of population dispersion has been suggested in view of the increasing metropolitan-area problems which are magnified by the rise in urban population on the national level. Proposed programs include such options as the encouragement of the location and relocation of jobs in non-metropolitan areas to draw people away from the cities and suburbs; the provision of economic support for the non-metropolitan population in order to stem the tide of migration from rural to urban areas; the creation of new small and medium-sized cities away from heavy concentrations of population; the revitalization of viable small towns; and the development of underdeveloped regions. The development of airports might play a role in many of these proposals in order to overcome the disadvantages of isolation and to make such areas and places more attractive to business.

Among the trends most frequently mentioned in support of such programs is the decentralization tendency of some sectors of the economy. For various reasons, many firms have located or relocated manufacturing plants away from central cities and even away from the suburbs. In larger companies, the tendency is to locate assembly plants in scattered locations while maintaining headquarters in urban centers near transportation, communication, and financial facilities. This trend is presently small, however, involving between 500 and 750 locations each year and is unlikely to accelerate or have much impact without the stimulus of a national policy. Industries which relocate are those which can make use of the generally low-skilled labor available in non-urban areas. Such industries are typically those in their later stages of development because they have routinized procedures and automated production. Older industries tend to be slow-growth since ample time has passed for the market to become relatively saturated. Even if more of such industry relocated in the countryside, it will be unlikely to induce growth at rates equal to those found in metropolitan areas. In addition, the proportion of industry devoted to manufacturing has been undergoing a steady decline while service-oriented industry has dramatically increased to 62 percent of the non-agricultural jobs. Service-oriented firms are unlikely to locate away from population centers, since it is to their benefit to be very close to large markets.

The creation of new towns and communities has definitely begun, but, again, the enterprise is presently of limited size. In 1970, the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) compiled a list of large communities and new developments. While the list was not exhaustive, it was made as complete as possible. HUD located a total of 63 new communities which had been completed or begun between 1947 and 1969. The total projected population of these developments amounted to less than four million residents. Other trends which are relatively small, but may become more important, are the use of small towns as places for retirement, due to the lower cost of living and slower pace of life; and the growth of leisure activities in the form of tourism and recreation.

The importance of these trends could be modified by a significant national policy aimed at redistributing metropolitan population or at least slowing the migration to metropolitan areas, but at present, population dispersion does not seem to be a clearly recognized goal.
In 1970, President Nixon stated it as a goal in his State of the Union address, but as late as 1974 that goal had not been reaffirmed. There are, however, a host of programs to improve the quality of rural life, which may imply a national goal of increasing the relative attractiveness of rural areas, thereby decreasing the trend toward migration to rural areas and making it more possible for people to relocate in the exurban regions. Such programs include the Appalachian Program and the Rural Development Act of 1972.

It is not clear, furthermore, whether population redistribution should be a national goal. The United States has a relatively homogeneous culture—metropolitan and non-metropolitan populations have much the same idea of the good life. Many of their goals relate better to urban living than to rural. At present the majority of the population seems to prefer urban life, but it is unclear how important economic factors are—especially the supply of jobs—in that preference. Various studies offer vastly different estimates of the number of people who would like to live in non-metropolitan areas if jobs were available.

Without information about the true desires of the citizenry, one cannot assume that simple redistribution, without regard to the types of people likely to be redistributed, is a good thing, such a policy might simply accelerate the flight of those who are better-off from the centers of cities leaving others behind.

Finally, it is not clear that non-coercive policies could, in fact, reverse present migration trends.

In sum, there seems to be a real possibility of a national policy to redistribute population, but such a policy has a low probability of being enacted in the near future. Consequently, planners should assume perhaps, that the federal government will give little support to exurban industrial relocation and no more support than is presently available to airport development.

Cost of Aircraft Ownership

There are several reasons to believe that the cost of aircraft ownership and operation will increase significantly in the near future. Such increased costs might tend to drive the private owner of smaller craft out of aviation and thus change the mix of aircraft in general aviation. This may have significant consequences for decision-makers.

The increased costs will be due primarily to the congestion of the airways and the expense of fuel. As was discussed in Chapter I, general aviation's use of airspace has been increasing steadily. Safety problems are posed by this increase as well as by conflicts which arise between general aviation on the one hand, and military and air carrier aircraft on the other, especially near air bases and hubs. The result of these problems has been an increase in the amount of avionics equipment required on aircraft and an increasing sophistication and cost of operation of the airways and air traffic control systems. At present, general aviation aircraft are excluded from some congested areas and airports unless they are equipped with certain avionics devices. Increasing demands for improved safety and the growing traffic at hubs are both likely to increase location in which planes are required to have more elaborate electronic capabilities. Inexpensive aircraft will become, therefore, less attractive, while better equipped and more useful aircraft become more costly.

Aircraft operating expenses will also increase as the cost of airways system operation increases. This cost is presently borne by taxes on aviation fuel and passengers. Such taxes may increase in the future and general aviation may be charged a larger share of the system operating cost.

Fuel costs are likely to increase also as all forms of energy become more expensive. While there are possibilities for the use of liquid hydrogen as an alternative to fossil fuels, at present this technology seems to be applicable only to larger aircraft. In addition, there seems to be little likelihood of a significant increase in fuel efficiency resulting from changes in design of smaller general aviation aircraft, although some increases are probable.

As general aviation becomes more expensive the private flyer will find it less and less attractive. Therefore general aviation will be composed of a higher percentage of business aircraft; air taxi, commuter, and cargo services; as well as industrial aid and special community services. In addition, many smaller companies which might have used their own aircraft in the past will find it prohibitively expensive and may turn to commercial air services and to alternative modes of transportation and communication. Decision-makers should therefore be cautious in estimating the future economic demand for general aviation services, especially when their projections are based on the present number of aircraft owners or aircraft engines.
owned in the service area. It may be also true that airports of the future will be viable only if they can accommodate the larger types of aircraft used for business and commuter services.

State and Local Plans

Many states are presently developing state airport system plans and some are formulating intrastate commuter airline plans. Such plans may have important effects on the future of local communities and may indicate the future allocation of state funds.

Decisions affecting the future of the local community are made by many people and in many sectors. Decision-makers concerned with general aviation would do well to coordinate their plans with other planning efforts in their community and in neighboring areas, and to consider the variety of future options discussed in this chapter and procedures recommended in Chapter V of this report.

General Aviation Service Options

A community's utilization of general aviation services is derived from its socio-economic, geographic, and functional characteristics. An ocean-front community may require aerial fish spotting; one which grows or manufactures perishable goods may find its most important need for general aviation service to be air cargo service to remote markets; or, a community with strong ties to a metropolitan area 200 miles away might seek some form of public air transportation. Each of these communities will probably find that it has needs for services other than the primary ones described previously. While a single-purpose aviation facility might not be justifiable, a multi-purpose facility might be more viable, with decreasing marginal costs for improved utilization and community service.

General aviation services can be classified into three basic categories: (1) transportation, (2) industrial and community service, and (3) sports and recreational. These are described below.

Transportation

This category covers the movement of people and goods by commercial service. Passenger air transportation can be provided by (1) certificated air carriers, (2) commuter airlines, (3) air taxi operators, and (4) privately owned business and corporate aircraft.

The transportation of people and cargo by the certificated air carriers is not a part of general aviation by definition, and will not be discussed here in detail. The interface between the certificated air carriers and the other three means of transportation will be considered, however.

Determination of whether the certificated air carrier, the commuter airline, or the air taxi will be the primary option suited for a community depends largely on the population of the area being served and the area's industrial and service mix. Of all the airports served by certificated air-carryers, 25 handle approximately 70 percent of the total airline passenger traffic. The certificated airlines primarily serve large hubs with a population of one million or more. An analysis of the commuter ("third level") air carriers shows that they serve both large hubs and smaller communities. They provide passenger and cargo feeder service from the small communities to the large hubs, and frequently provide connecting flights.

Three hundred and fifty-five (355) towns and cities are served by commuter airlines in the United States. A preliminary analysis of commuter airline services reached no firm conclusions about factors which would indicate the potential success in establishing such a service, but states having the best commuter service are in order, California, Kansas, Texas, Washington, and Hawaii, suggesting that commuter airlines provide more service in states where population centers are spread out. Geographic location and tourist attractions seem to be significant factors governing the number of departures per day for population centers of less than 2,500. In that category, Hawaii offers the best commuter and intrastate service and is second in the number of departures per day. Nevertheless, the degree of isolation of the population centers seems to be the major determinant of the existence of commuter services.

Air taxi operators fill a gap in public air travel by providing demand-activated air transportation. By necessity, air taxi operations depend on both the population base, and the economic character of the community. Service-oriented communities tend to require more intercity and interstate travel and are inclined to support air transportation services. Many commuter airlines began as air taxis and have continued to provide both types of service. An air taxi operation is the least expensive of the listed air transportation methods and the easiest to establish under federal regulations.
Industrial and Community Services

Aircraft can be divided further into industrial aid services and special community services. Some of the possible industrial aid services related functions performed by aircraft are: agricultural seeding, spraying, and dusting; livestock management; fish stocking and spotting; utilities patrol; advertising, photography, mapping, surveying, and prospecting; construction, such as placement of utility poles by helicopters; and, carrying television cameras for aerial views of sports events.

Special community services aid the general community in health, safety, and public welfare. They are functions normally performed by local government organizations such as the police, fire department, or forest service. Among some of the functions performed by aircraft are: shark patrol, medical emergency services (air ambulance), disaster patrol (forest fires, floods), wildlife management, firefighting, meteorological observations and law enforcement (traffic patrol).

Industrial aids and special community services may not only bring in revenue after they arrive but also serve as justification for some public subsidy of the cost of providing the necessary facilities.

Sport and Recreational Flying

This category includes those operations which are performed primarily for pleasure, recreation, entertainment, or other non-commercial purposes. The majority of sports and recreational flying is performed by individuals who own airplanes or periodically rent an airplane from an FBO. It accounts for 28 percent of all general aviation transportation hours flown. This type of flying contributes to airport financial support in the form of tie-down and hangar fees, fuel and oil sales, and periodic maintenance. Other types of aviation activities which are considered in this category include: sport flying, sailplaning, sky-diving, local area rides, and air shows.

Sport aviation refers to that segment of general aviation which designs and builds its own aircraft and is usually associated with the Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA), an international organization devoted to the purposes of sport aviation. Sailplanting depends largely on the type of airport facilities—primarily the runway landing area. An optimum landing area for sailplanes would be relatively wide so that the sailplane approach can be adjusted for its lack of power. The airport should not expect to derive tie-down and hangar revenues similar to those of powered craft since sailplanes are easily disassembled, loaded on trailers, and hauled away for storage. The main tie-down or hangar revenue would be derived from the tow-plane. Special considerations...
should be given to try separate airplane and sailplane traffic patterns whenever possible.

Sky-diving, or parachuting, contributes to the direct support of an airport through tie-down or hangar fees paid by airplanes which are used to carry the parachutists to their "jump" altitude. As with sailplaning, one aircraft can handle several participants and therefore is not considered a large potential source of revenue.

Air shows usually are offered at airports at the rate of no more than one per year, if at all. Direct revenues to the airport operator are minimal, but such shows improve the public image of the airport and contribute to community support of airport operating costs.

**Ground Services**

The direct aviation services described above are usually accompanied by secondary services in the form of ground support aircraft operations, including aircraft maintenance, repair, and fueling, and flight instruction and aircraft rental. Each FAA certificated aircraft is required by law to have at least one major inspection annually, performed by an FAA licensed airframe and powerplant mechanic. The availability of a licensed mechanic at an airport affects the number of airplanes which will be based there permanently. Many aircraft owners will not base their aircraft at an airport lacking maintenance facilities. Conversely, the number of aircraft based at an airport will be the major determinant of whether or not that airport can support a full-time mechanic.

Estimates from several FBOs in Virginia indicate that costs of these annual inspections start at $200 for a small four-place, single-engine airplane and range upward depending on the complexity of the aircraft. About 50 such inspections are required each year in order to support the services of a full-time mechanic.

The availability of fuel and oil also contributes to the number of aircraft which will be based at an airport, and will definitely affect its amount of itinerant traffic.

In most cases, unless an aircraft is flown at least 240 hours per year it is more economical to rent an aircraft rather than own one. Therefore, the rental of aircraft is a vital part of an airport operation. Rentals usually start at approximately $15 per flight hour for two-place, trainer-type aircraft and increase from there based on the size and complexity of the aircraft.

Flying clubs are frequently established in order to reduce the cost of flying, but a person must fly approximately 100 hours per year in a flying club to justify his membership as more economical than renting an airplane.

Closely associated with aircraft rental is flight instruction which requires the services of a licensed flight instructor and usually the rental of the aircraft in which he is instructing.

Additional revenue-producing services offered at an airport include the sale of parts and study materials, restaurant services, and ground transportation rental.

Because the dollar amount derived from the services discussed above is dependent upon the number of customers available in establishing an airport in a community, one should expect that a low scale initiation of services will be the most stable. This means that only limited services may be offered or that the personnel providing these services have a sufficiently broad background allowing them to perform a variety of duties.

**Alternative Modes**

Communities contemplating the acquisition of general aviation services should give serious thought to the modes of travel and communication which may be adequate substitutes for air services. Some services such as aerial photography cannot be obtained in any way other than flying; others, such as rapid transportation to a metropolitan area, can.

Once the mix of services desired by the community has been determined, consideration should be given to possible substitutes for each service and to the necessity for the non-substitutable services. The decision as to whether or not another mode is an adequate substitute is dependent to a great degree on the characteristics of the local community.

There is no need to repeat the discussion in Chapter II of rail, bus, truck, automobile, and telecommunications. It will be of some interest, however, to review the concepts used to evaluate the various modes and to relate those concepts to the local community.

The first concept is that of availability and accessibility. Aircraft almost always require that some mode of ground transportation be available. An airport must have an access road and a parking lot. Itinerant traffic will often require taxi or limousine service. Without scheduled service, the accessibility of the airways is limited to those having a pilot's license or to those who can afford to hire a plane and pilot. Highways are accessible to anyone with a
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A second concept of evaluation is reliability. All forms of transportation are generally mechanically reliable. Aircraft, however, are much more vulnerable to weather than the other modes. Localities with severe weather conditions may find a corresponding lack of reliability in air service. Under some conditions, however, air service may be more reliable than highway modes.

The third concept is adaptability to both load and terrain. General aviation is not as well adapted to bulk loads as are trucks or boxcars. Buses and cars suffer a similar limitation. Terrain, except the most rugged, poses little problem to aircraft, however.

Routing flexibility is the fourth concept. Except for rail (and water) transportation, most modes can reach most areas.

Fifth, the cost of using the various modes is also discussed in Chapter II. The importance of this factor depends on the socio-economic characteristics of the citizens of the community, some of whom could afford to use one mode but not another. Economics must also be considered in the light of the importance of time and comfort. Americans tend to consider the full-size automobile as a standard of comfort.

Developing The Plan

Introduction

So far this chapter has discussed the factors involved in deciding whether or not the community needs the services of general aviation and in formulating a plan to meet any such needs. That a plan is to be formulated implies that a preliminary decision has been made by the community that it needs the services being planned.

Such a preliminary decision is little more than an educated guess, especially since it is based on a subjective estimation of community goals which, typically are difficult to determine since they are rarely discussed. They exist more in behavior patterns and in basic assumptions than in words. A decision-maker is more likely to discover the goals which certain individuals or groups advocate for the community than those of the community as a whole.

The difficulty of discovering community goals is compounded by the lack of citizen response to less-than-concrete plans and to invitations to become involved in the early stages of the planning process. As plans become more concrete, citizens are more likely to respond, only to discover that their role is simply to applaud or oppose the developed plans but not to contribute to them. Consequently, community leaders must take steps to involve citizens in the formulation of plans as early as possible in the planning process. If done successfully, citizens will have an opportunity to articulate their goals and to incorporate them into the developing plans.

Such an effort runs contrary to an authoritarian leadership style in which a decision is made and then announced to the community. A democratic approach, seeking community input before the decision is reached is antithetical and seems to be slow, frustrating, and bogged down in endless discussion.

Leadership seeking community involvement enables the community to discover its goals during the process of planning; the “endless discussion” becomes a method of incorporating those goals. If, indeed, the discussion is endless, one could argue that the proposed public project is not consonant with community goals but stems, instead, from some special interest.

There are several benefits to community involvement. Once a plan is formulated, it is unlikely to be bogged down by unanticipated opposition, lawsuits, and action groups, because all interests have been consulted. The cooperation involved in formulating the plan will promote a sense of community pride and awareness. Furthermore, the goals discovered through such a process will provide guidelines for future planning efforts. One gains thoroughness of decision-making by sacrificing speed.

While the ideal of full citizen participation in planning may be unrealizable presently, it can be approximated by publicizing the planning process, soliciting comments, and holding well-announced public hearings before making decisions at crucial points in the planning process, as well as by conducting surveys to determine local preferences.

In addition to citizen participation, a second principle of planning is comprehensiveness. Satisfying the needs for general aviation services should be part of the overall community development effort.

Chapter I provides a useful outline of the many steps necessary in the planning process. The basic sequence in the planning development process will be discussed here. It consists of (1) describing alternative ways of satisfying estimated needs, (2) evaluating the alternatives
and selecting one, (3) developing a plan to implement the selected alternative, (4) measuring the physical, economic, social, and political impacts of the selected plan on the community, (5) evaluating the impacts which have been projected, and (6) revising the plan on the basis of the assessed and evaluated impacts. This section will deal with the first three steps in the basic sequence.

**Alternatives**

Once the needs have been identified, planners should devise a variety of ways, if possible, to satisfy those needs. Alternatives will have to be evaluated on the basis of the existing resources of the community. Consequently, the first step is to list the estimated needs and the second is to take an inventory of those factors in the community which may contribute to need satisfaction.

The needs may be satisfied by other means than the acquisition of access to general aviation facilities. Better transportation of people and/or goods may be obtained by the acquisition of bus, truck, or railway service, or simply by improving the local highway system or access to interstate routes.

Sometimes, however, important needs cannot be met without the acquisition of better access to a general aviation facility. It is possible that a nearby community has an airport which would be suitable. One plan might be to improve access to that airport by instituting taxi or limousine service or by building or improving an access road to such an airport. If such an airport exists nearby but does not provide the services required, one plan might be to join with the neighboring community to improve their airport, in effect making it a regional airport.

Another alternative is for the community to construct or expand its own airport. Then two important sets of alternatives arise. The airport may be the local community's or it may be established through a regional authority or commission. Again, the airport may be constructed to FAA specifications or it may be built using other standards. (The implications of this alternative have been discussed above.)

Each of the various alternatives relevant to the local situation (and outlined in the preceding portions of this chapter) should each be formulated in terms of the needs it satisfies, the costs and revenues, and the community goals it serves.

**Evaluation and Selection of Alternatives**

Brief descriptions of methods for community need satisfaction will serve as the basis for involving the community in the decision-making process. The fact that a plan is in progress should be publicized and local civic service organizations should be notified about the tentative plan choice. The plans should be made easily available and written comments should be solicited. Finally a public hearing on the alternatives should be announced. After the public hearing, the decision-makers will have some basis on which to select the most desirable alternative.

**Development of Preliminary Plan**

Unless the alternative selected involves building or expanding an airport, it falls outside the scope of this report. If a new airport is chosen, a preliminary plan must be developed. This plan should be developed by considering various alternatives in the light of the factors mentioned earlier in this chapter. Planning development is covered more thoroughly in Chapters I, II, IV, and V. Among the factors to be considered are the sponsor, function, form, funding, and site of the airport. Alternatives should be considered for each item.

Once several alternative plans have been drawn up, community input should be solicited again in an effort to provide clues to unexpected impacts of the various alternatives. After this solicitation the plans should be assessed and evaluated in terms of their impacts as discussed in the next section.

**IMPACTS**

This section will deal only with the impacts of airports upon the community. Chapter II identified and discussed many of the physical impacts of general aviation, including noise level, air and water quality, and land use. In this section economic, social, and political effects will be considered. Some economic impacts of a proposed airport will have been included in the plans as a projected demand for general aviation services and as an examination of the economic and fiscal capabilities of the community. As Chapter II indicated, general aviation airports frequently operate at a loss and the subsidy they receive is often justified on the basis of hoped-for secondary impact, such as industrial development.

Once probable impacts have been identified, it is necessary to reconsider the question of community need. At that point the public is most likely to become seriously interested in the planning since people tend to react only to projects which are relatively concrete.
The Use Of Airports To Attract Industry

It has been argued that airports and general aviation services are a necessity if a small city or town is to expand or retain its present industrial base. Since many small towns believe that industrialization is the answer to their problems, they may be led to invest their development efforts in aviation facilities rather than in other areas. The arguments in favor of aviation development and the likely consequences of industrialization should be considered by any town seeking revitalization.

The problems of small towns which lead them to seek new industry are generally the result of the trends toward the mechanization of agriculture and the urbanization of the population. Mechanization increases agricultural productivity per worker so that fewer farm workers are needed. Workers not needed either migrate from rural areas or remain to become unemployed or underemployed. Declining population is bad for business. Local businesses leave, thereby degrading the quality of rural life and making the cities more attractive for those who remain. As the population of the countryside declines, local industries may leave if they depend on local markets. Communities believe that added industry would attract new population, increase the tax base, and create more disposable income, all of which would improve the social and economic quality of life.

Proponents of general aviation argue that the availability of air transportation will promote economic growth by (1) attracting new industry, (2) helping established business and industry expand (thereby employing surplus farm labor), and (3) retaining present industry. This view is based on the expanding use of business aircraft and on the trend of industry to avoid the central cities.

The economic impact of airport development was suggested in a study by the Indiana Aeronautics Commission which concluded that Indiana should develop a $112.5 million system to handle business aircraft because "any Indiana community without convenient and adequate airport facilities nearby will be at a severe disadvantage in competing nationally for business investment and employment." According to the Aviation Advisory Commission, airports "act as magnets to attract business and industry." The commission also argued that "it has been factually established that few businesses are willing to build plants and other facilities in a community that has no airport." The same direct relationship between aviation activity and economic development has been suggested by the FAA which indicated that (a) the airport is a direct economic asset to the community because firms require aviation services, and that (b) "documented cases" show that the existence of an airport is a controlling factor in the decisions of industries to move in or out of a community. The FAA, however, has not presented the "documented cases" that support the suggested critical influence of an airport in plant location. In addition, the type of documentation that is available is frequently questionable from a methodological point of view. An example is a 1965 survey of 500 communities conducted by the Texas Aeronautics Commission. The commission reported that it asked communities whether or not industry and business had located there due to the existence of an airport and found that all of the communities in the 50,000-100,000 population range responded yes, while only 36.3 percent of the communities in the 2,000-5,000 population range responded yes. One would expect the larger communities to have access to an airport and to rationalize the airport in terms of the needs of the business community. This is probably a good example of the bias in aviation studies that Jeremy Warford referred to in his study entitled Public Policy Toward General Aviation. Warford argued that it is usually aircraft-owning businessmen who are polled on the importance of general aviation and they rate its importance highly.

The relationship between industrial development and general aviation services is much more complex than the FAA and other studies suggest. In fact, although many studies show that aviation facilities are an important factor in industrial location decisions few have been able to demonstrate the importance of general aviation in plant location. However,
as a study by M.I.T. Flight Transportation Laboratory points out "unless there are other factors such as access to materials, an adequate labor supply and the proper tax structure, air service will not induce new industry to an area."\(^7\)

Whether or not an airport alone is a sufficient condition to encourage the development of new industry is certainly open to question. It seems clear, however, that plant location decisions are based on a variety of criteria including: (1) traditional factors such as the existence and accessibility of markets, raw materials, utilities, transportation, and labor; (2) institutional factors such as the type of government and tax rates; (3) community factors such as amenities (cultural facilities and natural environmental conditions), attitudes and population size; (4) personal preferences such as the desires of management and the residence of the owners; and, (5) site factors such as land and buildings.\(^8\)

There are a number of reasons why non-metropolitan areas are attractive to industry. Employers are not enchanted with big cities where employees' productivity suffers from the frustration of rush hours, and where crime, noise, pollution, and expenses are increasing. The suburbs, which were likely locations for new or fleeing industry, have become less attractive as the metropolitan area and its blight swallows them. They suffer from pollution, haphazard land use, transportation difficulties, high land costs, and labor shortages. Small cities are attractive because they are free of many of these disadvantages. In addition, their labor tends to be non-union, more productive, and cheaper than urban labor. The national highway system has made most small communities accessible. Utilities, land, seasonal workers (spouses), and recreational activities are available. Taxes are lower and the towns are generally eager to accommodate new industry."\(^9\)

On the other hand there are many firms which recognize the advantages of metropolitan areas. There is a rich supply of knowledge available in local universities, research institutions, and engineering firms. At hand are advertising agencies, sophisticated financing, utilities, and transportation. In addition metropolitan areas benefit from the external economies of agglomeration and from the cultural amenities which can only be supported by a large population. Small communities often present problems to industry. They may provide low levels of public service and few opportunities for contact with customers, suppliers, and other producers. Local labor may not be easily trained due to lower levels of education; management and executive personnel are unlikely to be available. Also, there is likely to be a lack of mechanical and construction workers, of housing, and of other facilities.\(^10\)

It is important to keep in mind that the national economy is becoming more and more service oriented. Thus, while one-third to one-half of new manufacturing plants open in small or non-metropolitan communities goods-related employment has dropped from one-half of the non-agricultural total to 26 percent.\(^11\) In the past, many industries located near raw materials, but today only seven percent of the labor force is estimated to be near such resources; consequently, industries tend to locate near consumers and capital. It is often hard to find capital in rural areas with which to finance new industries because local banks are more conservative and less growth minded than branch banks and they often find commercial paper more attractive than local investment.\(^12\) Service industries, are much less likely to locate away from large markets than is manufacturing.\(^13\)

As a result of the drawbacks which many firms see in small communities and of the transformation to a service economy, there are many more communities seeking industry than there are firms seeking non-metropolitan locations. While communities have spawned approximately 14,000 industrial development organizations, there are only 500 to 750 new plant locations each year.\(^14\) If each organization sought only one new plant for its community, at present rates it would take over 20 years to supply them all.

In view of the disparity between the number
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\(^7\) Vitek, op cit, p 40

\(^8\) Henry L Hunder, Industrial Development (Lexington, Mass D C Heath & Co, 1974), Chapters 5 and 6

\(^9\) This paragraph is based on Maurice Fulton, "Industry's Viewpoint of Rural Areas," in Whiting, op cit, pp 69-74, and Nils M Hansen, "Factors Determining the Location of Industrial Activity," in Whiting, op cit, pp 28-29

\(^10\) This paragraph is based on Hansen, op cit, pp 29, Fulton, op cit, p 74, H A Wadsworth, "Community Planning and Decision-making to Attract Industry," in Whiting, op cit, p 65, and Ralph Widner, "Regional Coordination of Communities with Industrialization Potential," in Whiting, op cit, p 131

\(^11\) Fulton, op cit, p 90, Hansen, op cit, p 3

\(^12\) Hansen, op cit, pp 28 and 30; Benjamin Chinitz, "Public Intervention and Guidance of Market Forces to Achieve Redistribution," in Whiting, op cit, p 131, and Widner, op cit, p 129

\(^13\) Hansen, op cit, p 35

\(^14\) Earl O Heady, "Rural Development and Rural Communities of the Future," in Whiting, op cit, p 138, Hansen, op cit, p 42
of firms seeking locations and the number of communities which believe they would benefit by attracting a new manufacturing facility, it is important to investigate all the factors which contribute to a firm's location decision. A community must have advantages which make it attractive to industry before aviation facilities would become a factor. Because of the variety of factors involved in location decisions, it is difficult to generalize about them; however, several studies have been conducted which may provide some guidance in this respect.

According to a report written for the Appalachian Regional Commission by Management and Economic Research Incorporated (MERI), a substantial amount of information has been generated in recent years concerning the airport's influence on plant location decisions. The information takes two forms: individual airport case studies and industrial surveys.

The case study approach generally supports the conclusion that airports are, in fact, an important community attribute for the attraction of industry. Yet, none of these studies measures the relative importance of the airport's attractiveness quantitatively compared to the other community attributes. In addition, many display a pro-airport bias. For example, a report prepared by the FAA entitled The Airport—Its Influence on the Community Economy cited as its purpose to seek "... tangible evidence of significant community benefit which could be causally related to each airport's development."**

The MERI report also cited the industrial survey as a measure of the airport's influence in location decision-making. Despite potential analytical and conceptual problems, the results do provide, at least, some indication of the role played by airports in location decisions. Airports were listed as important by 20-30 percent of those involved in the location decision-making process. It appears, then, that only in some cases is an airport a primary determinant in decision-making.

Robert W. Shively studied 330 responses to a survey of Nebraska industrial plants. The most important factors determining industrial location decisions included quality, availability, and cost of labor and the existence of a right-to-work law in the state; highway transportation and proximity of markets; reliability of electrical service and availability of natural gas; availability of sites; and the fact that the people who started the plant lived in the area. (See Table III-V.) A consultant indicated that small communities attractive to industry had good highways with ready access to Interstate routes, strong and intelligent community leadership: a lack of domination by a single industry; a good supply of labor; a big city within 50 miles; and unobstructed terrain. Another consultant mentioned trainable labor, good highways, utilities, availability of sites, community attitude, and proximity to markets.

In contrast to these and other factors, aviation services do not seem to be rated especially important. In the Shively study, air freight transportation and air passenger transportation were respectively 33rd and 36th in importance among 43 factors. (See Table III-V.) According to one of the consultants, "a few firms needed or wanted airport facilities nearby for fast shipment of raw materials and finished products."** A survey conducted by the Minnesota Department of Aeronautics tends to confirm the secondary importance of aviation in industrial site location. (See Table III-V.) Unless the above mentioned factors and others are present, it is unlikely that aviation facilities will aid in wooing industry. If all of these factors and others are present, it is unlikely that lack of airport facilities would deter an interested company.

The Ohio County Airport System is often credited with aiding in the development of the state.** Under the plan low-cost, paved, single-runway airports were built in almost every county. Yet it is difficult to credit the subsequent industrialization to the airports or even to estimate the degree to which they were necessary, since the state as a whole has many fac-
### TABLE III-V

RANKING OF LOCATION FACTORS IN NEBRASKA, ALL INDUSTRIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Points</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Labor quality</td>
<td>645</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Groundwater supply</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Highway transportation</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Amount of unionization</td>
<td>417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Labor availability</td>
<td>637</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Proximity to raw materials</td>
<td>416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Available site</td>
<td>604</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Construction costs</td>
<td>401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Reliability of electric service</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Housing for plant workers</td>
<td>385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Wage rates</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Housing for executives</td>
<td>372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Proximity to market</td>
<td>562</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Caliber of local ID group</td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>People who started plant lived here</td>
<td>537</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Local financial institutions</td>
<td>327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Natural gas availability</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>31-32</td>
<td>Recreational opportunities</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Right-to-work law</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>31-32</td>
<td>Vocational training programs</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Taxes</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Air freight transportation</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Electric rates</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>Nearness to colleges and universities</td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Rail transportation</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Hotel, motel, and meeting facilities</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Community attitude toward industry</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Air passenger transportation</td>
<td>267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Friendliness of people</td>
<td>490</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Natural gas rates</td>
<td>480</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Attractiveness of community</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Local investors</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>City water at site</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>LDC financing</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-20</td>
<td>Health facilities and services</td>
<td>465</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Local subsidies</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-20</td>
<td>City sewer at site</td>
<td>465</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>SBA financing</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Available building</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Industrial revenue bonds</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Quality of local schools</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Recommendation of consultant</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note** A factor was awarded one, two, or three points each time it was rated of minor importance, important, or very important, respectively. Source: Robert W. Shively, "Decision Making for Locating Industry," in Larry R. Whiting, *Rural Industrialization: Problems and Potentials*, Ames, Iowa: Iowa State University Press, 1974.
According to lighted airports. Source: Minnesota Department of Aeronautics. A Study of the Socio-Economic Impact of Aviation on Selected Communities, 1 January 1975.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III-VI</th>
<th>RANKING OF LOCATION FACTORS IN MINNESOTA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>According to 24 communities of 1,000 to 10,000 without paved and lighted airports.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Community</td>
<td>2. Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Sites and Improvements</td>
<td>3. Sites and Improvements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Rail Accessibility</td>
<td>4. Highway Accessibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Market</td>
<td>5. Taxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Taxes</td>
<td>6. Rail Accessibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Power and Fuel</td>
<td>7. Aerial Accessibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Aerial Accessibility</td>
<td>8. Power and Fuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Materials</td>
<td>10. Materials</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| B | According to 35 communities of 1,000 to 50,000 with paved and lighted airports. |
| 2. Community | 2. Community |
| 3. Sites and Improvements | 3. Sites and Improvements |
| 5. Taxes | 5. Taxes |
| 6. Rail Accessibility | 6. Rail Accessibility |
| 7. Aerial Accessibility | 7. Aerial Accessibility |
| 10. Materials | 10. Materials |
| 11. Special Facilities | 11. Special Facilities |

| C | According to 25 industries which have built or expanded a plant in Minnesota in the last five years. |
| 2. Community | 2. Community |
| 3. Market and Manufacturing |
| 5. Taxes | 5. Taxes |
| 7. Rail Accessibility | 7. Rail Accessibility |
| 9. Sites and Improvements | 9. Sites and Improvements |
| 10. Aerial Accessibility | 10. Aerial Accessibility |
| 11. Special Facilities | 11. Special Facilities |

Source: Minnesota Department of Aeronautics. A Study of the Socio-Economic Impact of Aviation on Selected Communities, 1 January 1975.

...tors which are attractive from a business point of view. If, as one consultant suggested, a location decision is begun with a delineation of an appropriate region relative to markets, Ohio is geographically favored. In addition, Ohio has a strong highway system, a favorable tax climate, plentiful labor, and good factory sites. The same governor who promoted the airport system also initiated an extensive system of regional vocational education centers. The state was heavily industrialized (except in the southeastern section) before the airport system began. Many communities are within fifty miles of the state's larger cities (Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati, Akron, Toledo, Dayton.) While the airport program made the state more attractive to some industries, it is not clear that the lack of the airport system would have prevented substantial development. It can be argued, however, that while the airport system had little influence on the degree of industrialization in Ohio, it may well have determined the distribution of new industry; that is, new plants may have been constructed in smaller communities rather than on the fringes of the larger cities.

Assume that a community has an airport, many other factors attractive to industry, and an active and progressive leadership. What then are the impacts of industrialization likely to be? The answer to this question depends on the nature of the community and on the new industry, but there are certain factors which can give a general indication of the probable effects.

First, the favorable economic impacts of the new firm may be less than anticipated. Communities often seek industry in order to bring in more money and improve business with the payroll of the new firm. Thus, each dollar of payroll will generate income for others as it is spent. If the new industry is to be a significant economic benefit this multiplicative effect should be large. Unfortunately, the smaller the community, the smaller the multiplier, because the money flows out of a small community faster than out of a larger one. So while the multiplier for investment dollars is taken to be about seven on a national level, the multiplier shrinks to three or four at the state level. The local community, if small, can count on very little from this multiplication.

The loss of payroll multiplication is due to the "leakage" of money out of the community or the failure of the payroll to represent new money. A major cause of leakage is the portion of the work force composed of non-resident commuters who take their paychecks out of the community in which the firm is located and spend it elsewhere. In the case of one steel plant, 83 percent of the work force resides in counties other than those in which the plant is located.
located. Again, the local residents who commute to jobs outside the community, may quit their old jobs to take new ones at the new local plant. Except for the increase in their wages, their take-home pay represents no new money coming into the community, since they were already bringing it in from the jobs to which they previously commuted. Similar considerations apply to those on welfare or unemployment—that portion of the payroll which really represents new money may not be spent locally unless an adequate economic infrastructure has developed: locals may travel to larger towns or use mail-order catalogs to shop because of the expense and lack of variety of goods locally. Money saved in local banks may also represent leakage since commercial paper may be more attractive than local investment.

Consequently, communities should not accept new plant locations without evaluating the prospective industry. The most important questions in this regard are the kind and source of labor. Will the plant require labor of a sort available locally or will a large number of the workers commute? One plant located in Appalachia employed 3,000 workers who commute to the plant from 27 counties in two states. Some companies prefer their workers to live out of town in order to reduce local public service needs and consequent taxes on the firm. Will the new industry employ workers who are now unemployed or underemployed, or will it simply increase competition for those already employed? If so, it is unlikely to employ displaced farm workers. Even companies which hire locally may not increase employment as much as expected since they may hire the better workers who are then replaced by those who had been employed or underemployed at marginal, unnecessary, or redundant jobs which cannot subsequently be filled economically.

A second major consideration is whether the company will hire women or men primarily. Scott and Summers pointed out that the sex of the workers has important local economic consequences. If a plant hires women primarily, it is unlikely to have an effect on the size of the local population since there is generally a good supply of female labor among the wives and daughters already residing in the area. While they will be paid low wages, their income will all go to local families already in existence; average family income will increase, as will consumption. It is likely that more cars and more expensive cars will be purchased by such families. Families with working wives will purchase more convenience foods, household services (e.g., laundry), and women’s clothing. They are likely to eat out more often and at better restaurants, and upgrade their houses and furniture; however, they will be unlikely to build many new houses.

If, on the other hand, a factory hires men primarily, Scott and Summers argued the consequences will be vastly different. Population will increase as workers move closer to their jobs and bring families with them. Aggregate community income will increase but not per capita income to any great extent. The new families will require housing, furniture, and low-cost automobiles. Low cost food sales will increase, but not restaurant business; however, there will probably be more activity at taverns, bowling alleys, and other places of entertainment. The larger population will increase the number of students who require public schools and put a larger demand on public services in general. In addition there will be an increase in the number of young heads of households.

If Scott and Summers are right, there seems to be a trade-off between growth and increased standard of living. If a community acquires industry which employs men, it might grow and be likely to persist in the future since the number of young families will increase. Per capita income will be low, however, if the industry employs women, family income will increase, but the population will not.

Impacts on the community result not only from employment after the plant is built, but also from the workers who construct it. It will make a major difference whether local or imported construction labor is used. If construction labor is brought into town for a relatively short building project, there will be a short-run demand for sleeping quarters for inexpensive eating places, along with the generation of additional business at places of entertainment. However, local businesses will not be able to expand to meet the demand comfortably since it will exist for only a relatively short time. If the building project is long-term, workers will bring in their families who will put a strain on the
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47 Wadsworth, op. cit., p. 62.
48 Widner, op. cit., p. 131.
50 Wadsworth, op. cit., p. 64; Hansen, op. cit., pp. 40-42.
51 This paragraph and the next are based on Scott and Summers, op. cit., pp. 102-105.
school system and on other municipal services. One town expanded its schools and services because it expected the new industry to promote new growth. When the town failed to grow, the citizens enjoyed more services as well as a higher tax bill.101

New industry can have many other effects on the local community. The potential stress on local public services has been mentioned in passing. Paying for increased services can be a financial strain on a small community, especially if the new industry has been offered tax incentives to locate in that area. This form of inducement should be avoided since "tax policies are seldom a decisive influence in selecting a branch location" except in metropolitan areas.102 Again, ecological problems may result from new plants. While pollution is not a frequent consequence, it should be evaluated in each case. More important is the increased water runoff created by the added roof and parking lot area. Runoff can tax the sewer or storm system, cause erosion, and flood basements.103

There are social and political consequences to be considered as well. If the new industry will attract new population, what are the likely characteristics of that population? How big will it be relative to the present community? How will it be integrated into the life of the community? The plant may become a factor in the local power structure. The town may be put in a subservient position if the plant employs a large portion of the population.105 On the other hand, new industry can help provide leadership and brainpower for the community and help it to progress in the future.106 In many cases physical and social improvements follow the establishment of a branch plant.107

Conclusion

Communities may take two assumptions in their plans for development. These assumptions are both questionable. The first is that the acquisition of new industry will be of benefit to the community. The second is that an airport will be a major aid in attracting new industry.

The first assumption is questionable because the effects of a new plant on a community vary considerably because of low economic multipliers, payroll leakage, the source and kind of labor, the method and duration of construction, new demands of community services, social problems, changes in the political structure, and ecological considerations.

The second assumption is questionable because of the relatively small market for the many communities seeking industry and the factors which are far more important than air service in the location of new plants.

Social And Political Impacts

Most of the social impacts of an airport on a community are dependent upon the economic variables. Economics lead to political consequences as well. If a town builds an airport with hopes of industrial development the reputation of the responsible community leaders may rise or fall as industry arrives or fails to appear. In addition, the cost of constructing an unwarranted airport will either result in higher taxes or lower levels of local services.

If the airport does help to bring in industry, the community may find that its life style has changed, for example, from semi-rural to semi-industrial life. Since new industries could be expected to draw employees from the surrounding countryside, the new life style would involve daily commuting, which in turn may lead to rush hours, traffic jams, new road construction, and an increased police force to handle the traffic. This will result in some increased stress, as will the change from a farm life to an industrial discipline.

Should significant growth take place the locality would be called upon to provide the higher level of government service typical of a small city. It is likely that local taxes, after an initial decrease in rate to take into account the added base due to new industry, would once again begin to climb.

Social and economic impacts will vary depending on the nature of the community involved. In a large metropolitan area, the effects of adding a small general aviation airport would be minimal compared to the area's entire economy and society. If the general aviation airport is really a new metropolitan airport suitable for air carrier service, the effects would be larger and are rather well studied. In an isolated urban area, there may be a large economic effect and a smaller social impact since the life style is already industrial and urban.

There are also some consequences which seem to be relatively independent of the eco-
nomic variables. They are hard to measure and fall primarily into a category which one could call community solidarity or community interaction. Despite the difficulties of measurement, these factors can be extremely important in the quality of life of the community.

In order to build an airport under the Ohio plan, a community had to seek it actively by developing plans and raising money. It therefore became more organized than it had been in order to acquire the airport. Leaders had to promote, persuade, and generate community consensus. In effect the community united around a project and the project became a symbol of the community. While the airport may not put the community on the map in the eyes of the rest of the world, it makes the community feel that it is on the map: the airport becomes a source of civic pride and identification.

The airport in Vinton County, Ohio, became a more lasting example of this theme. Vinton's airport became its community center, a place where art exhibits and other cultural and recreational events take place. Again the airport serves as a way of bringing people together and making them proud of their community.

These characteristics of the local airport do not follow automatically from its mere creation; they are highly dependent on the planning process, becoming possible with full citizen participation. Positive benefits also depend on comprehensive planning and land use. With proper planning and implementation an economically-warranted airport can become something of direct value to many citizens, since others besides businessmen and pilots will be users of the facility. Such direct benefits are more easily perceived than those indirect benefits which flow from the additional industry an airport may generate.

It is important to point out, however, that such benefits as these may be derived from things other than airports—the community could unite around building a community center, a water supply system, or a recreational area. If other circumstances do not warrant an airport, the above mentioned social benefits alone do not justify it either.

Re-Evaluation

Once the various plans have been studied and their probable impacts determined, the community has developed a new awareness of the issues involved in providing general aviation services. It is likely that groups within the community have become interested in the issue, and that anti-, pro-, and neutral-airport sentiments have developed. It is reasonable to assume that there could be a significant difference between the estimate of community needs made at the time of the initial decision to initiate the planning process, and that which could be made now in the light of concrete facts, plans, and additional community inputs. Decision-makers must take advantage of this opportunity to re-evaluate their original findings. Consider, for example, the case where the plans call for the construction or expansion of an airport. The airport is now more than a dream: it is an actual plan with estimated benefits and costs and projected physical, social, political, and economic impacts. It has attracted the attention of numerous individuals in the community. One of three possible paths might now be pursued: the plan may be dropped, revised, or implemented as is.

The same methods described earlier in this chapter may be used to stimulate the incorporation of citizen inputs into the decision-making process—publicizing the plans, soliciting comments, and holding public meetings.

Impacts are not necessarily exclusively good or bad. Even among those undesirable impacts, some will be worse than others. How important is it to the community, for example, that the airport is likely to increase the noise level in certain areas by a given amount? In the case of social and economic impacts, evaluation is even more difficult. If it seems likely that an airport will attract industry and increase the size of the community, then the community must decide on the desirability of such an impact. What value does the community place on the pride that may go with having an airport? The community will have to determine the possible degree of relationship between general aviation and each of these factors. It must also evaluate the relative importance of these factors in the light of community goals. The evaluation of the overall benefit or disbenefit of the impact of a general aviation airport on the community is a complex matter. Several evaluative techniques are available, but none of them is completely satisfactory.

One approach is to develop "before-and-after" scenarios describing the community with and without the facility, in terms of such factors as expanded industry, population growth, tax values, and the like. These scenarios could
then be evaluated subjectively by the community, in the light of its goals and objectives. This method assumes the general aviation facility to be the only influencing variable in social and economic development and tends to neglect other equally important factors in the community's development effort. It also tends to neglect those real values within the sociocultural framework of the community which are neither economic nor quantifiable. Another method is that of "cost-benefit analysis," which weighs economic and social benefits against economic and social costs. The analysis is conducted after dollar values are assigned to all non-monetary costs and benefits. The artificial quantification of such factors as the value of human life and the quality of the environment, however, can lead to questionable, or at the least controversial, conclusions.

A reasonable approach to impact evaluation therefore, seems to be one in which both monetary and non-monetary factors can be analyzed within a framework that maintains a viable separation between the two, yet offers insight into the interaction between them. Such a framework is that of "cost-effectiveness," in which the direct and indirect non-monetary costs or benefits of a given course of action are evaluated relative to the monetary costs. Each alternative plan could thus be ranked in accordance with the degree to which it satisfies given community goals. Tradeoffs between the levels of satisfaction of different competing, and sometimes contradictory, community goals must be considered by the planners, decision-makers, and the community at large. The decision is basically one in which the community has to make a choice between alternative options leading to different identifiable futures, given the costs associated with these options. Such analyses and decisions are usually made in the political arena, in accordance with the processes of social choice prevailing in the community.

The re-evaluation of community needs and goals might show that the facility is not warranted after all. It may, on the other hand, accentuate the need for the facility. The re-evaluation can form the basis for a determination of the types of desirable impacts to be encouraged. As revised and amended plans are developed, impacts must be re-assessed in order to make certain that no new negative impacts are introduced, and that the replanned facility has both mitigated the negative and augmented the positive expected impacts. The iterative process of planning, assessing impacts, and re-evaluating should continue until a satisfactory plan is obtained.
CHAPTER IV
TRANSPORTATION AND GENERAL AVIATION
IN VIRGINIA

INTRODUCTION

Virginia, the site of the first permanent English settlement in America in 1607, and one of the original 13 colonies, has occupied an important position in the history of the United States. Richmond, its capital, was the capital of the Confederacy and Virginia and the site of many important battles in the Civil War. Because of its central location along the Atlantic Coast and its excellent harbor at Hampton Roads, Virginia is an important government, port, and shipbuilding center.

Geographically, the Commonwealth may be divided into four regions: (1) The Coastal Plain is divided into peninsulas by the action of the James, York, Rappahannock, and Potomac Rivers—all navigable from the Chesapeake Bay to the fall line extending roughly from Richmond to Washington. (2) Here, the Piedmont Plateau begins, a region of rolling hills divided into farms and woodlands, sloping gradually to the Blue Ridge, which divides it from (3) the Great Valley of Virginia. (4) The very southwestern part of the state is in the Appalachian Plateau region, an area of steep mountains and hollows.

In 1974, the population of Virginia ranked thirteenth in the nation, with an estimated 4,908,000 persons or 2.3 per cent of the United States total. Population increased 17.2 per cent in the decade of the 1960's, and since 1970 it has increased an additional 5.6 per cent. In 1970, 63 percent of the population was urban. The densest portions occur in Virginia's eight Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSAs), which account for 66 percent of the population. In order of size these are: (1) and (2) Norfolk and Newport News-Hampton, the two SMSAs located in the Hampton Roads area (with 1,073,000 persons), containing many federal government and military installations; (3) Northern Virginia (with 886,000 people), containing many federal government and military installations; (4) Richmond (with 556,000 people), a manufacturing, commerce, and headquarters city; (5) Roanoke (with 212,000 people), the manufacturing, trade, and transportation center for the western part of the state; (6) Lynchburg (with 140,000 people), a manufacturing city; (7) Petersburg-Colonial Heights-Hopewell (with 127,000 people), a manufacturing area with some federal activity; and, (8) Bristol, another manufacturing center. The remaining 34 percent of the state's population is in small urban and rural areas. Politically, the state is divided into 95 counties, 38 independent cities, and 192 incorporated towns. The independent cities are politically independent of the counties in which they exist; incorporated towns are not.

Important elements in the economy of the state are manufacturing, federal government employment, commerce, agriculture, tourism, fisheries, and natural resources. Manufacturing, employing one-fifth of the state's civilian labor force, is highly diversified and geographically well dispersed. Principal industries are textiles, apparel, chemicals, food processing, transportation equipment, and electrical equipment. Principal manufacturing centers are in Richmond, Newport News, Norfolk, Lynchburg, Danville, Martinsville, and Roanoke.

Federal government employment is concentrated in both Northern Virginia and the Hampton Roads area. In addition, many Northern Virginia residents work for the federal government in Washington, D.C. Commerce is important because Virginia's location in the middle of the Atlantic Seaboard causes a great deal of north-south shipping to pass through. In addition, it is the site of Hampton Roads, one of the world's best deepwater ports. Because of its proximity to the West Virginia coal fields, it has two coal-hauling railroads. Agriculture is important to South Central Virginia and in the Shenandoah Valley.

Tourism is important to much of the state with many water recreation opportunities on the coast; important Colonial, Revolutionary War, and Civil War sites in the east; and, many hiking and camping possibilities in the west. The Chesapeake Bay provides tourists, as well as the state's commercial fisheries, with some of the best fishing in the country.

Natural resources are important in the Western part of the state. Coal mining, important in the Appalachian region, has undergone a resurgence with the rising price of imported oil. Extensive forests cover the western mountains supporting the lumber industry.

In this chapter the diversity of Virginia will be examined with respect to its transportation facilities and services, the Virginia Air Transportation System Plan, regionalism, and...
selected case studies of individual aviation facilities within the Commonwealth.

TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES AND SERVICES

In the following sections, the Virginia highway network and the statewide intercity bus, rail, and air carrier services will be described. A description of the Virginia airport facilities will follow.

Highways

The highway network in Virginia is composed of several classes of highways ranging from interstate freeways to local roads. Figure 4-1 shows both the Interstate and the Virginia arterial networks. The Interstate system consists of I-81, through the Shenandoah Valley; I-64, from Greenbrier, West Virginia through Clifton Forge; Stuart, Charlottesville, Richmond, Newport News, to Norfolk; I-95, from Washington to Richmond, Petersburg, and toward Rocky Mount, North Carolina; I-85 from Petersburg toward Greensboro, North Carolina; and I-77, running north-south through the western part of the state.

The Virginia arterial network includes the following roads: U.S. 58 through the southern part of the state from Norfolk to Martinsville; U.S. 29 from Danville through Lynchburg, Charlottesville, Culpepper, and Warrenton to Gainesville; U.S. 360 from South Boston to Richmond and on to Tappahannock and Reedsville; U.S. 17 from Chesapeake to Fredericksburg and Warrenton; U.S. 13 on the Delmarva peninsula; U.S. 460 from Norfolk through Petersburg and Lynchburg to Roanoke; and from Christiansburg to Bluefield, through a part of West Virginia, and then from Bluefield through Tazewell to Grundy; U.S. 301 from the Toll Bridge over the Potomac at Newburg to Bowling Green and then Virginia 207 from Bowling Green to I-95 at Carmel Church; U.S. 225 from Martinsville through Roanoke to Clifton Forge; U.S. 58 Alternate, from Abingdon through Norton to Pennington Gap; U.S. 23 from Pound through Norton to the Tri-City area; Va. 7 from Washington to Winchester; U.S. 522 from Winchester to the State Line; U.S. 33 from Ruckersville to Morrisonburg; and, U.S. 211 from Warrenton to New Market.

Intercity Bus

Figure 4-2 shows the intercity bus routes in Virginia, operated primarily by Greyhound and Trailways. Some small amount of service is also provided by other bus lines: D&M Bus Company is South Central Virginia, James River Bus Lines around Richmond, and Bristol-Jenkins Bus Lines in Western Virginia.

Most intercity bus services in Virginia are operated as parts of a national network. The greatest amount of service is from Richmond to Washington, along I-95 as part of the major East Coast service. Another major route is from the Northeast to Tennessee, operating in Virginia from Washington, D.C. to the Shenandoah Valley and along I-81. There is, in addition, a north-south service along U.S. 29. A subsidiary part of the East Coast service operates along the Delmarva peninsula to Norfolk. There are very few east-west routes. The major ones being Norfolk - Richmond - Charlottesville - Staunton, and Norfolk - Richmond - Lynchburg - Roanoke. The entire state is served by at least one bus per day, and many communities isolated by other intercity modes are served by bus lines.

Rail Passengers

There are four main scheduled railroad routes through Virginia, three run by Amtrak and one by Southern Railway as shown in Figure 4-2. The major north-south services operate from Washington. Amtrak operates three trains a day to Richmond and south, splitting at Petersburg; and, one train a day to Charlottesville, then to Charleston. West Virginia and West Southern Railway also operates from Washington to Charlottesville, Lynchburg, Danville, and points south. Three trains run to Lynchburg and two go beyond. Southern has filed application to abandon some of its service.

In addition to the north-south routes, two run east-west, one on the Chesapeake & Ohio from Newport News through Richmond and Charlottesville, connecting with the Washington section to the west; and, the other on the Norfolk & Western from Norfolk through Petersburg, Lynchburg, and Roanoke to Cincinnati.

Air Carriers

The major air carrier airports in the state are located at Roanoke, Richmond, Norfolk,
Newport News, and Washington, D.C., served by National and Dulles airports—both operated by the federal government. As shown in Figure 4-3, intrastate service is heavily focused on Washington National Airport, with 8-10 flights a day to and from the major Virginia airports. The major intrastate air carrier is Piedmont Airlines. Other carriers serving the state include Allegheny, United, Eastern, and National Airlines. The best interstate service is offered at Richmond and Norfolk, with Roanoke, Newport News, and Tri-City providing lesser amounts. Several commuter air carriers also serve Virginia airports with Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington Dulles being principal destinations, from Virginia cities. 7

### Virginia Airport Facilities

At present 227 aircraft landing facilities exist in the Commonwealth of Virginia, both publicly and privately owned. Of these, three are seaplane bases, and 24, heliports. The remaining 200 airports vary from mere grass strips offering little or no auxiliary services to the mammoth Dulles Airport with its 11,500-foot runway capable of handling jumbo jets.

Only 49 airports, or roughly one-quarter of the total in the state, are publicly owned, as shown in Table IV-I. Several municipalities, of course, jointly operate airports through airport authorities such as the Peninsula Airport Commission, which is sponsored collectively by York County, James City County, Newport News, and Hampton. Despite the small number of publicly owned facilities, 92 airports (46 of them privately owned) are listed by the FAA as open to the public. Interestingly, three publicly owned facilities are included within this category. In addition, six airports were abandoned in 1974, one of them publicly owned.

Eleven airports in the state are served by scheduled air carriers, with most of the remaining 189 airports possessing only general aviation capability often extremely limited at best. Two-thirds of Virginia airports, for example,
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have maximum runway lengths under 3,000 feet and 86 percent have runways shorter than 4,000 feet (see Table IV-1). Yet publicly owned airports possess far the better facilities, with 45 of the 49 offering runways both paved and lighted. Forty have minimum runway lengths of at least 3,000 feet and well over one-third of all publicly owned airports have runways in excess of 5,000 feet. By contrast, privately owned airports boast only 20 facilities (out of a total of 151) with runways both paved and lighted. Most have runways less than 3,000 feet and only one of all privately owned airports has a runway length of 5,000 feet. Thus, the private airport is more numerous and more varied types of aircraft which possess facilities are expected to be needed in the Commonwealth of Virginia by 1990.

Financed in part through an Airport System Planning Grant, pursuant to the Airport and Airway Development Act of 1970, the planning and research that resulted in the final proposal was the joint effort of a special consulting team and the Virginia Division of Aeronautics. Because any airport expecting federal funding must be included in the state plan as well as in the National Airport System Plan (NASP), the significance of the VATS Plan to each locality should not be underestimated. In addition, as the planners were careful and insistent in pointing out, the actualization of the plan depends almost entirely on local initiative and local justification. Federal and state support for each airport will not be automatic.

Seven goals of the VATS Plan (which was schedule d for public release shortly after this document went to press) have been proposed by the planners. These are:

1. Provide a system of airports which effectively complements a balanced total transportation system for the state.

2. Provide an air transportation system which is compatible with the recognized developmental policies of the state, region, and community

3. Develop an air transportation system which is both adaptable and flexible to changes in air transportation demand and to technological innovations in transportation service.

4. Provide an air transportation system which will be technically, economically, and politically feasible for implementation.

5. Provide a system of airports which will produce social and economic benefits to citizens of the Commonwealth.

6. Develop an air transportation system which provides an effective means to safe, reliable, and convenient intra- and interstate travel.

7. Minimize loss and inefficient use of natural resources, and avoid degradation of human and natural environments. The system concept that was selected essentially requires, first, the expansion of existing facilities and, second, the establishment of a limited number of additional facilities where present airports do not exist or cannot be expanded to meet expected demand. The fifteen-year planning period is structured around three stages of development—1976, 1980, and 1990. Determinants for establishing the facility requirements of each planning district in the Commonwealth (there are 22 districts in all) are the forecasts of based aircraft and annual operations during each of these time frames. For example, in Planning District 3, Virginia Highlands Airport, with 30,000 annual operations and 24 based aircraft in 1974, is expected to have 111,774 annual operations and 39 based aircraft by 1990. This will then require facility expansion from "Basic Utility" to "General Utility" and an expenditure of $1.43 million in public funds. Similarly, two other existing airports in the planning district are scheduled for expansion based upon these same criteria; however, the planners emphasize, and rightly so, that the development of the system depends not so much on forecasts made in 1975 but rather on events as they actually unfold in the next fifteen years. In short, "the plan is intended to identify a probable development and the development of options that should be kept open (emphasis added)" (Figure 4-4 shows the classification scheme used in the VATS Study to categorize the operational capabilities and the navigational aid (NAVAID) standards of Virginia airports.) Overall, the VATS Plan will involve 96 airports in 72 different counties and will vary from large air carrier facilities to unpaved strips pro-
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CLASSIFICATION OF GENERAL AVIATION AIRPORTS IN VIRGINIA

Operational Roles

BASIC UTILITY (BU): This type of development accommodates about 95 percent of the general aviation propeller fleet under 12,500 pounds. There is no special activity criterion required for this type of airport.

GENERAL UTILITY (GU): This type of airport accommodates substantially all general aviation propeller aircraft under 12,500 pounds. At least 500 annual itinerant operations of aircraft between 8,000-12,000 pounds are required.

BASIC TRANSPORT (BT): These airports accommodate all general aviation aircraft up to 60,000 pounds MGW, including propeller transports and business or executive jets. A BT airport must indicate at least 500 (existing or forecast) annual itinerant operations by aircraft between 12,500-60,000 pounds MGW.

AIR CARRIER (AC): These airports generally accommodate transport category aircraft between 60,000 pounds and 175,000 pounds MGW. The minimum requirement for this type of airport is at least 10 existing or forecast itinerant DEPARTURES per week (or 1,040 itinerant operations per year or season) by either the critical type aircraft or ONE of the appropriate families of aircraft.

LOCAL SERVICE (LO): These airports have known or forecast development limitations or expansion constraints.

Limitations and constraints include:

(a) Environmental
(b) Airspace
(c) Topography
(d) Proximity of similar services
(e) Land use incompatibility
(f) Ownership status
(g) Financial infeasibility
(h) Surrounding development strangulation
(i) Low activity projections

Providing limited service. Seventy-seven existing airports are included in the system. 26 of them now privately owned. In addition, 15 existing facilities which are presently open to the public have been excluded from the system. Although no new air carrier airports are planned to supplement the 11 now serving the state, 19 new general aviation facilities will be constructed as shown in Table IV-II. Eventually seven airports will be "deleted" or phased out as these newer ones replace them, so that by 1990, 89 airports will comprise the entire system. Fifty-four of these airports already have paved and lighted runways and an equal number also have runways in excess of 3,000 feet. The plan proposes that no public funding be expended for expansion or improvement of 33 airports. Seven of these will be deleted entirely from the system, 20 downgraded, in classification, and six will remain unchanged. However, 44 existing airports will be funded with most of them merely maintained at their present levels and the rest upgraded either one or two levels. As indicated in Table IV-II, the largest single category of general aviation airports will be "General Utility," followed by "Local Service." A map showing these airport locations is shown in Figure 4-5.
FIGURE 4-4 (continued)
Navaid Standards

**BASIC UTILITY AIRPORT (BU)**
- VOR Approach—if possible from existing facility; either on or off the airport; otherwise, SDF* or NDB* if over 10,000 annual total operations.
- SAVASI or VAPI*

**GENERAL UTILITY AIRPORT (GU)**
- VOR with straight-in approach—if possible from existing facility, either on or off the airport; otherwise:
  - TVOR if over 10,000 annual total operations
  - SDF* or NDB* if under 10,000 annual total operations.
- VASI-2
- REIL at instrument approach end of runway.

**BASIC TRANSPORT AIRPORT (BT)**
- ILS/MALSR if 35,000 total operations or more (MLS after 1980)
- VOR with straight-in approach and final approach fix—if possible from existing facility; either on or off the airport; otherwise: TVOR
- REIL at approach end of runway if no MALSR, otherwise opposite end.
- VASI-2

**GENERAL TRANSPORT AIRPORT (GT)**
- ILS/SALS with RAIL if 35,000 total operations or more (MLS after 1980)
- Straight-in VOR approach with FAF and (S) SALS with REIL if less than 35,000 total operations
- REIL at opposite end of runway from ILS
- VASI-2 at each end of runway (VASI-4 with large turbo-jet operations)

**SCHEDULED AIR CARRIER AIRPORT**
- ILS/ALS (MLS after 1980)
- Straight-in VOR approach with FAF
- REIL at opposite end of runway from ALS
- VASI-4 each end of runway

**NOTE:** Low cost, low power DME could be programmed with TVCR and ILS/MLS facilities.
*Indicates NAVAIDS not eligible for 100% Federal funding.

Source: Preliminary Draft of the Plan for the Virginia Air Transportation System, Division of Aeronautics, Richmond, Virginia, December 1974.

---

**REGIONALISM AND AIR TRANSPORTATION**

That a regional approach to air transportation has been adopted in Virginia should not be surprising. Regional problem-solving has achieved wide recognition since at least 1965 when the Water Resources Planning Act addressed the problem of development on a regional basis. Such acts as the Public Works and Economic Development Act (Title V) and the Appalachian Regional Development Act have stimulated bureaucrats and politicians to look at problems on a regional level instead of using a local or state perspective. In addition, many treatments of urban transportation have focused on the need for looking at problems of an entire urban region or metropolitan area, rather than those of a series of adjoining cities. The move toward the formulation of a regional perspective for air transportation policy has received additional impetus from the following situations.

1) The airways are becoming increasingly congested with traffic. No longer do many per-
TABLE IV-II
CLASSIFICATION OF VATS AIRPORTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Existing</th>
<th>Planned</th>
<th>To Be Built</th>
<th>1990 Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LO</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BU</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GU</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


... is a representation of the aviation facilities required to meet the immediate and future air transportation needs of the regional/metropolitan area and is considered a subsystem of the state airport system. It recommends the extent, type, nature, general location, estimated cost, and timing of airport development required to meet the aviation needs of the regional/metropolitan area and provides the framework for definitive and detailed individual airport master planning.13

General aviation aircraft often impede, or are impeded by, the activities of commercial carriers at hub airports leading to the demand for reliever airports in the vicinity, and the need for some type of plan encompassing more than just one airport; though possibly stopping short of being a full statewide plan.

(3) Ideally there should be a transportation planning policy which attempts to coordinate air and ground transportation for maximum efficiency; however, by "regional transportation policy" vis-à-vis the airplane, one typically means a consideration of air policies for a region of a state without too much regard for the existence of alternative transportation modes or the desirability of their development.

An additional impetus for dealing with a problem on a regional basis came from the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations which described in a series of studies the need for treating the metropolitan area in a more coordinated way. Regional cooperation was further encouraged by the Federal Intergovernmental Cooperation Act of 1968, designed to create a national policy of including for consideration local, regional, and state interests when administering federal aid programs for local development.18 As Wengert has pointed out, one must add "where" to Harold Lasswell's definition of politics as "who gets what, when and how" to stress the importance of the geographical allocation of benefits and costs.19

One of the most important decisions, if not the most important, made in any regional analysis is the decision as to where to locate the boundaries of the region. The boundary location decision may alter significantly whatever decisions are to be made on a regional basis. Usually a variety of criteria are used for drawing boundaries. For example, the decision to form one planning district for aviation development for the combined New River Valley, Fifth, Central, and West Piedmont planning districts of Virginia was motivated by the perceived existence of close economic ties, interrelated multimodal travel patterns, and simi-
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lar urban versus rural environments of these four regional areas. The National Resources Planning Board in 1935 concluded that there were no general criteria for regional administrative boundaries, and that generalized regions could probably not be determined.

Regionalism often benefits some at the expense of others. An illustration of this can be seen, from a study of the proposal to expand the Roanoke Virginia airport versus a decision to construct a new regional facility to serve three communities, including Roanoke.

Theoretically, local, regional, and statewide planners each function with the welfare of the public as a paramount goal; however, what seems to be in the best interest of a local community may be seen as obstructive and counter-productive to the interests of a whole state or even of a substate region. The Roanoke airport controversy is illustrative of one of the most difficult areas of conflict resolution, namely the problem which arises when a single regional airport is proposed to serve two or three urban centers. In order to understand the conflict which arose in the Roanoke area, one must examine in some detail that city's position related to its airport facilities.

In March 1974 a steering committee from four Virginia planning districts (New River Valley, Fifth, Central, and West Piedmont) approved a study design for an air transportation system study of the area. The study was funded by a $100,000 grant from state and federal agencies; its purpose was "to develop a realistic plan which will furnish information and guidance for the governing bodies of the counties, cities and towns to be concerned primarily with the provision of adequate air transportation facilities." Even as this regional airport study commenced, some were concerned that its recommendation would be the construction of a regional airport, something many Roanoke city officials opposed.

The cities of Lynchburg and Martinsville had expressed an interest in having a regional airport which would serve those two cities plus Roanoke (see Figure 4-6). Roanoke officials felt that the city of Roanoke could not benefit from such an airport since it would mean downgrading Woodrum Airport. The Roanoke facility located just a few minutes away via Interstate 581 Roanoke city officials pointed out that Woodrum contributed over $300,000 annually to the city and this figure would stabilize or even decrease if a regional airport were to attract passengers who would normally fly out of Woodrum. Figure 4-7 shows the facilities presently existing at Woodrum.

Meanwhile, the Director of the Virginia Division of Aeronautics, said he saw no obstacle preventing the four-district study by the summer of 1974. He observed that an "unlimited" opportunity existed. The four-district area could have a plan that would look ahead 40-50 years and serve the 30 cities, counties, and towns represented in the four planning districts.

Several months later the Virginia Air Transportation System planners who were charged with planning air transportation facilities for the whole state through 1990, made a preliminary recommendation that future transportation needs in the state could be met principally by expanding facilities to handle future growth.

With respect to the Roanoke case, this meant that state planners favored the expansion of Woodrum to meet projected 1990 aviation needs. Statewide planners were careful to say that this did not necessarily mean that a regional airport serving Roanoke, and other cities, was not feasible. Specifically, for the four planning districts which had decided to plan their air transportation facilities together, the state planners had scheduled the construction of a reliever airport to be built in Botetourt County to handle excessive general aviation traffic. The program manager for the VATS Study emphasized that the individual locality must approve any airport construction plans before they are carried out.

In October 1973, the City of Roanoke submitted a priority list of airport projects to the FAA. Included in this list was a proposed 900-foot extension of the east-west runway of Woodrum. Land not currently part of the airport would have to be acquired and federal funds were sought for this purpose. A formal request for funds was not submitted pending the results of an engineering study and the completion of the environmental impact statement.

Presently, under certain weather conditions, jets with full loads are not able to leave Woodrum using its 5,900-foot runway. Woodrum is one of the fastest growing airports in the state. In terms of takeoffs and landings it
could support the additional air traffic which a lengthened east-west runway would provide. Increased air traffic at Woodrum would mean a crowding of the general aviation facilities there; however, the tentative state plan calls for a reliever airport at Botetourt County to accommodate general aviation traffic, leaving Woodrum (expanded) freer for the larger jet carriers.

Early in 1975, FAA officials wrote to the City of Roanoke that funds for extending the runway would not be forthcoming pending the results of the regional study which was considered building a new regional airport to serve the Roanoke-Lynchburg-Martinsville area. Any major airport expansions would have to wait until the results of that regional study were completed. On the other hand, the Assistant Director of the Division of Aeronautics said that he "couldn't endorse Virginia airport projects lying dormant until 1990." He said the Virginia Air Transportation System Study, although not yet public, would not depart from its basic concept that airports in the 4th, 5th, 11th, and 12th planning districts (which comprise the South Urban planning district of Virginia) should expand existing facilities rather than building new regional airports.

In February 1975, the project manager for the Blue Ridge Air Transportation System Study of the four Virginia planning districts said that there had been a misunderstanding and that the extension of the runway at Woodrum should not be held up pending the results of the regional study.
air transportation study. Echoing the arguments of Roanoke city officials, the argument was made that Woodrum is already a regional airport, the fastest growing one in the state. Roanoke city officials were urged to apply formally for federal funds to extend the Woodrum runway without delay. 16

Additional reasons for withholding funds for acquisition of the land to allow a 900-foot extension of the east-west Woodrum runway (estimated to cost over $4 million) included a general shortage of federal funds for eligible capital projects throughout the country, and a series of letters to the FAA from residents near the proposed runway expansion site protesting that expansion.

Meanwhile, within the environs of Roanoke itself, opinion became divided as to whether or not the Woodrum runway extension was advisable. In March 1975, the Roanoke County's supervisors went on record opposing the extension on the grounds that (1) there had been citizen protests and (2) regional planners should have an opportunity to study the whole regional situation.

The chairman of Roanoke City's airport commission claimed that the county supervisors should have checked with the airport commission before issuing a negative statement about the proposed runway extension. He also pointed out that if the city waited for the results of the regional planning study before extending the runway at Woodrum—a wait of approximately a year—the expansion would cost an extra $500,000 due to rising construction costs and inflation; thus, it would be priced out of existence. Those who argued in favor of a new regional air facility maintained that such an airport would help attract more air service to the Roanoke area as well as serve passengers from Lynchburg and Martinsville. Besides, expansion of Woodrum is somewhat limited in the long run by geographic considerations since Roanoke is surrounded by mountains. A new regional facility could be located so as to insure continued expansion without interfering with already existing residential or commercial land uses.

Toward the end of May 1975, the controversy over a proposed regional air facility versus extending the runway at Woodrum intensified. At a meeting held to get citizen input on the goals and objectives of a regional air transportation study, opponents of the Woodrum extension proposed a regional airport to be located in the Penhook section of Franklin County (see Figure 4-6) to be used by Roanoke, Lynchburg, and Martinsville. A county supervisor said that Woodrum was beginning to have a blighting effect on the surrounding community and he questioned the advisability of further expanding that facility. Further, the argument that a 900-foot extension of the east-west runway would result in bringing in larger aircraft such as the Boeing 727 on a regular basis was questioned. 27

A new regional airport might result in non-stop service to Florida and the West Coast. Such flights from the region's three airports which service commercial airlines currently have layovers in Washington, D.C., Chicago, or Atlanta.

The Blue Ridge Air Transportation System (the name the four planning districts chose) Study in June 1975 continued a series of open meetings designed to elicit public opinion about the future of air transportation in the South Urban region of the state. Planners carefully listed two regional development alternatives, pointing out that nothing definite had yet been decided about building a new regional airport versus expanding Woodrum

(1) Upgrading existing facilities within physical limits, providing a "reliever" airport for Roanoke.

(2) Upgrading existing facilities within physical limits only.

(3) Consolidating services now provided at Roanoke, Lynchburg, and Martinsville at a new regional airport site.

(4) Developing a regional airport at the existing Roanoke site.

(5) Developing a regional airport at the current Lynchburg site.

In late June 1975, the Blue Ridge Air Transportation System planners scheduled public meetings in each of the four regional planning districts. With the promise of evenhandedness and fairness, the Blue Ridge Air Transportation System planners will attempt to walk the narrow line between aeronautical requirements and political ramifications.

The Woodrum airport controversy is not simply a case of the city planners versus the aroused local citizenry who oppose expansion. Except for those persons living right around the airport, most people who are aware of the issue.
SELECTED CASE STUDIES

Rationale

Communities and their airports, like people, have individual personalities reflecting the historical, geographical, cultural, and socio-economic characteristics of the area. A study of general aviation's role in community development must address itself to this fact and to the dissimilarity that often exists between communities with comparable general aviation facilities and between airports serving comparable communities. The study of unique characteristics of each community is a necessary complement to statistical analyses which are based on state and national data.

For this reason a determination was made that several communities with general aviation services should be studied in depth. The communities and/or aviation facilities selected for study and the general criteria used for selection are given in Table IV-III. An attempt was made to obtain a broad cross-section of community types and associated general aviation facilities.

Richmond is a large urban community with a publicly owned air carrier/general aviation airport providing most of the general aviation services in the area. The interaction between air carrier and general aviation along with recent financial failures of two general aviation operators on the airport provided good factors for a study dealing with airport financing and FBOs.

Williamsburg presently has a privately owned airport which serves the small urban community whose primary activities are tourism and the College of William and Mary. The Peninsula Airport Commission has sponsored a study of the need for additional general aviation facilities to serve the Williamsburg area and act as a reliever for the Patrick Henry Airport in Newport News.

Some question exists concerning the merits of developing a new airport as compared to expanding the existing private field. The study dealt with the question as well as with the related question of the development limitations of privately owned airports.

Virginia Beach represents a fast growing tourist and recreational community. State planners have selected the community for two new proposed airports to be developed during the next 15 years. Since the community does not have a general aviation airport at the present time, the community served as an interesting case for the study of the initial phases of planning.

Chesapeake is a suburban/rural community presently served by two general aviation private airports and one air carrier facility. A new airport is proposed by Chesapeake City planners to provide expanded general aviation services as an inducement for new industry.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community</th>
<th>Airport</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Population (SMSA)</th>
<th>Attitude Towards Airport</th>
<th>Airport Ownership</th>
<th>NASP Role</th>
<th>Operational Role</th>
<th>Annual Operations</th>
<th>Development Plans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Richmond</td>
<td>Richard E. Byrd</td>
<td>Urban Semisemindustrial (Capital)</td>
<td>518,319</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Secondary Medium Density</td>
<td>Basic Transport</td>
<td>190,200</td>
<td>Terminal and Ramp Expansion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Williamsburg Jamestown</td>
<td>Williamsburg</td>
<td>Urban Residential Tourism</td>
<td>9,069</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>Feeder Low Density</td>
<td>General Utility</td>
<td>70,000</td>
<td>New Airport proposed for development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Virginia Beach</td>
<td>New Airport</td>
<td>Urban Recreational</td>
<td>172,106</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Two new airports proposed for development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Chesapeake</td>
<td>New Airport</td>
<td>Urban Rural</td>
<td>89,580</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>New Airport proposed for development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Unlike other communities studied in this section, Chesapeake involved few major issues or planning problems but did highlight the fact that some facilities can be planned and developed routinely.

Richmond

Introduction
Richard E. Byrd International Airport was selected as a case study for two reasons:

1. Its community of interest spans many political boundaries. Yet, the airport losses were being borne by its sponsor alone. The pending solution may be of interest to other airport communities with the same problem.

2. Although Richmond has sufficient activity to support financially healthy fixed based operators (FBOs), two have failed recently while others have indicated a less than desirable financial status.

Both of the above problems are discussed in the following sections.

Community Characteristics

Byrd airport serves Richmond, the capital of Virginia; Henrico County, in which it is located; Chesterfield County, which has its own general aviation airport; and, other communities composing the Richmond Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area. The populations of these areas are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>% of SMSA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Richmond</td>
<td>249,621</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henrico County</td>
<td>154,564</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chesterfield County</td>
<td>76,855</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>37,479</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond (SMSA)</td>
<td>518,319</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The City of Richmond has a mixed industrial base, which includes some of the largest corporations in the chemical, metal, tobacco, paper, and other manufacturing industries. The city has experienced the common outflow of affluent residents from the central city to the suburbs, and the resulting financial difficulties resulting from this exodus. The delinquent tax rate has risen, welfare roles have swollen, and the city population has decreased.

Presently the black population comprises about one-half of the total population in spite of the annexation of a portion of the predominantly white Chesterfield County.

Blacks in the community do not see the airport to be of either a direct or indirect benefit to them. They disapprove of the burden it creates on the city budget, although the airport has never become a major political issue. The black leaders in the community would be satisfied if the losses resulting from airport sponsorship were borne equitably by all of the communities benefiting from the airport. They estimate that only 40 percent of the airport use originates in the City of Richmond.

Airport History and Development

Byrd Field was constructed in 1928 by the City of Richmond for use as a general aviation airport (Figure 4-8). During World War II it was used by the Army, developed extensively, and returned to the city in 1947. Over the years it has developed into a basic transport (BT) category airport served by three certificated carriers (formerly four) and one commuter airline. The airport enplanes approximately 503,000 air carrier passengers per year. Military air carrier and general aviation contributed to the 178,525 operations per year, of which the air carriers accounted for 25,174; the scheduled air taxis for 10,568 and general aviation for 98,543.

Nearby air carrier airports are Dulles and Washington National. One hundred miles to the north; Roanoke, 100 miles to the southwest; Charlottesville, 60 miles to the west; Patrick Henry and Norfolk about 55 and 80 miles to the southeast, respectively.

Byrd is surrounded by general aviation airports of varying sophistication: Chesterfield County Airport 13 miles southwest; Hanover County Municipal Airport 20 miles north; New Kent County about 10 miles east; and, Hopewell 17 miles southeast. All of these have some impact on the general aviation market in the Richmond SMSA.

The City of Richmond, as previously stated, sponsors and operates the airport. It is therefore responsible for funding improvement or expansion programs at the airport. It has recently undertaken such a program, with an estimated value of $10 million dollars. $7 million of which had been invested by 1971. These improvements included the reconstruction of the terminal and an increase in the number of gates from four to five. Three more gates could be added at an additional cost of approximately $7 million. This portion of the improvement program, along with $2.7 million in other improvements, has been postponed for fiscal reasons. The ramp was also extended extensively to accommodate additional aircraft parking positions.
Airport officials were somewhat optimistic about the extent of the need for expansion and thus provided capacity in excess of the projected airline requirements. Prior to the expansion, the airport charged landing fees of 10.5¢ per thousand pounds of landed weight and was breaking even. At that time Byrd was served by Eastern, Piedmont, United, and National Airlines in the order of their number of enplaned passengers. During the expansion program, National applied for and was given consent by the CAB to withdraw service, leaving only three carriers to support the expansion program. Altair, a commuter airline, introduced service to Richmond in 1968.

The expansion program left an annual revenue which was about $350,000-$500,000 short of covering operating expenses, in addition to the new debt service. This resulted in a drain on the city taxes and the city looked to the airlines to cover the deficit through an increase in landing fees. The city demanded an additional 36¢ per 1,000 pounds in landing fees, and the carriers offered only 13¢. After a somewhat bitter struggle, a compromise of 18¢ was agreed to. Reduced airline schedules and a decline in the general economy, however, have still left the city with an annual deficit in the airport budget.

The sources of airport revenue break down approximately as follows: 31

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of Revenue</th>
<th>1971 (in $000)</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airline Passengers</td>
<td>761,000</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct (in ticket charge)</td>
<td>294</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boarding fees (security)</td>
<td>294</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

31 Revenue Expenditure Projections. "Richard E. Byrd Airport," June 25, 1974 (City Staff Study)
The airport has the capacity to provide the community with automobile parking, terminal, gates, and ramp facilities which are adequate to meet air carrier passenger demands for some years to come. Available aviation services include scheduled airline service connecting to most parts of the world; commuter airline service; air cargo service; express cargo service; air charter in fixed-wing or helicopter; aircraft maintenance including major repairs and alteration; aircraft interior design, installation, and upholstering; aircraft painting; parts sales for most aircraft; avionics sales and repairs; fueling and line or ramp service; aircraft parking and storage; hangar and office rental; aircraft sales; and, a unique large commercial operator service devoted exclusively to flying live eels to the Netherlands to satisfy a somewhat unique culinary demand.

General aviation operations account for 100,000 to 120,000 of the 178,000 total operations at Byrd Field. The mix of this traffic includes 68 percent itinerant and 32 percent locally based.

To serve approximately 130 based aircraft, the airport has provided facilities to house three full-service FBOs. These facilities have usually been constructed by the FBOs, on land leased from the airport. The FBO owns the facility until the expiration of the lease, at which time ownership reverts to the airport. Of the three current operations, one has been in business for over 30 years and the second for over 16 years. The third has been in business for over 13 years and is presently involved in bankruptcy proceedings. A portion of his business, in the form of a flight school and a charter operation seems to have survived the bankruptcy and continues to exist as a fourth FBO. Only one of the existing FBOs is a full-service FBO. The other two are complementary; i.e., they do not compete in the services they provide. For all practical purposes then, there are two full-service FBOs.

The FBO leases generally provide for an annual ground rental of 10¢ to 12¢ per square foot for the use of the land on which their own buildings are constructed; a similar but higher rate for ramp area; a varying rate for building rental or buildings owned by the airport; a fuel flow charge of 1.5¢ per gallon on fuel used or sold; and, a requirement that the FBO maintain the premises (including ramp) in satisfactory condition at his own cost and expense. Other terms are similar to typical leases at other comparable airports.

**Airport Role and Support**

Although the airport has had some disputes with the airlines, and has experienced some mild opposition to expenditures from councilmen, it appears to enjoy a rather comfortable position in the community.

Some of the largest corporations in the country, with based aircraft in the Richmond SMSA, are: Allied Chemical, DuPont, Phillip Morris, Universal Leaf Tobacco, Ethyl, Reynolds Metal, Robins Chemical, Thalheimers, and Chesapeake Co. It has been assumed by the city council members and the city administrators that these industries benefit from the existence of the airport and that the city benefits from the existence of the industries. Neither group felt the airport was dispensable, and all favored reasonable development if the costs were equitably distributed.

All city council members interviewed showed enthusiasm for future industrial or commercial development for Richmond. They all recognized, however, that with 75 percent of its land already developed, the city itself has little or no land left for such development. Thus, they are willing to accept regional expansion as a substitute for city expansion. Although the benefits to the city may not be direct, these benefits are nevertheless sufficient to warrant the support of city council members for the concept of regional expansion.

Presently the airport itself makes the following contribution to the community payroll:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Employees</th>
<th>Payroll (000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airport Department</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed on Airport</td>
<td>1,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Full Time)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military (Part Time)</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1. A full service FBO is one providing all of the first 8 services listed in the General Operations Section of Chapter I.
Applying the generally accepted 2.7 multiplier discussed in Chapter III, the total impact on the community could approach $31.5 million.

**Commission or Authority**

The only significant community dispute involving the airport involves several surrounding communities benefiting from its existence. Henrico County, which provides an estimated 30 to 35 percent of the enplaned passengers using the airport, has imposed ad-valorem taxes (personal property, sales, etc.) on both property and transactions at the airport. Depending on the estimator, it is reported that these taxes range from $150,000 to $250,000 annually. Henrico County does not make this information available to the public. The city tax-payers insist that they are mostly in the lower income brackets and that they derive little use from the airport, while those in the surrounding counties who are gaining the most in convenience, are not sharing the fiscal burden. They believe that the burden should be shared by the creation of an authority or commission composed of all users and that the debt service should be spread equitably among those users.

This loss of revenue from the airport by a political jurisdiction which does not contribute to the support of the debt service, encouraged Richmond to seek leverage means for capturing this taxing authority by extra-territorial powers.

On three occasions the airport staff has examined the license plates on autos in the long- and short-term parking lots to determine the mix of autos from surrounding counties. Although this may not be an exact indicator of the origins of enplaned passengers, it appears to have sufficient correlation to make it worthy of examination. The results were as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>1969 %</th>
<th>1971 %</th>
<th>1974 %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Richmond</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henrico (Co.)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chesterfield (Co.)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although the state legislature did not take affirmative action on approving the extra-territorial power of Richmond, as requested, it did imply unofficially that unless the dispute was settled locally between the city and the county, it would intervene and settle it for them. The legislature also passed legislation enabling the creation of a joint commission.

Henrico County and Goochland County have indicated a willingness to join in the formation of such a commission to operate the airport and to share in some as yet undetermined pro-rating of the losses.

Goochland County, adjacent to Henrico on the northwest, has no airport and by joining such a commission could gain some say in the future of the airport with a presumably low snare of the deficits.

Henrico, on the other hand, is already enjoying the benefits of the airport without sharing the debt and is further collecting revenue from its operation without renewing future obligations. Its motives in agreeing to the commission may be somewhat more subtle. Opinions of those interviewed included the following:

1. Realization that if they did not agree, the legislature would probably revoke their taxing authority on the airport and extend it to Richmond by extra-territorial powers. The loss of tax, and the possible threat of granting the extra-territorial powers to the city in recognition of the regional character of the airport, could be extended to other areas and might eventually lead to annexation on a "community of interest" basis.

2. Recognition of the fact that the increase in traffic and the resulting increase in revenues at the airport within the next few years should result in a break-even operation and the county could therefore "buy in" with a gradually diminishing exposure for future obligation.

3. Recognition by the courts of the benefits derived by the county from the airport and its consequent responsibility for contributing to its support.

Chesterfield County apparently has rejected participation in such a commission. It has been suggested that this attitude may have developed from previous attempts on the part of the city to take land and population from Chesterfield by annexation, without their concurrence.

Chesterfield County has established its own general aviation airport and acquired sufficient buffer zone land in the immediate airport vicinity to promote industrial development. It is possible, therefore, that Chesterfield could operate the airport as "...loss in competition" with Richmond, and derive its benefit from development of the surrounding industrial land and the subsequent land or building rentals which could conceivably support the airport in the future.

The other major problem confronting the airport concerns the FBOs and the future level...
of general aviation services at Byrd Field.

The number of based aircraft, annual operations and, the relatively large number of corporate jets would seem to support several FBOs. Recent developments, however, have yielded the conclusion that three or more operators will dilute the existing business such that the financial health of all operators will be in jeopardy. As previously mentioned, one firm which has been in operation for 13 years is presently in bankruptcy. This failure was preceded by that of another firm which had been in business for a shorter period. In addition to these two failures, one of the other operators is prepared to sell if business conditions fail to improve.

Key airport officials and existing operators are of the opinion that Richmond can support no more than two FBOs. The airport has taken the position that at this time it is not seeking a tenant for the facilities to be vacated by the failing FBO. The FAA, however, informed the airport staff that since they had accepted federal funds for airport development, they were obligated to entertain all applications and to permit anyone who is reasonably responsible to locate on the airport regardless of the total business available. This obligation stems from the "open to public" clause of the Airport and Airway Development Act of 1970.

Airport officials are presently preparing compliance standards to assure a level of activity and investment on the part of the new FBO that will not discriminate against the present FBOs who have extensive investments in the airport.

All of the FBOs agreed that fuel sales, line services, and tenant facility leases (hangar rental and offices) were the most profitable activities and required the least investment. Following in order of profitability are avionics repair, aircraft repair, and flight school and charter. It seems obvious that minimum standards are necessary to prevent a third operator from coming in with a minimal investment and skimming the top off the fuel and line service revenue.

The outlook for Byrd Field, compared to other airports today, seems to be satisfactory. It appears that air carrier traffic will continue to grow at this field. An economic recovery will help such growth. Many persons interviewed believed that increases in schedules by the airlines would be in order—but all seemed to recognize the need to generate additional passengers to warrant compliance with that request. Presumably, the resulting increase in revenue will offset the amortization deficit within the next ten years. The establishment of a commission will eventually spread the burden of the deficit over a more equitable base.

The future of healthy FBO operations seems to depend heavily on preventing the forced introduction of unnecessary competition. This may be accomplished by the development of minimum FBO standards by the airport staff.

The shift to commission or authority control is consistent with the trend toward recognizing the regional nature of small-to-medium hub airports. It could shift the temporary tax burden to a broader base, thereby dispelling the only severe political opposition to the continued healthy growth of Byrd Field.

Williamsburg

Introduction

There appears to be some interest in determining whether present airport facilities in the northern peninsula area of Tidewater should be expanded, or whether a new airport should be built.

Some argue that present airport facilities in the area can expand to meet predicted aviation needs and that new facilities or even significantly expanded facilities are, or will be, needed in the next 20 years. The final draft of the Virginia Air Transportation System Plan has projected that a new general utility airport for the northern peninsula area is feasible. Also the Peninsula Airport Commission has contracted for the preparation of a master plan studying the feasibility of a new airport.

At present there exists a privately owned general aviation airport in Williamsburg (Figure 4-9). One justification which is being cited for the construction of new airport facilities is the possible lack of permanency of that airport, since private airports can be sold at any time at the discretion of their owners (although no evidence of possible sale exists at the present time).

Three basic questions will be dealt with in connection with air transportation facilities on the peninsula: (1) What is the community attitude toward the need for new general aviation facilities? (2) What factors lead to the various conclusions about need? (3) What are the possible ways of meeting such a need?

---

Virginia Air Transportation System Study, Final Draft, Richmond, Virginia July 1975
Community Characteristics

Williamsburg is located in the upper Virginia peninsula. Table IV-IV summarizes the socio-economic characteristics of York and James City Counties, and the City of Williamsburg. Since land is scarce in Williamsburg, the highest rates of growth have occurred in York and James City Counties. Due to the tourist industry, the localities hope to establish orderly growth patterns to support continued tourist appeal. James City County has recently articulated its goals in a document which stated that these goals include the promotion of "sound, long-term, and balanced economic development," and the adoption of "necessary controls so as to limit the population of James City County to no more than 75,000 persons by the year 2000." In the area of transportation facilities, the document encouraged the development of a regional plan, with emphasis on the buffering of transportation facilities from adjacent neighborhoods. There was no specific mention of an airport.

Williamsburg is currently revising its Comprehensive Plan, which was developed in 1968. In a brief section of that report, Williamsburg's inactive Central Airport was mentioned as a good location for a new airport, with both the size of the site and the lengths of the runways noted as adequate. At the time this plan was published, the Williamsburg-Jamestown Airport was being developed in the midst of a heated controversy. Both of these airports are shown in Figure 4-10.

Seeking greater industrialization, York County recognizes the importance of a general aviation facility in the upper peninsula. A revised comprehensive land-use plan for the

---

Footnotes:
1 James City County Community Goals and Objectives
2 The Comprehensive Plan, Williamsburg, Virginia 1968
3 Williamsburg Council is Opposed to Name Site of New Airport. Newport News Daily Press, June 9, 1967
4 Virginia 1974-75 Airport Directory, Division of Aeronautics, State Corporation Commission, Richmond, Virginia.
TABLE IV-IV
DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE UPPER PENINSULA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>York County</th>
<th>James City County</th>
<th>Williamsburg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>33,203</td>
<td>17,853</td>
<td>9,069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density (No./Sq. Mi.)</td>
<td>257.4</td>
<td>117.5</td>
<td>1,813.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median age</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>23.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median family income</td>
<td>9,902</td>
<td>8,835</td>
<td>10,266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% with income $15,000 +</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median school year finished</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persons/Household</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>2.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% in Manufacturing</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% in White Collar</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>61.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Government Workers</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>42.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Employed</td>
<td>10,277</td>
<td>6,083</td>
<td>3,676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Rural Farmland</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


county is currently under consideration. In the plan, some parts of the upper county which are close to Williamsburg are to be opened to light industry.\footnote{Mary B. Edwards, "York Commission Votes Land Use Plan Approval." Newport News Daily Press, September 10, 1970} The proximity of a general aviation facility has been noted as a factor in industrial development.

The major industry in the area is tourism, with Colonial Williamsburg, Busch Gardens, Jamestown Festival Pa.,x, Jamestown Island, and the Yorktown Battlefield as points of interest. Other principal employers include the College of William and Mary, and Eastern State Hospital. The following major manufacturing establishments are located within the area served by the airport: Dow Badische (synthetic fibers); Anheuser-Busch, Inc. (malt liquors); American Oil Company, Inc. (petroleum refinery); Jeffco Manufacturing Company (aluminum cans); Synthe-Tex Corporation (carpet yarns); and, the seafood industries in York County (packaged seafoods).

History and Development of Williamsburg Aviation Facilities

In February 1967, the Central Airport owned by the College of William and Mary, and serving the Williamsburg area was closed to the public. This left the upper peninsula without general aviation facilities at a time when the tourist business in the area was growing. Shortly thereafter, the construction of a new private airport on a fifty-acre site on College Creek was proposed. The new general aviation airport was to relieve Patrick Henry International Airport in Newport News by attracting general aviation planes to the upper peninsula. The airport would eventually handle as many as 250 general aviation planes and construction of a hangar large enough to accommodate 10 light planes was planned.\footnote{"Airport Using City Name May Disturb Williamsburg." Newport News Times Herald, September 10, 1970}

Almost immediately there was opposition to the proposed airport, coming mainly from residents of the Birchwood Park and Marlboro subdivisions, and from the parents of youngsters attending Rawls Byrd Elementary School. These groups opposed the site on the grounds that planes would pass too close to Byrd Elementary School and to a city water tower in the vicinity, thus creating safety and noise problems. The airport, however, was to be designed so that planes taking off would be no closer than three-fourths of a mile from the elementary school.

A hearing was held by the State Corporation Commission (SCC) in Richmond on July 3, 1967 to act on the application for the new airport. Neither the James City County Planning Commission nor the Board of Supervisors could have stopped construction of the facility since the county had no applicable zoning ordinance.

Federal and state agencies were not convinced that the proposed site was unsafe or that it would result in high noise levels in the surrounding communities, especially if the flight...
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patterns for the airport kept most of the air traffic on the James River (south) side of the airport. The SCC approved the airport and the decision was appealed immediately to the State Supreme Court of Appeals (Virginia Supreme Court). Opponents of the proposed airport argued that the SCC had applied wrong standards to the evidence presented at an October 1967 hearing when permission was originally granted for construction. They asked that the case be sent back to the SCC for a second hearing, at which time additional evidence could be presented. In June 1969 the State Supreme Court of Appeals affirmed the action by the SCC licensing the Williamsburg-Jamestown Airport. The court’s ruling confirmed the Commission’s decision which found that the proposed airport “met or exceeded all safety criteria of the Virginia code and commission rules and regulations.”

In September 1970, the airport was dedicated officially with the words “this county is the third fastest growing county in the state and this airport is one good example of the type of progress James City County has made in the past 15 years.”

Williamsburg-Jamestown Airport was open for only a short time when many concerned individuals and interest groups which had originally opposed it began to complain that airplanes were flying too low over residential areas. A representative of the State Division of Aeronautics visited the airport to investigate these complaints, and to interview residents of the nearby Birchwood subdivision. Later, a General Aviation Operations Inspector for the Federal Aviation Administration was also consulted and said that he did not “consider the airport hazardous if pilots would adhere to the traffic pattern. Of course there are all kinds of pilots just as there are all kinds of automobile drivers. But I think the directions being taken are good—putting all the traffic on the southern side of the field.”

Despite the findings of the State Division of Aeronautics and the FAA inspector, complaints continued. The James City County Board of Supervisors eventually agreed to look into the matter of reported violations of the air traffic pattern at the airport. A list of 10 planes which reportedly violated the traffic pattern and flew too low over residential districts was compiled by the residents of the area in April of 1971. The identification numbers of several airplanes had been copied by Birchwood residents and were reported to the County Board of Supervisors. Though he had spoken favorably about the airport at its dedication, a community leader who has previously led the appeal of the SCC decision to license the airport, has continued his leadership of those dissatisfied with the airport. He looked into the role of the State in enforcing the aviation laws of Virginia and concluded that “for all practical purposes, there are no laws.”

“If the State Division of Aeronautics is to enforce the law,” he said, “then they should come down here and enforce them. I'm not saying it is the airport manager’s fault—it’s the pilots’ fault and we need to get someone down here to enforce the traffic pattern.” The Division of Aeronautics did investigate complaints a year earlier but no action was taken on the matter.

In telegrams to the SCC, The State Division of Aeronautics, and the FAA, a candidate for the house of delegates in the Democratic primary asked that he be informed as to who has regulatory authority. “Many citizens in the Birchwood, Kingswood and Kingspoint areas are desperately concerned about the failure of aircraft to follow prescribed traffic patterns, thereby endangering school children,” he said in his telegram. A new investigation did not turn up any pilot-violators. The FAA Inspector told the chairman of the James City County Board of Supervisors that, after careful investigation, no violators were found but that there was a plan to educate pilots further on the required traffic patterns. He suggested that a sign indicating the traffic pattern be “posted in a more conspicuous place.”

Objections to the Williamsburg-Jamestown Airport from nearby residents have subsided in recent years. Some of the airport’s neighbors still refer to it as a nuisance, but its existence has been accepted.

Various air shows have been held at the Williamsburg-Jamestown Airport. These shows provide community entertainment, and generate revenue for local businessmen from the money spent by air show participants. Over 5,000 persons attended the first air show in 1971 and were offered a variety of skyward and ground entertainment.
sociation flew in 100 planes to the airport for their annual meeting in Williamsburg.\(^4\) Thirty experimental and antique airplanes participated in the second annual Colonial "Fly-In," drawing a crowd of 200 persons in 1973.\(^4\)

**Existing Aviation Facilities**

The Virginia Peninsula is presently served by three airports in addition to Williamsburg-Jamestown.\(^4\) These are:

1. Patrick Henry Airport at Newport News, 15 miles southeast (25 minutes by Interstate 64). This is the air carrier airport serving the peninsula area. It presently has adequate facilities for general aviation;

2. Gloucester Airport at Gloucester, 15 miles northeast (not close to the peninsula or readily accessible from Williamsburg due to its location across the York River). This is a general aviation airport with facilities comparable to Williamsburg-Jamestown airport; and,

3. West Point Municipal Airport at West Point, 19 miles north. This is a general aviation airport with better runway facilities (three 5000-foot runways) but is not attended and is too distant to serve the peninsula area effectively.

The Williamsburg-Jamestown Airport is currently classified in the NASP as a "feeder," low-density facility, serving up to the general utility class of aircraft.\(^5\) The final draft document of the VATS Plan projects that the airport will play a local service role during the next 15-year period.\(^5\) The reason for this classification, reflecting a reduced operational role, is the proposed addition of a second airport to serve the area. The proposal will be discussed in a subsequent section of this case study.

The Williamsburg-Jamestown Airport is equipped to serve general aviation with the following facilities:\(^6\)


2. Runway lights: Low intensity, operating during hours of darkness.

3. Rotating Beacon, operating during hours of darkness.

4. Wind Indicator: Tetrahedron and segmented circle (to show right hand traffic for Runway 13).

5. Unicom: Radio advisory service is offered on frequency 122.8.


7. Surface access and parking: Two-lane paved access road and 7,000 square yards of auto parking.

The general aviation services and associated activity on the airport can be grouped in three categories as indicated by the firms offering the services.

The Williamsburg-Jamestown Airport, Inc., provides airport services (fuel sales, aircraft tie-down, and routine services) for visiting pilots. Two full-time employees and the following facilities are used for these services:\(^6\)

1. Aircraft parking and tie-down: Capacity for 60 aircraft with space for approximately 12 on paved ramp area.

2. Aircraft Fuel Sales: Two 8,000-gallon tanks provide storage capacity for 80 and 100 octane fuel through contract with the Exxon Oil Corporation.

3. Customer lounge/office area: located in a portion of a 20-foot by 60-foot structure that was a hunting lodge.

Colonial Aviation, Inc. leases a portion of the facilities and operates a flight school and aircraft rental facility. The firm is an FAA approved agency for the training of pilots with Private, Commercial, and Flight Instructor airplane ratings. The school also holds approval by the Veterans Administration for the training of veterans. Approximately 40 students are in training at any given time and receive their instruction in three, single-engine Cessna aircraft which are also available for rental. The
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\(^4\) Picture caption in The Virginia Gazette, June 23, 1972

\(^5\) Ed Offley, "Thirty Home-Built Planes Swoop into 'Fly-In.'" The Virginia Gazette, November 9, 1973

\(^6\) 1972 National Airport System Plan, Federal Aviation Administration, 1972; Computer update February, 1975

\(^7\) 1972 National Airport System Plan, Federal Aviation Administration, 1972

\(^8\) Virginia Air Transportation System Plan, Final Draft, op

\(^9\) Airport Master Record, Williamsburg, Federal Aviation Administration, August 1972

\(^10\) Magnetic direction 130 (Southeast) and 310 (Northwest)

\(^11\) Foreign Exchange provides for no-toll calls from airport

\(^12\) Personal inspection of facilities on July 15 and 19, 1975
owner-manager is also an FAA Pilot Examiner for certification flight checks and is assisted by three flight instructors.56

The third operation is Colonial Aviation Services which operates as a maintenance facility through leasing a portion of the 950-square-yard hangar. The firm provides major and minor repairs to aircraft, utilizing two mechanics in addition to the owner.57

In the area of aircraft activity, the Williamsburg-Jamestown Airport falls into the low density category, based on an estimated 70,000 operations of which 40,000 are due to the 23 locally based aircraft and 30,000 are due to itinerant aircraft.58 The airport is currently operating at 36 percent of its capacity.59

An evaluation of the Williamsburg-Jamestown Airport can be made by an assessment of the facility in comparison to others serving comparable communities. The following evaluation (based on the scheme presented in Appendix F) has been computed for the airport:60

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Possible</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air Transportation Services</td>
<td>1 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational Capability</td>
<td>2 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft Capacity</td>
<td>1 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Aviation Services</td>
<td>4 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground Transportation</td>
<td>3 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>11 22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based upon the above evaluation the airport is strong in the area of general aviation services and ground transportation. The low rating in air transportation services is due to the lack of air-taxi services. The lack of an instrument approach and the short runway limit the operational and aircraft capacity ratings of the airport.

An assessment of the facility by selected tenants and users is summarized as follows:61

1. The existing airport should be developed in preference to constructing a new airport, even if such development would require public ownership. It was generally agreed that the area could not support two airports.
2. The airport is fulfilling a definite aeronautical requirement for the area.
3. The runways and approaches are adequate for existing based aircraft but runway extension would provide expanded capacity for larger business-type aircraft.
4. A taxiway to serve runway 13-31 is needed along with additional paved parking and tie-down facilities.
5. T-hangars are needed for aircraft storage.
6. Maintenance of the airport lighting system could be improved.
7. The existing services offered are rated as "good" to "excellent."
8. The cost of service is generally considered fair. One owner stated that he saves about $400 per year in personal property taxes and tie-down charges by being based at Williamsburg-Jamestown rather than at Patrick Henry Airport.

Williamsburg-Jamestown Airport, Inc. has invested $500,000 in time, equipment, and land. When the airport was under construction, the state provided $75,000 in matching funds for runway construction. This sum is amortized over a 20-year period, during which the airport must stay open or pay back the remaining portion of the loan.

Extensive improvements to the airport have been considered and the state has offered to match funds with the airport owner for the development of additional aircraft parking facilities. The need for this expansion is determined from the expected increase in traffic due to the Bicentennial activities in 1976. As of this date, no development plans have been finalized.

Support

In 1974, interest was initiated in the development of a new facility with the argument that Patrick Henry was crowded and that Williamsburg-Jamestown had reached capacity. The Peninsula Airport Commission subsequently obtained funds for a study of the feasibility of the new general aviation airport. Two-thirds of the cost of the study came from
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54 Interview with Mr. Tom Johnson and Mr. Carl MacConnell of Williamsburg-Jamestown Airport. July 16, 1975
55 Ibid
56 Airport Master Record, Williamsburg, op. cit.
58 See Appendix F for code of airport evaluation criteria
59 Interviews of selected tenants and users on July 14 and 16, 1975
60 Based upon the above evaluation the airport is strong in the area of general aviation services and ground transportation. The low rating in air transportation services is due to the lack of air-taxi services. The lack of an instrument approach and the short runway limit the operational and aircraft capacity ratings of the airport.
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that a new airport is not really necessary. (It and Patrick Henry Airports expand its air carrier operation; and, (3) Patrick for accommodating some describe existing facilities as inadequate. Williamsburg-Jamestown will be reduced to about 25 minutes, thus making it more convenient for the residents of the northern peninsula to use Patrick Henry.

As for the objection that the Williamsburg-Jamestown Airport could be sold at any time because it is a private facility, some say this is not too likely to happen. They point to the acceptance of a state matching grant by that airport for improvements, as a sign of permanence. The matching grant is conditional upon the airport staying in operation for 20 years or paying back all or part of the matching funds.

There is another objection to the construction of a new facility in the northern peninsula based on the argument that general aviation serves only a limited portion of the community. Admittedly, there are community-wide services provided by general aviation—such as air rescue or pest control—but a large portion of general aviation is concerned either with business flying or pleasure flying and as such, it should rank far behind other services which are more widely used by the community. Persons who argue in this way object to the allocation of public resources for the construction of new general aviation airports, which serve a selected few. This type of objection is not unique to the peninsula area. Persons of this school of thought argue that airport development should be funded mainly by the local community desiring it, and that a community should not have such developments if it cannot support them financially.

Future Developments
Although the first phase of the Master Plan is still under study, speculation is already under way, as to where the new airport will be located. Several possible locations are being discussed.

the FAA Planning Grants Program, with the rest coming from state and local matching funds. The possible support for the construction of a new general aviation facility in the peninsula also came from the final draft of the VATS plan which projected a new airport for the northern peninsula eventually to become a reliever for Patrick Henry's overflow of general aviation traffic. "By 1990 however, it will take both Patrick Henry and its reliever, Williamsburg-Jamestown, to accommodate the almost 600,000 annual GA operations projected for Planning District 21. By developing Williamsburg-Jamestown as a high capacity reliever, it would be possible to accommodate this GA demand and the more than 33,000 annual air carrier operations projected for 1990." Designation by the VATS plan as a "reliever" is important since it implies a high priority status not accorded all proposed new airports.

The bases on which the new Williamsburg Airport has been designated as a reliever for Patrick Henry by the VATS plan are that: (1) Norfolk Regional Airport cannot expand its air carrier facilities much beyond their existing level; (2) Patrick Henry, the only other air carrier airport in the region and currently operating at 50 percent capacity, will thus be forced to expand its air carrier operation; and, (3) Patrick Henry is also an international airport and its international operations are expected to grow. Thus the VATS plan draws the preliminary conclusion that by 1990 Patrick Henry will need a reliever facility.

Opposition
In addition to variations in the estimates of the numbers of aircraft which will be based in the peninsula in future years, another item where differences in opinion exist relates to the adequacy of existing aviation facilities. While some describe existing facilities as inadequate for accommodating projections of future need, the FBOs at both the Williamsburg-Jamestown and Patrick Henry Airports say that they have ample room for expansion in the future, and that a new airport is not really necessary. (It should be observed that the Williamsburg-Jamestown operators admitted that a new general utility airport in the northern part of the peninsula possibly would attract owners of small aircraft to base their planes there and would seriously hurt business at the present Williamsburg airport.)

If taxiways were constructed and tie-down areas were expanded as planned, the Williamsburg-Jamestown Airport would be capable of accommodating at least 30 additional airplanes. The general aviation facilities at Patrick Henry Airport are also capable of handling a large increase in both air carrier- and based aircraft. With a 3,200-foot runway, the Williamsburg-Jamestown Airport cannot accommodate business jets, while Patrick Henry can. When Route 199 is opened to traffic, the driving time between Patrick Henry and Williamsburg will be reduced to about 25 minutes, thus making it more convenient for the residents of the northern peninsula to use Patrick Henry.

As for the objection that the Williamsburg-Jamestown Airport could be sold at any time because it is a private facility, some say this is not too likely to happen. They point to the acceptance of a state matching grant by that airport for improvements, as a sign of permanence. The matching grant is conditional upon the airport staying in operation for 20 years or paying back all or part of the matching funds.

There is another objection to the construction of a new facility in the northern peninsula based on the argument that general aviation serves only a limited portion of the community. Admittedly, there are community-wide services provided by general aviation—such as air rescue or pest control—but a large portion of general aviation is concerned either with business flying or pleasure flying and as such, it should rank far behind other services which are more widely used by the community. Persons who argue in this way object to the allocation of public resources for the construction of new general aviation airports, which serve a selected few. This type of objection is not unique to the peninsula area. Persons of this school of thought argue that airport development should be funded mainly by the local community desiring it, and that a community should not have such developments if it cannot support them financially.

Future Developments
Although the first phase of the Master Plan is still under study, speculation is already under way, as to where the new airport will be located. Several possible locations are being discussed.

62 The cost to a locality of having a master plan drawn up is relatively small. In this case, the 12-1/2 percent not funded by the federal and state governments was prorated among the cities of Williamsburg, Newport News, and Hampton, and York and James City counties according to population.
64 Johnson and MacConiell interview July 16, 1975 at Williamsburg-Jamestown Airport
informally. One is the airfield at Camp Peary in the upper peninsula. While the use of an existing facility seems to be preferable to building a new airport in some cases, a joint-use agreement between the public and the military at Camp Peary might not be a good idea. Camp Peary, for example, is in the process of becoming a central storage area for munitions, which may not be compatible with an increase in airport activity.

Another possible site for a new general utility airport in the peninsula is the old abandoned Central Airport which is located on land owned by the College of William and Mary. In the mid-1960's the airport manager died and the College decided to close the airport and use the land for building married students' housing; however, the housing was never built and the airport site remains in disrepair. After Central was closed, a motel was built some distance from the end of one of the major runways, but if it should interfere with flight patterns, that runway could be extended in the opposite direction so that required altitudes could be reached well before planes were over the motel.

There are two other possibilities for the location of a general utility airport on the peninsula. One is to buy and expand the present Williamsburg-Jamestown Airport which would involve paying the fair market price and being certain that the runway would be expandable to the length needed to handle business jet aircraft. College Creek limits expansion to the north, and a southern extension would mean that air traffic would be taking off much closer to the Rawls Byrd Elementary School—site of the earlier civic protests and public concern about noise and safety. Also land to the west of the present runway is not possessed by the airport owners and there might be some difficulty in buying additional land for the purpose of building a second runway.

A final possibility would be the purchase of farm land well to the north of Williamsburg and building a new airport there. This might result in an adverse environmental impact on the area. In any event, the question of site selection is not an immediate one, since the Peninsula Airport Commission in its monthly meeting of July 17, 1975 returned Phase I of the Master Plan to the consultants for further work.**

The future of air transportation on the peninsula depends to a great extent on whose projections prove to be most accurate in the coming 10 to 20 years. When Patrick Henry and Williamsburg-Jamestown begin to find that more persons want to base aircraft at those fields than there is room; when T-hangars are built and there are long waiting lists for their use; and, when the number of operations at these airports begins to reach the maximum safety limit, then the need for expanded or new airport facilities will become apparent to an increasingly larger segment of the interested public. The problem is how to forecast the timing and extent of this aviation growth accurately.

** Virginia Beach

Introduction

The City of Virginia Beach provides a unique opportunity to study the relationship of general aviation to community development for the following reasons: (1) the current status of general aviation in the city; (2) the recommendations of the Virginia Division of Aeronautics for aviation facilities in the area; (3) the demographic, geographic, and socio-economic characteristics of the community; and, (4) the status of aviation-related planning in the city.

(1) Current Status. The City of Virginia Beach has no active general aviation facility located within its jurisdiction; therefore, the level of general aviation activity from a "within-the-city" perspective is nonexistent. City residents who require general aviation services must use the facilities located in adjacent communities.

The city does have a great deal of aviation activity located within its boundaries as a result of the existence of Naval Air Station (NAS) Oceana, the Navy's largest master jet base. Because of a possible new general aviation airport and the existence of a military airport, an opportunity was provided to study the needs of groups with potentially conflicting uses of the area's air space.

(2) Preliminary VATS Plan Recommendations. The Preliminary Draft of the Plan for The Virginia Air Transportation System** recommended the development of two airports in Virginia Beach, one in the northern section (Fort Story) and one in the southern section (New Creeds), as shown in Figure 4-11. Apparently, state level aviation planners see a requirement for additional aviation facilities to serve the citizens of Virginia Beach.

(3) Community Characteristics. Demographically, the city's population stands about 220,000 and has been increasing at a very rapid rate, which will probably lead it to be

---


** Commonwealth of Virginia, Division of Aeronautics, Division of State Planning and Community Affairs, Preliminary Draft of the Plan for the Virginia Air Transportation System, December 1974.
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Virginia's largest city in the very near future. In socio-economic terms, the city has a predominantly middle-to-upper class population. Geographically, the city has a and area of 259 square miles. Thus, by many of the usual indicators, the city is expected to be able to generate and support a high level of general aviation activity.

(4) Related Planning. Virginia Beach already has an abandoned city airport which, when considered with past airport site planning studies, made it apparent that decision-makers within the city have attempted to deal with the problem of existing and potential general aviation airport sites.

Community Characteristics

Virginia Beach, which calls itself the world's largest resort city, is located in the southeastern corner of Virginia and is part of the Norfolk-Portsmouth-Chesapeake SMSA. It is 90 miles southeast of Richmond and 200 miles south of Washington, D.C. It is a city of 259 square miles bordering 51 square miles of water and is located at an elevation of six feet above sea level. Virginia Beach was incorporated as a town in 1906 and in 1952 it became a city. In 1963, the city merged with Princess Anne County and was greatly enlarged.

The total population of Virginia Beach has been growing rapidly. It has grown from a population of 42,000 in 1950 to 172,000 in 1970. The 1974 city population stood at 219,285, according to studies conducted by the Virginia Beach Planning Department. The population of the city is distributed unevenly throughout its seven boroughs and ranges in size from 70,639 in the Lynnhaven Borough to 871 in the Blackwater Borough. The most rapid population growth is concentrated in the city's larger boroughs although population movement and development is also expected to increase in the southern part of the city which is relatively unpopulated and undeveloped.

An analysis of the city's labor market, prepared by the city's Department of Economic Development, indicates that most of the residents of the city are employed in either professional/technical industries or in management/administrative positions. Few employees are classified as laborers, and non-manufacturing sectors of the city's economy provide the largest source of employment, particularly in the service and retail trade areas. The city's major industries are Guille Steel (steel joists), Nepatrix (fabric dying), Snark Boat Products, J.C. Penney (regional distribution center), Eastern Electric Wire and Cable Company (national distribution center), Cooper Bearing Company (split roller bearings), and Stihl, Inc. (chainsaws). A large number of the city's residents are service personnel and civilians employed by the military.

The city is served by a variety of transportation facilities: I-64 connects with both I-95 and I-85. The Penn Central Transportation Company, the Southern Railway System, and 50 truck lines, including common and contract carriers in the SMSA, serve the city. The waterway serving the city is the Port of Hampton Roads which is 25 square miles in size, handles about 70 million tons of cargo, and has channels up to 45 feet deep. The nearest airport is Norfolk Regional which has air carrier service provided by Allegheny, National, Piedmont, and United Airlines.

The city currently has three major industrial park properties available—Ocean West (1,000 acres), Little Creek (26 acres), and the Airport Industrial Park (202 acres) directly east of Norfolk Regional Airport. Other industrial park sites are being planned.

History and Development

Virginia Beach's general aviation airport development efforts began on April 16, 1963 when the city manager, at the request of City Council, appointed a three-member committee to determine the feasibility of the city's using the airport facilities at Fort Story for general aviation (see Figure 4-11). In September, 1963 the city's request for joint use of the Fort Story aircraft facilities was endorsed by the Director of the Virginia Division of Aeronautics. At the same time, the Report of the Aviation Commission to the Governor and the General Assembly of Virginia identified Virginia Beach as one of the airport projects in Virginia in need of state aid. On March 4, 1964 the Army denied the city's request for joint use of the Fort Story aircraft facilities due to certain restrictive areas in the flight pattern at Fort Story. Two months later the city's need for a general aviation air-
port was again endorsed by the Director of the Virginia Division of Aeronautics. On October 9, 1967 the City Council appointed an Airport Study Committee which once again led to a request by the city manager to establish a general aviation facility at the Fort Story site. The Army of the city between NAS Oceana and Auxiliary

Thomas N. Downing on the Army's objections to the city's requests to operations occurring at both of these military
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denied this request and also a later request for reconsideration made by Congressman Thomas N. Downing on the Army's objections to the city's requests to use the Fort Story site. The Airport Study Committee reached the following conclusions about the city's general aviation needs. (1) That the immediate need of the city with respect to an airport exists, primarily for tourism. In this conjunction such an airport would only be of value if located in, or adjacent to the Beach Borough. Considering the air space requirements for Oceana Naval Air Station, the only area in or adjacent to the Beach Borough would lie in the vicinity of Seashore State Park.

(2) It is proposed that prior to the development of urban housing in the southern portion of our city, that acquisition of land be undertaken, such to be sufficient for the location of an airpor, to be developed in conjunction with industrial use.

The Industrial Development Authority received a presentation made by the president of a realty company on its proposed plans for an airport and industrial park in the southern part of the city between NAS Oceana and Auxiliary Landing Field (ALF) Fentress. This request was denied by the FAA because of its proximity to operations occurring at both of these military airports. At about the same time first community opposition to airport development emerged in a resolution transmitted to the City Council by the Board of Directors of the North Virginia Beach Improvement League which requested the council to "resist all efforts to place an airport at Fort Story, State Park, or North Virginia Beach."

In January, 1969, the realty company once again renewed its efforts to obtain space for a public use airport in the vicinity of Oceana and Fentress. "The Virginia Division of Aeronautics then sent a letter to the FAA requesting that the company be required to gain approval from the City of Virginia Beach. In April, 1969 the company withdrew its request for an aviation facility because it had not been able to obtain the necessary zoning and use permit from the city. This was because the city was considering the establishment of a public use airport and might be pre-empted by Virginia Beach Aviation Sales Limited.

The city then retained the firm of Dewberry, Nealon and Davis for an airport planning study. Subsequent to its initial planning study, the firm conducted a Site Evaluation and Selection Study which was submitted to the city manager on July 9, 1970. In conducting this study the consultants looked at a variety of factors including: size and type of airport required, meteorological analysis, accessibility, compatible land use, engineering feasibility, construction costs, and real estate costs. In March, 1970 the consultants received a letter from the FAA rejecting the proposed airport site locations at Fort Story, Pungo, and Woods Corner for "airspace utilization" reasons. The FAA indicated that it would continue to assist the city in locating a suitable site for the proposed Virginia Beach airport.

In May, 1971 the City Manager requested FAA approval for an airport located at the Back Bay site "inasmuch as the project conforms to the guidance furnished by your office in the course of site selection." In June the city's Airport Study Committee received a letter from Dewberry, Nealon and Davis reporting that the Navy has indicated that it was its opinion that serious aircraft operational safety problems would arise in the proposed site area. This, however, is contrary to their position of May, 1969. The Navy indicated at that time that "there would be a possibility of rerouting their southern operations to accommodate a general aviation airport in the general vicinity of the Back Bay site. The FAA responded to the Navy's objection by indicating that its regional
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office would "restudy the entire Navy dominance of airspace in the Virginia Beach area and reaffirm the urgent requirement to place a general aviation airport on the west side of the peninsula." The city then attempted to obtain the Navy’s permission for joint use of NAS-Oceana. This request was denied.

On November 4, 1971, the City Manager received a letter from the FAA indicating that “inasmuch as the (Back Bay) site had been selected based upon a ‘search area’ recommended by the Air Traffic People, we returned the airspace finding for further review to our regional office. The region suggested that the Fort Story area, previously rejected, appeared to possess the best potential for the general aviation airport from an airspace utilization viewpoint.” At a December meeting, during which the city solicited the Navy’s assistance in locating a general aviation airport site within the city, the NAS Oceana Base Commander suggested that the city use the Fort Story site for a joint civilian/military air facility. At a December 9, 1971, FAA airspace meeting with the City of Virginia Beach, action was postponed indefinitely at the city’s request due to the Navy’s airspace objections.

On February 14, 1973, the city contacted Congressman William Whitehurst to meet with him on the city’s airport difficulties in a project with a history which was “long and fraught with disappointment.” The city’s director of economic development, emphasized that after many meetings “we are no further toward a positive decision than we were when the Airport Study Committee was established five or six years ago.” In response to Congressman Whitehurst’s interest he then indicated that “the Fort Story location is one that everyone can best live with, especially Oceana, since it would not unduly interfere with air traffic,” and that “we should feel the need of an airport to serve our city, and in the effort to establish one we do not want to leave any stone unturned.”

At this point, the city lost interest in Fort Story. The following reasons were given by city officials: (1) difficulties expected in obtaining Air Traffic approval for the use of Fort Story location; (2) meteorological problems associated with the site; and, (3) a changing view of the city toward the Fort Story location because the city was now viewing the area as a possible recreational site and felt that the needs of general aviation might be incompatible with the needs of recreation.”

In late 1973 the city began to actively pursue the Creeds Airport location as the "best" site. On November 2, the city requested a "Private classification for Creeds indicating no aircraft operations at present and none anticipated." After a series of meetings with representatives of NAS Oceana, who still objected to this site, the city filed a second form 7480-1 with the FAA and now requested a "Private Restricted Use Only" classification for the Creeds Airport. In June the city was notified that the FAA was conducting an aeronautical study of the reactivation of Creeds Airport.

On October 16, 1974 the FAA conducted a hearing on the Creeds Airfield situation to enable the proponents and the opponents of the proposed reactivation to voice their opinion. The proponents included two members of the State Corporation Commission and a representative from the Virginia Beach Department of Economic Development. Opposition to the reactivation was voiced by several Navy officials, the President of the Back Bay Civic League, and the Manager of the Back Bay National Wildlife Refuge.

The Navy’s and the Civic League’s main objection was based on the danger of midair collisions and of limited approach and departure avenues over the southern part of Virginia Beach. A representative from the State Division of Aeronautics countered this argument by saying that “the Navy does not own the airspace over or around Creeds, and that anyone has the right to fly in this airspace.” In addition, the state representative argued that “with proper controls, high performance and low performance aircraft use the same airspace every day at numerous airports throughout the country without midair collisions.” The meeting resulted in a compromise in which the Navy in-
dictated that it would not object to the reactivation of Creeds as a heliport.

More recently, comments have centered on the Preliminary Draft of The Virginia Air Transportation System Plan. The plan was reviewed by a representative of the Department of Economic Development who noted that: (1) the inclusion of the Creeds Airport in the State Plan and the National Airport Systems Plan "lends much support to our application which is presently before the FAA to activate the airport at Creeds;" (2) the reactivation of Creeds Airport might make that area an excellent location for an industrial park; (3) Creeds would provide air access to the False Cape State Park recreational area. In addition he noted that the Department of Economic Development had no plans for an airport at the Fort Story location. Similar views were contained in the city's comments on the VATS plan transmitted to the Division of State Planning and Community Affairs. These comments indicated that the city supports the Creeds Airfield and that the Virginia Beach Planning Department had no plans to develop the proposed Fort Story facility. Therefore the city concluded "if not enough federal funds are available for ADAP support of general aviation facilities, it may be wise to concentrate federal funds in only one facility in Virginia Beach."

The Assistant to the City Manager for Human Resources, commented that the VATS plan in reality anticipates three airports serving Virginia Beach by 1990: Fort Story, a facility in the southern part of the city, and Norfolk Regional. He recalled the story of the "Tortoise and the Hare" and suggested that "with perseverance the city will obtain general aviation facilities in the southeastern and northeastern parts of the city by the turn of 1990 rolls around." In addition he indicated that the city could work most productively toward establishing better access and utilization of the general aviation facilities located at the Norfolk Regional Airport.

Existing and Proposed Aviation Facilities

Two of the five sites discussed in the Airport Site Evaluation and Selection report prepared for the City of Virginia Beach in July 1970 were visited. The sites discussed and evaluated in the form of "consultants 1st choice, 2nd choice, etc." were: Back Bay (visited), Dawley Corners, Pleasant Ridge, Woods Corner, and Creeds (visited).

In addition, the sites at Fort Story, Pungo airfield (abandoned), and NAS Oceana were visited to aid in evaluating their applicability as general aviation airport sites. This enabled the researchers to gain a better understanding of the environmental conditions which had been discussed with officials from the City of Virginia Beach, Woods Corner, Pleasant Ridge, and Dawley Corners were not visited because these locales were dropped early in the city's site selection study and no present consideration was given to them by any of the people contacted for this case study.

Fentress is an auxiliary landing field used by the United States Navy for simulated carrier landing practice for their high performance jets. Fentress, with an 8,000-foot single runway, has approximately 80,000 to 100,000 operations per year and acts as a reliever field for NAS Oceana which has over 150,000 operations annually. The Virginia Beach Airport Site Evaluation and Selection report did not consider Fentress in the plan. It was stated in the letter of transmittal with the report that "Fentress...is not only in another jurisdiction, but is poorly situated from an access standpoint."

Pungo Field, Back Bay, and Creeds extend south from NAS Oceana in that order and are approximately 6.8, 11.9 and 15.9 miles respectively from the center of Oceana. Major objections to these three sites came from the Navy because of conflict with the traffic patterns at NAS Oceana. Over 50 percent of the time, runways 5L and 5R at Oceana are active while runways 23L and 23R are used about 35 percent of the time (see Figure 4-12 for a layout of NAS Oceana). Problems were discussed with Navy personnel who provided drawings showing their ground control approach (GCA) pattern. Approach to the GCA pattern for runway 5R (which is the instrument landing runway) would normally pass directly over or very close to Creeds, which is also in Oceana's VFR approach zone. Back Bay would be further from this pattern but is still within the approach zone of runways 5L and 5R. Pungo Field does not appear to be in the approach zone of 5L and 5R, but its close proximity to NAS Oceana could present a VFR traffic problem.

Opening a general aviation airport in the Pungo-Back Bay-Creeds area presents another...
potential problem to NAS Oceana traffic. NAS Oceana has an established control zone and according to Federal Aviation Regulations, any aircraft flying in this airspace up to 3,000 feet above the ground must be under the control of NAS Oceana. Above 3,000 feet, if the aircraft is VFR, there is no requirement to contact NAS Oceana. High performance military aircraft will be under direct control while civil aircraft may or may not be, which presents a potential safety problem. An additional general aviation airport in the area would pose a potential safety problem. It appears that the FAA should make a detailed study of this problem. A possible solution would be the establishment of a Terminal Control Area to handle the expected high density traffic.

Creeds field is 15 miles from the City Hall complex of Virginia Beach City and it takes approximately 23 minutes to make the trip by automobile. This large distance is somewhat objectionable, but anything closer would create greater air traffic conflicts with NAS Oceana. The remaining area to be considered is at Fort Story, located in the extreme northeast corner of the City of Virginia Beach. This land is presently owned by the United States Army and from an air traffic point-of-view presents the least amount of conflict as long as one runway is oriented in a general east-west direction. A review of the documentation and talks with Virginia Beach officials indicated that Fort Story personnel, and possibly the residents of Virginia Beach in the Fort Story area, appear to be the only persons opposed to this location. It is not clear why aviation-knowledgeable people have recommended the Fort Story location since the runway length appears limited, due to size, to aircraft with STOL capabilities.

Support

It is difficult to talk in terms of proponents in the Virginia Beach case because the city has not placed a great deal of emphasis on having its own general aviation facility. This is not to say that the city does not desire the services provided by general aviation but indicates that the city officials interviewed felt that the facilities at Norfolk Regional could be changed and upgraded to serve Virginia Beach's needs.

The city's source of support for access to general aviation facilities seems to be interests related to economic development. But even here, city officials indicated that an airport does not in itself lead to economic development. One city council member commented that he had seen no convincing evidence that would lead him to support the use of local tax funds for the development of a general aviation airport. He seriously questioned the supposed benefits to the community although at the same time he indicated that the users of general aviation should have the facilities available but not necessarily within the city limits of Virginia Beach.4

The Creeds site is supported by the Department of Economic Development for three reasons. First, because of the expected population and industrial growth in the southern part of the city. Second, the department believed that an airport at Creeds would be used by certain technical and research and development industries which it hopes will be located near the Oceana Naval Air Station. Third, Creeds would receive some use once False Cape State Park is opened as a day facility with expected use by approximately 25,000 visitors daily.

Additional support by city officials for the development of a general aviation facility in Virginia Beach is given by the city manager's office. The City Manager and an assistant to the City Manager both see the need for additional industrial development in the city. At the same time, the former is also interested in locating a convention center in Virginia Beach. A general aviation facility is a desired component of the planned industrial and the convention center development. It should be noted, however, that the key problem will be in gaining access to a general aviation facility and not necessarily building one within the city limits in the immediate future.

Additional internal support for general aviation is found among the three members of the city's Airport Committee, individuals ap-
appointed by the City Manager at the request of the City Council. Their major role has been to conduct studies on the aviation needs of the city and to report to the appropriate city officials on the city's aviation needs. They seem to be the only organized group currently supporting general aviation developments in the city.

At the present, Virginia Beach's second airport site at Fort Story seems to be supported by very few, if any, individuals within the city because of the generally held belief that the best way to use the Fort Story land, if available, is for recreational purposes. Past support for the Fort Story site came primarily from the industrial development interests in the city.

An additional source of support for the development of general aviation facilities in Virginia Beach could be aircraft owners residing in the city. In 1970, FAA aircraft registrations for the city show 56 aircraft whose owners have Virginia Beach addresses. Discussions with the city officials interviewed would lead one to believe that this number had increased substantially as a result of the type of population growth the city has experienced. No evidence was obtained to show that these aircraft owners have lobbied actively in their own behalf.

Of at least equal importance in obtaining general aviation services in a given community are external sources of support. In the case of Virginia Beach these include members of the State Corporation Commission, Division of Aeronautics; the Federal Aviation Administration which has included an aviation facility for Virginia Beach in its National Air System Plan; and, Congressman William Whitehurst whose district includes the City of Virginia Beach.

The State Division of Aeronautics has endorsed aircraft facilities in Virginia Beach since 1963 when it supported the joint use proposal at Fort Story. In 1969 it endorsed the city's Advance Airport Planning Proposal. In 1971 the city received $5,000 in state funds as a reimbursement for airport planning in connection with Virginia Beach Municipal Airport. Most recently the Commonwealth has supported the city in hearings conducted by the FAA on the proposed reactivation of Creeds airfield.

The FAA has supported the development of aviation facilities in Virginia Beach since 1968 when the city was first listed in the National Airport System Plan (NASP). Recognition of the population center in the NASP adds impetus to an airport program because it indicates that potentially federal funds are available to assist in the planning and development of an airport. This recognition also indicates that federal officials believe that an airport is viable in that particular area, adding support to the proponents of an airport who would perceive a powerful ally in the form of the federal government. With this implied support they may become more vocal and active in their recommendations for an airport.

A third source of external support is Congressman William Whitehurst, who has played a cooperative role in attempting to obtain land at the Fort Story site. Mr. Whitehurst has contacted the Commanding Officer at the United States Army Transportation Center at Fort Eustis regarding the use of that site. In addition Congressman Whitehurst has corresponded with Virginia Beach's Director of the Department of Economic Development regarding the development of an aviation facility near the Oceana Naval Air Station.

**Opposition**

Opposition to the development of a general aviation facility has come from two principal sources: (1) certain local civic and environmental interests and (2) the Navy. The local interests have expressed opposition to the Fort Story site because they would like it to be used for recreational purposes. Opposition to the Creeds site was expressed by both the President of the Back Bay Civic League who was concerned with the danger of midair collisions, and the Manager of the Back Bay National Wildlife Refuge who was concerned about the environmental effects of the proposed development. One could conclude without surprise, given the low level of aviation activity within the city, that local citizen group opposition is not strong.

Continuous opposition to the development of an aviation facility at the Creeds site has come from officials representing the Oceana Naval Air Station. Since the reasons for this opposition have been discussed in the aviation environment section of this case study they need not be repeated here. Results of interviews conducted with the Commanding Officer and the air traffic control officer of NAS Oceana clearly indicated the Navy's concern about the air space available to Oceana and the difficulties inherent in mixing high performance
military aircraft with low performance general aviation aircraft.190

In summary, except for the opposition expressed by Navy officials, few individuals oppose the development of an aviation facility in Virginia Beach. Nevertheless, one should remember that opposition to policy decisions does not generally develop at the early planning stage, a present characteristic of the Virginia Beach situation.

Future Developments
The City of Virginia Beach appears to have long range plans which include aviation requirements. One of the problems the city has encountered is the slow response of the Federal Aviation Administration. An initial application to open Creeds Field for the city's private use was submitted to the FAA in 1973. The most recent application is dated May 20, 1974. As of July 16, 1975, the FAA has not given the city a response.

The city's emphasis has been, and will continue to be, placed upon the reactivation of Creeds airfield. The associated costs of equipment, maintenance, and insurance for the development of a 'Private Restricted Use Only' facility would be relatively small.191

Another vision of the future airport needs of the City of Virginia Beach is held by the General Manager of Piedmont Aviation at Norfolk Regional Airport, who is also a member of the Virginia Advisory Committee on Aviation.192 He believes that the proposed Fort Story airport should be upgraded from a General Utility facility to a Basic Transport facility. He reasons that the demands of Virginia Beach's convention business and the requirements of corporate pilots clearly show the need to develop an upgraded facility.

The future of general aviation in Virginia Beach is perhaps described best with these statements: Virginia Beach might succeed in obtaining a general aviation facility, probably at the Creeds site, at some point in the future. Until that occurs, the city will be able to gain access to the services being provided to general aviation through the proposed expansion of the facilities at Norfolk Regional Airport.

Chesapeake

Introduction
The proposed Chesapeake Municipal Airport represents an attempt to develop a new general aviation airport with the eventual purpose of becoming an air freight center for industrial development. With 2,000 acres of developable land, it is hoped that light industries will locate in the immediate area. The airport, in planning for eight years, has been approved for development by federal, state, and local officials. Construction is scheduled to begin in the fall of 1975. Coincidentally, the VATS Plan projects the need for a general utility airport for this region.

The proposed new airport has surmounted the initial problems associated with a new airport development program, and for this reason was selected for study, even though the project is noncontroversial in almost every respect.

City Characteristics
Chesapeake is a large, sprawling city, located in the Tidewater region of southeastern Virginia. It is bounded by Suffolk County on the west, the cities of Portsmouth and Norfolk on the north, the City of Virginia Beach on the east, and the State of North Carolina on the south. Having incorporated in the mid-1960's, Chesapeake is now the state's largest city with an area of 361 square miles. Over two-thirds of the city is rural in character with most of its population of 91,400 (1971) concentrated in the northern section around the port areas. In 1972, there were more than 69,000 farm acres in production covering over one-third of the city's area. The Great Dismal Swamp National Wildlife Refuge is located in the southwest corner of the city.

In the past, major industries have located along the waterfront. These include the largest employers: Lone Star Industries, Inc., and Evans Products Company, both dealing in the manufacture and sale of building and construction materials, and having about 670 and 625 employees, respectively. A study of the area indicates, however, that industry is beginning to locate around I-64 outside the center city. The impetus to this pattern has been given by Volvo of America, Inc., which has begun construction of a plant with an eventual employment of 3,500 people.

The 1974 annual report of the Chesapeake Industrial Development Authority reported an expectation of more than $165.4 million in new industry and 4,517 additional jobs. Of these
totals, $150 million and 3,500 employees are expected to be from Volvo.\textsuperscript{103}

**Existing Aviation Facilities**

Currently, there are three airports in the City of Chesapeake (see Figure 4-13): (1) Chesapeake-Portsmouth, a privately owned general aviation airport located eight miles southwest of the city center; (2) South Norfolk, a privately owned general aviation facility located four miles south of the city center; and, (3) Auxiliary Landing Field (ALF) Fentress, owned and operated by the United States Navy as a training proficiency field. A private airport, Suffolk, is in near proximity. Several other existing and proposed airports within a 50-mile radius of the new airport site, including Virginia Beach and Williamsburg-Jamestown, have been reviewed previously in this chapter.

The major air carrier airport for the region south of Hampton Roads is Norfolk Regional Airport, a primary, medium density airport serving general transport category aircraft. It has a large general aviation facility which is presently near capacity. In order for Norfolk Regional to expand, it must obtain land outside the present municipal boundaries of Norfolk. Airport planners for Norfolk Regional and Virginia Beach officials are presently discussing expansion plans for property directly east of the airport and located within the corporate boundary of Virginia Beach.

Of the three private airports near the proposed site, Chesapeake-Portsmouth, with 125 based aircraft is by far the busiest and largest with 60,000 operations annually. It is readily accessible by six-lane highway and rail (Norfolk and Western) transportation, and covers an area of 1,200 acres. At present, although little residential or commercial activity impinges on the site, several radio and television antennas north of the airport represent a potential airspace hazard.

At Chesapeake-Portsmouth there are two 3,500-foot asphalt runways, one of which is being expanded to 4,500 feet. A third runway is proposed and could be extended up to 7,500 feet without difficulty. At present, the runways are considered to be of marginal length and bearing capacity, and capable of handling only the smallest jets. Dry wells and canals are used for drainage, in a way similar to that proposed for the site of the Chesapeake Municipal Airport.

On the Chesapeake-Portsmouth Airport, there are several FBOs which provide air taxi service, and aircraft and avionics maintenance, employing a total of 15 full-time individuals. One of two fish-spotting companies in the Peninsula area has a based airplane on the field. The airport apparently operates at a loss even though the FBOs appear to be successful. The retired airport manager has indicated that this location is a perfect site for development as there is ample space for industry to develop in the area.

The South Norfolk Airport is presently congested although it has some capacity for expansion. It is near the major highway intersection of I-64 and Virginia Route 168, and opposite the new Volvo plant. There are a number of residences in the vicinity and the land seems well suited for airfields. The airport is a family operation with marginal facilities. The owners are not interested in selling the land.

**History and Development of the Proposed Facility**

Unofficial planning for a public airport was begun in the mid-1960's by members of the aviation community in search of better facilities. It was also hoped that the new facility would act as a reliever for Norfolk Regional where general aviation activity must vie with certificated air carrier traffic. Many owners of private aircraft prefer being based at an uncontrolled field to avoid restrictions placed on them at a hub airport. Also, the cost of keeping a plane at a major airport is higher than that of basing it at a small general aviation facility.

In 1968, official action was taken by city council approval to establish a publicly owned general aviation airport. As planning progressed it became apparent that Chesapeake was in a position to attract additional industry and cargo operations. This was considered in the overall airport plan, by providing for an industrial park and for runways which will be strong enough to handle cargo operations. A local consulting firm was hired to recommend possible sites and to prepare an airport layout plan, in order to satisfy the minimum requirements for application for federal funds. The eligibility for such funds was established, since the airport was included in the National Airport System Plan.

The geographic location of the proposed Chesapeake Municipal Airport seems suitable. The area is a forest just opposite the Dismal Swamp. It is owned by a wood products company and used as a tree farm. Trees in this area are 40 to 50 years old and are ready for harvesting. After the necessary clearing takes place,
the company will sell the land to Chesapeake. There are only a few residences to the north and none to the south. The land itself is wet, however, and both runway and building construction might result in problems. Access to the site by railroad is non-existent and road access is minimal. In its favor is the fact that the other airports in the region are general aviation ones with short runways, not strong enough to accommodate larger cargo and business airplanes.

The proposed airport is located close to, but outside, the control zones of ALF Fentress, Norfolk Regional Airport, and NAS Norfolk (Chambers). It should thus have very little effect, if any, on aircraft operations at any of the other airports in the area. Initial phases of the airport's development do not include an instrument approach, but this is included in subsequent phases.

After development plans for both siting and layout were developed and submitted to the necessary federal agencies, an Environmental Impact Statement was prepared and submitted. An attempt was made to determine if any of the 28 endangered species would be affected by the establishment of the airport. This is understandable since the location is adjacent to the Dismal Swamp and the area is one which is ecologically delicate. The Environmental Impact Statement has met federal approval.

After approximately seven years of work to obtain Federal funds for such a project, the City of Chesapeake was notified on May 1, 1975 that it had to have all of its plans and specifications prepared, and contractors selected, prior to June 10, 1975, if it expected to receive any of the 1974-1975 ADAP funds. (ADAP expired on July 1, 1975; at this writing its renewal is being considered by Congress.) Such short notice for response undoubtedly placed the City of Chesapeake in a poor position for a detailed price negotiation with tentative contractors. The first of three stages for development of the Chesapeake Municipal Airport, however, has now been approved for ADAP funding.

It is intended that Stage I will consist of a 3,600-foot by 60-foot runway with taxiway turn-arounds and no terminal navigation aids. Runway strengths will be designed to support aircraft of up to 12,000 pounds with medium intensity runway lights.

Stage II will upgrade the airport from general utility to basic transport by extending the runway to 4,600 feet by 90 feet and adding a full length taxiway. In addition, the runway will be able to handle aircraft weighing up to 30,000 pounds and will have both taxiway and runway lights, a VASI approach system, and runway end identification lights (REIL).

Stage III will involve making the airport meet the general transport category by extending the runways to 7,500 feet by 150 feet and establishing precision approach capability.

Support
The proposed airport has strong support from those interested in general aviation planning and is included in the NASP and VATS plans. The Chesapeake City Manager, City Council, Airport Authority, and the Industrial Development Authority have all given their full support to the airport development effort. Besides the approval of ADAP funds for 75 percent of the total $1.2 million Stage I construction costs, a commitment of $200,000 has been made by both the city and the state. The city intends to borrow money from general funds with a commitment to pay it back. Any other funds needed will be generated by the Airport Authority through the issue of revenue bonds. There is no intent to levy a tax. Interviews at the existing Chesapeake-Portsmouth airport indicated a belief that existing businesses will probably not be hurt by a new airport, but they do perceive that a new airport in Virginia Beach would provide serious competition.

Opposition
According to the Environmental Impact Statement, at least one public hearing was held on November 7, 1972 and announcement for reviewing the final draft was made in early 1974. It is not known how many citizens reviewed the final draft. The initial public hearing was conducted primarily to discuss the environmental effects of the airport project.

Opponents who spoke at this meeting consisted of an outdoorsman concerned about the Dismal Swamp, a resident who lives close to the new airport, and a member of the Virginia Beach School Board who opposed the time of the hearing rather than the building of the airport. Also at this meeting, a petition, containing 57 signatures, was submitted which "opposed...the construction of an industrial park and airport in the Shillelagh Road/West Road area [because] such a facility would adversely affect property values and introduce elements incompatible with the peaceful and quiet enjoyment of the area."

On contacting two of the petitioners, it was...
found that their attitude indicated a hopelessness concerning the ability of small numbers of residents to achieve success in any dispute with the city. In addition, their major complaints were directed toward jet traffic and not necessarily small general aviation planes. The other nearby communities of Norfolk, Portsmouth, and Virginia Beach are neutral, with no interest in funding the airport in Chesapeake. Several people stated that they think Virginia Beach will not build an airport but if it did, the airport will have some effect on the level of general aviation activity in Chesapeake.

**Conclusions**

Compared with other communities which are considering the expansion of their air transportation facilities, the prospect of putting in a new airport in Chesapeake has been greeted with relatively little community opposition.

As far as the selected site is concerned, there seems to be minimal opposition in the community, with the exception of a few farmers living in the vicinity of the proposed site. The location is fairly isolated and the planes will make approaches over the Dismal Swamp which is uninhabited by people.

Furthermore, indirect support for this airport development is expected to result from good labor relations in the area (Virginia is a right-to-work state), climate, general area facilities and the port location in the community. Also a number of industries have made oral commitments to the facility and several FBOs have also expressed interest. These FBOs, however, would have to construct their own facilities, since the city will only construct a small administration building on the site.

**SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS**

The study of transportation and general aviation in Virginia is summarized as follows:

(1) **Virginia has a comprehensive system of highway, rail, bus, and air carrier modes with excellent common carrier service between larger cities.**

(2) **The role of air transportation and general aviation airports in community development is recognized in the Virginia Air Transportation System Plan which projects expanded general aviation service for Virginia primarily through the expansion of existing facilities and the addition of 19 new facilities.**

(3) **Regional and local studies in Virginia have identified the complex and difficult nature of the airport planning process. The following factors appear to be essential considerations in this process:**

(a) **Local and regional planners must consider the comprehensive transportation planning process as well as statewide aviation plans.**

(b) **Accurate input data are needed in the planning process and at present there is some problem in acquiring certain information, particularly at non-tower-controlled airports.**

(c) **Forecasting must be done realistically, with a consideration of all factors impacting on aviation.**

(d) **National and State plans can serve as general guides from which local communities can develop final plans.**

(e) **The execution of all plans is dependent upon their acceptance by the communities involved.**

(f) **Inter- as well as intra-community forces play a major role in the final outcome of any aviation facility development.**
CHAPTER V
AVIATION SERVICE ANALYSIS:
A GUIDEBOOK

INTRODUCTION

This guidebook is designed to assist local decision-makers—elected and appointed officials, and other interested individuals in a community—in the process of determining whether or not aviation services are required to fulfill the needs of the residents of their communities. The use of this guidebook clearly implies that: (1) local communities must make a choice about the level and kind of aviation services they want; (2) this choice must be made with the involvement of the public throughout the process; and, (3) the process of making the choice relating to obtaining access to aviation services may be terminated at many different stages of the choice process.

The guidebook is organized in a flow chart pattern with an accompanying text at various stages of the flow chart. The users of the guidebook must be careful to follow through the steps in the flow chart in the sequence presented. An “X” after a topic number indicates that the particular sequence is completed. At times appropriate cross-references are made to previous positions in the flow chart. These must also be used where they are indicated. Finally, it is best to think of this guidebook as an outline of the steps one must follow, and the items one must consider, in establishing access to aviation services for the residents of a local community.
THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

START

(1) Community Goals
   Consider: external influences
   internal influences
   community characteristics

(2) Inventory of Transportation Services—Consider the modes of transportation available to the population center in terms of provider costs and user costs. Figure 5-1 helps to determine the trade-offs available between the types of transportation and the distance traveled.

(3) Automobile—Consider types (interstate, arterial, primary, and secondary) and number of highways available. How far do your people usually travel? If the automobile meets your total transportation requirements, there is no need to continue the analysis.

(4) Bus and Truck—What intercity bus services are available? What is the trucking ability (number of tons/year) in your area? Do the bus and truck services meet the remaining needs of your population center? If yes, there is no need to continue the analysis.

(5) Rail—What freight and/or passenger services are available? Do they serve the remaining transportation needs of your population center? If yes, there is no need to continue the analysis.

(6) Water—What water transportation services are available? Do they serve the remaining transportation needs of your population center? If yes, there is no need to continue the analysis.

TO TOPIC 7.
FROM TOPIC 2.

(7) Aviation—What aviation services are available? See Figure F-2 (Appendix F) for physical facility parameters that should be considered. Do the aviation services meet the remaining needs of your population center? If they are adequate, there is no need to continue the analysis. If services are inadequate, proceed to topic 8.

(8) Consider the types of Aviation Services possible as presented in topics 9, 58, and 68.

(9) Transportation—Commercial transportation of people and/or cargo from point “A” to “B”, either in the public or private domain. Some of the considerations should be: executive transport, business travel, personal travel, cargo including mail, newspapers, bank paper, and perishable goods.

(10) Commuter Airline—A non-certificated scheduled air carrier operating in accordance with FAR 135 and under the exemptions of PART 298 of the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB).

(11) Adequate Service Available?—At this stage in the determination, this question can be answered with a subjective “yes” or “no”. Later answers will eliminate as much subjectivity as possible.

(12) Service is Adequate—Subjective answer to question in topic 57. No further consideration need be given to this type of Aviation Service. Consider the other types of aviation services. See topic 8.

(13) Service is Not Adequate—Subjective answer to question in topic 57.

TO TOPIC 14.

TO TOPICS 31, 39, 50 AND 56.

TO TOPICS 58, AND 68.
(14) Isolation Index—Criteria developed by the CAB based on travel time to an air carrier facility and the average number of departures per day. If the population center qualifies as being isolated, that population center may qualify for subsidized air carrier service (certificated or commuter) provided there is an average of at least 5 passengers utilizing the service for each day of the week that the service is available. Figure 5-2 is the isolation index chart.

(15) Determine the number of air carrier and/or commuter flights per day at closest airport with those facilities. Enter your number on horizontal line in Figure 5-2.

(16) Actual travel time in minutes to air carrier and/or commuter service. Enter your number on vertical line in Figure 5-2.

(17) Isolation Determination—Determine where horizontal and vertical projections from topics 15 and 16 intersect on Figure 5-2. Intersections to the left and above the line (shaded area) are considered to be isolated population centers.

(18) No—Chart shows that population center is not “isolated” and therefore ineligible for CAB subsidy.

(19) No Further Requirement—For air carrier or commuter service.

(20) Fiscal Capability and Goals—The isolation index is an initial indicator only and should not be considered a final decision. If a population center has the fiscal capability to obtain this service on its own, it may want to proceed with air carrier or commuter service planning.
(21) Yes—Chart shows that population center is isolated.

(22) Type of Service—Initial decision should be made on the type of service that would best meet the requirements of the population center.

(23) Air Carrier—If this choice is made, additional planning should be undertaken which is not shown in this guide (which deals with general aviation).

(24) Commuter—If this choice is made, further action should be taken as indicated in this flow diagram.

(25) Geographic Considerations—Are there terrain features that may or may not support the requirement for commuter services? Can the terrain and soil base support an airport with orientation to local winds and anticipated aircraft weights? Are the potential airport sites accessible for ground and air transportation? Is the travel time to the potential sites reasonable? Is there a serviceable airport located nearby?

(26) Industrial Base—The type of industry in an area influences the amount and type of air transportation. Primary industries (such as agriculture and mining) generate less air travel than service type industries (such as insurance, banking, and marketing).

(27) Community Goals—How do commuter services relate to the developmental goals of your community?
FROM TOPICS 25, 26, 27, 35, 36, 37, 38, 48, 49, 54, 55, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 66, 67, 69, 70, 71, AND 72.

FROM TOPIC 24.

(28) Demographic—Is there a sufficient size population to justify commuter service? Is the population density sufficient to justify commuter services? What is the age distribution of the population center? How mobile is the population—both short and long term?

(29) Transportation Objectives—Has the population center considered comfort, safety, minimum loss to the users, maintenance of environmental quality, general public satisfaction, and monetary costs for the transportation objective?

(30) Airport Facilities—Perform an inventory of existing airport facilities and forecast anticipated use of the facility. Methods for predicting based aircraft, annual operations, travel demand, and cargo demand are shown in Tables V-I, V-II, V-III, and V-IV.

TO TOPIC 73.
FROM TOPIC 9.

(31) Air Taxi—A non-certificated, non-scheduled service operated in accordance with FAR 135 and under the exemption of PART 298 of the CAB.

(32) Adequate Air Service Available?—At this stage in the determination, this question can be answered with a subjective “yes” or “no.” Later answers will eliminate as much subjectivity as possible.

(33) Service is Adequate—Subjective answer to question in topic 11. No further consideration needs to be given to this type of aviation service. Consider the other types of aviation services. See topic 2.

(34) Service is Not Adequate—At the time of the inventory.

(35) Geographic Characteristics—Does the location of the population center (island, etc.) influence the need for air taxi service? Is there a geographic limitation that may prevent the establishment of an airport? Would another airport be closer than the proposed airport?

(36) Population Size—Are there enough people in the population center to support the needs of an air taxi service?

(37) Industrial Base—List the industries in your area and determine their dependence or lack of it on aviation.

(38) Community Goals—List the goals of the community and determine if an air taxi operation fits into the goal pattern.

TO TOPIC 30.
(39) Business and Corporate Aviation—That part of general aviation which uses aircraft in the pursuit of its own business and corporate function, but does not "hold out to the public."

(40) Adequate Service Available?—At this stage in the determination, this question can be answered with a subjective "yes" or "no." Later answers will eliminate as much subjectivity as possible.

(41) Service is Adequate—Subjective answer to the question in topic 40 or 51. No further consideration needs to be given to this type of aviation service.

(42) Service is Not Adequate—This service was not adequate at the time that an inventory of services was developed.

(43) Type of industry—List the industries in your area and determine their dependence or lack of it on aviation.

(44) Mining and Primary Industries—These industries have historically used few aircraft in their business. Typical industries in this category are raw material mining companies, and agriculture, other than spray application.

(45) Industrial—These industries usually occupy a position between the industries of topics 44 and 46 in the amount of dependence on aviation services. Typical industries in this category are appliance manufacturers and automotive equipment manufacturers.

(46) Service—Traditionally, these businesses utilize business aircraft the most. Typical industries are sales firms, marketing firms, insurance companies, and banking institutions.

TO TOPIC 47.
(47) Needed Aviation Services—Based on the inventory of existing businesses, a determination should be made of what types of aviation services will be needed. What size and type aircraft are the companies using? How does this affect the airport facility? What services will be necessary at the airport? (fuel, maintenance, tie-down, hangar, offices, flight personnel)

(48) Transient Only—If the aviation services are for transient aircraft only, then there will be fewer facilities required and less revenue derived from the airport.

(49) Aircraft Primary Base—If business aircraft are based at the airport, there is a higher requirement for facilities and also a potentially higher income from the airport.
(50) Personal—The non-commercial transportation of people and/or cargo from point "A" to point "B" for non-business purposes.

(51) Adequate Service Available?—At this stage in the determination, this question can be answered with a subjective "yes" or "no." Later answers will eliminate as much subjectivity as possible.

(52) Service is Not Adequate—Personal use of an aircraft is not available for other than commercial transportation.

(53) Aviation Support Facilities Required—Personal use of aircraft for transportation may require fuel, oil, tie-down, hangars, and maintenance.

(54) Transient Only—Fewer services listed in topic 53 are required and therefore less revenue will be derived.

(55) Aircraft Primary Base—Higher requirements for facilities and a potentially higher revenue for the airport.

(56) Air Carrier—A person or organization who undertakes to engage in air transportation and for the purposes of this guide is certificated by the CAB.

(57) Adequate Service Available?—At this stage in the determination, this question can be answered with a subjective "yes" or "no." Later answers will eliminate as much subjectivity as possible.
FROM TOPIC 8.

(58) Services—Services provided in support of other primary community functions.

(59) Industrial Services—Services such as: aerial photography; advertising; agricultural management; utility patrols; construction; and flight training.

(60) Geographic Considerations—Is there a geographic uniqueness that is compatible with aviation? For example: large agricultural area for spray applications, fish spotting along coastal areas, logging with helicopters in rough terrain. Is there a geographic limitation that may prevent the establishment of an airport? For example: no available airspace that would not conflict with present aviation functions; terrain is too rough to establish an airport; available land does not align well with winds in the area.

(61) Industrial Base—Does your community have an industrial base that will support aircraft services such as: aerial photography, fishing, mining, agriculture, or large forestry operations.

(62) Population—Is there sufficient population to make these aircraft services economical?

(63) Types of Industry—Certain types of industries rely more heavily on aviation than other types. List the industries in your area and determine their dependence or lack of it on aviation.

(64) Community Objectives—Does the community want development in those areas where aircraft services are normally used?

TO TOPIC 30.

TO TOPIC 65.
(65) Special Community Services—Services in the police, fire, and medical emergency areas.

(66) Geographic Considerations—Is the terrain relatively inaccessible for rescue purposes with other than a helicopter? Is wildlife management required?

(67) Public Welfare Requirements—How can aircraft be used to improve the welfare of the public? Examples: some types of traffic control, shark patrol, water safety patrols, fire fighting, ambulance service.
FROM TOPIC 8.

(68) Recreational Flying—Non-revenue flying that does not involve transportation (topic 9) or services (topic 58).

(69) Geographic Considerations—Is there a geographic limitation that may prevent the establishment of an airport? Would another airport be closer than the proposed airport?

(70) Population Size—Are there enough people in the population center to support the needs of recreational flying?

(71) Average Income—Is the average income in the population center large enough to support recreational aviation?

(72) Aircraft Owners—How many aircraft owners are there in the area who will be willing to base their aircraft at the airport? What type of aircraft do they have and how many hours does each aircraft fly annually?

TO TOPIC 30.
FROM TOPIC 30.

(73) Type of Sponsors—Determine the type of sponsor desired, based on the topics that follow.

(74) Private—A community may make an agreement with a private airport developer for the airport to be open for public use.

(75) Funding—The developer may borrow at a low interest rate, incorporate and sell stock, or use available funds. No community funds would be necessary.

(76) Common Law Liability—No community liability, the owner or operator of the airport would be responsible.

(77) State Regulations—Some states license airports. If your state does, the airport owner may need to obtain a license. State funds may be available for development.

(78) Federal Regulations—FAA and CAB should be checked for possible regulation of the aviation service(s).

(79) Community Control—The airport can be controlled through zoning laws regulating its location and surrounding development. However, the airport may be closed at any time by its owners.

TO TOPICS 111 AND 112.

TO TOPICS 80, 99, AND 105.
(80) Local Community—The community may have the means to sponsor an airport. Zoning laws are necessary. The power of eminent domain to acquire land is helpful.

(81) Direct Ownership—One or more communities may own and operate an airport as part of their regular government function.

(82) Funding—Financing is available through property taxes or a bond issue. The bond issue may have to be approved by a general referendum.

(83) Common Law Liability—The community is liable.

(84) State Regulations—States may license airports. State funds may be available for airport development. Most states approve applications for federal funding.

(85) Federal Regulations—FAA has regulations depending on the type of airport. CAB controls certificated air carrier service. Community may request federal aid for developing master plan and constructing the airport.

(86) Community Control—Community ownership gives the locality the greatest degree of control possible. Revenues returned to the general fund may be hard to use for airport improvements.

TO TOPICS 111 AND 112.

TO TOPICS 87 AND 93.
Community Control—Depends upon the enabling act: the community may appoint officials to an independent body, the state may appoint them, or they may be elected by the voters of the community. The commission or authority may act as the champion of the airport.

Airport Commission or Authority—May own and/or operate the airport. Members are usually appointed from communities involved. Determine if a commission or authority already exists or if one is available to join. The state may have an enabling act which allows a community to set up such a body.

Funding—The airport body may issue revenue bonds, which are redeemed by income from the airport.

Common Law Liability—The commission or authority is liable. The community may be vicariously liable, depending on the degree of control it exercises over the commission or authority.

State Regulations—Possible licensing of airports, funding through state, and approval of federal fund requests.

Federal Regulations—FAA has airport safety regulations, CAB controls certificated air carrier service. The community may request aid for developing master plan and constructing an airport.

TO TOPICS 111 AND 112.
(93) Port Authority—May own and/or operate all transportation facilities within member communities. Members are appointed from the communities involved. State enabling acts may allow formation of an authority by a community. If the authority is to be composed of two or more states, an act of Congress is required. Determine if an authority already exists for the area.

(94) Funding—Authority issues revenue bonds which are redeemed by income from the systems in the authority.

(95) Common Law Liability—Authority is liable. Responsibility of members depends on their degree of control over the authority.

(96) State Regulations—If composed of states, the members may have the control. The states may license airports, provide funding, or approve the request for federal funds.

(97) Federal Regulations—FAA has airport safety regulations. CAB controls certificated air carrier service. The Port Authority may request aid for developing the master plan and constructing the airport.

(98) Community Control—Provides the best coordination of transportation facilities. As the number of communities increases, the control by an individual community decreases. Authority may be completely independent, depending on the enabling act.

TO TOPICS 111 AND 112.
(from Topic 73.

(99) State—Some states own and operate all public airports within their state. Other states may share the authority to construct and operate airports with communities.

(100) Funding—Through state tax money. State can probably raise matching funds for federal funding more easily than a community.

(101) Common Law Liability—The state is liable, not the community.

(102) State Regulations—The community is not involved.

(103) Federal Regulations—FAA has airport safety regulations. CAB controls certificated air carrier service. Federal funding available for master plans and construction.

(104) Community Control—Solely through zoning around the airport.

(to Topics 111 and 112.)
FROM TOPICS 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 94, 95, 96, 97, AND 98.

FROM TOPIC 73.

(105) Federal—Only occurs at two airports in the United States at this time (Washington National Airport and Dulles International Airport, both serving the Washington, D.C. area).

(106) Funding—Approved by Congress.


(108) State Regulations—Not applicable.

(109) Federal Regulations—Determined by Congress.

(110) Community Control—Solely through zoning around airport.

(111) New Airport Facility Required—No applicable facilities exist, or the current facilities cannot be modified to meet the air transportation requirements.

(112) Improved Airport Facility Required—Airport facilities are available but they must be improved to be used to meet the planned air transportation requirements.

(113) Type of Facilities—The type of airport facility should be selected for the types of operations that are anticipated (defined in topics 114, 115, 116, and 117).

TO TOPICS 114, 115, 116, AND 117.
(114) Basic Utility—Airport accommodating 95% of general aviation propeller aircraft under 12,500 pounds (FAA AC 150/5300-4A, 11-68).

(115) General Utility—Airport accommodating substantially all general aviation propeller aircraft under 12,500 pounds. Airport should have at least 500 annual itinerant operations between 8,000 and 12,000 pounds (FAA AC 150/5300-4A, 11-68).

(116) Basic Transport—Airport accommodating all general aviation aircraft up to 60,000 pounds gross weight. Should have at least 500 annual itinerant operations between 12,500 and 60,000 pounds (FAA AC 150/5300-4A, 11-68).

(117) General Transport—Airport accommodating transport category aircraft up to 175,000 pounds gross weight. Should have at least 10 itinerant departures per week (FAA AC 150/5300-4A, 11-68).

(118) Funding Support—The population center must decide what type of funding is available, what type it prefers to use, and for what purposes the funding may be used.

(119) Local—Funding support must start at the local population center level. The five choices listed in topics 119, 120, 121, 124, and 123 exist.

(120) Private Funding—Funds for the airport may be provided entirely from private sources. In this case the airport belongs to that private source and is not eligible for federal funds. In some states, it may receive limited support with state funds.

(121) 100% Local Public Funds—Airport will be funded wholly by the local population center. It may be eligible for state and federal funds for future development. Bonds, tax levies and donations may be used to fund the facility.
(122) 50% Local Funds—If only local and state funds are used, the local population center is usually expected to fund 50% or more of the program.

(123) 50% State Funds—If only local and state funds are used, the state is usually expected to fund up to 50% of the program cost. Local population center should determine what amount of assistance the state is able to provide. Future action depends on the state regulations that relate to airport funding and development.

(124) 25% Local Funds—Unless a public agency’s powers are limited by state law or state funds are not available, the local population center may elect to use only local and federal funds. In that case, the local share will be 25%.

(125) 12.5% Local Funds—If state and federal funds are anticipated, the local population center is usually expected to fund 12.5% of the program costs.

(126) Airport is Part of the National Airport System Plan—This is a requirement in order to obtain federal funds. If the proposed airport is not part of the NASP, local action should be initiated to place the airport in the NASP. Application for a planning grant is made on FAA Form 5100-101, Application for Federal Assistance (Nonconstruction Programs), signed by an authorized local authority and transmitted to the appropriate FAA field office. (See FAA advisory circular 150/5900-1A.)

(127) State—If the state is involved in the funding, the local population center should check state requirements. The state’s share of the funding is usually 12.5%.
(128) 75% Federal Funds—The maximum subsidy that the local population center can expect from the Federal Government under ADAP. Funds may only be used for federally designated purposes.

(129) Planning Grant—ADAP Sec. 13 [84 Stat 224] limits federal grants for planning to 2/3 of the planning cost. Inclusion of Environmental Impact Statement is optional.

(130) Public Agency Submits Project Application—Required by Sec. 16 [84 Stat 226]. Inclusion of environmental impact statement is required. Environmental impact statement should include:
   (1) Environmental impact—noise, air quality, water quality, hydrology, wildlife, scenic assets, recreational assets.
   (2) Unavoidable adverse effects.
   (3) Alternatives to the action.
   (4) Relationship between short-term uses and maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity.
   (5) Any irreversible or irrevocable commitment of resources.
   (See DOT P 5600.1, Airports and Their Environment.)

(131) Develop Phase I Airport Requirements—This is the first step in the development of the airport master plan in accordance with FAA advisory circular 150/5070-6. Topics to be included are: inventory; forecasts of aviation demand; demand/capacity analysis; facility requirement determination; and, environmental study. In the environment study, the following impacts are to be considered: aircraft noise, land use, air pollution, water pollution, hydrology, and ecology.
(132) Public Hearing—It is not mandatory that a public hearing be held at this time, but experience has indicated that the more opportunity the public has to be informed, the less likely it is that the public will oppose the facility in its later stages of development. Federal regulations require that airport sponsors and planners should seek out and consider the views of interested parties, including those of federal, state, or local agencies, or the public at large. The preliminary environmental impact statement must be made available to the public at least 30 days before a public hearing. A transcript of the hearing must be prepared and a summary of it must accompany the environmental impact statement. (See FAA advisory circular 150/5100-7A for further details.)

(133) Submit the Phase I Plan to the State and Federal Government for Approval.

(134) Develop Phase II, Site Selection Plan—After approval of Phase I, the Phase II plan should be prepared in accordance with FAA advisory circular 150/5070-6. Topics to be included are: airspace requirements; environmental factors; community growth patterns; airport access; availability of utilities; land costs, site development costs; and, political considerations. Environmental impact statements are required for all major federal airport development actions significantly affecting the quality of the environment. “Significant” in the previous sentence is defined in DOT order 5610.1A, attachment 1, page 2. A negative declaration is required if there is no significant impact.

(135) Public Hearings—Required at this time by the FAA. ADAP requires a public hearing some time after topic 45 and before federal approval is received.
FROM TOPIC 135.

(136) Phase IV, Financial Plan—To be prepared in conjunction with topic 137. Topics to be included are: schedules of proposed development; estimates of development costs; economic feasibility; and, financing.

(137) Phase III, Airport Plan—To be prepared in conjunction with topic 136, the Phase IV financial plan. Topics to be included in the Phase III plan are: airport layout plan; land use plan; terminal area plans; and, airport access plans.

(138) Public Hearings—Should be conducted at this time unless they have been held already.

(139) Submit the Phase III and Phase IV plans to the appropriate state and federal government agencies for their approval.

(140) Determine Potential Availability of Federal Funds—Contact FAA officials after plan has been submitted.

(141) Government Funds Not Available—If federal funds are not available at the time of federal approval of the plan, the population center can make one of the three choices in topics 142, 143, or 144.

(142) Stop all planning effort on the airport.

(143) Investigate Other Funding Methods—Return to topic 117 and select another possible funding source.

(144) Wait for Federal Funds—Hold all development until federal funds become available.

(145) Government Funds Available.

TO TOPIC 146.
(146) Receive notice from the FAA to obtain firm financial data for justification of specific federal funds.

(147) Develop invitations to bid for submission to potential contractors.

(148) Site Procurement Bid.

(149) Contractor Bids.

(150) Receive quotes from all potential bid sources. Select the best bids and prepare financial data for submission to FAA.

(151) Submit financial data to FAA in the format requested.

(152) Receive notification from FAA and the state that funds are available and that the construction can proceed.

THE END.
TRANSPORTATION TRADEOFFS
FIGURE 5-1
Source: Service to Small Communities, Part III Policy Alternatives and Recommendations.
A staff study of the BUREAU OF OPERATING RIGHTS, Civil Aeronautics Board, 1972
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### TABLE V-I
**FORECASTING BASED AIRCRAFT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average Family Income (in dollars)</th>
<th>Predicted Based Aircraft (For community of 10,000 residents*)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8,000</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17,000</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For other population levels:

\[
\text{Number of based aircraft} = \text{initial predicted based aircraft} \left( \frac{\text{population}}{10,000} \right)^{0.71}
\]

Source: Based on data obtained from the *Final Draft of the Virginia Air Transportation System Study* and also from Chapter II of this Report.

### TABLE V-II
**FORECASTING AIRPORT OPERATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Per Capita Income (in dollars)</th>
<th>Annual Aircraft Operations (for community of 10,000 residents*)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>5,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,750</td>
<td>6,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>7,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,250</td>
<td>8,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>9,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,750</td>
<td>10,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>11,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,250</td>
<td>12,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,500</td>
<td>14,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For other population levels:

\[
\text{Annual Aircraft Operations} = \text{initial annual aircraft operations} \left( \frac{\text{population}}{10,000} \right)^{0.57}
\]

Source: Based on data obtained from the *Final Draft of the Virginia Air Transportation System Study* and also from Chapter II of this Report.
### TABLE V-III

**FORECASTING REVENUE PASSENGER MILES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Per Capita Income (in dollars)</th>
<th>Revenue Passenger Miles/Capita/Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.500</td>
<td>.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.750</td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.250</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.500</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.750</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.000</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.250</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.500</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
\text{Annual Revenue derived by Commuter} = \left( 1.163 \right)^{\frac{172}{\text{fare}}} \left( \frac{\text{Revenue Passenger Miles/Capita/Year}}{\text{Population}} \right)
\]

*$1.163$ is based on an average commuter fare per passenger mile. For fares other than $1.163$, multiply the revenue passenger mile by $\left( 1.163 \right)^{\frac{172}{\text{fare}}}$. Use the value obtained instead of the $1.163$ in the equation above.

Source: Based on data obtained from the *Final Draft of the Virginia Air Transportation System Study* and also from Chapter II of this Report.

### TABLE V-IV

**FORECASTING REVENUE CARGO TON-MILES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Per Capita Income (in dollars)</th>
<th>Revenue Cargo Ton-Miles/Capita/Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.500</td>
<td>.00147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.750</td>
<td>.00175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>.00204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.250</td>
<td>.00233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.500</td>
<td>.00263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.750</td>
<td>.00293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.000</td>
<td>.00323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.250</td>
<td>.00354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.500</td>
<td>.00385</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
\text{Annual Revenue derived from Cargo} = \left( 3.64 \right)^{\frac{\text{Cargo Ton-Miles/Capita/Year}}{\text{Population}}}
\]

*$3.64$ is based on an average air-cargo rate per ton-mile. For rates other than $3.64$, multiply the per capita cargo ton-miles by $\left( 3.64 \right)^{\frac{\text{rate}}{\text{Population}}}$ Use this new value instead of the $3.64$ in the equation above.

Source: Based on data obtained from the *Final Draft of the Virginia Air Transportation System Study* and also from Chapter II of this Report.
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APPENDIX D
ORGANIZATION OF THE DESIGN TEAM

A. Preliminary Study

To attain the goals of the project within an eleven-week period, the design study was organized into various phases. Initially, participants were divided into three basic groups for preliminary study:

Group A (Supply) Group B (Demand)
B. F. Byrne, Chairman W. Pindur, Chairman
J. L. Franklin K. L. Antoniewicz
G. W. Kiteley J. L. Bernardc
C. F. Kosbab A. Cerko
R. L. Scott S. G. de Groot
J. J. Uhran, Jr. M. H. Mercle

Group C (Community Impact)
S. B. Friedman, Chairman
T. J. Kublak
I. B. Levinsten
H. L. Livas
C. L. Menges
R. K. Wattson
P. B. Wigley

B. Group Assignments

Following two weeks of preliminary investigation, a Task Outline Committee was formed to determine the Design Team's direction for the remainder of the study.

Task Outline
G. W. Kiteley, Chairman
S. G. de Groot
T. J. Kntlak

C. In-Depth Study

During weeks four through seven, the design team functioned in the following study groups:

I. General Aviation II. Community Analysis
B. F. Byrne K. L. Antoniewicz
R. M. Eastman J. J. Bernardc
H. L. Livas J. L. Franklin
M. H. Mercle S. B. Friedman
R. L. Scott C. F. Kosbab
R. K. Wattson, Jr. T. J. Kublak
P. B. Wigley I. B. Levinsten

W. Pindur W. Pindur

D. Section Coordinators

In the sixth week section coordinators were selected. They are primarily responsible for preparation and presentation of information contained therein.

Chapter I, General Aviation Components
R. M. Eastman
Chapter II, General Aviation Environment
P. B. Wigley
Chapter III, Community Perspectives
I. B. Levinsten
Chapter IV, Virginia Transporation System
B. F. Byrne
G. W. Kiteley

Chapter V, Aviation Service Analysis: A Guidebook
W. Pindur
Appendix E, Glossary
R. K. Wattson, Jr.

E. Other Committees

During the final four weeks of the study, two additional committees were formed

Editorial Committee
M. Z. Sincoff
J. S. Gajani

Oral Presentations/Illustration Committee
S. B. Friedman
G. W. Kiteley
T. J. Kublak
W. Pindur
R. L. Scott
J. J. Uhran, Jr.
R. K. Wattson, Jr.
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APPENDIX E
Glossary

ADAP (Airport Development Aid Program)
Established by the Airport and Airway Development Act of 1970 for the purpose of developing a nationwide system of public airports. Section 14 of the Act empowers the Secretary of Transportation to make specific grants for airport development, and to obligate funds for airway development. Title II of the Act provides for taxes to be collected on fuel, air travel by persons and property, and the use of civil aircraft. It also established an Airport and Airway Trust Fund (q.v.)

ADF (Automatic Direction Finder)
A general purpose, low frequency beacon or radio station provides a signal to aircraft instruments, enabling the pilot to home on the beacon.

Administrator, The
The Administrator of the Federal Aviation Administration.

Aerodynamics
The portion of the science of physics which deals with the study of the flow patterns of moving air, and the forces created on objects past which it moves. The force exerted by air on, for example, an airplane can be thought of as split up into several contributions. The magnitudes of these contributions depend on the shape and size of the aircraft, on its orientation to the airstream, on the deflections of its movable control surfaces, and on the power or thrust level at which its engines are operating.

Air Commerce
Carriage by aircraft of persons or property for hire, carriage of mail by aircraft, or operation of aircraft in the conduct of a business or vocation. Classified as interstate, overseas, and foreign.

Aircraft
A flight vehicle sustained by the atmosphere. It may be "lighter-than-air," and thus sustained at least partly and sometimes wholly by aerostatic displacement forces, or "heavier-than-air," and thus sustained by aerodynamic forces (due to motion through the air). Lighter-than-air vehicles are balloons and airships. Heavier-than-air vehicles are airplanes (fixed-wing), helicopters (powered rotary-wing), and a few subordinate types.

Aircraft Category (Airworthiness) (Fixed Wing)
Normal, Utility, and Acrobatic—Small airplanes, aircraft under 12,500 lb (FAR 23)
Transport Category—Aircraft over 12,500 lb (FAR 23), must be multi-engined (FAR 121) Some other minor categories exist.

Aircraft Repair Station
Certificated activity employing certificated personnel qualified to repair aircraft and equipment. A Fixed Base Operator (FBO, q.v.) may operate a repair station.

Airframe
Structural framework or shell of an aircraft. What is commonly thought of as an "airplane manufacturer" is an airframe manufacturer. An airframe manufacturer may, however, make other components besides structure, and assemblies both his own and purchased parts to form the aircraft.

Airfoil
The shape of the cross-section of a surface, or body, such as a wing or propeller. The cross-section is normally taken perpendicular to the wingspan or propeller blade diameter. The special shapes of airfoils are called airfoil sections; geometric and aerodynamic characteristics of many such sections are available in various publications.

Aileron
A hinged surface on the trailing edge (rear portion) of a wing used for roll control. In operation, ailerons work like boat rudders laid on their sides, but one moves up and the other down. The ailerons are connected to the control wheel in the cockpit. Turning the wheel to the right causes the right aileron to deflect upward, the left downward, thus rolling the airplane to the right.

Almanac
FAR certificated personnel engaged in operation and maintenance of aircraft, and in operation of airway facilities. The Almanac contains (1) crew member engaged in navigation of aircraft while underway, (2) individual in direct charge of aircraft, engine or propeller, maintenance, overhaul, or repairs, and, (3) aircraft dispatcher or air traffic control operator.

Airplane
A particular type of aircraft. It is propelled through the air by a powerplant which exerts its force preponderantly upward, and sustained in the air mainly by differential air pressures set up on fixed wing surfaces by its motion through the air.

Airplane Flight Manual
The FAA requires that certain information on the operating characteristics of each type-certificated aircraft be displayed in the aircraft in a form suitable for use by the pilot. For small airplanes this information is displayed on placards and in an owner's manual. For airplanes over 6,000 pounds, an Airplane Flight Manual is prepared. One part of the flight manual must be approved by the FAA. This part contains a general description of the aircraft, operating limitations, operating procedures, and performance information. To this "approved" section of the Airplane Flight Manual the manufacturer will add an "unapproved" section containing further information he judges will be of use to pilots flying the airplane. All "unapproved" information, for instance, will be in this section range/payload/field length tradeoffs, fuel consumption data, effect of speed, altitude, and reserves on range, etc. "Unapproved" means simply that the section is outside FAA's charter.

Airport
A landing area for aircraft. The Federal Aviation Act of 1958 adds the words "used regularly by aircraft for receiving or discharging passengers or cargo.

Airport and Airway Development Act
Established by Section 208 of the Airport and Airway Development Act, the fund was intended for use in the Airport and Airway Development Program. The fund was to be created from the taxes on fuel, travel, and aircraft collected under provisions of Title II of the Airport and Airway Development Act. The Secretary of the Treasury holds the Trust Fund and reports yearly to Congress of the financial conditions and results of operation of the fund during the fiscal year and on the outlook for the succeeding five fiscal years.

Appendix
Airspeed

Airspeed, S, is the speed of an aircraft relative to the air. The airspeed measuring instrument of an airplane is typically an air-pressure-actuated device, which subtracts the ordinary barometric pressure from the so-called "total" air pressure, which is sensitive to forward speed. The remainder is the "dynamic" pressure, and this is displayed to the pilot on an "airspeed indicator" which is graduated in knots or miles per hour instead of in pressure units. This is the so-called "indicated airspeed," and is not equal to the true speed of the aircraft through the air. The correction is (for low speeds and a perfect measuring system)

\[
\text{True airspeed} = \text{Indicated airspeed} \times \sqrt{\frac{\text{Air Density}}{\text{Standard sea level air density}}}
\]

Since at altitude the air density is usually less than that at sea level, the airspeed indicator will read lower than true airspeed.

Air Taxi

Operation complying with FFA Part 135 and CAB Economic Regulation Part 298. Two kinds: Unscheduled and "Commuter." Air taxi operation by aircraft, persons, or property as a common carrier for compensation, or carriage of mail by aircraft referred to in the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 as being "interstate, overseas, or foreign." Airway

A federal airway is a portion of the navigable airspace of the United States designated by the Administrator as a federal airway. Jet airway routes are between the altitudes of 18,000 feet and 48,000 feet. Lower airway structure extends down to 1,000 feet above the ground.

Airworthiness Certificate

Document required in each aircraft declaring it to be of a type design which has been certified by FAA as airworthy. It does not mean that the specific aircraft is airworthy but only that at the time it was issued the airplane was in conformity with the type design. References to the actual airworthiness condition of the aircraft may be found in its logbook. The certificate must be renewed annually, based upon inspection of the aircraft.

Airworthiness Regulations

Parts of Federal Aviation Regulations controlling design and performance aspects of new aircraft designs. Part 23, for example, covers small airplanes in normal, utility and acrobatic categories. Part 25 covers transport category. Contents of the regulations for aircraft are typically (1) applicability limits, (2) definitions, (3) flight performance (takeoff, landing, climb, stall, handling), (4) applied loads (flight, ground or water), (5) proof of structure, (6) design and construction, (7) equipment requirements, and (8) information to be furnished. Other airworthiness regulations cover engines, propellers, and components.

ALPA

Airline Pilots' Association.

Altitude

Usually taken to mean the height of an aircraft above sea level.

Approach

The descending path by which an airplane closes the distance between it and the runway on which it is being landed. A VFR approach may have three consecutive legs at right angles to each other: (1) Downwind—approximately 600-foot height; (2) Base—descending, course at right angles to runway; and (3) Final—descending, aligned with runway. IFR approaches may lack downwind and base legs if the localizer beam is approached at an angle and the airplane turned directly into it for final approach.

Approved

Approved by the FAA Administrator. May pertain to aircraft type certificates, parts, reports (e.g., the "approved" section of an airplane flight manual), agencies.

ARTCC

Air Route Traffic Control Center.

ATA

Air Transport Association.

ATC

Air Traffic Control.

Available Seat Miles

On each inter-airport flight, the product of aircraft miles flown multiplied by seats available. The seats available are not necessarily the seats installed, since for some trips some seats may have to remain unfilled to keep the aircraft below its certificated gross weight.

Avionics

Aviation electronic equipment made for installation in aircraft.

Balanced Field Length (BFL) (ref. airport and airplane design)

Airplane takeoff run length for a transport category airplane as determined by the following measurements:

- Distance from brake release to attainment of a height of 50 feet (35 feet for turbine aircraft), one engine having stopped at a decision speed V1 (q.v.)

- Distance from brake release to stop, one engine having stopped at a decision speed V1

Proper choice of V1 makes these distances equal, and the single resulting distance is known as the balanced field length.

See also FAR Landing Field Length.

Breakeven

Load factor at which revenues equal total operating cost. A function of aircraft size and type, and fare structure.

Business

Banks, corporations, etc., which engage in marketing and finance as distinct from manufacturing.

CAB (Civil Aeronautics Board)

Independent of FAA Purview—Economic development of aviation. Umbrella includes—route granting (certified carriers), scheduling, fare setting. (See Economic Regulations.)

Category (of landing when operating IFR)

Cat I—200 foot ceiling, 2,600 foot runway visual range, Cat II—100 and 1,200, and, Cat III—0 and 0. To land IFR requires qualified (IFR-rated) pilot, properly equipped aircraft and airport.
Categories of Scheduled Air Transport

1. Certificated—trunk, regional, supplemental and cargo, and 2. Non-certificated—Commuter/small freight mail

Ceiling

Height of cloud cover above weather reporting station. It is measured when one-half or more of the sky is covered by clouds.

Also, the maximum altitude at which an airplane can climb at certain specific rates. General aviation airplanes, except business jets, seldom near their ceiling altitudes

Certificate

The following types of certificates are issued by the FAA:

1. Pilot's Certificate
2. Aircraft Certificate
3. Air Carrier Operating Certificate
4. Air Navigation Facility
5. Air Agency Rating

City Pair

The terminal communities in an air trip; the origin and destination on a one-way basis. This is only coincidentally the same as a sector (q.v.).

Civil Aircraft (of the United States)

Any aircraft registered under the provisions of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958.

Common Carrier

A transportation business that offers its services for public hire.

Community

City, town, or region under study. The community is made up of a group of individuals possessing a “feeling” of or, in fact, having a common objective or economic, social, or political bond.

Commuter

Subdivision of an air taxi operator. Air Taxi Operators engage in direct air transportation within the 48 contiguous states which do not utilize large aircraft. They are registered with the CAB but do not hold certificates of public convenience and necessity. Pursuant to published schedules, a commuter makes at least five round trips per week between two or more points.

Control (Air Traffic)

Services offered by FAA to expedite traffic flow. As seen by pilot these take the form of maps and charts. Lower service (departure control, approach control, local control and ground control), air route traffic control center radio and radar flight service (weather information and flight plans).

Controlled Airspace

Airspace within which movement of aircraft is controlled by FAA. Control may apply to some or all aircraft, and may restrict either route or speed.

1. Control area—airspace designated by FAA from an altitude of 700 feet above defined surface area of ground
2. Control zone—includes all airspace designated by FAA above and around one or more airports
3. Continental control area—all airspace over the 48 contiguous states, above 14,500 feet. VFR traffic prohibited when visibility is below 5 miles.

Control Surfaces (of aircraft)

Movable flap-type hinged portions of the wings and tail surfaces of an airplane, or of the fins of an airship, used by the pilot to maneuver it or to control its direction of flight. On a conventional airplane the three types of surfaces are: (1) ailerons (q.v.), one on each wing; (2) elevators, on the horizontal tail (the fixed portion is the “stabilizer”); and, (3) rudder, on the vertical tail (the fixed portion is the “vertical fin”).

Cost-Benefit

A ratio between gains and losses, both in the social and economic realms, as a result of the reallocation of resources. The ratio is determined by the actual comparison of known and projected dollar costs and benefits arising due to the reallocation. The cost-benefit analysis assumes, however, that all costs and benefits can be measured in the market (i.e., with dollar values).

Course

The intended direction of flight in a horizontal plane. The course is not necessarily the direction in which the aircraft is pointed (see heading).

Cruise, Cruise Flight

A “cruising” aircraft is in level, unaccelerated flight at any speed at which such flight can be maintained. Cruise speeds usually chosen are much nearer the aircraft’s top speed than its stalling speed.

An economy cruise is flown at or very near the speed for which the aircraft’s fuel consumption per ground mile traveled is a minimum.

A cruise altitude is the altitude authorized by Air Traffic Control in a flight plan clearance; the pilot may normally fly at any altitude between the minimum en route altitude or the minimum obstacle clearance altitude for the route, and the altitude specified in the clearance. The cruise altitude is taken to be the height of the aircraft above sea level.

CTOL (Conventional Takeoff and Landing)

A catch-all term which includes all aircraft with no devices other than flaps, and perhaps leading edge devices, specifically devised to shorten the takeoff and landing field lengths required. If, however, due to the extreme sophistication of its flaps and leading edge devices, an airplane can achieve substantially shorter takeoffs and landings than other contemporary airplanes of its weight, speed, and general class, it could be considered a STOL or RTOL airplane rather than a CTOL airplane.

There is no “official” designation of airplanes as CTOL, RTOL, or STOL.
Decision Height

Height at which decision must be reached, during an instrument approach, on whether to land or "execute missed approach."

Development

Utilization of human and natural resource base for the maximization of social and economic benefits throughout the "community.

DME (Distance Measuring Equipment.)

Airborne and ground equipment used to measure, in nautical miles, the distance of an aircraft from a navigation aid.

DOC—see Operating Cost.

DOT—Department of Transportation.

Economic Factors

Trade area, income (per capita or median), labor force, employment/unemployment, industrial mix, retail and wholesale trade, population, tax base, and employment sectors.

Empty Weight

Aircraft with normal operational equipment but with no liquids except actuating systems. Empty weight is 55-65 percent TOGW for small airplanes.

Experimental Certificate

Document issued by FAA, under which one specific airplane may be flown using an experimental flight test crew only. Homebuilts presently operate under experimental certificates.

FAR (Federal Aviation Regulations)

Documents having the force of law (part of U.S. Code) prescribing technical and procedural aspects of the conduct of the aviation community.

FAR Landing Field Length

1.67 times actual landing distance of a type aircraft under given environment (altitude and temperature). An aircraft operating under Part 121 may not be dispatched to a destination at which it cannot be brought to a stop within the first 60 percent of an active runway. Calculated landing field lengths are used in design of airports and aircraft.

Fare

Tariff paid by passenger for privilege of riding. Usually on an average fare structure will consist by implication of a boarding fee and a mileage rate. Must be approved by CAB for certificated carriers. Sector by sector.

FBO (Fixed base operator)

An FBO may offer a variety of services on an airport:

--Aircraft storage and parking
--Fuel sales
--Aircraft, engine, and accessory maintenance and repair
--Aircraft sales (new, used) and rental
--Flight and ground instruction
--Aircraft parts and accessory sales
--Specialized services (e.g., air ambulance)

An FBO may also be the airport owner.

Federal Aviation Act of 1958

"An act to continue the Civil Aeronautics Board as an agency of the United States, to create a Federal Aviation Agency, to provide for the regulation and promotion of civil aviation such as to best foster its development and safety, and to provide for the safe and efficient use of the airspace by both civil and military aircraft, and for other purposes."

As originally written, the act provided for the FAA to be an independent agency responsible only to the President, and for the CAB to be charged with accident investigation as well as economic regulation. The Department of Transportation Act of 1966 placed the FAA under the Department of Transportation and removed the accident investigative function from the CAB and placed it under the National Transportation Safety Board. A controversy exists as to whether these changes benefited aviation.

Field Elevation

Height of airport runways above sea level.

Flight Level

Pressure altitude related to standard sea level pressure given in hundreds of feet. Flight levels are called by this name starting at 18,000 feet altitude.

Flight Plan

Data on a single proposed IFR flight filed with FAA Flight Service by the pilot before departure. Includes type registration number, and color of aircraft, pilot's name, number of passengers aboard, destination and alternate, amount of fuel on board, routing.

FSS (Flight Service Station)

This activity relays traffic control messages, briefs pilots, disseminates weather information, and monitors navigational aids.

Fuel

All aircraft of the present day use petroleum products as fuels.

Aviation Gasoline ("Avgas") is used by the piston-engine fleet. Small airplanes use a product in the general octane-number range of "Ethyl" automobile gasoline. Large piston-engined aircraft use gasoline with octane ratings in excess of 100. The piston engine in its present form will not digest other fuels.

Kerosene is used by some of the turbine engine fleet. Others use a fuel which has no single commercial designation but is known to the military as JP-4 and is comparable to a wide-cut gasoline. Turbine engines configured for "jet fuels" such as the above will accept aviation gasoline only for very short periods of running, so the use of avgas in turbine engines is restricted to emergencies.
G

The ac. 'acceleration of gravity at the earth's surface (32.17 feet per second per second) is frequently referred to as "one 'g". Any other acceleration, expressed in the same units, can be referred to as "so many g's" by dividing that acceleration by the acceleration of gravity. For example, an acceleration of 64.34 feet per second, or twice that of gravity, becomes "2 g's". Aircraft accelerations, such as in pullups or turns, are so expressed; the general name for the quotient acceleration/acceleration-of-gravity is the "load factor" (e.g. for another definition) In aircraft design, applied structural loads are obtained first as load factor, or g's (i.e. accelerations experienced by the aircraft or aircraft component in flight) and then converted to their force equivalents by introducing the component masses.

Heading

The direction in which the nose of an aircraft is pointed, viewed on a horizontal plane. Headings are typically expressed in degrees, measured clockwise from magnetic north. Since the air mass in which the airplane is operating may be moving sideways across the desired course of flight, the heading of the aircraft may not be the same as the course as laid out on a map, but will be off toward the side of the course from which the air mass is approaching.

Helicopter

A particular type of aircraft. It is both propelled and sustained in the air substantially by the differential air pressures set up on rotary wings, hinged to a powered axis.

Homebuilt

Aircraft, 51 percent of which, is built by the individual owner. May not be flown as an air carrier. Homebuilts are all small and mostly primitive with respect to radio equipment. Antique restorations can come under homebuilt category. Not certifiable as a type—must be individually FAA inspected and approved.

Hot Atmosphere

Fictitious atmosphere representing a typical midsummer day in warmer areas. Begins at 103° at sea level.

Housing

Buildings and services intended for providing dwelling, including private homes, high-rise units and housing projects.

IOC—see Operating Cost.

IFR (Instrument Flight Rules)

IFR conditions prevail when the weather is not good enough for flight by visual reference to the ground.

ILS (Instrument Landing System)

Provides electrical signals forming a cross-shaped pattern along the glide path. (The glide path is the line of intersection of the two signals. the "glide slope" and "localizer".) Aircraft control systems can be slaved to these signals to control the approach automatically.

Impact

The effect upon the various community systems or sub-systems produced by the introduction of a new sub-system (e.g., new airport) or a change in an existing system (e.g., extending services).

Interline Agreement

Agreement between airlines covering ticket servicing, baggage handling, and miscellaneous services. All trunk and regional airlines and some commuters participate.

Knot

One nautical mile per hour. Standard airspeed unit worldwide. See "nautical mile.

Limiting Weights

Maximum weight at which an airplane can take off at a given field under given environment. Weight may be limited by runway length or climb capability. Used by all certificated airlines and most commuters. They are part of FAA-required information in an airplane flight manual.

Load Factor

(1) "Flight"—structural definitions, not pertinent here, (2) "Passenger"—number of passengers being carried, number of passenger seats available, and (3) "Overall"—ratio of actual or assumed fuel to total payload of aircraft.

Local Service Carrier ("Regional")

Certificated domestic route air carriers operating routes of lesser density and average length between small and principal traffic centers.

Mach Number

True airspeed/speed of sound in air in local free stream. Usually referred to as, e.g., "Mach 0.8."

Manuals

Each airplane over 6,000 pounds maximum certificated gross weight must be provided with an approved Airplane Flight Manual. Airplanes below 6,000 pounds will have Owner's Manuals. Each domestic and flag carrier must provide a manual for the use of flight and ground operations personnel (and for management personnel in the case of supplemental carriers). These manuals are divided into sections containing information for each category of personnel. Some typical topics are policies, personnel duties and responsibilities, types of aircraft and operations authorized for each route, crew requirements, normal and emergency operating procedures, inspections, weight and balance procedures, and safety information and instructions. The aircraft manufacturer provides a maintenance manual for his aircraft, which includes such things as:

- System descriptions
- Lubrication instructions
- Pressures and electrical loads
- Tolerances and adjustments
- Methods of leveling, raising, and towing
- Control surface balancing
- Inspection, repair, special tools

The manufacturer will also provide a parts catalog.

Marker

An electronic signal generated by an instrument landing system to form a "milepost" on a landing approach path. Two usually referred to as "outer" and "middle." Outer marker may be a reporting point on an approach, and usually is 4.7 miles from runway threshold.

Maximum Landing Weight

Not less than 5 percent under TOGW unless fuel jetison is provided (FAR)

Metropolitan

Urban area with central city of at least 50,000 persons.
Missed Approach

An IFR approach to a landing which is aborted prior to reaching the touchdown point, and the airplane climbed out to try again or to fly to an alternative destination. The missed approach must be decided on at or before a minimum decision height.

Nautical Mile

One minute of arc at sea level on the earth’s surface at the equator (about 1.15 statute miles). See “knot.”

NTSB (National Transportation Safety Board)

Part of DOT. Purview—investigative aspects of safety (NTSB and FAA commonly both investigate aircraft accidents, but NTSB is empowered to determine the probable causes).

OAG—Official Airline Guide.

Origin and Destination Reports

Reports of passenger traffic required by CAB of all certificated carriers, possibly in future of all commuters.

Omni

Nickname for VOR (q.v.).

Operating Cost (of aircraft and airlines)

DOC (direct)

Flight operations
  Crew
  Fuel and oil
  Training
  Depreciation (of a/c and spares)
  Insurance (hull, of a/c)
  Maintenance (of a/c and equipment)
  Maintenance burden

IOC (direct)

Station operating cost
  Administration
  Advertising
  Equipment (except station)
  Insurance (except a/c)

Operating Regulations

Parts of Federal Aviation Regulations Part 91 covers general aviation; Part 121 covers certificated air transport. The rules govern the manner in which aircraft may be operated and include sections on manuals required, operating and crew limitations, airworthiness and instrumentation requirements, records and reports. Part 121 also contains certification rules, approved rules for routes, aircrew flight time limitations, and dispatch rules.

Operation (from airport)

One takeoff or one landing

Operator

A company or individual who owns or leases aircraft for various uses; the pilot of an airplane.

Overrun

Unpaved extension of paved runway suitable for emergency stops. Consists of “clearway” and “stopway.”

Payload

Revenue-producing portion of the useful load of an aircraft. Some small airplane manufacturers include crew and crew’s baggage in the payload for engineering purposes.

Pitch

Nose-up or nose-down attitude of the aircraft in flight.

Primary/Alternate (destination)

Intended destination of flight, and destination to which diversion may occur if necessary (e.g., for weather)

Profitability

Difference between net passenger ticket plus or cargo revenues, and total operating costs. Can be predicted for sector or route if fare structure and demand are known, or for design if they are assumed.

Profit Potential

All combinations of stage length and payload, using which a specific type of aircraft can conceivably make money under a given fare structure.

Radar

A system for locating an object such as an airplane, by displaying on a screen or scope a bright spot representing the airplane, generated by ultra high-frequency radio waves reflected to a receiver by the airplane.

Recreation

Facilities for carrying out specific recreational activities such as parks, movie theaters, opera houses, concert halls, arenas, gymnasiums, and recreation centers.

Registration

FAA or state license declaring one specific aircraft to be in existence and owned by one specific person. Is not a permit for the aircraft to be operated.

Reserves

Difference between total fuel on board at start of flight and estimated fuel used during mission. Reserves are prescribed by FAR 91 (general aviation operating rules) and 121 (air transport operating rules). Generally taken to be allowances for holding and flight to alternate destination, but for design frequently taken to include aircrew fuel allowances. Missed approach and climbout from missed approach for talking purposes 200 nautical miles plus 15 minutes is usually used to portray fuel reserves.

RNAV (Area Navigation)

A method of navigation that permits aircraft operations on any desired course within the coverage of station-referenced navigation signals or within the limits of self-contained system capability. Using RNAV, it is not necessary to be on the established airways between Omni stations in order to receive “on-course” signals. Instead, using the on-board RNAV equipment, fictitious “airways” may be set up using the signals from actual Omni stations and the airplane flown on these “airways.”

Roll

Motion of an aircraft in flight about a generally fore-and-aft axis through its center of gravity.

Route

A defined path, consisting of one or more courses, which an aircraft traverses over the ground, viewed on a horizontal plane.

RTOL (Reduced Takeoff and Landing)

A type of airplane whose takeoff and landing performance is better than a CTOL airplane, but not as good as a STOL airplane. Technically an RTOL airplane would incorporate a very low wing loading or some form of powered
lift. Operationally, the field lengths are thought of as 3,500-4,000 feet.

Note. Since in practice large airplanes have longer field performance than small airplanes incorporating similar technical features (e.g., kinds of flaps), an airplane size bracket should be attached both to the definition of RTOL and of STOL.

Rural
Places of less than 3,500 persons or diffuse population with an employment base primarily in agriculture.

RVR (Runway Visual Range)
The horizontal distance along a runway at which a pilot about to land can see the high intensity runway lights.

Sector (referred to as "stage" in design)
Length of a scheduled route, between two cities at which takeoff and landing are made consecutively.

Segment (climb)
Portion of takeoff or landing climbout performed in a specific flight configuration.

1st segment—gear down, flaps down, climb flaps open, engines at takeoff power or thrust.

2nd segment—gear up, flaps down, engines at maximum continuous power or thrust.

En route—gear and flaps up, engines at maximum continuous power or thrust.

Approach—gear and flaps in approach positions, engines at maximum continuous power or thrust.

Balked Landing—gear down, flaps at landing setting, engines at takeoff power or thrust. This is an all engine climb.

Minimum standards for airplanes are set by FAR Parts 23 and 25. For purposes of setting up takeoff flight paths at airports, multi-engined airplanes of transport category e.g., business jets, are assumed to have one engine failed during all climbs except balked-landing climb. As presently prescribed, 2nd segment climb usually is critical for establishing takeoff flight paths and limiting weights.

Shrouded Propeller
A propeller with a ring-shaped wing surrounding the propeller disc or plane of motion. The central axis of the ring wing is the same as that of the propeller. The ring wing, if properly designed, increases the static and low-speed thrust of the unit for the same power input, but usually lowers the unit efficiency in cruising flight.

Slat
A small auxiliary airfoil which can be deployed from the leading edge of a wing to improve its high lift capability.

Slipstream
The cylindrical stream of fast-moving air behind the propeller of an airplane in flight, or beneath the rotor of a hovering helicopter.

Small Aircraft
Aircraft under 12,500-pound TOGW.

Social Factors
Housing, education, government services and expenditures, recreation, public assistance health services, life styles, and quality of life—a measured or perceived phenomenon based upon any or all social, economic, and bio-physical factors (e.g., improved housing, recreation, etc. or citizen attitude concerning improved social environment).

Special Conditions
Additions or modifications for FARs negotiated between FAA and airframe manufacturer prior to start of an airframe development program. These are not "Amendments" for the FARs in that they govern only the specific model type to be developed.

Spoilers
Movable, hinged surfaces on the top of a wing. The most common form looks like a small, upside-down wing flap. When raised, the device "spoils" the lift on part of the wing (breaks up the smooth air flow). Spoilers can be used one-side-at-a-time for roll control or all at once for steep emergency descents at high speed.

Sport Aviation
Segment of the aviation community devoted in large part to flying for pleasure and building individual aircraft for pleasure.

Stalling Speed (Vs)
Airspeed below which an airplane cannot maintain horizontal flight due to the decay of lift on its wings. The stalling speed is highest with wing flaps retracted, lowest with flaps fully extended. The stalling speed is also inversely proportional to the square root of the air density and directly proportional to the square root of the wing loading (q.v.). Some airplanes have a "minimum flying speed" below which their powerplants do not have enough power to maintain level flight, but which is above the stalling speed.

STOL (Short Takeoff and Landing)
Two definitions (1) Operational: not firm but thought of as 1,000-2,000 foot balanced field length. (2) Technical: Series of technological developments which can be applied to aircraft of any size (e.g., Boeing 727 is a "mild" STOL airplane). These developments include multiple-element airfoils, spoiler controls, boundary layer control (various types), and combined lift-thrust systems.

Penalty of incorporating "severe" STOL technology can range from 2 percent (big airplane) to 10 percent (small airplane) of gross weight. This is usually intolerable for revenue-producing types.

Surveillance Radar
A long range (about 200 miles) radar for tracking en route aircraft along an airway, known as "en route" ASR Air Surveillance Radar provides for terminal area air traffic control and aircraft location information to tower operators.

Takeoff Flight Path
Computed p.h. of an airplane takeoff from 50 feet (35 feet for turbopowerd aircraft) to 409 feet height above ground. Used in airport development work to set maximum permissible obstacle heights near approach and departure paths.

Technical S-Standard Order
Performance and quality control standard for components (airplanes, engines, and props) are not "TSO'd." i.e., presented for determination that they comply with the standard. A properly functioning component of a TSO'd type may be installed on any airplane capable of utilizing it. Components may also be "approved" specifically for installation in an airplane of a specific type.
Tetrahedron
Wind indicator on airport, visible to pilots of aircraft in vicinity

Threshold (of runway)
"Near" and of runway for approaching aircraft

TOC (Total Operating Cost)
The sum of DOC (Direct Operating Cost) and IOC (Indirect Operating Cost)

TOW
Literally, "takeoff gross weight"—The maximum weight at takeoff brake release, for which an airplane is certificated. There may be a "ramp weight" at engine start, above TOW

Traffic
Aircraft operating in air or on ground

Transponder
An airborne radar beacon receiver-transmitter which automatically receives radio signals from all interrogators on the ground and which selectively replies with a specific reply pulse or pulse group, only to those interrogations being received on the mode to which it is set to respond. The modes vary with the purpose for which the transponder is being used (identification, altitude reporting, emerGENCY)

Transportation
With respect to control public and private Mass transportation has recently become considered in a special category, but is generally thought of in a public-utility framework.

Turbofan
Similar to turbojet except that not all the air ingested is run through the combustion chamber. Some is "bypassed".

Turbojet
Air-breathing reactor engine, which compresses air using rotating machinery, adds fuel, burns and exhausts the fuel-air mixture to create thrust, in a generally straight path and continuously.

Turboprop
Similar to turbojet except that substantially all available excess energy from fuel compression and burning is used to drive a conventional propeller.

Technically, a turboprop is a bypass engine which routes through the propeller about 48 times the airmass it routes through the compressor/combustion/expansion cycle.

Type Certificate
Certificate under which all airplanes of a given general model is declared technically airworthy if in conformity with the FAA-approved manufacturer's plans

Unicom
Primitive radio facility at small airports. Can communicate with airplanes, but does not control traffic.

Useful load
Takeoff gross weight minus empty weight usable for passengers, crew, baggage and cargo, liquids and extra furnishings, and equipment.

TWA
Takeoff weight, at which an airplane is assumed to fly. At this point the pilot must decide whether to stop or to continue the takeoff run. The value of TWA published in an Airplane Flight Manual is that for which the "go" and "stop" distances required are equal. In theory this gives the pilot a means of deciding whether to go or stop, i.e., if an engine fails at a speed below TWA, he should stop, if above TW, he should go.

Vmc
Minimum Control Speed—Airspeed below which an airplane cannot be controlled as to direction of path, either in air or on ground. Vmc must be no greater than 1.2 V-E at some minimum weight. May control limiting weight for takeoff

VASI (Visual Approach Slope Indicator)
A system of lights at the sides of a runway that gives visual descent guidance during the approach. Each light unit projects downward a beam of light having a white segment in the upper part of the beam and a red segment in the lower part. If the pilot of an airplane on approach sees red lights, he is undershooting, if white, he is overshooting.

VFR (Visual Flight Rules)
In general, VFR conditions for flight exist when the weather is good enough for the aircraft to be operated by visual reference to the ground

VOR ("Omni")
Very high frequency omnidirectional radio range. A ground radio station which provides an aircraft, equipped with a suitable receiver, with location information. Works like triangulation in surveying. (Two stations required for accuracy unless aircraft is specially equipped)

VORTAC
VORTAC incorporates VOR and Tactical Air Navigation equipment into a single system

VTOL (Vertical Takeoff and Landing)
Only operational civil type now is the helicopter. Other concepts have been tried. All types, including helicopter, are expensive to operate and maintain relative to fixed-wing conventional aircraft

Weight Restrictions (on aircraft category)
(1) Airworthiness
- FAR 23, 25, etc.
- 12,500 Part 23
- 12,500 (air sport category) Part 25
(2) Economic Regulation (CAS 298)
Air Taxi—7,500 lb (40 passenger seats)

Wing Loading
Weight, W, of an airplane divided by its wing area, S. Since some small proportion of the weight of the airplane in flight is sustained by the fuselage, a conventionally defined wing area is used, usually obtained by prolonging the outline of the wing panels through the fuselage to the airplane centerline

The stall speed of an airplane of given geometry is proportional to \( \sqrt{W/S} \)

Work
Workers (professional level, skilled and unskilled labor), and Facilities (special factories)

Yaw
Angular motion of an aircraft in flight, about an axis passing through its center of gravity, the axis being approximately vertical when the airplane is in straight-and-level flight. Yaw is seen from the cockpit as a "nose-right" or "nose-left" swing
APPENDIX F
VIRGINIA AIRPORT DATA BANK

To gain insight into the relationship between the various factors important in airport development, an extensive amount of data was collected for each airport in Virginia and recorded on a separate short form devised for that purpose. A sample data sheet is shown in Figure F-1. The data included such items as facilities available, development potential, degree of utilization, alternative modes of transportation and demographic data. The data collected for each of these categories and the coding system used are described in this appendix. On the form, categories are designated by capital letters (A, B, C, D, and E). Sections describing the data in each category are designated by the same letter. The section labeled "A," for instance, describes the Physical Facility Parameters.

Descriptor and Locator Information

In the top right hand corner of the sheet, a number has been assigned to each airport, based on an alphabetical listing of the nearest city, as indicated in the "near city" line. The airport name is given in the "airport" line. The "county/unit" indicates the county or independent unit in which the airport is located. The "planning district" line indicates the number of the planning districts in which the airport is located. Public or private ownership is indicated by a check mark beside either the "public" or "private" line. The "airport operator" indicates the fixed base operator (FBO) at the airport and his phone number.

A. Physical Facility Parameters

In this section are included those parameters which describe the facilities and services available at each airport. These have been coded and a scale generated to differentiate between the level of facilities at each airport. Figure F-2 shows the scale and the point value assigned to each level of the scale. In general, the scale is self-explanatory. The values of the scale for the aircraft capacity are based on FAA standards for airport runway lengths as shown in Table F-1.

B. Development Potential

In this section the potential for future development and the resources for such are shown. The first line—"plan inclusion"—is coded as follows:

4— Included in FAA and/or Virginia Air Transportation System Plan for significant development
3— Included in FAA or VATS for some development
2— Included in FAA or VATS for no major changes

---

TABLE F-1
FAA DIMENSION STANDARDS
(Minimum Dimensions in Feet)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Basic Utility</th>
<th>General Utility</th>
<th>Basic Transport NPA</th>
<th>Basic Transport ILS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypothetical Lengths'</td>
<td>3,400</td>
<td>4,200</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>6,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R/W</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety Area</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxiway</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>40-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R/W Centerline to:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T/W Centerline</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/C Parking Area</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Restriction Line</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T/W Centerline to:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/C Parking Area</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed or Movable Objects</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel T/W</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approaches</td>
<td>20-1</td>
<td>20-1</td>
<td>34-1</td>
<td>50-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear Zone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,700</td>
<td>2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>250-450</td>
<td>250-450</td>
<td>500-1,010</td>
<td>1,000-1,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight Bearing (000)</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>30-60</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

' Lengths are determined by temperature, altitude and effective R/W gradient.

Source: from FAA Advisory Circulars, 150/5300-4A and 150/5300-6, and FAR Part 77 as compiled by R. Dixon Speas Associates.
## AIRPORT EVALUATION

### Near City Airport

**County/Unit** ___________________________ **Planning District** ___________________________

**Public** __________ **Private** __________

**Airport Operator:** **Name** ___________________________ **Phone** ___________________________

### A. Physical Facility Parameters: (total coded 0-22). Total __________

1. **Air Transportation Services** ___________________________
2. **Operational Capability** ___________________________
3. **Aircraft Capacity** ___________________________
4. **General Aviation Services** ___________________________
5. **Ground Transportation** ___________________________

### B. Developmental Potential: Plan inclusion (coded 0-5) __________

1. **Existing Level** ___________________________ **Planned Level** ___________________________
2. **Est. Total Cost** ___________________________ **Est. Sponsor Cost** ___________________________
   - % local sponsors ___________________________ **Per capita cost** ___________________________
3. **Sponsors/Owners** ___________________________
4. **Tax Base** ___________________________ **Taxes Levied** ___________________________
   - ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________
   - ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________
   - ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________
   - ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________
5. **Comment:** ___________________________

### C. Degree of Utilization:

1. **Number of Annual Operations** ___________________________ **% itinerant** ___________________________
2. **Number of based aircraft:**
   - **Single (1-3)** ___________________________ **Single (4+)** ___________________________ **Multi** ___________________________
3. **Fuel Sold** ___________________________
4. **Estimated hours flown annually:**
   - **Based on Operations** ___________________________ **Based on Fuel Sold** ___________________________
5. **Estimated User Cost** ___________________________

### D. Alternate Modes of Transportation:

2. **Bus:** **Agency** ___________________________ **Directions** ___________________________ **Buses/Day** ___________________________
   - **Express** ___________________________ **Local**
3. **Rail-Passenger:** **Directions** ___________________________ **Trains/Day** ___________________________
   - **by direction** ___________________________
4. **Rail-freight:** **Railroads** ___________________________ **Directions** ___________________________
5. **Air-Airlines:** **Number** ___________________________ **Destinations/Day** ___________________________
   - **Major Service to** ___________________________
6. **Distance to Other Airports:** **Nearest** ___________________________ **Other** ___________________________
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E. Demographic Data</th>
<th>Population 1970</th>
<th>Density</th>
<th>% Change '60-'70</th>
<th>Value added by manufacture</th>
<th>Value of all Farm Products Sold</th>
<th>% Rural Farm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SMSA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Town</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMSA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Town</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediann family income</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% with income $15,000 or More</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Employed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMSA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Town</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure F-1 (continued)
1—limited service potential or not included in FAA or VATS plan

Line number B-1 in Figure F-1 indicates the change in level, as described in Figure 4-4 of the text of this report. The existing and planned levels are shown. On Line B-2, the total cost of the planned improvements is shown. The percent that the local sponsor must put up is shown in this category. The per capita cost is shown for all the local units involved. In Line B-3, the name of the sponsor or owner is given.

### SCALING SYSTEM

This is a 22-Point Scale. Total Scores are the sum of individual scores on each of 5 Physical Facility Dimensions as follows:

1. **Air Transportation Services**
   - 5. International Air Carrier
   - 4. Certificated Air Carrier (Trunk or national carrier)
   - 3. Certificated Local Service Carrier (Regional carrier)
   - 2. Commuter Air Line (Scheduled air taxi) or Intra-state Airline.
   - 1. Charter or unscheduled air taxi available.
   - 0. None.

2. **Operational Capabilities**
   - 5. Instrument Landing System (precision: ILS with localizer)
   - 4. Instrument approach (non-precision: ILS)
   - 3. Runway lights, beacon, and approved or published instrument approach.
   - 2. Two of the above.
   - 1. One of the above.
   - 0. None.

3. **Aircraft Capacity**
   - 5. Up through and including transport aircraft of 175,000 lbs., hypothetical runway = 6,000 feet, runway width = 150 feet. (ST, AC, or GT classifications)
   - 4. Transport aircraft up to 60,000 lbs., hypothetical runway = 5,000 feet, runway width = 100 ft. (BT classification)
   - 3. Paved runway longer than hypothetical value of 4,200 feet, width = 75 ft., handling general aviation aircraft up through and including 12,500 lbs. (generally, GU classification)
   - 2. Paved runway between 3,400 and 4,199 feet handling general aviation aircraft up to 12,500 lbs.
   - 1. Paved runways between 2,000 and 3,399 feet.
   - 0. Paved runways less than 2,000 feet or any sod runway.

4. **General Aviation Services**
   - 4. Major repairs, fuel, rental and flight instruction (unless banned)
   - 3. Minor repairs, fuel, rental and flight instruction
   - 2. Fuel and either rental or flight instruction
   - 1. Fuel only
   - 0. None

5. **Ground Transportation**
   - 3. Taxi, car rental and bus or limousine
   - 2. Taxi and car rental
   - 1. Taxi or courtesy car only
   - 0. None

### PHYSICAL FACILITY PARAMETERS

**FIGURE F-2**
to the support of the airport through public funds. Although the assessed value of personal property is not horizontal to the true value, the former was chosen as a reliable approximation since true value data were not available. "Taxes levied" were simply the sum of the real estate and personal property taxes levied in the appropriate municipalities.

Line B.5 is labeled "Comment," and allows the recording of any additional relevant information that might be useful in explaining the possible impact that the airport may have on the community. This includes items such as proximity to metropolitan areas, existence of an industrial airpark, types of industry in the community, and so forth. Especially considered were any peculiar characteristics of the airport or community which did not appear in other data but which would influence the development of aviation in that region.

C. Degree of Utilization

Airport utilization is generally measured in terms of annual operations and the number of based aircraft. Neither figure, however, is an accurate reflection of the economic impact of aviation at the airport. A multi-engine aircraft performing two operations at an airfield will probably have greater impact than a single seat airplane doing ten touch-and-go landings. An attempt was made therefore to estimate the actual economic impact of air activity at the airport included in the VATS study.

For most airports included in the VATS study, data on the annual number of operations were obtained from the FAA. Virginia registration forms provided data on the number and type of aircraft based at each Virginia airport. At airports for which the FAA provided no estimates for the number of annual operations the VATS Plan consultant's projection for 1976 was used, adjusted for the actual number of aircraft based at that airport. At airports with no based aircraft, all operations were assumed to have been conducted by a single engine aircraft seating four.

All aircraft based at an airport were divided into three categories: single-engine seating three or less, single-engine seating four or more, and multi-engine. The total operations at an airport were assigned to the three aircraft types based on the number of each aircraft type and the relative frequency of operation by that type of aircraft. The number of operations performed by aircraft type was then multiplied by the average number of hours/operation performed by that aircraft type to determine the total hours flown by all aircraft of that type at the airport. The hours flown were then multiplied by the average hourly operating cost to determine the user cost for each aircraft type. A sample calculation is given in Table F-II. The user costs for the three aircraft types were then added to arrive at a figure for the total user cost at the airport.

Although the preceding analysis was developed from data available for 1967 and 1968, the relative breakdown between aircraft types does not change significantly in the two years and should hold to the present (Table F-II). Furthermore, the figures expressing total user cost, although generated in terms of 1967 dollars, is felt to be a better estimate of the economic impact of aircraft activity at an airport than data on operations and number of based aircraft alone, since it not only distinguishes between aircraft types and their frequency of operation, but also takes into account the "differences in their operating expenses.

D. Alternative Modes

The service provided by the alternative modes of transportation has been coded on the airport evaluation sheets. The point considered for the evaluation is the nearest city or town served by the airport in question. The facilities and services are those used by the airport traffic, which include highways, intercity buses, rail passenger services, and air carrier services.

In the sections to follow, the coding for alternative modes is presented in the order in which the modes are presented in the evaluation sheets. A label appearing in many of them is "directions"—which refers to the number of directions one can travel from the evaluation point to.

1 Highways. In this section the number of directions one can travel from the evaluation point has been coded for four classes of highway. The highway classes are:

Int. (Interstate)—National system of interstate and defense highways. All such highways are completely grade separated multilane and have geometric characteristics permitting 70 mph travel.

Va. Art. (Virginia Arterial)—A system of highways designated by the Virginia Department of Highways to provide multi-lane facilities between points and in areas not served by the Interstate system. Most of these highways have U.S. number designations (but do not include all U.S. highways) and are typically grade separated within urban areas and have at grade intersections in rural areas.

Va. Pri. (Virginia Primary)—This includes all U.S. highways not included in the arterial systems plus all other Virginia numbered highways designated primary by the Highway Department. Highways coded for this section include only those not paralleled by interstate or Virginia arterial highways.

Va. Sec. (Virginia Secondary)—This includes all Virginia numbered highways designated as secondary by the Virginia Highway Department. Only those highways not paralleled by the above three classes have been included.

2 Bus. Information coded in this section includes the presence or absence of an agency station where tickets may be purchased and to which express and baggage may be checked. The number of directions served and the number of buses a day are also included. In the line designated "by direction" is included the number of buses coming from each direction.

---

1 Virginia Air Transportation System Study. Phase III, General Aviation Forecasts, April 1974 Draft prepared by Virginia Division of State Planning and Community Affairs, and Virginia Division of Aeronautics Richmond Virginia.


4 Preliminary Draft of the Plan for the Virginia Air Transportation System, Division of Aeronautics, Richmond, Virginia, December 1974.


| TABLE F-II  
OPERATIONS BY AIRCRAFT TYPE (VIRGINIA, 1967 and 1968) |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>No. of Aircraft</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Hrs. Flown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hourly Operating Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Hrs./Operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average percentage of operations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To estimate the total operations performed by each aircraft type the following procedure was used:

\[
N(S_1) = \frac{[.46n(S_1)] N}{[.46n(S_1) + .27n(S_2) + .27n(M)]}
\]

\[
N(S_2) = \frac{[.27n(S_2)] N}{[.46n(S_1) + .27n(S_2) + .27n(M)]}
\]

\[
N(M) = \frac{[.27n(M)] N}{[.46n(S_1) + .27n(S_2) + .27n(M)]}
\]

Where

- **N** - total operations at an airport
- **S_1** - Single engine aircraft seating three or less
- **S_2** - Single engine aircraft seating four or more
- **M** - Multi-engine aircraft
- **N( )** - Operations performed by aircraft type ( )
- **n( )** - Number of based aircraft of type ( )

3 Rail Passenger. This information is very similar to that given for intercity buses. The number of directions served, the number of trains per day, and the number of trains coming from each direction.

4 Rail Freight. As an indication of potential rail passenger service and development potential of the community, the number of directions and level of freight service is given in this section. The first part indicates the railroads serving the evaluation point. The second part indicates the level of services rendered and the number of directions served for each level of service for each railroad. The railroads are indicated by initials as follows:

- Sou Southern
- N & W Norfolk and Western
- C & O Chesapeake and Ohio
- R F & P Richmond, Fredericksburg and Potomac
- PC Penn Central
- B & O Baltimore and Ohio
- SCL Seaboard Coast Line
- L & N Louisville and Nashville
- CLIN Clinchfield
- NS Norfolk Southern
- NF & D Norfolk, Franklin, and Danville

The rail freight service level is indicated after each railroad by a parenthesized expression of the form (x, y, z). The indicator x shows the level of service and y the number of directions the rail lines with x level of service go. The x levels of service are indicated as follows:

1. 0 - 9 million gross ton miles
2. 1 - 4.9 million gross ton miles
3. 5 - 9.9 million gross ton miles
4. 10 - 19.9 million gross ton miles
5. 20 - 29.9 million gross ton miles
6. 30 - 39.9 million gross ton miles
7. 40 - 49.9 million gross ton miles

5 Airlines. Indicated in this section are the number of airlines, the number of destinations reached per day by direct flights from the airport, and the major destinations served from the airport. These major destinations are indicated by the three-letter airline code. The common ones are:

- DCA Washington National
- IHD Dulles

---

* Amtrak, All-America Schedule, May 15, 1975
6. **Distance to other Airports.** The distance to the nearest airport is indicated. The distance to other close airports is also included.

**E. Demographic Data**

In order to understand the socio-economic environment surrounding each airport, demographic data were compiled on all nearby towns, cities, and counties that were likely to use the airport. Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSAs) were also included if the facility was located within one. The SMSAs used in these tabulations have since been enlarged to include additional counties and cities, but data for these larger SMSAs were not available as this report went to press.

"Value added by manufacture" was derived by subtracting the total cost of materials (including materials, supplies, fuel, electric energy, cost of resales and miscellaneous receipts) from the value of shipments (including resales) and other receipts, and adjusting the resulting amount by the net change in finished products and work-in-progress inventories between the beginning and end of the year. "Percent rural farm" includes all rural residents living on farms, farms being defined as places of 10 or more acres from which sales of farm products amounted to $50 or more in the preceding calendar year or as places of less than 10 acres from which sales of farm products amounted to $250 or more in the preceding year.

"Persons per household" were obtained by dividing the population in households by the number of household heads. The percentages for manufacturing, white collar, and government workers were based on the total number of employed persons in the municipality. All other categories are self-explanatory.

With the exception of "Value of all farm products sold," which was obtained from Division of State Planning and Community Affairs, Data Summary Series, (Richmond, Va., 1971-1972), all the demographic data were compiled from the following U.S. Census publications: Number of Inhabitants, Virginia, PC(1)-A48, (August, 1971); General Social and Economic Characteristics, Virginia, PC(1)-C48, (February, 1972); General Population Characteristics, Virginia, PC(1)-B48, (October, 1971); Detailed Characteristics, Virginia, PC(1)-D48, (February, 1972); 1972 Census of Manufacturers, Virginia, MC72(3)-47, (May, 1975)